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FOREWORD
J.S. Clark, Chairman
The ninth meeting of the Canada Soil Survey Committee was held ,
May 16 - 18, 1973 at the University of Saskatoon. The Committee and
the guests were welcomed to the university by Dr. R.W. Begg,
Principal, Saskatoon Campus and by Dean W. J. White of the Faculty
of Agriculture.
Mr. Joe D. Nichols represented the United States Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, and provided much useful
background on the USDA approaches and point·s of view.

)

During the technical sessions 24 reports were delivered.
The majority of these were concerned with non - taxonomic subjects.
For example the subcommittee on soil interpr~tations tabled a
lengthy report on soil ratings and techniques used in Canada or
elsewhere. The subcommittee on mapping units in surveys of forest
land and permafrost areas, after presenting its report, was instructed
to continue its activity in the form of a working group subsequent
to the meeting . Similarly, the working group on cryoturbated
sotls was also instructed to proceed as rapidly as possible with
the development of a classification system for soils in arctic
and subarctic regions.
The committee also focused considerable attention on soil
taxonomy because the five - year moratorium on changes in the taxonomy
had ended. Modifications were made in nearly all orders.
Prior and during the meeting concern was expressed for the
number of classification changes that continue to be made and for
the difficulty of finding adequate time for discussion and evaluation
at the meeting. Circulation of material and development of subcommittee recommendations prior to the meetings were attempted,
but were not entirely successful. In order to achieve the highest
degree of efficiency in this process, the committee agreed to transfer
the responsibility for future development of the soil taxonomy
to a member of the Soil Resource group, S.R.I. Under his leadership working groups would develop recommendations for the committee
instead of the subcommittee structures used in the past. In this
way it would be possible for the Soil Survey. Committee to devote
attention to new program directions and approaches to an increasing
involvement in land use problems, in closer coordination of
Soil Survey with Forestry, Geology, Environment and landuse planning
agencies . Some restructuring of subcommittees to achieve these
ends is to be developed over the next two years.

Appre ciation i s expre ssed to the many participants from a
number of agencies who attended the meetings. It is hoped that
kind of participation will be expanded .
The stimulating and amusing talk by Dr . Spinks at the committee
dinner was very much appreciated. Appreciation is also extended,
on behalf of all the participants, for the hospitality and
thoughtful arrangements made by the host group at Saskatoon.

AVANT-PROPOS
J.S. Clark, President
eme
La 9
reunion de la commission pedologique du Canada a eu
lieu a l'Universite de Saskatoon les 16 , 17 et 18 mai, 1973 . Le
Dr. R.W. Begg, Principal du Campus de Saskatoon et le Doyen W. J. White
de la Faculte d'Agriculture ont souhaite la bienvenue aux membres
et invites .
Monsieur Joe D. Nichols du 801. l Con servation Service , U. S.D .A.
a contribue grandement au succes de cette reunion en exposant les
points de vue de nos voisins.
Au cours des sessions on a examine 24 rapports traitant
surtout de sujets non-taxonomiques. Ainsi, le comite des interpretations des sols a soumis un volumineux rapport sur l'evaluation des sols et les techniques utilisees
cette fin au pays et
ailleurs. Apres la presentation de son rapport, le comite traitant
des unites cartographiques a utilise pour les releves des pergeli sols ou des terrains sous couvert forestier, a re~u le mandat de
continuer ses activites sous forme d 1 atelier. De meme, l'atelier
sur les sols cryoturbes doit poursuivre ses travaux et soumettre
le plus tot possible un systeme de classification des sols des
regions artique et subartique .

a

La commission a egalement app orte une attention particuliere
a l a taxonomie des sols alors que le moratoire de cinq ans sur
les changements taxonomiques etait revolu. Presque tous l es
ordres ont subi des modifications .
Avant et pendant la rencontre plusieurs ont regrette que tant ,
de modifications a la classification soient encore effectuees et qu'il
soit difficile de trouver tout l e temps voulu aux reunions pour
dis cuter et evaluer la porte de ces changements. On a essaye, sans
y reussir completement, de faire circuler les rapports avant les
reunions, pour pouvoir soumettre des recormnendations precises a

)
.l'assemblee. Dans le but d'atteindre une plus grande efficacite
d'un tel processus, on a convenu qu'a l'avenir la taxonomie
releverait d'un seul responsable, soit d'un membre du groupe des
Ressources du Sol a l'Institut de Recherche des Sols. Ce leader,
a la tete d'un atel ier de travail, soumettra directement ses
reconunendations a la Conunission, eliminant ainsi la procedure suivie
jusqu'ici. La Conunission pourra ainsi se tourncr davantage vers
les directions et approches nouvelles de progranunes exigeant une
attention accrue aux probl eme d'utilisation des terres et effectuer
une meilleure coordination entre elle-meme et les organismes de
forestrie, de geologie et d'environnement s'occupant de la planification dans l'utilisa t ion des ter~es. Pour atteindre cet
objectif, il faudra remanier l es comi te s au cours des deux
prochaines annees.
Il faut se rejouir de la par~icipation de nombreux organismes
a ses assises et esperer qu'une telle ~ttitude Se repandra
encore plus.
La causerie, stimulante et amusante a la fois, donnee lors du
diner par l e Dr. Spinks a ete grandement appreciee. Au nqm de
tousles participants, nous exprimons notre gratitude a nos hotes
de Saskatoon pour leur hospitalitee et tousles services rendus.

)

)

RELEVES MODERNES DES SOLS AUX ETATS-UNIS
J.D. Nichols
Resume
Le nouveau systeme de classification des sols des Etats-Unis
devant paraitre bientot dans "Soil Taxonomy" introduit de
nouveaux concepts. Parmi ceux-ci, il ya les horizons
.diagnostiques et les criteres qui sont etroitement lies au
comportement des sols. De ce fait, beaucoup de nouve lles
interpretations sont rendues possibles aux divers nivaux ou
categories t axonomiques; D~ telles interpretations touchent
l'administration des fermes, la forestrie, la planification
edaphique, la lutte antipollution et divers aspects de
l'utilisation du sol.,
THE MODERN SOIL SURVEY IN THE UNITED STATES!
J.D. Nichols
Summary
The new U.S. Soil classification system soon to be published
in "Soil Taxonomy" introduces new concepts. Among these are
diagnostic horizons, and criteria that relate closely to the
soils' behavior. As a result, many more kin9s of interpretations can be made at the various taxonomic levels or
categories. Interpretations are made of soil for farm
management, for forestry, for edaphic planning, for pollution
control, and other uses.

)

The Soils We Classify
A soil is an intimate mixture of rock particles and organic matter
capable of supporting plant life. This was written in Misatssippi by
William N. Logan over half a century ago. (Agricultural Col(ege,
Mississippi. Logan , William N., 19i6. The Soils of Miss~ssippi; Miss.
Agri. Expr. Sta. 81 pp.) Soil, as used in Soil Taxonomy, is the
collection of natural bodies on the earth's surface containing living
matter and supporting or capable of supporting plants out-of-doors. It

----------------------------------l
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Prepared by Lindo J. Bartelli, Principal Correlator, Ft. Worth, Texas
and presented by Joe D. Nichols, Assistant Principal correlator, Ft.
Worth, Texas at the Canada Soil Survey annual mee ting, May 16-18,
1973; Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Soil Taxonomy. A basic system of soil classification for making
and interpreting soil surveys. Soil Survey Staff, Agri. Handbook
No. 436, USDA, SCS, in print.
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is easy to overlook the trials of the early scientists, but basically
the changes are not greatly different . We are still u sing the same
definition for soil.

Soil Class ification
We have introduced a new system of soil classification. This, in many
ways, follows long-estabiished principles of older systems. For example,
(Slid e 1) it does not discredit the role of the soil-forming factors
parent material, organisms, climate, relief, and the age of landforms -a role accepted by soil scient is ts for more than half a century. Nor
does it change the concept of the soil series as used in the United States,
although the differentiae used have caused the refinement and revision of
many old, established series.
The new system (Slide 2) does introduce new concepts. Diagnostic horizons
are the differentiating features .
These are the building blocks of the
system (Aandahl 1965) .
In addition, they serve to differentiate features
that are important to . man's use and manipulation of soils.
The relation ship of diagnost ic hor izon properties to soil behavior carries throughout
the system. Oxic horizons, (Slide 3) for example, indicate a highly
advanced degr ee of weather i ng.
There are few or no primary minerals
remaining to release nutrients for plant use. These horizons are related
to infertile soils that require special management practice if they are to
remain productive under cultivation .
I n most instances , rli aenostic
horizons reflect the environment in which the s oil formed.
(Slide 4) The
system, like most systems in taxonomy, is a pyramid, with few classes at
the hi ghest level and many at the l owest level. Soil Taxonomy ha s
introduced criteria that re l ate closely to the soiPs behavior. Resultantly,
we can make many more kinds of interpretations at the various categories .
Engineering properties are reflected a t the family level .

Use of Soil Maps in Farming
Soil surveys continue to be an integral part of the farm management
system.
(Slide S) The soil survey input has become more sophisticated .
In addition to predictions of yields, fertilizer drainage, and other
requirements, the soil's capacity to lock up excess phosph ate, pass
nitrates, and degrade pesticides is considered .
The i mp&ct of the
managemen t system on the environment is evaluated .
In addition to having
a favorable cost input/output ratio, farming should not pollute the
environment.
Farming practices need to be geared more closely to the soil's
b ehavior pattern.
(Slide 6) Work in Louisiana s hows that denitrification
rates are related to drainage .
Well drained permeable soil passes nitrates
into the ground water readily.
(Slide 7) Yield response curves should be
formulated for each major soil. Application rates should not exceed t h e
plants I requi~ement for optimum growth.
Nitrogen (Slide 8) applied in
excess of the point of max imum return in this soil with a " flushing "
moisture reg i me has a good chance of polluting the ground water.
(Slid e 9)
Nitrates will not flush out of this soil; the second gray layer indicates
perched water and a good chance for denitrification .
(Slide 10) Pesticides
also have unique interactions with soils. Atrazine passes through Fayette
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si lt loam readily.
(Slide 11) Soils vary in their ability to ti e up
phosphate . Soils high in Al, Fe, and clay are efficient fixers.
(Slide 12)
An Haplaquod in North Carolina, devoid of Al, passes most of the phosphate
applied.
Use of Soil Maps in Forestry
The use of soil survey in fore stry also has grown (Bartelli and Dement,
1968 ). (Slid e 13) In evaluating the woodland resource in an RC and D
project, Case (1971) includes the soil-site index, yields, and wood land
cost-return estimates. The soil-site index indicates the amount of wood
products~ soil can produce under a specified set of management practices.
The soil potential for wood production can be devel oped and used to
determine the most suitable woodland management. Being under tree cover
is not the only jus tificat ion for woodland management; it must provid e
economi c incentive and contribute to the economic growth. If not
s ufficien tly productive, woodlands can be managed for aesthetic values,
water storage, or recreation and s till enhan ce the environment. Not all
woodland is treated the same.'
Edaphi c Planning

)

)

(Slid e 14) The serious attempt to clean up th e rivers, lakes, countryside, s eashores, and cities and the urge to set aside refuge for wildlife
and havens for city dwellers have rejuvenated land use planning.
(Slide 1 5)
People also are taking a critical view of land pollution. This l eads to
seeking sites that are most suitable. It mean s matching a us e with the
prop er soil to prevent pollution of land, ground waters, lakes, or rivers.
Th is is edaphic planning of the landscape.
(Slid e 16) The soil scientists
predict the behavior on the basis of t~e so il qual ities. Th is is not land
us e planning, but it is an important input. The soil map is an introduction
to t he l andscape.
(Slide 17) It reveals land scape characteristics. In
addition. it provid es adequate soil behavior predictions to formulate the
pian. (Slide 18) The landscape can now be placed into the computer. The
landscape is divided into grids which form the unit pl anning cell.
(Slid e 19) The soil map is t ransla t ed into the landscape language by
not ing the most significant and dominating soil in the unit planning cell.
The unit planning cell becomes the vehicle for expressing the properties
of the landscape. (Slide 20) It highlights t he l imitat ion of each square.
(Sl ide 21) It also can be used to characterize the physiography of the
landscape. (Slide 22 ) More sophisticated interpreta tions can be generated.
The potential for croplands reflec ts the summary of various inputs . These
kind s of maps are printed by the computer. They are cheap and can be
printed quickly, and they tell a story. In edaphic planning , farming should
be geared to the potential of the soil .
(Slide 23) Farmland with the best
potential requires level, productive soils with a climate that is no t
_limiting (Bartelli , 1968). If rainfall i s restricting, suppl emental water
must be availabl e.
(Slide 24) Potentia l for recreation use also is
de t e rmined for each cel l. The s oil's capacity for producing food and cover,
it s ability to s tand foot traffic wear, and its aes the ti c value are some of
the considerations. (Slide 25) Potential for urbanization includes an
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appraisal of the limitation s, the cost of overcoming these limitations,
and the impact that urbanization wi ll have on t h e environment. Based on
these edaph ic features, (Slide 26 ) the computer produces an edaphic land
u se plan. True, some areas are well suited for all uses, but edaphi c
planning h ighli ghts the conflicts. It tends to encourage harmony betwe en
the selected use and the soil. This kind of planning benefits society in
two ways -- it prevents soil misuse and land pollution, and i t u ses soils
to their full potenti al.

Land Spreading of Was te
(Slid e 27) The d isposal of waste h as become a critical problem .
Flus hing down the streams and blowi ng into t h e atmosphere are not in
favor. The comp l exity o f t h e waste products makes t h e probl em more acute .
(Slide 28 ) Secondary treatment is not successful in removing viruses,
pho s phor ous , n itrogen, and heavy metals .
(Slid e 29) The soil doe s
provide an adequate faci l ity, and in many cases it is much cheaper than
ch emical treatment. Resultantly , scientis ts are studyin g the behavior
b e tween waste material and soi l properties. (Slide 30) We are learning
to sel ect the good performing soils. Soils high in 2: 1 clays, low sand
content, and with high cation exch ange capacities and low base sa turations
are t h e good performers in the removal of cations from effluent. (Slide 31)
Soi ls high in alum inum and iron , low in acidity, and with s low permeabilities are good removers of anions from efflu ent.
Accelerating Publication
(Slid e 32) The ab ility to predict soil behavior for the many new use s
h as placed a heavy demand on soil maps and reports. We can make a
sign i ficant contribution to environmenta l planning with the proper timing
of soil s urvey release .
(Slide 33) We are placing coordinated interpretive
data for each series into the compu ter . With the use of equipment that has
text-ed itin g capabilities, (our equipment is t he IBM 2 74 1 Communi cation
Termina ls and IBM 360 model 50) we are a bl e to adapt standardized stored
data to lo ca l surveys. Interpretations are now being fed into a computer
at Ames, Iowa . This will serve as a national bank. This is being done
for phases of series. We hope to get the original draft s of tables from
thi. s source.
(Slide 34) A yield table for significant phases of the
identified series is recal l ed fro m the storage unit. It is adju s t ed to
fi t the local conditions. (Slid e 35 ) The adjustments are fed into the
computer, and th e final yield table i.s produ ced -- wh ich is ready f or
printing.
(Slide 36 ) Other tables a lso can be produced to fit t h e part icular survey area in a like manner.
(Slid e 37) Modular writing a l so saves
t ime and money. A model from an edited ma nuscri pt of a ne ar by s urvey area
i s s tor ed in the computer. It is recalled and given to the party c hi e f
for adaptation to his survey area. Results from our pilot project show
t hat 60 t o 75 percent of manuscripts can be automated. Time in preparing
a manuscript (through RTSC) was reduc ed from 12 to 2 mon t h s. Party c hief
time was r educed by 50 percent. Quality contro l is exercised pr ior to
s toring d ata. Interim or special reports are produced from the same
stor age. Map drafting also is bein g automated. (Slide 38) The SCS
Advance Mapping System is designed to produce press negatives of soil
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survey atlas sheets, r eady for the printer. Digitizing and automatic
drafting equipment i s now being used in production and developmental
work.
Challenge
(Sl i de 39)
As we wonder about the potentials of remote sensing and
photographs from outer space, l and-use l egislation currently being
considered by our Congress and many state s will have far-reaching effects
on management of public and private lands . Government control of land
us e will vary among the regions. Several stat es have regulatory measures
tied directly to the soll map. Colorado requires a soil map prior to
issuing any permit for subdivision development. Sep t ic tan~s are a ll owed
on ly on soils rated suitable by the soil scientist in Wisconsin. All
development around Lake Tahoe in California are based on soil map
su i t a bility rat i ngs . Hard politicql and economic choices must be made
if land development is to l ead to better environmenta l and social results .
(Slide 40) But ad~quate data properly analyzed are a necessary base for
sound regulatory actions in land use. We must learn to predict the
impact of s uch land uses on the environment. We n eed to develop means
for predicting soil behavior in all uses of land. In addition, our
recorrnnenda tions must be more quantitative. This is the challenge of
modern soi l surveys.

)

)
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES PRIORITES D'UTILISATION DES TERRES
J.S. Clark, President
Resume
Les releves des sols doivent servir le mieux possib l e le s
be soins de l a p l anification. Les scientistes du so l
doivent participer aux prise s de decisions s ur l a
planification clans 1 1 utilisation des terres; ils doivent
aider l es p l anificateurs clans cette ta che. Les cartes de
possibilites des sols n e peuvent e tre utili sees qu'au
n i veau general de l a planification; pour la p l anification
detaill ee, i l faut consulter le s re l eve s pedologiques .
La plupart d es scientistes du so l ont besoin d 'entra inement s up plementaire et d 'experience clans ce domaine de l a
planifi ca tion. On doit reserver pour l'agri c ulture l es terres
qui o ffre nt un bon potentiel pour cette utilisation.
REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON POLICY ON LAND USE PRIORITIES
J.S. Clark, Chairman
Summary
Soil surveys should be made as useful as possible f or
planning pu rposes. Soil scientists should b e active ly
engaged in assistin g plannin g specia l ist s to make land
planning d ecision s. So il capability ma ps are only sa tis f ac t ory fo r l and p l anning at a genera l level, and soi l
s urvey i n f ormation is required fo r detai l ed planning.
Most soi l scientists require additional training a nd
experi en ce in l and planning. High capab ility l and should
b e reserved fo r agriculture.
Fo r many years Can a d a has been regard e d as a country with adeq uate and
perhap s even unlimited l and resou rces by most Canadians. It h as b ecome
a ll too evide nt that this is not the case and that because of geo l og ica l
an d climat ic limitations the l a nd reso u rces of Canada and particularly
those s uitable for agri c ul ture are extremely limited . For this and
other reasons there is growing realization t hat steps must be taken to
pre serve a nd manage our lands more efficiently th an has been done in the
past. It is timely that we as soil scientists review our attitude s to
these changing concerns and to review t h e ro l e we are or should be
playing. I do no t know if we can reach too many definite decisions at
this meeting. Perhaps we can use the replies obtained from the
question as a ba s is for di scussions on this topic.
In your replies regarding land use pr i orities you made it fair l y clear that :
1.

Soil scienti sts shou ld be actively e ngaged in p l a nning .
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2.

Soil surveys should be made as useful as possible for planning
purposes.

3.

High capability land should be reserved for agriculture.

4.

Soil capability maps were only satisfactcry for land planning at a
general leve l and that soil survey inforn1ation was required for any
de tailed planning.

5.

The soil data bank was a useful tool for land planning.

6.

t-bst pedologists believed that soil scientists alone should not
make land planning decisions but that the y should work with other
specialists.

7.

t-bst soil s~ientists could use additional training and experience
in land planning.

8.

Soil scientists should make it clear that they have information that
is useful not only to agriculture .

What I believe we should address ourselves to is how the deve loping land
use policies in this country will affect the soil survey activities in
the country. Some questions I suggest we address ourselves to are:

1.

Are there any changes in CSSC that would allow us to take a more
effective role in land ptanning7

2.

Are there any organizational changes that would make the soil survey
groups more effective?

3.

We frequently talk of making a greater impact outside agriculture.
How are we <loin$ and is there anything more that we should be doing?

4.

How are the land policies being introduced in the provinces going
to affect soil survey? Will the demand for soil surveys increase
or will the need be for interpretive maps and reports using existing
information.

5.

Are there any kinds of maps or soils information we should be putting
out that would he lp in formulating attitudes and policies on land?

6.

Are our standard maps and reports adequate or should we d evelop new
ways of reporti~g soil surveys?

7.

Should the Federal Soil Survey take a more active role in nonagricultural soils work. What kinds and to what extent?

8.

How does soil survey fit into resource systems approaches.
wish to take an active role and how?

Do we
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In the six months since the l and poli cy ques tionna ire was s ent out to
CSSC members t h ere h ave been profound cha n ges i n this country's attitude
toward s its l a nd r esources .
Land policies a nd l and u s e zoning has b e en
introdu c ed in ma n y province s. Th er e is fin a lly a general awareness of
the l an d p ress ures that exist in Canada .
Even in a g riculture there is
a growi n g real i z a tion that s o ils and l and f o rm the basis of the
agricultur al indu s t ry an d th er e mu st be s ome c o nscious mana gemen t and
cons ervation o f th e agr icu ltura l l and resou r ce . Wher e a s six months a go
one of our ma j o r con cern s may have b een how to ma k e the countr y aware
of its land probl e ms .
Today our probl em is how we can best ens ure that
ra t ional land pl ann i n g does take place . · I t h i n k t h ere a r e going to be
~s rap i d changes i n th e next few mo nth s as well .
L i ttle would be gained
therefor e by di s cu ssin g t he a n swers t o t he ques t i o nn a ire on land policy
or by d ev e loping any fi xed policy o r d irec tion wi t h r e spect to land use
planning.
In the short time t h at we h a v e availab l e I wou l d like your opinions
on these or any re late d t o p ics. Over the next f ew months I anticipate
a number of ch a n ge s and d ev e lo pments t o which we will have to react and
your opinions and ide a s wil l b e he l p f ul .
I f we don ' t have time to give
everyone an opport un ity to expres s an opin ion p lease wr ite .
Should there
be any d e f i nite reconnnen dations or reso l utions t h at you wish to have
t a ken to CASC thes e can b e brough t u p now o r i n the time allotted for
resolutions .

The follow i n g is a s ummary o f replies gen e r a t e d f r om the above
Quest ion n a ire da ted Febr uary 20 , 1973.
1)

Wha t i s the viewpo int o f Canadian pedolo g ists on the soil resource
and its u se?
a)

Should p e dologi sts be i n volved ac t i v e ly in land use policy
fo r mul at ion?
Responses were unanimously aff irmat i v e ( except for Heringa)
ranging from an unqua l if i ed yes t o quali f ied supportive
s tatemen ts :

The s oil re sour ce is b eing un n ecessar i ly a bused , wasted and lost for
a ll time b e c a u se o f a t titud e a nd lack of acc eptabl e policy at all
go v e rnmental l eve ls .
I t is t he responsibil ity o f t he pedologist to
influence publ ic op inion a n d c h ange , in c onc ert, with pedological
knowledge . We should str ive to accompl ish t hi s in an e ff ec tive and
efficient manner as opp o sed t o the cri s is to c risis appr oach that
seems to i n c reas ing l y confr o n t society and be r equired to ini tia te
ac t-ion.
The pedolo g i cal i n f lue n ce s hould be loud and strong enough
to focu s attent i on and h o p eful ly pr ocure acce ptabl e regul a tion .
Pedolo g i st s h o uld be actively i nvo l ved i n land use policy formulation .
As a st ar t in focusin g a ttent ion i n var i o us area s it would be use f ul
to publis h dat a for pub l ic i nfor mation regarding past losses of the
cl ass e s of a gr icultural l an d i n specific ar e as wi th analysis of
alterna t ive s a nd pri o ri t ies ( MacDou ga ll) .
Th e p edologist can best
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serve their interest by producing an awareness among the
relevant bodies and the public that soil is in fact a limited
resource and that soil scientists can assist in showing how it can
be used wisely (Humphrey).
b)

If land use planning is accepted aa being multidisciplinary
action, what should be the specific contribution of the
pedologist?
This question brought forth a great volley of ideas many of
which are surrunarized below:

The specific contribution of the pedologist should be the proper
design of soil surveys to meet planning needs and to prepare accurate,
well documented, intelligible, soil and soil terrain maps from which
interpretive maps can be prepared (Ellis group). He must stay
involved at a level that wil~ ensure that the information is being
fully and properly utilized in decision making. He must continually
be integrating at the surface of the physical and biological
environments (Acton) .
Some felt that the specific contribution of the pedologist is soil
resource data collection in areas of basic soil characterization and
soil behavior under different systems of land management (Smith).

)

Many felt that the pedologist must make himself available (go more
than half way) to serve in multidisciplinary groups and attempt to
sell tµe ' idea that land use planning cannot be done without consideration of the effects of soil on the potential (Langmaid, Rochfort,
Smith). In many cases people cannot ask intelligent questions if
they do not know what information is available. Therefore if we play
a passive role and wait until questions are asked, we may never get
a chance to respond, i.e., when the pedologist has waited to be
asked, he has ofte~ waited too long (Dean, Nowland).
A most important step to playing a more effective role is to gain an
understand.ing of the planning process . Once the mechanism is
understood, the pedologist must impress upon the relevant bodies the
usefulness of soils information to their endeavor, i.e., we must
stop defending our profession and begin to enroll its virtues. Just
as we could not be effective in an agricultural role without some
agricultural background, neither can we expect to effectively
contribute to land use planning without at least appreciating the
purposes and aims of planning (Unknown respondent).
Another indicated pedologists should accept the virtual impossibility
of publishing soil .survey reports that will be utilized to their full
potential by planners • .- No matter how simple and straight forward the
presentation, the planner will require special help from the pedologist.
Most planners are overworked individuals having insufficient time or
inclination to process raw soil information (Nowland).

)
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c)

Can you supply spec ific examples of an involvement in land use
pl anning?

Peters - 1)
2)
3)

4)
S)
6)
7)

Smith -

1)

Development of irrigation schemes;
Urban development for towns and cities;
Opening u p of new agricultural areas in northern
Alberta;
Fore s try - site classification;
Rural l and assessment;
Trafficab ility studies at Suffield;
Parks planning - suitability of areas for trails,
campsites, viewpoints, etc.
Mult id isciplinary ecology s tudies on the MacKenzie
River, Church il l-Ne lson River and Roseau River Basin.

Langmaid -

Moncton, N.B. - Ecological survey.

Nowland

Specific examples of pedologist involvement in Nova
Scotia

LOCAL .
1)

Area :

Halifax-Dartmouth

Planning agency.
Activity :

Metropo liLan Area Planning Commi ss ion (MA.PC )

Supply of extra interpretive informat ion beyond survey report No. 13,
channelled through a geographer /planner of N. S. Dept . of Development.
Used for planning and zoning recreation, industry, housing and
sanitary landfill facilities . Continuing infrequent involvement.
2)

Area:

Dartmouth City

Planning agency:
Activity:

City Planning Dept.

Erodibility rating of areas surrounding lakes within city boundaries,
in order to designat e fragile areas. Planners are confident that
Council wili enact by- laws controlling development and construction
practices on the basis of this information. Continuing involvement,
possibly including limited fieldwork in doubtful areas.
3)

Area :

Kings County

Planning agency:
Activity:

Joint Planning Commission

Suppl y of extra int erpretive information beyond Soil Survey Report
No. 15. Extensive preparation of single-use interpretive overlays
and frost hazard maps, etc. Work mostly done by Land Use Supervisor,
N. S. Dept . of Agriculture (ex-Soil Survey). Maps prepared by Maritime
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Resource Management Services. Information used for total planning
in an area of extreme land use conflict and urbanization among most
viable agriculture. Involvement intermittent.

)
4)

Area:

Strait of Canso Ocean Terminal and Industrial Area

Planning agency:

Special area planning authority being set up with
assistance of N.S. Dept. of Development.

Activity:
Supply of interpretive information beyond that available in Survey
Reports 6, t2 and 14. Active involvement not yet commenced, but
demand for information on areas suitable for housing and sanitary
landfill sites imminent. Request for detailed soil survey in the
offing. Pedologist has been invited by the Director of Community
Ptanning to sit on the Ar ea Planning Authority when established.
S)

Area:

Truro-Central Colchester Co.

Planning agency:
Activity:

Joint Planning Advisory Committee

Routine semi-detailed re-survey of this area is presently underway.
The soil survey supplies manuscript maps and provisional ratings of
all soils for all uses. Pedologist holds perio'dic brieftng sessions
with the resident planner and the whole committee, and participated
in a two-week land use planning Short Course at the N.S. Agricultural
College.

)

Much soil survey informatio~ has been declared too sophisticated by
the planner who is unable to convince the Councils of the most
elementary planning principles.. Public education, to which the
pedologist has contributed is producing better results. Representatives
of almost all other departments,·--of governments are contributing to
this process, and the absence of soil survey would be inadvisable.
Involvement continuing.
6)

Area:

Industrial Cape Breton

Planning agency:
Activity:

Development Planning Committee

Additional interpretations beyond Soil Report No. 12 to assist N.S .
Dept. of Development Planners in preparation of maps ratin$ soils for
housing expansion and solid waste disposal. Involvement limited and
completed 1972.
7)

Area:

North Shore of Nova Scotia

Planning agency:
Activity:

)

Northumberland Development Association

At the request of DREE and N.S. Dept. of Agriculture, the scale of
routine mapping was changed from 1:50,000 to 1 : 20,000 for the purpos e
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of a detailed indicative land use planning exercise.
Soil survey
s u pplied manuscript maps from which many single use overlays were
prepared for local us e. Pedologist developed explanatory lectures
for local groups.
Invo lvement terminated 1971.
8)

Area:

Musguodoboit River Floodplain

Planning agency:

Musquodoboit Rural Development Board and
Canada Dept. of Environment

Activity:
At the requ est of the Development Board, the soil survey undertook
a detail e d survey in 1969 and issued maps at 1:15,840 and a Report.
These demonstrated that the small acreage of good soi l s that would
b enefit from flood control dams and other works did not warrant the
expenditure if justified for purely agricultural reasons. The
control works were halted after $700,000 had been spen t in advance
of the survey.
Soil informat ion was used in the preparation of a
full scale development report presently b eing published by Canada
Dept . of Environment.

PROVINCIAL AND REGIONAL
1)

Nova Scotia Housing Pol i c y
A study group representing several provincial government departments
is currently preparing reconunendations for a complete overh a ul of
housing policy.
The pedologist participates and in cooperation with
a planner has prepared soil ratings a nd maps demonstratin g a major
constraint imposed by soils on housing; 92% of the province is
unsuited to septic tank systems, and a high proportion of installed
systems have failed.
Involvement continuing.

2)

Recreation/Tour ism Plan for Nova Scotia
A master plan is being prepared by private consultants. Th e
pedologist assists with problem interpretations from existing soil
maps, monitors reconunendations and supplies a variety of data on
file. A few joint field trips to spec ific development sites are
envisaged.
Camp sites and golf courses are prominent in discussions.
Involvement cont inuin g.

2)

Does t h e CLI soil capability for agriculture constitute a s u itable
base for land use decisions?
It was generally agreed that the CLI maps constitute a suitable base
for land use planning at the broad scale level but not at t h e mor e
detail ed planning scale. Two groups indicated that even in terms of
broad scale planning, it is necessary to know the soils as well as
the capability (Ell is) .
Another group felt that a ltho ugh the
CLI map s were helpful for planning purposes additional maps were
required to show drainage, topography, land occupancy and land tenure
(Heringa) .
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In reviewing . the responses to this question (and others) it becomes
apparent that clarification is required as to what planning level
(National, Provincial, Regional, Municipal) we are attempting to
service. Land use planni~g takes place at many different scales
(or l evels); the plann ing scale developed will determine both the
kinds of policies formulated and the c~ntribution pedologists should
make. The different planning levels (or scales) are ranged from
national down to municipal (Humphrey).

)

2a)

Is it desirable or necessary to demand that Class 1, 2 and 3 be
reserved for agriculture? What about special purpose soils which
may be related as Class 47
There was almost unanimous agreement that Class 1, 2 and 3 should be
res erved for agriculture purposes. The reasons to substantiate this
decision are best summed up by Dean who was quick to point out that
Agriculturalists and Pedologists have a professional role to pl ay in
advocating the reservation of agricultural land in Canada for use in
agriculture. This resource is of limited quality in the settled
regions of Canada and from the viewpoint of long range planning, we
should advocate that resources as far as possible be utilized for
agricultural purposes. Obviously, there are many specific occasions
when prime agricultural land will be utilized for a greater economic
return than from the agricultural business. However, the professional
agricultural viewpoint should constantly be brought forward·. We will
reach a time in Canada, when the supply of prime agricultural land
will become critical and we should begin conditioning planners to
this viewpoint so that when the time comes, the decisions will be
much easier (Dean) .

)

Obviously we are going to have to be extre~ely vocal when Class 1, 2
and 3 is used for oth~r purposes. These eruptive noi ses will have
to be justified by supportive evidence on present misuse as
exemplified by the disappearance of the fruit belt in southern
Ontario and Urban and Industrial development on the Plain of St.
Lawrence in the Montreal area.
There were only a few definite statements concerning special purpose
soils rated as Class 4. Two groups indicated that Class 4 should
also be reserved for agricultural purposes particularly where it was
suited for special crops including tobacco, apples, small fruits or
grapes, etc. (Rochefort, Heringa).
2b)

)

In areas where there is no Class 1 soil should Class 2 or even
Class 4 soils be zoned exclusively for agricultural use?
Except for Ellis and Peters, the replies indicated an unqualified yes
in the case of Class 2 and 3 soils with some reservations on Class 4
soils . It was summed up by Nowland who indi cated that according to
N. Pierson and others, the 25 million acres of climatically favored
Class 1 and 2 soils in Canada will be urbanized by 2000 AD. Therefore the Class 2 and 3 soils in Nova Scotia will be needed for
agricultural purposes eventually even though there ar e presently
large areas which are unclear ed.
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In contr ast one group felt that it was wish ful thinking to demand
that Class 1, 2 and 3 soils be reserved for Agricul t ure as this
would de!Jland on t h e ind i vidual situation 9 i. e 0 , Does the Dept. of
Highways avoid Class 1, 2 a nd 3 so il s (Ellis )?
Peters group s u ggested that it is not nec essary to demand that
Class 1 , 2 and 3 be reserved for agriculture but that it was
preferable . Many towns and cities are situated on Class 1 or 2
agricultural land.and they have nowhere e i se to go. Legislation
should be brought in that t h e better lands about a city should b e
reserved for agricultur e if t h e cit y h as no other area to expand
into , but not otherwis e.
Another response suggested that any arguments we advance for the
preservation of agr icultural land will h ave to be justified socially,
economically and env ironmental l y. Policies giving agriculture
prior claim to the land might b e t he best s olution. Such a policy
would ensure that new user s justify their proposals and would also
lead to justification for a gricul tural enterprises.
2c)

Is c lass and s ub c l ass adequ ate for agricultural interpretations and
planning? For detailed pl anning are capabil ity units essential?
There were mixed feelin gs on this ques tion with a bout half the
responses indicating tha t Class and Subclass were not adequate for
agric 1 t •r<>l int-<>rrr<>t-a t- -i,-,ng A"'ld rlAT">rd-ng
'l'he remainder indicated
that they were adequate for broad regional planning but that a new
concept is require d for detailed plann ing. There were no concrete
alternatives propos e d altho~ gh it was indicated that economics must
be taken i n to consideration.
1

One respondent s u spected that what is al luded to in this
question concerning the necessity of capability units in detailed
planning, is their usefulness in establishing zoning ordinances,
where the type of endeavors per mitted is more specifically controlled.
There is a differenc e between a land 's potential to produce and the
economic viability of the operat ion situated on it. The intent of a
plan is likely to be better served if zon ing ordinances attempt to
qualitat ively control the activities rather than s pecifically control
them. For instance, if th e potential of the land for production is low
but its potent i al to cause environmen tal damage (eros ion, etc. ) is
high, then regulation s .might discourage intensive operations.
Similarly, ordinan ces regu lating bu ilding and subdivision practices
would encourage development on suitable areas for the use . Whether
it be capability units or not , some measure of a land ' s ability to
accorrnnodate a use i s required at all plannin g scales .
2d)

Is th e CLI ba se (gener al fi e ld crops ) too narrow, or insufficiently
inclusive for planning purposes ; should the suitability for specia l
crop s also be evaluated in t h e land use planning ac tion?
Replies indicated a unanimou s yes. There was general concern for
inclusion of s pecia lity crops indicating that economics has to be
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brought into the picture.
maps are required .

)
3)

Some 'thought that single crop capability

What should be the role of · the soil data bank relative to soil
survey and soi l research? Land use planning?
The role of the soil data bank was highly regarded in soil survey
and soil research but somewhat questionable in land use planning.
It was felt that the data bank will provide a more effective
corrrrnunications link between pedo logists (as producers of soil
re source data) and potential users of the data . This is the
cri_ti cal link in the logical sequence of data &cquisition , data
analysis and evaluation and integration of results with other
related stud ie s necessary for developing land use priorities (Smith).
Another felt that it has tremendous potential in soil survey, soil
resear ch and land use planning provided that credible and standardized
means of accepting or rejecting data are devised. Full utilization
of interpretive information and computer graphics would make the data
bank's application to land us e planning limitless (Unknown).
Data banks may fail us completely if they cannot play a role in land
use planning. To be effective in such planning, pedological
fertil i ty, productivity and other information must a ll be accessible
and capabl e of integration. This back log of information should make
it possible to deve lop and test models of alte rnate land use systems
to facilitate the dec ision making process (D. Acton).

)

In contrast one respondent chall enges that you cannot do any planning
with the soi l data bank~ Land use planning is not the same across
Canada (Peters) . This was de finitely a minority poll .

4)

Are present methods of analysis (e.g. transparent overlays) adequate
for land u se planning? Are other procedu+es available and how do
these compare?
There are several methods of analysis utilized in land use planning.
Tr ansparent overlays is an adequate procedure under certain · conditions.
Likewise computer analysis of planning programs is als9 an adequate
procedure under othe~ conditions . The answer to this question cannot
be a simple ·s tatement. The planning team for each problem· area will
have to e xamine the possibilities and decide on its own method of
analysis (Dean) .
The most important factor i s a group of technocrats who have a knowled ge of the area and respect the integrity o f each other and are
willing to yield if necessary to obtain the best overal l plan possible
with the resources available (Langmaid) .

)

Nowland po ints out that over l ays have a role to play, but too often
the pres entation material is in fact the only analysis used in the
planning process. They are a usetul first step in recognizing broad
patterns. · Their greatest drawback is that they give each factor
overlain equal weight, an impli c i t assumption usually forgotten.
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Such simplistic approaches have led to unworkable rural zoning and
sim il ar planning that we are now stuck with.
5)

Wou ld pedologists require any additional training in order to work
e ff e ctive ly in a land use planning role ?
It was generally agreed that more training was required depending
on the planning level Cor scale ) of involvement.
In broad terms any pedolog ist who is on a land planning role had
better be familiar with the ar~a under study and the be s t way to do
this is by field inspection.
There is not sufficient information
on the inventory maps for off i ce planning at the federal provincial
level (Ell is).
In short th e prerequisite t o all this is to be up
in your own field of pedology (Peter).
Nowland draws attention to the fact that effectiveness is learned
by participation in planning programs, not in the classroom.
The area of doubt is - if land use planning involves soc ial inputs,
is any physical scientist the b e st person to weigh these values
against soil properties? A professional working in any planning
process is a servant of the process and should be able to judge when
to relinquish the f loor to a coileague more qualified. Any contribution can be nullified b y weak leadership .
It is imnnrtRnt t o ~cknnwl ed gP th a t pedo l ogis ts wo uld b enef it f rom
a better understanding of the broad planning process and ljkewise
t hey c ould probably have a more effective input with such a knowledge (Dean } .
Such training could be intensive, short terms and
concerne d mainly with techniques, methods and past experience
(MacDougal l) .
To t hi s point, the above comments could be applied land use planning
at the broad national and provincial level. What about Regional and
Municipal planning?
I n terms of regional planning , i.e. regions within a province, the
pedologist will h ave to do his homework on his geomorphology and
physical resource training (Dean ) .
There was greater concern for more training when committed to planning
projects at the municipal level.
It was felt that additional training
in hydrology would equip t he soil scientist with a broader resource
base and extend his expertise beyond the bounds of pedology to include
all the physical land resources. Knowledge of water management
and soil interpretations for soil mechanics are also essential at
the municipal level (Dean).

6)

Should the responsibi lity for making statements of the suitability of
land for various uses rest with pedologists?
Responses indicated a nearly unanimous No. and pointed out the
responsibility should not r e st with the pedologists alone. The

)

pedologist has a role to play by offering his advice and information.
But the sole responsibility for the final statement of the suitability of land rests with the broad group of specialists of which
the pedologist is one (Dean, Smith).
A pedologist may be well qualified to assess capability of soils,
which is their inherent ability to perform but he is on more
tenuous ground assessing their suitability, which is acquired ability
to perform. The acquired ability invoJ.ves the approval of society
presumably through the process of planning for various alternate
uses, i. e. any planning in isolation stands a good change of
falling short of the goals (Nowland).
In contrast, why shouldn't pedologists be responsible for making
statements on the suitability of land for various us es? It is our
duty as a profess ion to make statements concerning those areas in
which we have expertise. If our recommendations are ignored by the
decision makers our only recourse is to increa se our efforts - it is
neither profess ional nor logical to relax our efforts or to ignore
our potential contribution (Unknown).

)

)

One last bit of philosophy is that one of the greatest hang-ups the
peqologists serve under is that they have been ~ssociated with
agriculture for so long that the general public sees us only in
this respect. We have a . great deal of information on soils which
can be us ed effectively by other disciplines but we are reluctant
to do so because of these agricultural tie-ups. Agriculture has
got us on our feet but we now· have grown ·up and can face other
areas of interest confidently. (Pet~rs).
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DESCARTES PROVINCIALES ET INTERP RETIVES
P.G. Lajoie, Presiden t
Resume
11 existe un besoin de cartes provinciales a petite echel le ,
produites a echelle uniforme , d'apres les memes cr i teres et
entierement compatibles d 1 une province a 1 1 autre a travers
tout le pays. A cet effet, nous p r oposons la prepara tion
de cartes au 1 : 1000 , 000 , en utilisant des symboles connotatifs
du genve s uivant

ou le s deux premieres majuscules indiquent les Grands groupes
de Sols; le nume ro, la texture des materiaux du so l ; la
ma,us.cufe SUivante, l e r elief OU le modele du terrain et l es
deux l e ttres minuscules, l es deux plus i mportan t es caracteristigues des materi a ux du so l .
Cette method e peut etre consideree adaptee a la compilation
des donnees des cartes, mais l a pub~ication de cartes
comportant une si complex e s ymbolisation est s usceptib ie de
detourner les u:il i sateurs eventuels. Pour obvier a cet
inconvenient, les membre s de la Commis sion ont en majorite
opte pour une symbolisation tr es simp le associee a une l egende
d e t ai lle e.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROVINCIAL
SOIL AND INTERPRETATION MAPS
P.G. La joie, Chairman
Summary
There is a need for provincia l small sca le maps produced at
uniform scale wi th the same criteria and entirely compa tibl e
f r om one province to another across the country. For this
purpose, it has been proposed t o prepare maps a t 1:1000 , 000
using connotative symbols of this ki nd
A4Cc
B s
whe re the first capital l e tters refer to Grea t Soi l Group s;
t h e number to t h e texture of the soil materials ; the
fo llowing capital l etter to the relief or l andform pattern
and the two lower case letters to the most important
characteristics of the so il mater i a ls.
Such a method may be considered adapted to t h e compi l ation
of ma p da ta , but s u ch a complex_ symbo l ization on published
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maps may rebut potential users. To avoid this handicap,
the members of the Committee have in a vote, expressed their
preference for a very simple symbolization referring to an
expanded legend.

)

The purpose of provincial soil and interpretation maps is to serve as
instruments of education, research and soil resource evaluation at
broad national, provincial and regional levels. National co-ordination
is required to define uniform map units or groupings and prepare a
s ingle legend acceptable by the various provincial soil organizations.
A letter sent in January to the subcommittee members contained specific
pr oposals concerning: scale, area, soil boundari~s, map content and
sympolization. The scale proposed was 1:1,000,000 and the area to be
covered in the first phase of the project would be that of the Canada
Land Inventory. It was suggested to take advantage of the boundaries
drawn on the Agricultural Capability Maps at 1:1,000,000 as a possible
starting point to delineate the main components that might occur on these
maps. (The Agr. Cap. Maps are available ·- or will soon be available for the whole of the C.L.I. area, except for · British Columbia and
Newfoundland).
The following content was originally proposed for the Maps:

)

1)
2)
3)

Parent Materials
Great Soil Groups
Soil Climates

The Parent Materials were to be grouped in ten main classes and indicated
by numeric symbols from Oto 9. (Because we are in a glaciated country,
the tills were to be subdivided into 3 or 4 subgroups). Lower case
letters could be associated with the numbers to indicate various important
characteristics (chemical, physical, textural, relief) of the materials.
Materials
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

)

- organic
till, ground moraine
- till, ablation moraine
- till, terminal+ recession
- shallow till and roe~, colluvium
- glacio-fluvial (outwash, kames, eskers)
- deltaic + beach materials
- lacustrine or marine sediments
- alluvial material
eolian material

Modifiers
a
c
g
h
k
1
m
n
p
r
s
t
z

-

acid
calcareous
gravelly
clayey
alkaline
loamy
mountainous
saline
stony
rocky
sandy
steeply sloping
frozen

· To indic.a te th~ Great Groups the following alphabetic symbolization was
proposed:
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Order
Chernozemic

"

Proposed
Symbols
A

B

II

c

II

D

Solonetzic
II

Luvi solic
II

Podzolic
II
II

Brunis olic

E
F

G
H
J
K
L
M

II

N

II

p
Q

II

Regoso l ic
Gleysolic

R

s

II

T

II

u

Organic
II

II

v

w
x

Great GrouE_
Brown
Dark Brown
Black
Dark gray
Solon etz
Solod
Gray Brown Luvi so l
Gray Luvi sol
Humic Podzol
Ferro Humic Podzol
Humo Ferric Podzol
Mel anie Bruniso l
Eutric Brunisol
Sombric Bruni sol
Dystric Brun isol
Rego sol
Humtc Gl eysol
Gleysol
Eluviated Gleysol
Fibrisol
Mesi sol
Hurni sol

Other Methods
of Symbolization
11
12
13
14
21
22
31
32
41
42
43
51
52
53
54
61
71
72

73
81

Cl
C2
CJ
C4
Sl
82
Ll
12
Pl
P2
P3
Bl
B2
B3
B4
Rl
Gl
G2
G3
F

82

M

83

H

Two capital letters could have been u sed after the numeric symbol to
indicate the dominant (upper ) a nti the subdominant Clower ) Great Groups
on each map unit. A complete symbol would have been
S
indi cating an al luvial materia l of sandy na ture
sU
on which we f i nd humi c and eluviat ed gleysols.

8

Just before the mee ting a revised propo sa l was made concerning the Map
Content and Symbolization. It was based on: 1) the Textur e of the
Materials and 2) Landforms or Relief Patterns as t he two essential
components of t he ma p . The mineral Material s are s ymbolized by Numbers
from 1 to 9 according to t h eir Textur e and t he Relief or Landform by a
Capital Letter. Up to two Modifiers ind ica t ed by Lower Case Lett ers
coul d be ad j o ined . An exampl e of t he complete symbol would be:
4Cc
s
Dominant (upper) and Sub-dominant Clower ) indi cators of Great Gr oups
could be added as propos ed a t t he meeting:
G4Cc

s

or in one of t he f ollowing fash ions :

s
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)

Symbolization proposed for the Texture of Parent Materials
0 - Organic

S - Gravelly loams

1 - Clays

6 - Fine sandy loams

2 - Silty clays

7 - Coarse sandy loams

3 - Clay loams
Sandy clay loams

8 - Fine to very fine sands

4 - Loams, Very fine sandy loams
Silty loams

9 - · Gravels+ coarse to medium
sands
11 - Rock Outcrops

Symbolization proposed (Capital 'Letters on Left) or alternative
(Capital Letters on Right) for Reliefs or Landform Patterns

B - flat to depre ssed

-

c

- u

A - depressional

- undulating

D - hilly
E

)

-

D

F

- H

rolling

- R

F - steeply sloping

-s

G - mountainous

-

M

-

K

-

G

H

-

knob and kettle

I - dissected or gullied

The following were given as some of the possible Modifiers to be
adjoined to the Materials.
Modifiers
Reaction+ salts
a

-

b

- alkaline

c
d
e

-

acid
calcareous

- saline
-

Moi_s ture (average status)

)

Stoniness+ rockiness
r - rocky (shallow)
$

-

stony

t - rocky and stony
u - bouldery
v - excessively stony
Other

m - moisture deficient

w - Cryic

n - non- deficient

x - Impermeable Layer

o - often wet

y - Res trictive Layer

p - permanently wet

z -

q -
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Originally it was proposed to represent the various So i l Cl i mates by
screen overprints on the map. The proposal had l it t le s upport and was
discard ed before the meeting. This information which is not considered
essential by many could be added later if there is need for it.
The replies to the Janua..L·y rn~IT'orandum indicated a fair l y general concensus
concern i n g the selection of 1:1,000,000 as the most appropriate scale.
The smal l provinces would prefer 1:500, 000 scal e. The area del ineated
under the Canada Land Inventory was also accepted as the area to complete
in the first phase of the projectu Two provinces indicated their desire
to cover th e whole of their territory even if the ar ea outside the CLI i s
done with less detail s.
The sugge stion that the Soil Boundaries shown - or t o b e shown - on
Agricultural Capability Maps at 1:1, 000,000 b e used as a base to work from
in the f i rs t stage of the map s compilation, was accepted - or seemed to be
- by all except one province.
The main criticism of the proposed symbolization is its complexity making
i t inaccessible to many user s. A simpler type of s ymbol ization referring
to an expanded l egend has been proposed as an alternative .
(The 1973
Generalized Soil Map of Texas was exhibited as an e xample of thi s type
of symbolization with expanded legend ).
When asked to vot e on their p ~ierence for the s ymbol i zation propo sed or
foy .<in .<irnrnl'lch 1 i ke the one used on the Texas t-1'.ap a ma jorit y o f the
members pref err ed the latter. However, no matter what symbolization is
u sed on the published maps, there is still a n eed f or a uni form approach
for the gathering of the information and the compilation of the maps .
The proposed method may be a good one for t h a t purpose. To test its
value , pilot pro j ects could be initiated in different parts of t he country.
Following the brief pres ~ntation of the mapping method described above, th ere
were many comment s made by members. The foll owing i s a summary of the
commen ts recorded on tape.

D. Acton

- When is the General Soil Map of Canada at 1 : 5 ,000 , 000
going to b e published? We need t o appra ise this general
map be fore rushing to the next step.

J . Day

- The basic map is done . The report need s final editing.
The Soil Climate Map is in the same s tate . There is also
a 1: 10,000, 000 Generalized Soil Map of Canada prepared
for the Atlas of Canada.

R. Baril

- Favor s the map with expanded legend because i t can s how
both cartographic and taxonomic d etails.

G. Mill ette

Maps shou l d not be made just as academic exer cises, but
should have a specific purpose. Would rather favor a
system of data bank making possible the grouping of soils
in different ways and al lowing f o r the production of maps
at different scales for specific n eeds .
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P. Lajoie

- Acreages and percentages of classes and subclasses have
been - or are being - calculated from the Capability
Maps at 1:1,000,000 for each and every provinc e. These
are important data for broad planning purposes. We had
to make the maps before we could measure the areas and
obtain these fundamental Jata.

J.S. Clark

- Emphasizes the need of such maps for educational purposes .
Also, as experienced in Ontario and B.C. they serve as
background for the philosophy of the Land Use Programs.
Our politicians and public do not realize where we stand
with respect to (the shortage of) soil resources and
agricultural land.

G. Millette

- Disagrees. Since we have the computer we should not work
on maps but on a program that will make the information
available at the "flip of a finger".

P. Lajoie

- There are many things a computer cannot show. We have
a communication gap with the public and the polit icians .
They think we have an unlimited supply of agricultural ·
land. We need the visu~l impact of maps to show our
politicians and the public - our children in particular
- what the real situat ion is .

J. Dumanski

- These maps are for educational purposes but also serve
as the first approximation for compiling the information
we have now. It will be a considerable time yet before
we have a really informed data bank. In the meantime,
if we feel these maps are useful, we still have to compile
them.

A. Raad

- Maps and comp~tersare complementary.

J. Nichol

- Stress the need for maps at all scales - broad scales
for quick look or for higher order officials. We can
computerize certain kindSof information. We cannot yet
computerize detailed soil maps; we are close to being able
to do it.

J. Nowland

- Stress the need for regional flexibility.

P. Lajoie

- The system proposed is a crude approach which can be
refined to suit different needs.

G. Millette

- Much harm is done by maps because people take them at
their face value.

A. Raad

The scale of 1:1,000,000 is adequate.
of ERTS imagery.

G. Mills

- Favors a combinatio~ of two systems.

T. Peters

- Favors single purpos e maps.

It is the scale
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P. Laj oie

- Many kinds of singl e purpose maps could be derived from
t he master maps proposed.

T. Peters

-· By havin g all your soil i n formation on one map you
confuse the non-initiated .

P. Lajoie

- Agreed , but you sti l l have to make your master map before
you make the singl e purpose one.

J. s.

- Ask for a vote on open or closed system.

Cl ark

R. Protz

- What do you mean by open or closed system, what are we
voting on?

P. La joie

- The rigid or closed system is coded all the way, . like
the one proposed. By reading the coded symbol you
immediately know what i s in the area. In the open or
non-coded system you have to refer to an expanded legend .

L. Lavkulich

- You are looking for a connotati ve symbolization on the
map and I see no prob lem there at a ll . I do not even
see a r eason for voting.

P. Lajoie

- Agreed, but a vote i s wanted to indicate the preference
of the members -on the type of maps we should produce .

L. Lavkulich

- Is· it not just a matter of having a connotative symbol
superimposed and mor e de scription in the legend?

P. Lajoie

- Yes, it is possible to have a combination of both .

R. St-Arnaud

- With the open system you regroup that additional
information where you want, but you record on a rigid
system.

P. Lajoie

- That's right.

J.s.

- Vote •••

Clark

More numerous voters for the open system.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES UNITES CARTOGRAPHIQUES POUR LES
RELEVES DES TERRAINS FORESTIERS ET DES PERGELISOLS
L.M. Lavkulich, President

Resume
Pour obvier aux biais regionaux causes par des objectifs et
des philosophies variables, on recommande la formation d 1 un
comite d'etude charge de developper un systeme de cartographie pratique pour les cartes a petite echelle.

REPORT OF TIIE SUBCOMMITTEE ON MAPPING UNITS. IN
SURVEYS OF FOREST LAND AND PERMAFROST AREAS
L.M. Lavkulich, Chairman

Summary

)

It is recommended, as a result of regional biases caused by
varying objectives and philosophies, that a small working
corrnnittee develop a useful system for small scale mapping.

This subcommittee has considered the approaches possible and the
methodology by which surveys of forest land and permafrost areas could
be conducted. Special attention was focussed on defining mapping units
for small scale inventory programs. With this consideration in mind,
the subcorrnnittee decided to orient their deltberations towards
"Mapping Units for Small Scale Soil Resource Inventories" and suggested
to the c.s.s.c. that this be t~eir official function.
During the deliberations of the subcommittee, it became evident that a
nationally accepted landform classification was necessary prior to the
development and definition of mapping units. With this prerequisite, a
uniform system of defining and employing mapping units could evolve so
that information collected would be of uniform quality and terminology.
This was felt to be extremely urgent at this time because of the demand
for information about the soils resource for land use planning and
management and the advent of the essential and important computerization
of soils information into CanSIS.

)
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At the second meeting of the Western Section of the Canada Soil Survey
Corrnnittee an attempt was made to define the objectives, the scale of
mapp i ng for exploratory and broad reconnaissance soil surveys, leve~ of
categor ical detail appropriate to the objectives and scale and terminology,
mapping units biophysical approach as applied to exploratory and broad
reconnaissanc~ surveys. A suggested approach dealing with mapping
intensity, scale and mapping ~nits was also presented.
A consensus of opinion on a number of topics studied is outlined in the
following section.

1.

Small Scale Maps
The subcommittee was in favour of the need for small scale maps of
soils and related terrain features. Although not stated directly
it became apparent that the need for small scale inventories were
different. Some respondents felt that small scale maps were required
only for the biological aspects of agriculture and forestry, whereas
others felt the need for an overall or "environmental" approach.
Thus, it became evident that there were at least two requirements
that had to be met; namely, small scale soil resource maps and small
scale land classification maps. (The latter includes more aspects
of vegetation).

2.

Change of Subcorrnnittee Name
It was sugge s ted by the chairman that the name of the subcommittee
be changed to: "Mapping Units for Small Scale Soil Resource Inventories".
This wet with general acceptance with one corrnnittee member being
opposed because of the connotation that "Small Scal e Soil Inventories"
indicated a single disciplinary approach ~hereas a workable system for
the north country must follow a multi-disciplinary approach. However,
another committee member strongly suggested that although an integrated
approach was essential a discipline must be responsible for the program.
I personally believe that integrated or interdisciplinary programs
are required, probably mor e than multi-disciplinary approaches and
that the pedologists of Canada should take the leadership.
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3.

Mapping Criteria and Hierarchy
In the earlier memorandum a simplified approach to mapping criteria
and land was given. Crudely, the land may be broken down as
follows:
Static Elements

Dynamic Elements

Geologic materials
Landforms
Climate (gross)
Soils

Biota
Water regime
Climatic regime

These two categories "static" and "dynamic" are relative terms only.
This breakdown is useful only in focusing our attention onto the more
s table aspects of the earth's features which can be inventoried with
a greater chance (statistically) that the inventory will not be
outdated quickly, unless there is a catastrophic event. In inventory
of soil resources, one can begin with the most stable features and
work progressively to the less stable features. In doing so one can
also go from very gener alized information , e.g. geologic materials to
more specific information, e.g. soils. For example:
Geologic Material

Landforms

Soils

Associated Vegetation

(general)

)

Cmor e specific)

In some cases geologic material is not required.
In this manner climate and water are not necessarily spelt out but
inherent in soils taxonomy and vegetation. I am certain one can argue
about the terms static and dynamic but I think this is of little
importance to the general concept.
Inherent in this approach are the recogniti9n of the pedon as a
sampling tool and the polypedon as the real think in ·nature that
encompasses a "relatively homogeneous landscape" or "ecosystem".
The proplem that must be resolved in small scale maps is how can we
group these polypedons into meani ngful map units that reflect the
character of the soil resource in terms of biological production and
physical capacity in terms of engineering properties.
The question of the necessity of hierarchical arangements met with
varied response. In general, the subcommittee favoured a hierarchical approach although some respondents felt that this could
become too rigid. ~everal examples of different hierarchical
arrangements were submitted along with some suggestion that the
approach set out in the Second Western Meeting of the c.s.s.c. on
pages 129-130 may have merit. The suggested approaches are
abstracted below:

-

a.

Western Mee t ing of

c.s,s,c,

1971 (Kelowna )
Location of Mapping
..:..!:!.!}it Boundaries

Mapping Units

~

Type of Survey

b.
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Acreage
Mappeci
/man year

n.ll prdocated
stereoscopicall.y,
greate~ than soi
field checked

20, 000

catenas or
associations
or fa.mi.lies

a ll prelocated
stereoscopica.lly
at least 50\
field checked

250,0 00

catenas or
associations
complex

all prelocated
stereoscopically,
at least 30\
field checked

750, 000
to
1,000 , 000

associations
catenary
families or
subgroup and
texture

all prelocat ed
stereoscopically,
at least 25\
field checked

3, 000, 000
to
i., 000 , 000

l :250 , 000
to
1:500,000

associations
great group
and texture

l0, 000 , 000
all prelocated
to
stereoscopically,
lS,0 00 , 000
at least 10%
field checked

l :500 , 000
to
J :l.000 ~0 00

associations
of great

20 ,ooo ,ooo
all prelocated
stereoscopically,
5\ field checked

I>etail•d

l:3l ,68r 'to
l:63,360

series,
comp lexes
plHlSeS

Reconnaissance
High Intensity

l :6 3,360 to
l: 100 , 000

Reconnaissance
Medium
Intensity

l:100 , 000 to
l:125,000

Reconnaissance
Low Intens ity

l:125,000
to
l:250, 000

Exploratory

Schematic

and

families

'

,lrl'OUPS

Soil Research Ins titute No. 1

Map Scale
) 1: 1,000;000

1': 150 , ooo to
1 :1,000,000
1 : 20,000 to
1:150,000

Land Class ificati6n

Soil Class i fication

S9il Region
{Pedoclima.tic
Region)
·.. Soil District
Soil Association or
Catena

(order
) Great Gr;oup

l

Soil.Aisociation
~ Mapping Unit

Famil y

Soil Series
.

~

'

Interpre tation s (This is t he
why? of it )

Thi s aµproac h·recognizes and p+ aces primary empha sis on t h e s oil
element but includes otn.er e lemen ts of the earth's surface •

..
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c.

Soil Research Institute No. 2
Use landform classification and tie features to landform classification to serve the widest spectrum of users-planners . This, not
concerned n ecessar ily with the soil element being of premier
importance. Favoured open ended legend and approach taken by
Poulton (Poulton, C.E. 1971. A comprehensive remote sensing legend
system for the eco logical characterization and anno tation of n atura l
and altered landscapes. Techn. Paper No. 3435. Oregon Agr. Exp.
Sta., Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, Oregon).
This approach, although having very complex symbols for each mapping
unit (see Proceedings of Second Western Meeting of C.S.S.C. Kelowna,
1971, page 137) apparently does not r e quir e agreement over names and
philosophy.

d.

Soil Research Institute No. 3
Basis for Delineation

Category

)

v

Geoclimatic region
(Section*)

Regional climate and
physiography

VI

Biogeoclimatic subregion
(Subsection)
*"

Subregional climate,
physiography and
vegetation

III

Land Type Association

Vegetation, landform,
soils, dr ~inage
(repetitive pattern
of soils or a range
of materials within
the family range of
textures). Soil s
may be recognized at
the Great Group
taxonomic level.

II

Soil Association or
Catena

Soils, materials,
texture (Grouping
of related subgroup
soils on a materi al
under similar climatic
conditions).

I

Soil Associates

Soil components of
mapping individual
(subgroup on a
material under a given
climate)

equivalent term used by Wertz and Arnold. This approach also
recommended that a new taxonomic level be introduced between the
soil series and family that would fit the landscape just as the
soil ser ies do es through the polypedon.
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e.

Manitoba
Please see Table 2 ''Hierarchical Ordering of Landform, Soil and
Vegetation Components Utili zed in Environmental Inventory".

f.

Saskatchewan
The consensus from the Saskatchewan group was that requir ements of
a mapping unit for small scale surveys s hould :
i.
ii.

iii.

the soil component of the unit must reflect natural occurrences
of soils;
t he soil component of the unit must faci litate the recognition
of an assemblage of materials - a unit cannot be restricted
to parent material as recognized at the series level of the
taxonomic system;
t he soi l component of the unit must appear in association
with a geomorphological or landform component.

These suggestions were added to by a di scu ssion of ter minology by
Darwin Anderson which follows :
SUBMISSION TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON MAPPING UNITS IN
SURVEYS OF FOREST LANDS Al~D ?ERMA.FROST AREAS
It is proposed that two categories, cartograph ic in nature, be
established to faci l itate and lend a certain level of homogeneity
to small scale soil and terrain mapping i n Canada. The terms
consociates and consociation are proposed as the n ames of thes e two
categories. Th ese words may be found in any English dictionary .
Th ey are essentially synonyms of associate and association but they
are s u ggested as alternatives in that the latter have been , and are
being used in a mor e restricted sense. Within soil cartography the
fol low ing definitions are proposed .
Consociate:

- A non- taxonomic or cartographic group ing of soi ls or
land segments which groups related soil series or
polypedons which have a similarity in many, or all of t he following
characteristics.
1.

Geomorphic position, landfor m and, to lesser degree, the
geo l ogical nature of the soil material.

2.

Features important in determining the edaphi c and mech anical
properties of the soil, such as soil climate, drainage, texture,
presence and depth to l ithi c contacts or permafrost, stability of
soil materials, slope rockiness or stoniness and special features
suc h a s an unusual mineralogy.

3.

To some degree, the taxonomic classes of the polypedons included
within.

--

,._,

4

Tabla 2

.Hiererchical. Orded n;t of. Landform, "Soil and Vege tation COllpon~te Utiliud in Envir o?!m4mtal Inventory
CARTOGRAI'RlC CliARACIERISTICS
Mappi ng Scale
She Rarute

Catel?OO'
~ne

(1:10,000,000

)100,000

s q. at.

!NVIRONHEIITAL CB..\RAClERlSTICS
(L~el of Taxono·ld.c 1:letail .Nece:,n ry to. Ileacrtba ZrrriroDi;!,tt:irf Component~;
Ecologically ai goif icanl ~ones deacribed in tel"IIII of domio&nt aoila (Order Leve l) , vegeta tion (t,i,e or· aasocia t i oo)
and climate r el a tions ._ These -• ones 1ISY override or tranagre.s1 major phyaiographic and l andfona UDi t boundarieo .
.LANDFORM

VEGETATION

SOIL

Great Lakes-St. Lewrence Region

10 ,000'• 1,000'•
a q. 111 .

1:10,000,0001:1,000,000

1.0

Sout·heastern LGke Terra ce 1.0

Luviaolic, Bruuiaolic &nd -Org&nic

1.0

:Zeme

lt!!gion

1;000'•-

1:1,000,0001:500,000

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

1.1
Lp Lacwitrine P.lein
1,2
Sprague Peatl.and
·Moodie Peatland
Gp ~lecial Pluvial Pl a.!D

Grey Luviaola
Meaillola and Fibrieol •

1.1
1.2
1.3
1. 4

1:500,0001:2.50,000

1.11

.cl.p/C Clayey lacustrlne
plain, gently eloping

Orthic Grey Luvieol; Gleyed Grey
Luviaole and Rego Bumic Gleyaole
Terrie &Typic Meaiaola and
Sphagnic typea
Terrie & Typic Meaieols
Terrie & Typic Meaiaola and
Sphagnic types
Sphagno Fibriaola, Melilic F! briaola
and Typic Meabol.s, a phquic type

1.11

~ub-

100'• aq. ,Id..

Subre gion

l'ypea
lll),l

100'•-

lO's sq,

ai.

10'•.1/lO'e aq .

11100,000-

1:40,000

1.ll

1.21

Svmop

1.11

1.22
1.23

Fen
Transitional Bog

1.22
1.13

1.24

Bog

1.24

1.211
. 2111

Lovlaod
Bydric

l , 2lll ltatWlt Seriu

1.241
,2411
.:l412

11.aiaed
Domed
Plateau

Ca.pl- :•

Wh.Sp. - tA-Balsam Fir Forcat

.1.22
1.23

Cedar-Bl.Sp. Foreat and ta....r•
ack, sedge-swamp ·bi rch forest
Sedge-Shrub Meadows
Bl. Sp . Forest

1.24

Bl.Sp. Forest

1 . 21

.:2211 ~Drepanocla dwi

.• 2213 ~ D r-epanocladw,

81. Sp .-- FeathetllOIIS

Waalcvei Series

•';,

. 2411 .Juliua Sarlea
~- .2412 Vbi.thoru Seriea
Santon Sert..

.2411 Bl.Sp.-Sphagnum-ClJldonia-~
,2412 Bl.Sp.-Sphagn~Led1111

..:~,, .

.,.

':-

w

t-'

Ta:nara ck-£!!!!...gixed .JDOso,
swamp birch
,2112 Cedar-Mixe d Moaa- Bl. Sp.

.2112
Mesic
• 2112 South !unction Sert..
1.221 Lowland
·. 2211 Stead Seriec
.2211
Mesic
Patt.e rned
l.222
. 2221
llatertraclt
, 2.212
String
0
.2223
Wooded Island a.ad ,-· • .2223 S:::ead Seriea

•

Rainy !liver Section

1.2111

Id,

Subtypea

)
)
)
)
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It is thought that the above category would represent a natural group
of land segments based partly on soil properties but including certain
non-soil parameters that will facilitate their delineation by aerial
pho t o interpretation and th e u se of al li ed geographical maps . It is
us u a l that maximum rate o f change of soi l properties (and hence natural
soil boundar ie s) corresponds with changes in landform, geomorphic
position, drainage and vegetation ; and that taxonomic soil classes based
on i mportant soil genetic properties are related to the soil environment.
Therefore, consociate map areas may be expected to have a relatively
high l evel of homo geneity with respect to taxonomic soi l groups .
It is
possible that many consociates would be soil families.
It is likely that consociates cannot be delineated on small scale maps.
In this case a combination of consociates are likely. It is proposed
that the term consociation be utilized for a combination of consociates.
Consociations may include two, three or four consociates provided they
all are present in significant ( say )15%) proportions. Consociations
should represent a natural association of the consociates, as defined by
physiographic parameters . This is relatively similar to the u.s . D.A .
concept of association.
Consociations could be named by combining the consociate names.
relative proportion of consocia tes could be shown by deciles.

The

A second possibility , pe~haps preferable to many pedologists , is to name
consociations with local geographical names. They could be described in
ter ms of their component consociates which could remain unnamed.
Different proportions of consociates could be identified by utilizing a
c<J11sociation-map unit system like the association-map unit (based on
proportion of series) now used in Saskatchewan.
Within a hierarchical system consociations could be regarded as
of physiographic regions , not soil zones, and an aggregation of
soil series or polypedons. The term combination as proposed by
may be used to describe related consociations occurring within
physiographic region.

divisions
related
1
J . H. Ellis
a

Example of a possible mapping legend:
- (Within Amisk (63L) map area )
Physiographic region.
Shield

1

Churchill River Plains Region of the Canadian

Ellis, J.H. 1932. A field classificat ion of soils for use in soil
survey. Can. J . Agr. Soc. Vol . XII.
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Consociates:
1.

Hurranocky to rolling, sometimes ridged, glacially
eroded exposures of intrusive aciqic, gneissic and
volcanic rocks of Precambrian age; unconsolidated sediments and
organic material less than 10 cm in depth may occur; as well as
slight proportions of lithic Podzolic soils on sandy, acid till;
sparse jack pine vegetation.

2.

Kistapiskow (Kp):

Flat to gently undulating deposits of weakly
to non-calcareous lacustrine clay or clay till;
shallow to deep; generally occµrs in depressional areas between
beqrock (Jn) uplands pa~ticularly near large lakes; Orthic Gray
Luvisol (Gray Wooded) and Gleyed Orthic Gray Luvisol (Gray Wooded)
subgroups; mixed stands of aspen, white spruce, white birch and black
spruce most common.

3.

Wildnest Lake (Wn):

4.

Flat Bog (at):

)

Jan Lake (Jn):

Roughly undulating to moderately rolling
deposits of coarse textured glacial till derived
from igneous rocks; very shallow to keep; extremely stony; most
corranonly Orthic Huwo-Ferric Podzols and Lithic Humo- Ferric Podzols;
usually associated with Jn in upland positions; jack pine vegetation
most common.
Flat lying, shallow t~ very keep deposits of peat
derived primarily from mosses and woody vegetation;
acidic; fibric over mesic in lower control section; permafrost
generally not present; occurs in enclosed depre ssions ; Mesic and
Terrie Fibrisol subgroups; black spruce-labrador tea vegetation.

Possible consociations shown on m~p:
Jn

g.

8

2
4
4
2
5
5
- Wn, Jn -Kp - Wn, Jn - Bf , etc.

Quebec
The consensus of opinion from Quebec were in favqur of the points
raised in the February memorandum. In particular they were in
favour of the suggested name change of the subcommittee as they felt
that agricultural maps should be different from forest lands. They
emphasiied that when dealing with small scale mapping units we no
longer map soil un i ts, per se but patterns of soil units. Patterns
reflect the dtstribution of soil units that are not erratic and are
known; whil e complex indicates that the soil components are
distributed in an irregular and erratic fashion. When mapping small
scale soil maps it is patterns of soils thai are mapped . With this,
I completely agree; as I believe strict de finition and uniformity of
approach is essential.
The system recorranended included :

)

i.

a symbol for the climatic region in which the units fall;
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ii.
iii .
iv .
In
of
of
by

a symbol for the relief of the unit;
a symbol for the depth of unconsolidated surface materials
above bedrock;
two symbols giv ing the major classes of soil parent materials
occurring in the uni t .

this way the soil does not appear in the symbol but the pattern
the soil series 0ccurring in the unit appears in the description
the mapping unit with an estimate of the percentage area covered
each soil series .

The mapping units are considered Land Systems but they are also
Soil Associations and Associations of Plant Communities. In this
approach they recognize the stable features and work progressively
to less stable features as indi cated earlier in my memorandum. They
also recognize th~t the soil series is the individual which ties soil
taxonomy to land classification or "taxonomic units" to "mapping units".
4.

Comparison of Soil-Ve getative Class ifications
Except for what was discussed above there was little discussion
regarding trying to integr ate soil and vegetative taxonomy and
classification.

5.

Other Examples of Small Scale Inventories
Except for general comment s regarding the necessity of an integrated
approach, the importance of de f ining and employing the soil element
and a general need to broaden the restr i ctions on units on one
material, no firm recommendations were forthcoming.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the regional biases caused by varying objectives and
varying philosophies, it is recommended that the Chairman of the c.s.s.c.
strike a smal l working committee to develop a system useful for small
scale mapping and for the presentation of i nformation. This working
committee must have the opportunity to meet and develop the approach and
methodology consistent with remote sensing and c.ANSIS.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE OE LA DEGRADATION DES SOLS
J.A. Shields, President

Resume
Suite a la Conference de Stockholm sur l'Environnement les
representants canadiens de l'UNESCO ont ete charges de la ·
preparation de cartes indiquant les diverses sources de degradation des sols. Un comite a done ete mis sur pied pour etudier
cette question en ce qu'elle touche notre organisms. Ce
comitf recommende le developpement d'un systeme national
de classement des causes visuelles de degradation des
sols dans le but d'en inventorier les causes. Le systeme
propose doit subir l'essai dans des zones d'etude regionales
en C.B., aux Prairies, en Ontario, au Quebec et aux
Maritimes avant d'etre applique sur une base nationale.
Ce projet doit s'ajuster au classement propose pour les
Types divers de terrains, de meme qu'avec CanSIS et les
projets connexes du ministere de l'Environnement.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOIL DEGRADATION

)

J.A. Shields, Chairman

Summary
As a result of the Stockholm Conference on Human Environment,
Can~dian Representatives of UNESCO have been requested to
prepare maps for the various causes of soil degradation.
Consequently, a subcommittee was activated to study this
topic and its relevance to the cssc. Reconunendations of this
subcommittee include the development of a national system of
classifying the visual causes of soil degradation with a
view to preparing an inventory of degradation causes. The
classification scheme developed is to be tested in Regional
Study Areas within B.c., Prairies, Ontario and Quebec and the
Maritimes prior to its application on a national basis. The
soil degradation project must also be interfaced with the
proposed classification on Miscellaneous Land types, CanSIS
and with related projects in Department of Environment.

)
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INTRODUCTION
As indicated by Dr. Clark in his initial memorandum concerning these
meetings, this topic was injected into the agenda due to pressure from
Canadian representatives of UNESCO for the preparation of maps and a
classification scheme for the various causes of soil degradation.
Reconnnendation No. 20 o f the United Nat ions Conference on Human
Environment, Stockholm during June, 1972, s tated:
It is reconnnended that FAO, in cooperation with other international
agenc ies concerned, strengthen the necessary machinery for international
acquisition of knowledge and transfer of experience on soil capabilities,
degradation, conservation and restoration , and to this end :
a)

Cooperative information exchange should be facilitated among those
nations sharing similar soils, climate and agricultural conditions:
Ci)

(ii)

(iii)

The Soil Map of the World being prepared by FAO, UNESCO and
the ISSC should serve to indicate those areas among which
transfer of knowledge on soil potentialities and soil
degradation and restoration would be most valuable;
This map should be supplemental through establishment of
international criteria and methods for the assessment of soil
capabilities and degradations and collection of additional
da ta based o, these method s and cr i teria ;
This should permit the preparation of a World Map of Soil
De gradation Hazards as a framework of information exchange
in this area.

Having established that the federal governmen t has a f i r m commitment to
this project, the next step is to see what Soil Degradation is a ll about.
The internationa l concept on soil or land degradat i on is presented in a
recent FAO publication by R. S. Rawschkold entitled Land Degradation. The
various causes of degradation are grouped into three categories:
Category I :

Cause s of soil degradation requiring immediate app lic ation
of avail a bl e techno l ogy and the development of new
technology to prevent d egradation reaching a state of
emergency.
Causes:

Category II:

These causes of soil degradation represent a lower order
of magnitude in importance because of their lesser extent,
intensity and rat e of increase.
Causes:

Category III:

Erosion and s ediments, salts and alkali, organic
wastes and urban encroachment, infectious
diseases and insects .

Industrial inorganic wastes, pesticides, radioactivity and heavy metals .

These causes of degradation which are of lowest priority.
They constitute no widespread hazard to soil nor are
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there numerous isolated areas requiring attention.

)

Causes:

Fertilizers and detergents.

It is generally r ealized that within any particular region, one or more
of the above causes may assume a greater influence in relation to others
within a given category. The degradation causes are expanded upon in
Appendix I.
Subcommittee Activities
In January a memo was sent out to subcommittee members.
r eplies from this memo indicated that:

A summary of the

a)

There was general agreement to the suggested priorities of soil
degradation as proposed by Rawschkolb.

b)

The causes of soil degradation should be inventoried on a regional
basis (B.C., Prairies. Ontario and Quebec, Maritimes) with respect
to location, extent and severity. However, there was some skepticism
in regard to the mapping mechanics and map scale.

c)

The above inventory be restricted to the visual causes of soil
degradation that are presently indicated on soil survey maps and
reports, or which can be readily interpreted from air photos or by
r emote sensing techniques. This inventory should be interfaced with:

)

- related proj ec ts in the Dept. of Environment (garbage and refuse
dumps, sanitary landfills, mi ne tailings, areas of sewage sludge
disposal);
- the proposed classification of Miscellaneous Land Types;
~

research projects which would provide predictive capacity to forecast
future degradation haz~~d -- (i.e. systems approach to generate data
for erosion capacity equations);

- CanSIS whereby this information can be stored on a geographic base.
Storing thi~ information in a digitized form in the CanSIS system
is highly de sirable as an alternative to publishing and distributing
a complete set of inventory maps.
d)

A classification scheme be generated for the visual causes of soil
degradation to facilitate a national inventory of these causes.

Further support for the inventory of degradation causes has arisen from
recommendations of the Canada Department of Agriculture Task Force Report
on the Contribution of Agriculture to Pollution of Lake Erie, Lake Ontario
and the International Section of the St. Lawrence River. This report was
prepar ed in 1972 in support of the International Joint Conunission.
Recommendation No. 4 states that support be extended to the Ontario Soil
Survey to provide maps of the susceptability to erosion of those soils in
Southern Ontario where runoff is likely to contribute sediment to water
courses .
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In conclusion, this subcommittee requests the involvement of the CSSC on
this proj ect. Recommendations at the local and international levels
have already indicated that we must not ta.ke this pro j ect too lightly.
If we are not prepared to respond to the inventory needs of degradation
causes t hen some other discipline will and we as the CSSC will have to
acce pt the consequences o f Lhe i r r e commendations . In undertaking this
proj ect we mus t be prepared to do a reasonable j ob of in·..rentorying the
visual causes of degr adation not only to meet the needs of FAO at a scal e
of 1: 5 mill ion , but equally important t o provide informa t i on required to
suppl ement present knowledge of our soil reaource base which is so vi tal
to the prov incial, regional and municipal planning levels . Therefore,
thi s subcommi ttee proposes the followi ng recommendations :
1.

The CSSC in cooperation with the Dept. of Environment undertake the
res pons ibility for development of a national system of classifying
the VISUAL CAUSES of soil degradation with a view to an inventory of
these cau ses. This classification scheme should be operational by
May, 1974 and mu st be compatible with the FAO system.

2.

Commencing May 1974, the Cl a ssi f ication scheme will be interfaced
with current s oil surve y pr ojects with a minimum of one dual
Csoil degradation - soil ourvey) projec t undertaken in each of
British Columb ia, Lhe Prairies, Ontar io and Quebec, and the Maritimes
regions. The inventory phase of these pro j ects s hould be completed
within a one ye ar period.

3.

On completion of the regional study areas, the class if ication scheme
should be revised according to acquired experience and i:he revised
system used to map and inventory the visual causes of soil degradation
on a national basis .

4.

That the CSSC submit a reque s t to the Dept. of Agr i culture for additional
professional, technical and cartographic suppor t (a minimum of 1
profess ional and 1 techn ical man- year) f or each regiona l study area.
Submission of a second ma jor request is also required to f acilitate
expansion of t he program with in a national framework.

5.

Since t here is presently no system for gathering, storing and
proces sin g d ata obtained fr om an inventory of d egrad ation causes~
it is recorranended that CanSIS establi s h a soil degradation f i le in
addition to its present files . This file should be on a geographic
base.

DISCUSSION
I have a. gener al comment concerning the terminolo gy. I f i nd
this term degradation a little un f ortuna t e . For examp le, in
terms of soi l salinity, most people in Manitoba agree that t here probably
has not been a signi.ficant change in salinity during cultivation. So in
Manitoba, is sal5-nity a form of soil degradation? In using t he term
degradation we are implying that fa rming practises a re gradually d~~aging
the land .
Redlin :
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Clark:

Nevertheless, we as agrologists are faced with the situation
where there are some claims that salinization is increasing
as a result of farming practises. So there is pressure within the
Department to come to grips with this.
Peters:

In Alberta, the Department of Municipal Affairs is utilizing
remote sensing to study salinity. They are sending their men
out to map out those· areas affected by salts because it effects the
Municipal Assessment. They are also looking at feed lots. So we have a
built-in source of detailed information of this type. However, there is
a s trong need for standards to be set up in order to evaluate the varying
degree of the problem.
Shields:

Yes, the crux of the problem regarding the classification
scheme is to come up with sensible guidelines that will be
meaningful on these particular aspects of soi l degradation.
Raad:

)

This is a very timely subject, -especially in the Maritimes.
We have some agricultural committ ees who recommend that we
establish certain guidelines of soil degradation. For example, an
experiment has been recently set up to determine the erodability of the
Charlottetown soils. This is part of a 6 year project financed completely
by the provincial and federal Departments of Environment to determine the
erodability of the major soil types in P.E.I. and to be followed later by
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. So I would support your recommendation
that soil survey in cooperation with the Dept. of Environment carry out an
inventory of the degradat ion and erodability for soils across Canada.
Shields:

I am very pleased to know that you are collecting information
on erosion which will serve as guidelines for the classification
scheme.

Millette:

We are not ent irely new comers to this field. I have been
teaching land use occupation work that has been published in
1966 by the City of Montreal Planning Board where they showed
a ll the quarr ies, sandpits and garbage dumps within a radius of 80 miles
of Montreal. If we are going to do any work like that then we must be
prepared to revise these maps periodically.
I would also draw attention to the point that we are using the term
degradation in a bad sense. I think what we really mean here is soil
modification, not degradationo For exampl e, when t hey modified St. Helene
Island which was mainly bedrock and they put soi l on top to grow lawn and
plant trees, - they did not degrade it, but instead they upgraded the
island. To me, this is not de gradation, but is a modification of the soil.
Shi elds:

I realize that this term degradation lends itself to a little
mi sunderstand ing. But until we can come up with a better term
we had better go along with the International concept. At least, this is
where we should start from.

)

In regard to your other comment Gerry, it does not particularly concern me
that we will have to update the inventories on garbage dumps, quarries or
the like because the Dept. of Environment wi ll have to deal with this
problem anyhow and as long a.s the information is stored on a geographic
base, it should present no great problem.
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Coen:

I'm unsure as to whether your thinking in terms of simply
recording or are you predicting what kinds of degradation
would occur if certain uses were made of the area.
Shields:

It has to show both because a degradation cause such
lends itself not only to be inventoried, but also to
of prediction of susceptability if a change in use occurred. In
garbage dumps will only be recorded as isolated sites on the map
to evaluate their intensity and distribution~

as erosion
some type
contrast,
in order

Johnson:

What we have to be concerned about more than anything else
is that we do not simply regard this exercis.e as one of
cataloguing degradation causes. It is very important that we also have
some predictive potential with the emphasi s on prevention. The positive
aspect that we are looking for is to prevent degradation or in other words
to promote aggradation.
MJTION:

The motion to accept the recommendations of the s~boommittee
on soil degradation was passed unanimously.

APPENDIX

DEGRADATION CAUSES

1.

Erosion

- erosion of sediment from agric soils and
its associated effects on crop production
and water pollution.
- surface runoff and
soil. drifting both result in loss of plant
nutrients .
- contribution of absorbed nutrients make to
degradation of surface water s upplies .
- organic matter and sediment load destroys
reservoirs and makes water treatment for
domestic use more costly.

2.

Salts and Alkali

- generally associated with irrigated lands .
- dry land salinity.
- solonetzic soils.

3.

Organic Wastes

- refuse including domestic municipal and
industrial wastes .
- sewage
- concentrated animal wastes
- sawdust
- canning and processing wastes.
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4.

Infectious Organisms

- insects and diseases cause billions of
dollars of crop l osses per year . Require
development of tolerant varieties.

S.

Industrial
Inorganic Wastes

- stack gases including fly ash, so 2
fluorides.
disposal of inorganic residues.

6.

Pesticides

- primarily concerned with their persistence
in soils adsorption to soil particles and
subsequent ' deposit in streams and entry
into food chain of various wildlife.

7.

Radioactivity

- fallout from nuclear explosions.

8.

Heavy Metals
(Pb, Hg , ~)

- from industrial and domestic uses and
from industrial wastes.

9.

Fertilizers

- concerned with contaminants associated with
them i . e. radioactive elements in rock
phosphates,

10.

)

De tergents

- detrimental effects from sewage effluents.

RESOLUTIONS
Whereas there is presently no system for gathering, storing and processing
data obtained from an inventory of degradation causes, be it resolved that
CanSIS establish a soil degradation file additional t o its present files.
This file should be on a geographic base.
Whereas the project on soil degradation is of relatively high priority
and whereas the present pedological staff is committed to soil survey
programs , therefore be it resolved that a request is submitted to the
Department for additional professional, technical and cartographic staff
t o support existing staff in collating, processing and presenting such data.
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)
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DU SYSTEME CANADIEN
D'INFORMATIQUE DU SOL: "CANSIS"

J . Dumanski et B. Kloosterman, Presidents

Resume
Grace a une entente sur l'organisation, les fichiers et les
codes, de meme que par la coordination assuree par l'organisme central, CanSIS reunit et relie entre elles sur une
base cooperative, la totalite des banques nationales et
provinciales des donnees sur les sols. Sa fonction principale est de receuillir les donnees fondamentale s s ur les
sols. 11 est con~u pour s'accomode r et repondre aux besoins
d'information sur les sols au Canada. Les fichiers de
CanSIS pour l'entree des donnees sont les suivants:
1) fichier des donnees des sols, 2) fichier cartographique, 3) fichier geographique/administrat if et de
performance/gestion, 4) fichier interactif des releves
de sols, aussi app e le fichier des descriptions de sols.
Presentement, CanSIS n'a qu ' un seul fichier de sortie,
celui des noms de sol s , mais d'autres sont prevus.
Les concepts, la s tructure et les modes d'operation du
du f ichier cartographique et de celui des donnees des
sols ont ete mis a l'essai, en 1972-73 dans une region
pilote , soit celle que couvrent les cartes Hinton-Edson
et Chip Lake clans le centre-ouest de l'Alberta. On a
opere l'entree et la codification des donnees de 185
sites differents et fait la le cture des coordonnees
(digitizing) sur les cartes de sols . Du fichier des
donnees, l ' ordinateur a pu reconstruire des descriptions
de profils de sols et produire divers rapports tabulaires.
La carte originelle des sols, de meme que quelques cartes
interpretatives, ont egalement ete produites a partir
du fichier cartographique. Les resultats obtenus indiquent,
au moins de fa~on superficielle, que le programme de CanSIS
est realisable et convenablement structure, mais, qu'une
planification prudente et realiste doit etre appliquee
pour empecher qu'il ne d evienne excessivement couteux. 11
est aussi apparu que du personnel supp l ementaire ainsi que
des credits pour le developpement et l e materiel (hard ware) sont necessaires.
Bien que le projet pilote ait demande beaucoup de temps
et d'efforts, uncertain progres a egalement ete realise
sur le fichier performance/gestion, celui des descriptions
de s ol s e t ce lui des noms de sols.
CartSIS est d'une grande importance pour le programme de
releves des sols et pour la science du sol en general.
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Dans le domaine des donnees sa contribution principale sera
de l es rendre compatibles et d'en assurer la qualite .

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTiE ON THE
CANADA SOIL INFORMATION SYSTEM: "CANSIS"

J. Dumanski and B. Kloosterman, Co- chairman
Summary
CanSIS is a collection of cooperative soil data banks, national
and provincial, that are linked together through agreement
on organization, files and codes , with coordination provided
by the central data bank. It is dedicated primarily to the
collection of basic soil data , and tailored to accommodate
and respond to the needs for soil information in Canada.
CanSIS has four basic input files, i.·e. soil data file, soil
cartographic file, geographic/administrative file and
performance/management file , and one soil survey- interactive
input file . The latter is called the soil description file.
At the moment it has only one output file and this is called
the soil names file, but others are planned.

)

Concepts, structure and working relationships of the soil data
file and soil cartographic file were tested on a pilot project
area ·in 1972-73. The .area chosen covered the Hinton-Edson
and Gtlip Lake map sheets of west-central Alberta. 185 soil
sites were coded and entered into the system, and the soil
maps were digitized. Computer-generated soil profile descriptions and a series of tabular reports were generated from the
soil data file . The original soil map as well as a small
number of interpretive maps were generated from the soil
cartographic file. The results of this work indicated, •:at
least in a cursory manner, that the CanSIS program is feasible
and adequately structured, but that careful, realistic
planning will be necessary to prevent the program from
becoming excessively costly. It has indicated also that
additional staff, and budgets for development and hardware are
required.
Aithough the pilot project commanded considerable amounts of
time and effort, some progress was achieved in the performance/
management file, the soil d escription file, and the soil names
file.

)

CanSIS has considerabl e implications to the soil survey program
in Canada, and to soil science in general. One of its major
contribution will be in the realm of data compatibility and
quality control.

-=-- --

The report fro m the Canada Soil Information System (CanSIS) consists of
3 parts . The first, a review of concepts , philosophy and objectives of the
system, will refresh memories of the various ideas which have been written
in the past. The second is a progress report on the activities which have gone
on in the various files. The third is an attempt to underline the implications
of the system to the overall soils programs in Canada and to forecast come
future developments.
1.

Review of Concepts

In 1970 the Subcormnittee on Handling Soil Data recommended that Canada
set up a soil data bank, that it be located in Ottawa and that it function
within the broad realm of soil correlation. This was accepted, and active work
began in 1972 .
Deli;, erations o f the Subcorrunittee on Data Handling were centered around
the desirability of establishing a system for storage and retrieval of soi l
data. Upon beginning work on the CanSIS project it so0n became apparent that
storage of data without procedures for evaluating data quality and compatibility
was insufficient . At the same time it was realized that to design quality
control and compatibility procedures without investigating procedures of data
collection would be redundant . Consequently, CanSIS was structured not simply
as a soil data bank but as a complete program of soil data ca pture, processing
and retrieval. Its base was se t as broad as soil science itself . As such
s l1ould wu.ck ef[ecti.vely wi.thi.u the tlme te::,LeJ c.oncepL:o o f Lhe information

pyramid (Fig. 1) .
-

Predictive Models,
Environmental Impact
Statements, etc.

I
w

Data Capture,
Research,
Functional
Relationships,
etc.

Fig. 1

- I

I

Managers

Scientists and
Technologists

Relationships among data collectors , data flow and data usage .

A series of operational conGepts were formulated for the CanSIS program,
·and these are summarized as follows :
CanSIS is a collection of cooperative soil data banks, national and
regional (provinci al ) , tha t are linked t ogether through agreement on
organization, files and codes, with coordination provided by the
central data bank.
Ca nSIS is dedicated primari ly to the collection of basie soil data .
It will accept also data that affects and depicts soil use .
CanSIS has an open - ended structure with the ability to accept new
files at anytime in the future.
\

\
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CanSIS is tailored to accommodate and respond to the needs for soil
information in Canada.
Four basic input files were estab li shed for CanSIS at its inception. These
were the soil data file, soil cartographic file, administrative/geographic file
and performance/management file. To this the soil description fi l e has since
been added. The soil data and performance/mana gement files are national/
provincial files in that they will be maintained in Ottawa and in regional
centers; the cartographic and administrative/geographic files will be
maintained primarily in Ottawa. The soil description file is purely
regional in that it is designed as a personalized system of data collection
for individual survey projects and thus is local in application.
Objectives of each file, as well as interrelationships among the files and
various cooperat ive data systems, are shown in Fig. 2.
Common to most input files of CanSIS is the objective of so il characterization and quantification. This statement immediately brings to mind the use
of statistical and mathematical · techniques for summarizing soil analytical and
morpho logica l data. Many papers have been written on this subject. This,
however, is only the tip of the iceberg, in that true quantification includes
also conc epts, theories and criteria of soil genesis and classification, and
technique s, purposes and information obtained from soil survey and soil
evaluation studies. For , example 1 means and standard deviations of individual
soil properties for a particular series, a lthough a form of quantification,
is an approximation only. To this must be added information as to whether
that series was established on a small or large scale s urvey , the vintage of the
serie s as a check on classification and series concepts, and quantitative
information on the use implications of that series.
Quantification of soi l individuals becomes then the common denominator
among these related activities. It is of paramount importance because once
defined these units become mutually comprehendable to suppliers and users of
soil information, and they introdu ce a degree of preci.sion into .soil interpretations that would otherwise be impossible.
CanSIS wi ll have many uses. The most obvious of ·these is the facility for
storage and manipulation of massive quantities of data. Above this it wi ll
have considerable application for evaluating data in a soil survey area, research
into concepts of pedology, parametric land evaluation, etc. It will serve
also as a means of data interchange with various other government departments,
particularly those with automated planning facilities.

)

In that the CanSIS system is be ing developed as a collection of national and
· regionai, mutually supportive soil data banks, a set of objectives and work functiQns
for each is necessary. Fig. 3 illustrates t hat CanSIS and its regional data
banks function under the ausp i ces of the national committees of CASCC. The
national data bank and its staff will undertake responsibility primarily for
development of the system, data compatibility in re l ation to coding, data
collection and entry, program coordination and research on methodology. They
will assist in the establishment of r egional data banks, and they will undertake pilot studies if such are defined in relation to methods of analysis for
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stated uses. Regional and provincial data banks, because of their close
contact with local situations, will have more specific applications. It is
likely that they will analyse their own data, undertake systems research with
cooperative agencies and derive methodology for specific local uses and soil
interp reta lions.
Avenues of corrununication between national and regional data banks will be
through the CanSIS working groups. These consist of one representative from
each province for each of the soil data file and performance/management file
for the moment; more working groups will be organized in the future if they
are needed. The responsibility of each individual in the working groups is to
ensure that data is entered and coded according to the built-in concepts of
that file. Each group will operate only as long as it is working effectively.
2.

Progress on the CanSIS Program
a)

Pilot Area Study.
Concepts, structure and working relationships of the soil data file
and the soil cartographic file of CanSIS were tested on a pilot project
area. The study was completed in one year, and was done in cooperation
with Data Proces sing Services of C.D .A. The pilot area extended over
about 4.5 million acres in west central Alberta (Hinton-Edson and
Chip Lake map sheets). This reg ion was chosen because it represented
a diversity of l andforms and land uses, it involved two distinct
sty les of mapping, it contained a considerable cfTlount of supplementary
data , and it was very f amiliar to the CanSIS staff. The results
of thii:; work h.<1vP indir£1t<>rl <>t lP"st in" "Ur"o-ry mann"'.r , t11,,t t 1i1e.
CanSIS program is feasible and adequately structured, but that careful
realistic planning will be necessary to prevent the program from
becoming excessively costly. It h as indicated also that additional
staff, and budgets for development and hardware are required.
Specific activities and results of the pilot study are as follows:
i)

Soil Data File
Data from 185 sites were coded and entered according to the 1972
CanSIS forms. This work indicated that content in the fonns was
adequat e but that classes were described inadequate ly very often,
and that the coding forms were too compact, difficult to work with
and difficult to keypunch. This has prompted some developmental
work in docl..llllent design using form reduction and color coding
techniques. It has resulted also in an accelerated effort to
revise the 1972 CanSIS format paying particular attention to
better describing and quantifying various classes of data. This
latter point has been a focus of the CanSIS working meeting held
on May 15. Highlights of this meeting were:
- A convention for style and kinds of codes was achieved.
Parametric and/or defined increment variables get numeric
codes; non-parametric or undefined increment codes get
a lpha or alphanumeric codes.
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)

- A set of instructions for data input to CanSIS are to be
comp i led and sent to regional units. The units will
correct data according to this, then send to Ottawa for
input.
- A question was raised as to whether climate could be an
acceptable deviation ·for a pedon description. There was
divided op inion; decision neces~ary from the general
assembly or from correlators.
- A question arose on the soil group. Now have catena, complex,
association, series. Many indicated that additional groups
are needed re varying scales of s urveys, etc. A decision on
this is needed as this has considerable implications for
quality control.
Vegetation module needs a catalogue of key indicator species.
c.s~s.c. should impose on e£ologists and forestors to compile
this 1 ist.
The 1972 format and book remains in effect until such time as
a new format and book is available.

)

Computer prograrruning for the soil data file has centered
primarily around the establishment of a file management system.
Because the study was to be curt.ailed in a year, a packaged
file management system called t1ark I.V was selected. This
proved to be somewhat less than optimal due to the business
orientation of Mark IV. Other systems are being investigated
but Mark IV will be used until a better one is available.
Examples of report programs that have been written on the
basis of the pilotl area data are the fo llowi ng:
a)

computer der'ived, three-letter , mnemonic soil series codes.
These have been published in the so il names fi l e.

b)

conversions of horizon depths from inches to cm; correction
of val~es for hygros copic moisture.

c)

series of chec.ks on horizon designations.

d) · reporting selected data on the basis of predetermined
criteria.

)

e)

computer-generated soi l profile description.

f)

soil series sununarization s and trend a nalysis programs are
yet to be wri~ten.

It is interesting to note that the computer-generated printout of a profile description takes only 2 seconds of processor
time. The cos~ of this is $48.00 (for 10 descriptions; including
overhead). Wit hout overhead the cost is reduced to about $18. 00,
representing a real cost/description of about $1.80. Preparing
1
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a profile description by hand takes about 2 hours and in
terms of real time costs about $25.00. This indicates that
using a computer for writing such descriptions results in a
benefit ratio of about 14:1 on the basis of the present
system. At the same time, however, it shows that discretion
on demand must bt e xercised if excessive costs are to be
avoided. A single pass through the soil data fi l e costs a
minimum of about $10.00.
To date the soil data file has occupied 1 . 7 m/ yr professional
and 1.0 m/ yr technical support. Development of the file
management system took about 14 m/ m of programmer time;
writing the output programs took about 6 . m/ m. Investment
into development of this file has been about $10,000 over the
past year.
ii)

Soil Cartographic File
A full report on developments in the cartographic file will be
given by Dr . Kloosterman at the end of this report. It is
sufficient to indicate that continued activities in the
cartographic file will be dependent on the availability of
budgets and support positions.

b)

Other Activities
Although the pilot study connnanded considerable amounts of time and
effort, some progress was achieved in several of the other files.
These activities are sunnnarized below:
i)

Administrative/Geographic File
No activity other than general discussions with the Plant
Research Institute on the establ ishment of a climatic data
bank, and with the Canada Geo-Information System (C.L.I. ) as
to sharing of data.

ii)

Performance/Management File
This file is intended for the collation of data on soil response,
productivity and management relative to spec ific crop under
specified levels of management. Originally the emphasis will be
on agricultural crops, but eventually this file is to be expanded
to include woodland, recreation, engineering, etc. uses .
Ideally such information will need to be collected on a soil
and / or area basis to allow for the interfacing of this file to
the soil data and soil cartographic files .
The underlying objective of the performance / management file is
to def ine concise relationships among soils, climate, productivity
and response to management . The working theorem by which this
will be attempted is stated as follows:
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- if a base level of production (yield without intensive
management inputs, agricultural or woodland) can be
defined for each soil or soil capability performance unit,

)
- if management increments possible on that soil can be
defined in terms of cost and edaphic effect,
- if expected response of that soil to each management
increment can be defined,
- then soil information can be transformed into land
management evaluations in the form of alternatives
in
\
relation to costs and benefits.
The performance/management file promises to be large and
complicated. To accommodate to the various disciplines considered
as well as the multifarious data types within a discipline, an
open-ended system of subfiles is being developed. Those which
have been given some consideration are outlined briefly :
Agricultural Subfiles
Agricultural Small Plot Subfiles
This subfile is designed to accommodate variety trials and
fertilizer response experiments. It is tailored to projects
whereby . treatments and levels are varied but soil type is
kept constant. A first approximation of a coding format has
been prepared and revised, and is available for distribution.
This consists of 10 site descriptor cards 1 and 40 yield cards,
arranged in 10 modules. Up to 5 treatments, 20 treatment
levels and 6 yield replicates can be accommodated. The coding
format is designed to be input on a yearly basis.
A9ricultural Soil- Test Subfile
This will be created when the small plot subfile is operational.
In addition to its normal use this file will be evaluated as to
the possibility of its serving as a monitor of land quality
changes relative to specific land uses and management practices.
Agricultural Canfarm Subfile
Creation of this subfile is dependent on suitable working
relationships· being defined with Canfarm, and their agreement
to collect data on a field or lot basis.
Other Agricultural Subfiles
Other subfiles will be created as the need arises . This may
include Canada Statistics, Farm Credit Corporation, special
purpose crops, etc.
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Subfiles created to collate forestry yield data will be
p atterned on usual p r ocedures employed in forest mensuration.
Several forestry stations have expressed an interest by
offering cooperation.
Engin eer ing Subfiles
These will cons i st p r oba bly of computerized tables of
engineering interpretations taken f r om soil survey reports .
iii)

Soil Descript i on File
The soil descr iption fil e is being designed as a personalized
data collection procedure tailored to i n dividual soil survey
projects .
It consists of a daily field sheet record on which
certain, predetermined, repetitive data are collected, supplemented by "mini" soil descriptions .
The "mini" forms, which
are a condens a tion of the long forms of the soil data file,
are intended to be used a certain number of times each day on
catenas representative of the areas surveyed. Th e intention
of such a data coll e ction procedure is to provide a permanent
record of si te observations, and to suppl~ent data collected
in the soil data file.
In this way it is hoped that adequate
data will be avail a ble for soil unit characterization and
quant i ficat i o n.
It is important to keep the purpose of each form in the soil
description and soil data file in perspective.
In summary the
soil description file consists of:
- daily field sheet record used for each s urvey observation site,
- "mini" form u s ed for abbreviated site and profile descriptions.
The purpose of these is for extending the data source; they
are not to be used at sampling sites.
In contrast the soil data file consists of CanSIS lon g fo rms.
These are used for proper profile descriptions, at h i ghly
representative sites from which samples are taken for a n a l ysis.
The soil de scription file is intended to be local rather
than national in scope. Reasons for this are the tremendous
amounts of data that it could generate, and the particularly
local releva nce of this da~a . Any unit interested in the
procedure would r eceive assistance in setting u p t heir own
descriptive file .
The soil d e scription file is presently in the experimental
stage.
It i s b eing developed f or the survey of the National
Capital Region around Ottawa, and will be used by three field
part ie s thi s s ummer. Also the "mini" forms will be used by
certain of the correl a tors and will be eval uated as a corre l ation
aid. Re s ults of these experiments should be available this fall .
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iv)

Soil Names file
The List of Canadian Soil Names, 1971, has been coq1puterized
and renamed CanSIS, Canadian Soil Names File, ·1973. The
format of the new listing is similar to that used in 1971
except that mnemonic soil series dodes, c.s.s.c. numeric subgroup codes and French subgroups have been added . This file
has generated a considerable amount of interest, and it is anticipated that a revision will be printed in the near future.

)

The listing of Canadian soil names has been made a file of
CanSIS because of its ·.possible future potential to serve as a
catalogue to several other files. This, however, will not
be possible without adequate consideration of the following:
- an indication as to whether the names are established,
tentative or in reserve. Inherant in this is a procedure
of quality control for establishing so il names,
- cooperation of all soil survey units in naming their soil
individuals,
- an indication of the number of profile descriptions that are
available for any soil individual. This will serve to direct
sampling effort to those soils for which data i s inadequate.
3.

)

Implications of the CanSIS Program to Soil Science

CanSIS is both a new and an old program . It is new in that it focuses on
the use of computers as an aid or a tool in soil data collection, processing
and retrieval; it is old in that it is structured to reflect the time tested
concepts, criteria and technologies of soil science. CanSIS, in effect, strives
to define the optimal man : computer relationship pertinent to soil science
in Canada to-day .
The structure of CanSIS accommodates :1as much as possible to conventions
employed in current soil programs, particularly if such conventions are both
historic and useful . At the same time it recognizes many of the peculiarities
pertinent to the computer industry. The implications of this are that both
soil scientists and computer programmers must recognize and observe each other's
requirements if the system is to be usefui and successful. Restraints on
individual freedans are i nevitable when a machine- oriented program is
instituted on a national scale. It is estimated, however, that collective
benefits of the program will outweigh the inconveniences that the system
will cause.

)

Use of computers in soil survey and soi l use studies is a technique that
has considerable potential for standardtzing and streamlining our data gathering
and soil evaluation procedures, and it will be used for this purpose throughout
the future developments of our science. That this is true is evident in the
deliberations of the subcarunittee on soil samples and method of analysis, the
discussions of the subcommittee on small scale surveys, the expressed need for
more and b e tter correlation, the need for a standard procedure of landscape
description, the need for standard nomenclature and quantitatively defined
classes for soil profile descriptions, etc. CanSIS plays a part in all of
the se, and so it must if it is to reflect and accommodate to our ever-changing
state of technology.
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to soil survey will be to secure the data source (data compatibility). Never i n
the hi story of soil survey in Canada has it been more important that the same
variable be identified in the same manner by different practitioners. To have
it otherwi se would be to create a nonsensical system f ull of chaos and confusion.
The c.s .s. c. through its many committee deliberations, has come a long way
towards this goal, but thi s work remains still to be finalize d and put into
perspective as to the CanSIS program. Additional to this is t h e need for
procedures of quality control covering such aspects of soil survey as
establishment of mapping units on small and large scale surveys, establi shment
of soil series and other soil individuals,. minimal data requirements for input,
naming soil individuals, soil correlation, etc. This is a major undertaking,
and one that would be effective only i f it was structured through the c.s.s. c.
Considerable amounts of travel, contact, publication, education and diplomacy
would be necessary.
My con cluding remarks are inte nded for soil researchers.
Considerable
volumes of published research on Canadian soils is available in variou s
sc ientifi c journals. Much of this, however, is on disassociated sub jects and
little of it has been compiled and summarized.
Because data banks and computer
systems thrive on mathematical models, and because the CanSIS staff will remain
smal l within the foreseeable future, I suggest therefore, that the soil research
commun ity consider means whe reby results on a particular subject can be
surrmarized in a form that would make such results effective f or predictive
purposes.
I suggest further that the systems approach to research be considered
as an effective alternative to many aspects of our present research effort.
Can.SIS i::. ,1ot th{. .l.~oponeibility of a celecL group of individu.11& nor of
one institution. We all have a part to play; the system will be as successful
as our effort is sincere.
General Recorranendat ions
1.

2.

Whereas the CanSIS working group on so il descriptive data is concerned
that national data compatibility is inadequate, this group recommends
that:
(a)

urgent action be taken to promote such compatibility by the
compilation of a handbook on procedures, terminology and codes
to be used for describing soi l data in Canada.
I t recommends
further that responsibility for compilati on of the handbook rest
with the aforementioned group, and responsi bility for implementation
be shared with the correlators.

(b)

the c.s.s.c. strengthen and establish where necessary appropriate
machinery to investigate and implement procedures of quality
control for soi l survey operations.
Items to be considered should
include, among others, such activities as systems of soil surveys,
establishment of soil mapping units, establishment of series and/or
other soil individuals, naming of soil individuals, procedures and
criteria for national and regional soil interpretations,
computerization and quantification of soi l data, and cartographic
implications to soil s urvey operations.

Whereas progress over the past year has indicated the CanSIS program to
be useful to soil survey and soil science in general, and whereas it is
desirable to maintain a continual a nd acceptable rate of progress in t he
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)

)

)

future, the CanSIS working group on soil descriptive data recormnends
that the c.s.s.c. investigate further appropriate sources of funds so
that the program can be adequately provided for in terms of support
staff, hardware, developmental and operational budgets, and travel
funds.

TiiE CARTOGRAPHIC FILE OF CANSIS

Introduction
Work on the Cartographic File star ted in February 1972 when it became
apparent that concurrent devel opment of a computer map system wa s essential
for fu ll evaluation and utili zation of CanSIS. The full potential of a soi l
information system can only be realized when informat ion from site specifi c
data can be manipulated and extrapolated over the landscape .
The purpose of thi s report is to briefly describe the system, its
philosophy, its u sefu lness and its general i mpact on soi l survey operations.
Philosop hy and Rationale f or Present System
Entering spa ti al data ( or maps) onto the comput er has taken two distinct
for ms with distinct end products. The fi r s t type of system is i l l ustrated by
the Canadian Geographic Information System, where maps are input manipu l ated
and outp ut for various purpos es. The second type i s represented by the EMR
automated cartography unit where the eventual end product is a published map,
the prime purpose of the system being to automate the car to graphic proces ses.
Both the Au tomated Cartography system and Geographic Inf ormation system
are heavi ly dependent on maps being input to t h e system. Fundamentally two
basic procedures exist:
a)

Digitizing-, the recording by h~nd of X and Y coordinates at fre quently
spaced intervals along the boundaries of features or entities using
e le ct~onic equipment .

b)

Scannin g - the a u tomati c reco rding of map data by an electronic
device that scans a map with a photo sen sit ive head sensing lines
ver sus non- lines.

As a genera l ru le identification data ( the symbo lization i n t he case of
soil maps ) is entered manua lly onto punchcards or encoded d irect ly onto tape.
The choice of whi ch of the two data capture pr ocedures t o adopt depends
on:
a)

map density

b)

map volume.

It is genera ll y agreed that as a r ul e of thumb t hat high volume low density
maps are best served by scanning and anything else by ·digitizing.
After data has been captured, it is processed or manip ulated by the
computer to:
a)

Detect and correct -errors .

b)

Convert data to a form that effects either:
i)
ii)

s torage of the data in a bank form,
output data onto a CRT , line printer or plotter.
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It is at this point that the two types of ~ys tems diverge. For the
automated cartography system, the data is generally output on a plotter for
scribing or photo composing . In the Geographic Information System, the data
is stored in such a manner that each bit of information can be accessed
quickly and easily.
For data bank storage a number of methods are . available but breakdown
categorically into what are termed:
a)

Direct access - using an address, the data can be pulled out
directly from the storage device .

b)

sequential access - the computer has to sequence item by item
through the data set until the right one has been encountered.

Since direct access is expensive to set up and slow to .get data from (i.e.
milliseconds vs microseconds) a number of criteria may be used to decide on
method of access:

)

a)

Size of the file.

b)

Number of data items required from the file at random.

c)

The frequency with which items are required.

For most of the system alternatives discussed, the Cartographic File
represents a compromise. The prime purpose of the Cartographic File ts to
put maps in such a form that any part of the map may be quickJ.y and easily
manipulated for interpretations of the basic data. An indirect purpose is to
serve the cartographic process in such a way to achieve an optimum man-machine
mix. figur e 1 illustrates in part the close relationship among Soil Survey,
CanSIS and Cartography.
·
For the volume of maps to ·be put on the computer (approx . 360 maps since
the beginning of soil survey in Canada) with a density of approximately 2000
soil areas p er map, digitizing the soil maps seems to be the logical approach
at the present time. Scanners are not being considered at the moment because
of scanner technology whic~ is still in the infantile stage and costs for
our considerations are prohibitive. They may, however, become usefu l in the
future.
File management considerations were based on the following :
a)

Very large files - e.g., Chip Lake sheet, 5 . 8 m{llion characters for
line data and approximately 270,000 characters of information for
symbolization.
·

b)

Number of data items required would depend on what was re quired
from the file. A few examples are:
i)

Pulling one number from the file ( acreage of organic soils in
the map sheet).

ii )

Accessing and plotting all soils that are potentially suitable
for gravel pits.
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)

iv)

Accessing, organizing and plotting lines to represent a
drainage, slope, texture or depth of bedrock map .
Plotting the entire map, etc.

The number of times the file for one area would be accessed would be
great initially but would probably decrease with time. For this reason it
was felt that the system should be designed for direct access but.in such a
way that the information could be accessed sequentially as well.
Through all stages of the system an attempt was made to retain a semblance
of simplicity, pra c ticality and versatility with the cost factor being a
prominent consideration.
System Description
The next series of figures will illustrate very briefly and generally che
following three areas of system concentration.
a)

Data Capture.

b)

Data Processing.

c)

Output.

The generalized schematic is presented in Figure 4.

)

Data Capture
Stable base copy of the soil map is placed on the digitizing table as
illustrated in Figure 5. The data on the map is captured in two passes.
On the first pass all line data is collected and the symbolization data
is collected on the second pass.
a)

)

Line digitiz~ng
The four corners of the maps are first digitized in the manner
il~ustrated to establish the border and the frame of reference.
The southwest corner of the map is normally preset to 0.0, 0.0.
To begin line digitizing, an intersection identifier -''P". is recorded
(Fig. 6). Starting almost anywhere, the operator starts digitizing
the first line segment, recording points along the line at a
constant rate of approximately 10 coordinates per record. (Figure 7).
Although the sequence of line digitizing is non-critical as far as
the system is concerned, the operator generally prefers digitizing
the map in sections in some logical manner. When the operator
reacnes the end of a line segment, another Pis entered after which
the next line may be digitized. In this manner the entire map
is digitized. Two acceptions occur: first, the straight line segments
on the boundary are not digitized; and second, for inclusions or
self-enclosed areas an artificial intersection is identified and
digitiz i ng starts and stops here. Since the computer later finds
the line segments that encloses each area on the basis of the
intersection points, it is imperative that operators define these
points to within approximately 0.010 inches.
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b)

Symbolization
Thi s procedure begins in a manner identical to line digitizing in
that the four corners of the map are digitized.

A small data set consisting of the following elements is collected for
each symbol on the map :
4 orientation coordinates.
-

3 coordinates on one line segment.
number 1 orientation coordinate for each inclusion.
type of symbol
symbolization.

•

The four orientation coordinates are used to give a location within the soil
area, indicate start and angle of symbol printing, and also indicate to the
computer if the symbol is normal (Figure 8), the symbol is leadered in
(Figure 9) or if the area carries the symbol of another area (Figure 10) .
As a general rule the functions of the 4 coordinates are as follows:
No. l -

identifies a location within the soil area.

No . 2 -

identifies the end of a leader if applicable.

No. 3 -

identifies the location where printing starts.

The above three coordinates are one and the same for a normal symbol.
No . 4 -

is used in conjunction with No . 3 to calculate the angle og which
the symbol is to be printed. In most cases the angle is O .

Examples of this and the various exceptions to the basic procedure are
presented in figures 8, 9, 10 .
Three coordinates are identified on one line segment that encloses the
area (Figure 11). The three coordinates are taken as follows:
No. l -

location of the start of the line segment and coincides with
the intersection at that point.

No. 2 -

a coordinate on the line just a fraction of an inch beyond the
start of the line.

No . 3 -

location of the end of the line segment and coincides with
the intersection at that point.

It is important to note that the s e three points are taken following the line
in a CLOCk'WISE DIRECTION around the perimeter of the area in question. These
points on the line are used by the computer to locate the correct line segmenc
i n the line data set and provides the key to finding all the others.
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69 If the area being s ymbolized (Figure 12) has a free standing inclusion in
it, the number 1 orientation coordinate is digitized for each inclusion found.
Figure 13 illustrates the two symbol printing styles that are currently
recognized. AV indicates vertical or stacked printing and an H indicates
horizontal printing . This then is followed by the symbolization in the manner
illustrated in Figures 14 and 15 . Again the operator generally records symbol
data on the map in some systematic way.
The Hinton, Edson and Chip Lake Sheets were digitized in this manner.
Table 1 depicts time required to digitize each of these maps for lines and
symbolization. All three maps are published at a scale of 1:126,720 and contain
between 2000-3000 individually mapped areas. At a cost of $4. 00 per hour the
average cost to digitize these maps was $400. Since the eventual production
plan is to scribe and digitize simultaneously, only part of this cost would be
charged to data entry.
TABLE l

Lines (hrs)

Symbols (hrs)

Chip Lake Sheet

35

33

Hinton Map Sheet

52

42

Edson Map Sheet

72

80

159

155

Map

TOTAL

Data Processing
Software, or program development has received th~ largest proportion of
budgets expended on the Cartographic file. This is t rue for the development
of all geographic information systems. After data c~pture, the data is
processed. by the computer for editing, data assembly and storage and output.
Figure 16 il l ustrates the flow of data from the raw data stage to final data
bank storage on magnetic tapes:
a)

fu!_iting
A series of computer programs have been written to edit or prepare
both line and symbo l data for entry into random acces.s files.
Generally speaking editing performs five basic tasks :
i)

)

ii)

Detects errors in t he data set and makes
corrections.

the appropriate

Reduces the data set to approximately one- quarter its original
size without loss of data .
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organize data for entry into random access file.
area calculation is initiated (area under the line segment
calculated using Simpson's Rule).
write data on respective random access file up - dating the
address directory so that the location of each line segment
or symbo 1 is known. 'L'he address o[ .· the line segment can be
determined from its start and end points, while th~ address
for the symbol is determined from the number 1 orientation
coordinate. These addresses then are the key to organizing
data for fast efficient retrieval of the data.

A number of adqitional programs have been written that performs such tasks
as changing the scale of the maps, rotating the data to coincide with
adjac ent qata sets and changing the format of the data if format is
incompatable with the computer programs in the system, etc.
b)

Data assembly and storage
A number of computer pr.ograms and subroutines have also been written

to as s emble the data in such a manner that any soil area can be
accessed with all its pertinent information. Figure 17 illustrates
graphically the final form into which the data is organized.
Each soil map will . consist of a hierarchy of 3 files called Level 1
to 3. The Level 3 file contains all the lirie segments, Level 2
contains all the symbols on the map, while Level 1 contains a list of
each unique symbol. Data assembly links all three files together in
such a way that any piece of data, or any group of data can ·be easily
obtained.
Recalling the 1Ttanner in which the data was collected· (summarized
in figure 19) the data assembly programs perform the following
tasl<s:

)

i)

It takes a symbol in the Level 2 file and from the three
coordinates of the first line segment calculates in the location
of that line segment in the level three file. This address
is stored with t he symbol.

ii)

Using the coordinate found at the end of the line segment,
the addresse s of possible "next"- line segments are found. Since
there are always two or three other lines coming into the intersection of t he end of the line segment, there may be three line
segmen t s a t the s ame address.

iii)

The correct line s~gment has to be chosen. This is illustrat ed
in Figure 20, Knowing that the first line segment wa s digitized
in a clockwise manner, by arcing around in an anti-clockwise
direction, the first line that is hit is the correct one.
Since each line may have been di gitized in a clockwise or anticlockwise manner, the program will read a line segment forwards
or backwards a s required. Having found the next line segment,
its addre s s is placed with the last l i ne segment in a location
which indicates ei t her the right or left hand side of the line.
Since each l i ne is s hared by two areas and it is undesirable to
store the line in t he file twice, each line has to be linked for
the a rea on each side.
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iv)

When the proper line segment has been found, the area calculation
initiated in the line edit programs is accumulated for the area
in question.

v)

The lines are processed and linked in the level three file until
the starting point is reached.

vi)

The program then checks in' the. level one file if a symbol that
is currently being considered has been processed bef_o re . If so
the address of the last symbol is inserted in the symbol string
of the present symbol and the address of the present symbol
replaces the former in the level l ' file. The area of this
unique combination of soils is accumulated as well.

vii)

If the area in question has inclusions, the program keep~
track of them and will link the addresses of inclusions to
the appropriate . areas when all the symbols in the Level 2 file
have been. processed. The acreage of area for a unigue combination
of soils is adjusted if inclusions were part of the original
calculation.

viii) The programs output areas and line segments that have not been
linked successfully.

)

Cost of development of the Cartographic file system including these programs
to end of March amount to 13,000 dollars and involved 1.8 m:/yrs of professional,
and 1.7 m/yrs of computer expertise. To process the 1:50,000 map of part of
the Edson map sheet which has
areas,
line segments cost
dollars.
However, since this represents the first approximation of the software, it is
apparent that processing costs can be reduced by approximately 75%. Therefore,
for a soil map like the Chip Lake sheet which has 2043 symbols, and 10,000
line segments processing costs would be approximately the same as the map
illustrated . Considering the high cost that has been spent to collect the
data, this is a small price to pay to have the data in a form where it can
be manipulated easily.
Data outout
Map output from computers can be displayed on line printers, plotters
or cathode ray tubes depending on the accuracy or use of the data required.
Cartographic output on line printers is considered 'the fastest, the most
inexpensive, and the crudest method, but · it is use!ul for getting a quick
look at the data. Data displayed on a CRT is uEed generally for a quick look
at the data but if interactive facilities are available , can be used for
editing and correcting the data set as well. The plotter i s generally the
best quality output comparable in positional accuracy of lines and points to
what one might expect from a cartography unit. For reasons of time , cost of
development, and accessibility to a Gerber flat - bed plotter, capabilities to
present cartographic output on the flat-bed plotter were developed. Development
of other output device capabilities will be dictated in the future largely by
resources available and demand for alternative outputs.

)
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A number of programs were written that would select a riata set f rom a
map, and prepare it for plotting with appropriate labelling. A number of
slide$ will hopefully be presented to il l ustrate some of the possible outputs
from the cartographic file.
Figure 18 summarizes the present and poten tial u ses of the system.
To date,work on this s ys tem has been do ne on bo rrowed computers, with
borrowed budgets u s ing borrowed help. The f u ture ·of the sys tem is dependent on
s upport . Assuming that this will eventual~y come, we envisage all suitable
soil maps in a di gitized order ed format, linked t ogether into a filing sys te~
on the l,asis of the Universal Transverse Mercator Projection. How the system
evolves depends on two alternatives:
a)

Run system on a computer under contract with a commercial firm.

b)

Run system on an i n -hou se mini-computer .

Our rationale for favou rfng the second a l ternative is as fol l ows:
To be viable the system r e quires a digit i zing t able fo r data input. A
stand alone system which only records the data on magnetic tap e cost s $3 2000 .
A digitizing table interlaced to a PDPll compu t er with a Read/Write Tape
Transport system, on which a fair amount of the cos tly editing can be done
costs $35 000. Therefore for an addition al $3000 a substantia l savings in
proce s sing costs on the conunercial compu ter can be incurred. With an
additional out l ay o f app roximatel y $34000 to purchase 2 disks, an addi tional
r ap " t-ra ns p0 rt .<>rrl .'.l CRT , the enti re carto t,raphic s ys t 1.... t 1:.o ul c be .tun ind ... pendently o f a conunercial compu ter with obvious economic benefi ts. Perhaps the
ent i re CanSIS system could eventual l y be r un on this system as well. Two of
our so i l survey units already have minicompu ters and in the not too distant
future it may be feas ible for all units to hav e access to sma ll computers
and op era t e the i r own CanSIS s ub-d ata fi l es. These mini-computers wou l d have to
have a tape transport attached as a minimum an d some disk capabi lity may
al so be de sirabl e .
Impact of the Cartogr aph ic F i l e on Soil Survey
The comp u ter is an e l egan t pi ece o f electronic equipment that operat es
in an inefficient, laborious manner. The on l y reason it is us ed at all
is that i t can perform these operation s at very high speeds . Although the
computer is v e ry fast it is extremely narrow. It will reject any exception to
basic operations or lo gic that have not been accounted for in computer program
d evelopment. It is for this reason that deve l opment of a computer system tends
to be time cons uming and expensive and when r unning wi l l on l y accept data
i nput prepared to narrowly defined formats.
,~nat does this all mean in soi l surv ey? Essen tial l y the need f or a
reasonab le degr~e of standardizati on in the way we fuap, the way we
compile our maps , the way we symbolize our maps , the features we place on our maps,
t he l egend s we pre pare, etc. Th i s will requ ire some adjustmen t on the part of
all conce r ned , but we be lieve that this will result in the production of maps
i n such a way that maximum utility can be achieved. Some specific aspects
ill ustr ating the constraints and limitations that a n automated geographic
system may ha v e on our activities are as foll ows:
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1. STORAGE FACILITY FOR MAPS

.

2. M!:.ASURFr,iENT OF SOIL AREAS
3. ASSIST IN CMHOGRAPHIC PROCESS
4. SCALE CHANGE
5. MAP GENERALIZATION
6. GRCUPING OF SO ILS (GEOGR,\PH ICALLY) FOR SPECIFIC USES (INTERPRETIVE r,1APS)
7. PRODUCE SINGLE FACTOR MAPS

8. TOTAL M/iP OUTPUT

)

g_ OUTPUT Si~.:iL,;R AREAS FOR A CERTAIN REGION
10. PROVID~S AN INTERFACE WITH CGIS
11. PROVIDES A MEDIUM FOR RESEARCH OF SOIL INFORMATION PRESENTATION

12. PROVIDE DIGITAL DATA FOR OTHER AGENCIES

.

13. RATIOrrnLIZES AND STANDARDIZES THE PRODUCTIOt~ OF SOIL MAPS

Fig. 18.

SL 1n11nary of uses of the cartoeraphic file.

sru
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a)

Field mapping
Our me t hod s of field mapping will reflect the uses to which the
data can and will be put. Boundaries are delineated over the
landscape on the basis of maximizing homo geneity and minimizing
heterogeneity. Thi s of course is a function of scale and the
environmen t in which so il s are mapped . We take representative
samples of the soil s which t i e in somehow to the mapping units
that we define. The question is one of relating the site specific
data to the mapping units we define. If we define the mapping
unit on the basis of series, then these can be characterized by
the site specific data within known limits of confidence. If on
the other hand our mapp ing units are not tied directly to known soil
individuals we lose some predictive value. Although perhaps these
questions will have very little bearing on field mapping, it is
advisable to consider the presence of the cartographic file in
relation to everyday mapping.

b)

Symbolization of maps
The pilot project

system has been set up as follows:

(1)

Up to 12 symbol elements or combination of symbol elements can
be acconunodated . A symbol element is either a mapping symbol,
phase symbol, or percentage estimate of the area of soil identified
by a symbol.

(2)

Three conventions can be accommodated :
i)

ii)
iii)

A basic symbol can be prefixed.
this as a blank .

The computer recognizes

A basic symbol can be suffixed by a phase.
recogn i zes this as a semi co ,.on.

The computer

A ba sic symbol can have a subsequent different type of
suffix such as area to the nearest 10 per cent. This is
recognized as a colon in the computer.

To modify a mapping symbol, one can use 1 prefix and/or 2 suffixes.
Thi s does not include elements that may b~ contained in the denominator
of the symbol that depicts topography, ston"i.ness, or some other feature.
Figure 19 illustrates symbo l complexity that can presently be
accommodated. On the basis of what can readily be comprehended by
a user of a map this should be adequate.
An additional problem that crops up is one of symbol uniqueness.
Although it is generally assumed that map symbols for a given map sheet
are unique, they may not all be necessarily unique -for the computer.
Most standard computers do not distinguish between upper and lower
case . For t his reason capital Rand small bare the same as capital R
capital B. Therefore, to avoid later complications it is advisable
that al l map symbols be alphabetica lly unique.
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c)
)

Hatchings
A number of soil maps published have illustrated features such as
topography by hatchings of various sorts to depict slope classes.
We would recorrnnend that these features that are desireable to the
represented in some special way be incorporated in the symbol and the
hatching if desired would be generated on the computer •. In ·this way
the information is in a form that can be recognized and utilized
by the computer to streamline the cartographic process. This should
assist the soil surveyor as well since he does not have to generate
the hatchings on the manuscript or as an overlay to the manuscript .

d)

Map Legends
The cartographic file will allow for interpretations to l,e effected
in three ways:
i)

information can be derived from the soil data file,

ii)

information can be derived from the symbol itself,

iii)

information can be taken from the map legend .

For reasons of economics the cartographic file should be able to
present as many independent interpr~tations as possible.
Thus, comprehensive soil map legends will have to be designed.
There appears to be a requirement to prepare a legend specific
for the computer which would probably be quite independent of type
of mapping. However, these will have no bearing on the published
map legend since this will be produced by the pedologist.

)

e)

Correlation between sheets
Problems often occur at the boundaries of map sheets especially
if adjacent map were produced some time in the past . Since use
considerations can extend beyond soil map boundaries, information
will have to be correlated on the computer in order that a map can
be.generated that will depict the same thing for the entire map.
For this reason it seems feasible that each map should be
accompanie« with correlation "legenqs for adjacent map sheets where
symbolization and possibly mapping scale will be different. Again
if this is necessary some standard conventions will -have to be
developed and used.

f)

)

Base maps
At the present time it is not the intention of CanSIS to digitize base
maps. Also, it does not seem feasible that we can expect this
information in machine readable form from EMR in the near future.
As a result we will in all likelihood be plotting interpretive maps
on positives of the base map or as a positive ov~rly to the soil map.
For this reason soil maps have to be tied to standard base map
material, especially if maps from two different surveys have to be

- 84 matched . In the
been compiled on
It is imperative
maps be compiled

past there have been occasions where maps have
one base map but perhaps published on another.
therefore for the soil cartographic file that soil
on standard bases.

Conclusion
The soi l cartogra ph ic file is an attempt to place soil geographic data
in such a form before the pedologist that he can manipulat e this data
easily, on demand, to illustrate or depict soil data for the user .
However, to gain maximum benefit from the cost that the survey represents, a
certa in additional cost will have to be incurred. One rather prominent
land planner stated that we should feel justified in spending an amount
representing up to 10% of the basic cost to promote our data. It is felt
that s ince soi l data is increas ing in importance for many environmental
applications that we must make a concerted effort to connnunicate our
i nformation for maximum utility.

l
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RAPPORT SUR LES SERVICES CARTOGRAPHIQUES
J.G . Roberts et R. Norgren

Resume
La section de la Cartographie de l'Institut de Recherche des
Sols fournit l'ensemble des services graphiques que requiert
le progrannne des Releves des Sols. Les sept membres de son
personnel produisent annuellement une douzaine de cartes de
differentes echelles. En depit d'un accroisement de la
complexite, la productivite a pu etre maintenue ace
niveau par l'apport d'une technologie amelioree. Cependant les cartes a etre publiees s'accumulent a un
rythme accelere a cause d'une plus grande productivite
sur le champ . 11 est generalement admis qu'on devrait
ameliorer les contacts entre la Cartographie et les equipes
sur le champ pour s'assurer que les cartes manuscrites
soumises pour publication sont compatibles avec les techniques de reproduction.

)

)

11 est reconnu que les cartes les moins couteuses sont
celles qui sont derivees des cartes topographiques de
base auxquelles on superpose les donnees des releves de
sols. Il faut cependant fournir aux equipes sur le champ
des cartes de base qui repondent aux exigences de la
Section de la Cartographie en ce qui a trait a la reproduction. Pour que la cartographie puisse operer efficacement, il est de la plus haute importance qu'elle soit
informee des regions OU on execute des releves pour
qu'elle soit en mesure de fournir les cartes de base
avec traces en rouge OU autre methode qui eliminerait
la necessite de recompilation lorsque ces cartes
reviendraient a la Cartographie. Par ailleurs Qn peut
etudier la metpode de cartes preparees par photographie
par opposition aux cartes avec traces de couleurs diverses
et determiner quelle methode est la plus pratique et
economique.
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REPORT ON CARTOGRAPHIC SERVICES
J . G. Roberts and R. Norgren

Summary
The S.R. I. Cartography Section provides a comprehensive
graph ic service to the Canada Soil Survey program. With
the staff of seven employees the section produces for
publication approximately 12 maps per year at varying scales.
Despite greater complexity productivity has been maintain at
this level because of improved internal technology. However,
there is an increasing backlog of maps for publication due
to greater field productivity. It is general ly agreed that
t h ere should be closer contact between Cartography and the
Survey units to ensure that manuscript maps being submitted
for publication are compatibl e with reproduction techniques.
It is generally agreed that derived hase maps are the least
expensive way of providing topographic bases on which to
superimpose Soil Survey information. This does however, pose
certain problems with regard to supplying surveyors with a
suitab l e base which is consistent with the standard required
i n t h e Cartographic Section for reproduc t ion . There i_s a l sn
the problem of increasing complexity in symbolization which
will become very important with regard to the input for
CanSIS. In order for Cartography to operate efficiently it
i s most important that they be informed of soil survey areas
for which they can provided red line images or other
suitable base material which would eliminate recompilation.

Time does not permit a lengthy historical review of soil map preparation
since the inception of Canada Soil Survey, however, I would like to
touch very briefly on relatively recent events leading up to the present
situation.
The Central Cartographic Service was established in 1949 in the now
defunct Experimental· Farm Service to provide relatively simple cartographic service for the production of soi l survey maps . At that early
stage contact with soil survey units was minimal, reproduction services
non-existent and in fact, a five or ten year backlog of maps was
acceptable to the surveyor and to the Department . This situation continued
through t he 1950 1 s although the staff was slightly enlarged in order to
alleviate critical situations in productivity. With the amalgamation of
the Experimental Farm Service and Science Service in 1959 to the present
Research Br anch, the function of Cartography in the Soil Research
Institute was considerably enlarged and became the vital link between the
soil surveyor, and the final published r esults of his field mapping work.
At that time the staff was again increased and brought to a total of
eight in order to provide a more comprehensive service. The main purpose
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was to provide a much broader service including an in- house photo
mechanical plant . An important agreement was negotiated at that time
to have soil survey maps printed at the cost of materials only by the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources to offset rising commercial
map printing costs which, over a five- year period, had tripled.
Present Function

)

The Section's present function is still primarily to provide a photo
mechanical, drafting, and reproduction service to Soil Survey. It also
includes, on request, advice on data presentation, map scales, availability
of base maps, aerial photography, and a variety of other cartographic
information and graphic services required by soil surveyors in their dayto-day operations. This improved service, compounded by improved field
technology, refinements to aerial photo interpretation, increased field
staff, and easier accessibility to field operations, has resulted in an
increase in the surveyors• productivity with regard to soil map
production. The ARDA Program also generated a staggering input of maps
t o the Section for publication. Whereas ten years ago the Section could
produce up to twenty maps a year, today, because of increased complexity
and the requirements for better quality maps, it can only produce ten to
fwelve maps a year. It might be interesting for you to know that Canada
Soil Survey maps are held in high regard by expert users and many of them
were exhibi~ed at the International Cartographic Association Meetings,
Ottawa, 1972, and at the International Geographical Union in Montreal in
that same year.
Organization
There seems to be some confusion with regard to the organization of
Cartography in the Soil Research Institute and continual reference is
made to the fact that it should produce more and better soil maps . The
explanation of this will be short, if not so sweet, as far as Canada Soil
Survey is concerned. Of the sixty people presently employed in the
Section, fifty-two are supported financially under an interdepartmental
agreement with Environment Canada, Lands Directorate, for the production
of Canada Land Inventory Capability maps and other maps , charts and
i ndexes , required by that Branch, One draftsman is supported in the
Secti.on by the Research Branch to provide service to Plant Research
Institute, Agro- Meteorology and also Economics Branch of CDA. Seven
continuing positions are established and financed
by the Research
Board to provide service for the coordinated Federal - Provincial Canada
Soil Survey Programs. From this you can deduce that the Section is
woefully understaffed to meet the requirements of Canada Soil Survey
mapping operations.

)

Kloosterman and Norgren have touched on many facets of Cartography's
operations and functions and · the obvious hoped for spin-off benefits from
the CanSIS Cartographic File. Additional pressure thereby has been placed
on the Section, since it is the operational arm of CanSIS, with regard
to digitizing of soi ls information for input to the Cartographic File.
This will produce additional strain on the seven people presently producing
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soil maps and hopefully, will not have the adverse effect of offsetting
the greater productivity which we hope wi ll be a benefit of the system
itself.
Cost accoun ting and time re cords indicate that we h ave just about
reached the optimum production level per man. It is normally accepted
that draftsmen work about 1900 hours a year, however, because of
provisions of col l ective bargaining, statutory holidays, annua l vacations,
and sick leave, the actual working time is only somewh ere between 1400
to 1500 hour s per year. With the total staff of forty- five draftsmen
involved in both Canada Soil Survey and Canada Land Inventory work, we
l ose a total of four man years per annum because of the foregoing. This
is a sin gificant loss of time over which we h ave little or no control,
but it is an interesting statistic that must be considered when discussing
productivity.

Recent Operational Problems
Roger Norgren has explained in some detail, the two or three problems
which are of utmost importance to u s, and which require Federal and
Provincial cooperation in the interst of efficiency and speed of map
production. The red line imagery system has been difficult to sell in
some provinces while others h ave a dopted it whole-heartedl y. It
ensures the elimination o f recompilat ion in Ottawa, it effectively
speed s production and minimizes errors and l ost time.
Wi th regard to photo mosaic maps.the late Gus Beaudoin stated at the
Sixth Na tional Soil Survey Meetings in 1965;
"The pr esentation of soil information on photo mosaic background
introduces problems of both an economic and technical nature
which necessitate a research program of production methods before
the scheme can he fully evaluated and adopted."
Since that time, two soil surveys have been published on photo bases
and Gus' statement still holds true. There are two or three more of this
type of publication.in progress and no concrete production costing figures
are available due to a variety of recent developments such as, cost
recovery by Energy, Mines and Resources for mosaic production and continually
increasing cost of aerial photos over the past two years. The most
important thing learned from these initial efforts is that the major value
of photo maps is for detailed surveys. We have not r ul ed out other sca le s
but we have found that their value diminishes greatly as the scale
diminishes. Experience is proving that original criteria for photo maps
was somewhat incorrect, and other t han for special use maps, a scale
smaller than 1:50,000 is not recommended . At smaller scales the cost and
the slight increase in information presented are difficult to justify.
Experimental work is being conducted into h igh altitude quality photography
and hopeful ly, this will result in a suitable product for both publication
and fi eld work and redu ce problems inherent in photo interpretation at
smaller scale s.
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)

The first Canada Soil Survey e ffort at publishing photo base soil maps
proved to be much more e xpensive than originally estimated. It requir ed
40 mosaics at 1:20 , 000 t o cover approximately 400 square miles. In
total, 80,000 soil symbols or discrete so il areas were d e lineated on the
40 pages. It contained a tremendous amount of soil information, but it
partially defeated the purpose of the mosaic background. However, an ..
increase in the scale would have greatly increased publication cost.
For example, if enlarged to 1:10,000, this first report would have taken
160 pages of mosaics. As Roger has indicated, it becomes a compound
problem in that an increase in scale, increas es detail that the soil
surveyor will show, increases symbolization, increases field work,
increases cartography, increases expense, ad infinitum. Ther e is no
doubt that high quality'intensively used agriculture lands deserve
larger scale maps, but prime considerations should be the best data at
a given scale and, of course, the user . This brings up another thought.
Is th e product of our labours intended for ouselves or for users? In
fact, it might be worthwhile to catalogue exactly who the users are in
order to justify scale. Twenty-five years ago the basic user was the
Ag Rep and the farmer. Today, it is much broader and a tremendous variety
of disciplines use soil'survey publications as basic information both in
and prior to other studies .

'
Standard
Symbolization

)

No doubt discussion regarding standardization of symbolization is a
contentious issue to discuss with soil surveyors. It is going to be a
problem which will not be readily accepted without an education program.
In some cases, symbolization has become so complex that understanding for
some users is exceedingly difficult. Some symbolization on, recently
submitted maps would pose a deciphering problem for many of you here .
This problem increases as soil surveys become mor e detailed and if the
present trend continues, symbolization may be so confusing to the user
that the user demand wiil diminish, and this is opposite of what you want .
Admittedly, maps are much more informative if you can decipher them but we may be trying to crowd too much information into one map and it
might be better if some of the interpretations which are now appearing in
the symbolization were published separately. The only reason that this
is mentioned is that it is a problem which continues to plague Cartography
and must be resolved for CanSIS.
Current Status of Mapping
In the fiscal year 1972-73 we drafted for publication a total of twentytwo soil survey or miscellaneous maps to accompany soil survey publications.
Earlier, it was stated that we can publish, with our present staff , ten to
twelve maps a year. This does not agree exactly with the figur e previously
given you, but of the twenty-two, o~ly thirteen were actual multi-colored
line soil maps or photo mosaic publication. Presently in production are
thirty soil map sheets which represents two to three years work.
Irtdications are that there are another fifty to sixty maps in the provinces
and these can be expected in Ottawa within the next two to three years.
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In effect, you can see that within five years, we will have a ten-year
backl og. Not only is t his frustrating for Cartography, but it must be
terribly frustrating for pedologists .
There are two ways that this
b acklog could be handled .
One is outside contract, which h as been
investigated and would be extremely expensive. Recent estimates indicate
that the cost of compila tiou, drafting, symbolization, colour separation,
and negative retouch would r un anywhere from $10,000 to $20,000 per map
sheet, depending upon complexity. To this, would have to be added the
cost of outside printing. Exp er ience has proven that minor changes to
maps, which can readily be made at a very small cost in-house, become
very expensive when you start adding riders to contracts.
The other
alternative i s to have you bombard us with maps and the Department,
Branch, and Institute with d eadlines, and demands for service. Hopefully,
sooner or later, someone wi ll real ize that Cartography must be geared to
meet the increasing demands from Soil Survey.

Map Printing
One further point of information is that we have been asked by En ergy,
Mines and Resources to reserve press time one year in advance. We und erstand their problem and hopefully you will understand the problem at our
end.
If we reserv e time for one of your maps but do not receive edited
copies from you on the dates specified, that map goes to the bottom of
the li st, and this set s it back another year (each map sheet is schedul ed
for .:l particular press , depending upon i ts overall n imensioris ),
It is
very difficult to juggle our schedules and Energy, Mines and Resources i s
most reluctant to accommodate us in this area because of the many
corrunitments t h ey h ave.
For your interest, the average soil map cost for
the plating, pr inting, inks, and paper for 3,000 copies is around $400
per map sheet a t Energy, Mine s and Resourceso
In the past they have not
c h arged us for labour, however, with the new cost recovery system being
put into effect this may change, but as yet, no figures have been indicated.

Distribution
Finally, a few words about distribution and di ssemination of soil survey
information .
No di s cipline with so much to offer is so reticent to
promote its product .
In fact, few do a worse job in this area.
Since the
deci s ion has been made that the provinces have responsibility for distribution,
I can see little improv ement over what was originally being done by the
federal distribution system. Unfortunately, it would appear that no two
provinces have the same distribution system and in some cases difficulties
in obtaining copies of soil survey maps and publications have been reported.
Many reques ts received i n Ottawa are being referred to the wrong provincial
departments or addresses b e cause of lack of connnunication.
This i s not
only a reflection on th e Canada Department of Agriculture, but also on
Soil Survey in general .
Surel y it is of prime importance to this assembly
that th e dissemi nation of information relating to this discipline is well
handled and l ooked after.
I think you will agree that it is urgent that
we achieve a better system and we are willing to cooperate with provincial
distribution organizations and yourselves to this end.
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Incidentally, it might be of interest for you to know that the new Soil
Survey Index in book format is presently in production and will be
available for distribution in early Fall. Also the Canada Soil Map and
accompanying Climatic map are virtually cartographically complete and will
be published in late 1973.
To sununarize, I would like to say that, like you, we need money and
manpower. If we had another ten draftsmen; acconunodation for them and
about $100,000 capital expenditure for badly needed equipment, we could
meet your service requirements and give you reasonable turn around service.
I would now like to turn things over to you by asking if you have any
solutions to the probie~s brought to your attention.

Cartographic Problems in Data Presentation and
Techniques to Improve Turn Around Time

)

Cartographers have always been posed with the problem of deciding on how
much base detail should be shown on a map oi a given scale. Derived base
maps, covering the soil survey area at scales varying from 1:63,360 to
1:126,720, are made by piecing together the 1:50,000 national topographic
series maps . However, many of these topographic maps have been produced
in various, years and perhaps by one or more agencies whose specifications
for natural and cultural detail is different. There may also be a
difference in the type of detail, which is to be shown. It therefore,
becomes necessary to determine a consistent standard of detail throughout
the entire soil survey area. In considering which detail will be deleted,
or generalized, the cartographer keeps in mind that the thematic
information must take precedence over the minor topographic detail, such
as houses, barns, bridges and perhaps water courses of minor size. All
of this is done with the thought that more space will be required for the
thematic information, or the soil symbol. This consideration is absolutely
necessary today since the soil surveys are generally becoming more detailed,
hence the size of the areas are becoming smaller while the symbolization
has increased in size and complexity. The complexity is exemplified by
the following sympolization representative of that used before 1950, in
the 1960 1 s and 1970 1 s.
1950

P2

1960

FeS
G2F2

1970

Ht5:c-Ps3:l-Th2/T:cd-Ca3/T:ef
G2+3:S+2-3

While it is preferable to have the symbolization appear within the
classified area, this is not always possible. The reduction of the type to
a size, which will fit within the area is not always practical as it may become
difficult to read or complet~ly unreadable. It is generally considered
that type below 4 pt. is too small for the average person to read easily.
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On many occasions we find it necessary to go smaller t han 4 pt. in
order to accommodate the symbol somewhere within the classified area or
within the immediate proximity of the area. When the type is reduced,
it is often difficult to pick out the individual unit s of the soil s ymbol
such as; series, texture etc . To show these various units at the reduced
size of type, we have resor ted to bold and medium face type so that
symbols stand the reduction. This, however, requires more space,
r esulting in having to use condensed styles of type. This approach is
by no means the answer to symbolization on very detailed soil surveys,
becaus e the symbolization is still too large for the size of the areas
ma pped. It is an accepted fact that as a scal e becomes smaller,
generalization of the base information becomes necessary. This fact
should hold true for the soils information also but unfortunately does
not. Thi s makes one wonder as to whether or not mapping is too detailed
in comparison to the scale of publications.
Scale of the map publication should be dictated by detail and/or complexity
of the soils data. This would depart from tradition of maintaining
pr e viously establish ed scal es. Since many of the maps now being submitted
are very detailed, it would result mo st likely in producing maps at a
larger scale. This increases the number of map sheets to be printed, and
would res ul t in an even longer turn around time than is presently being
provided. It would appear that we are on a merry-go-round, unless there
is an alternative means of symbolization. Could this alternative b e a
numerics system? One such system was used in preparing the soil map of
C!:inada, o[ wh ... ch ::: :lm ouJ.. c r.,auy vt yuu are aware of. The u se of a
numerics would redu ce the turn around time due to the editing, col l ating
and type placement of symbols. Just how the legend for such an approach
would be handled, however, remains to be defined.
I have dealt with the problems that the cartographer runs into in placing
the symbol s on a map, to this point. These problems are created by the
compl e xity of the symbo l itself. It may be worthwhile mentionin g also
that the "Psychological Review of March 1956" contains an article entitled
"Th e Magical Number Seven Plus or Minus Two" (Miller, 1956 ) in which
research was on limits in capacity of the human mind for processing
in f ormation. The conclusion was we can reta in and comprehend between 5 and
9 separate units of information. Many of t he symbols used on our maps in
the pres ent day exceed this number. One might ask the question, ''who is
the u ser of these maps?" If it is a pedologist, perhaps there is no problem
in decifering these long symbols. However, there must be many, many other
users and how do they fare in interpreting the s ymbol ization?
Bases For The Compilation Of Soils Data
Source documents are the next point that I would like to bring to your
attention. I am sure many of you have wondered why we in Cartography take
so long in getting your map drawn and printed. Much of the reason is
compilation and editing. You may ask why must you recompile the information
when it is already done in the field office? The reason is that mu ch of
this information has been pr epared on paper copies on maps of sca les other
than the publishing scale or on a base which is different from that from
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which we will be working. We have, for a number of years attempted to
eliminate this problem by instituting a system by which you would request
a base on which to plot your soil boundaries and symbols . Your request
would define the area of the survey by latitudes and longitudes also the
scale with which you would want to do your compiling of the information
and the publishing · scale. In response, we would provide the base image
on stable matte plastic. This image would be an enlargement or a
reduction of the latest topographic sheet available, whether it be a
provincial publication, or a federal publication. If it was a provincial
publication, we would ask that you acquire the printing negatives from t he
province or that you provide us with the appropriate provincial authorities
to whom a request for this material would be made . The purpo se of
requesting negatives rather than paper copies is that the base should be
prepared from the printing negatives which is a stable base material . The
purpose of the red line i~age rather than black is to make it easier for
you to see the lines and symbols when they are being plotted. In addition
the red line image is on the underside of the plastic which allows for
changes to symbols or boundaries without obliterating the base , If you
require contours they can be superimposed on the red line image as a blue
image or as a separate positive and used by overlaying the red line in
register with contours. The following slide shows the base image in red,
your contours in blue and your soils information in black.
Using this method or approach gives dividends at both ends. The surveyor
is able to request ozalid copies of his source document pendin g the
drafting of the final map. The cartographic benefit is that the soils
information has been compiled on the same base which will be used for the
final drafting. In effect we could be preparing the fiµal drafting of the
base prior to rec.e ipt of the soils information with the knowledge that the
source document will register with the base. The other benefit is that
no compilation of boundaries is necessary and this has been achieved with
no more effort on anyone's part. This document is used to photo- mechanicall y
produce a duplicate image on our scribing material. There i s no possibility
of error on our part, and this is present always when the manual transfer
of data is undertaken. It also reduces our editing time and of course,
will have reduced the possibility of missing data. Where this procedure
Das not been used, we are faced often with the problem of trying to adjust
soils information to the base which we are using. This can be very time
consuming. In addition, if the surveyor is aware of some featur e which is
not on the red line image it can be added with red pencil. This added
detail woulq then be incorporated into the ftnal drawing. We are continually
trying to improve our turn around time and this is one method by which we
are sure this time can be improved. Sufficient lead time of eight weeks
should be given in order that we may secure the negatives to prepare the
red line base images.
Technological Advances Reduce Drafting Time
There are benefits to cartography from CanSIS. One such benefit is the
preparation of colour separation guides for the cartographer. Soil maps
are produced using a basic four colour system which is yellow, pink, blue
and grey, or using a combination of solids and rulings a selected set of
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57 colours are produced. Any map wh ich requires all four colours and all
four rulings would require eight colour masks. To colour separate the
correct colour combination for each area cons titues a long tedious and
error prone operation. This method of providing guides virtually eliminates
colour errors and redu ces the tedious aspect of the operation . Utilizing
data in the CanSIS fi le , we are able to generate plots for each of the
eight masks on the Gerber plotter .
Prior to the use of t hi s techniqu e ,
colour separation, with its associated operations, represented 30% of the
total drafting time. Using this colour guide technique on a representative
map we had. a saving of 18% of the total drafting time. As an example of
the effectiveness of producing colour guides the representative map contained
1,016 areas which required t he removal of 1,585 pieces of peelcoat.
To
prove the system, the colour separations were edited by conventional method s
and we were unab le to detect a single colour error. This same technique
can be us ed in preparing the topographic h atching separations, provided a
topographi c symbol was shown as part of t he soil symbol unit.
This would
e liminate the necessity of you, the surveyor, h aving to prepare a
topography manuscript showing t h e topography as a hatching on your source
do cument.
If standardization of symbo ls was possible, the CanSIS fi l e and
through the u se of this data we would be able to generate the symbolization
in a form ready for affixing to the map. This would increase productivity,
reduce tu rn around time and make everyone happier.

Aer ia l Photogr aphy And Photo Base Maps
In mid 1972 an agreement was r eached between our departmental representative
on the i nterdepartmental Committee on Air Surveys and ours e lves to improve
specifications for aerial photogra phy required for soi l survey and photo
map b ases .
This was necessary because original specifications as drawn
under the ICA.S agreement were primarily oriented towards stereo plotting
for topographical survey mapping. There were several things that prompted
this, among them were specific periods when photo interpretation for your
particul ar needs was critical. To a large extent , this is after Spring
r un - off or b efore foliage leaf- out, in the Fall after the time foliage has
dropped or b efore any freeze up .
Your requirements for aerial photography
in 1974 should actually be submit ted now to allow for the preparation of
specifications.
If a photo base map is being considered, you should
specify this in your request for photography, as it may require the
preparation of a specific type of rectified print or ortho photo base and since
we do not have the equipment for this work ourselves, we would have to b e
pr epared to rely on Energy, Mines and Resources or outside contracts.
Usually rectification i s reconnnended on re lat ively flat terrain b ecause
it is much l ess expensive than ortho photo maps, however, where t h ere is
any extreme topography ortho photo is much preferred since it is far more
accurate.
Past experience has shown that each request should be considered
individually.
It is hoped that the photography which is being used for
interpretation of soils can also be used for the preparation of the base.
This is pres ently under investigation with resul ts expected shortly .
High
altitud e ph otography is considered a possible answer to many of the problems
inherent in the preparation of mo.saics . We are looking at the possibility
of a singl e photo for each page of the bulletin. However, the stereo
coverage will also have to be available for your use.
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It is generally considered that a photo map is of most value in high
growth areas where intensive soil investigations are conducted or wher e
cultura l features are f ew or non-existent.
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RAPPORT SUR LES SOLS CRYOTURBES DU NORD CANADIEN
C. Tarnocai, W.W. Pettapiece et

s.c.

Zoltai

Resume
Cette presentation f ~ ite le soir apres le s
seances
regulieres a permis
plusieurs pedologues de faire
connaissance avec les sols des regions froides dont les
couches ont ete soulevees et deplacees par l'action des
gels et degels (cryoturbation et solif luction). Les
caracteristiques de ces sols ont ete il lustrees a u
moyen de diapositives, diagrammes et imprimes.

a

Au cours de leurs presentation, ces pedologues ont
signale que le present systeme de classification ne
traite pas adequatement des sols cryoturbes. Ils ont
propose certaines modifications au systeme pour les y
accommoder de fa~on p lus convenable.

REPORT ON CRYOTURBED SOILS JN NORTHERN CANADA
C. Tarnocai, W. W. Pettapiece and S.C. Zoltai

Summary
This informal presentation at an evening session introduced
many pedologists to soils in a cold environment that are
disturbed by frost heaving Ccryoturbatio n) and solifluction.
Colored slides, diagrams and printed material were used to
portray the soi l characteristics.
It is stated by these pedologists that cryoturbed soils are
not now adequately d ealt with in the soil classification
system.
They have presented proposals for modification of
the system to better accommodate cryoturbed soils.

INTRODUCTION
After r eading the report "Classification and Some Characteristics of
Cryoturbed Soils in Northern Canada", February, 1973 by c. Tarnocai,
people working in the northern portion of the Mackenzie Vall ey and the
Yukon indi cated that this modified system could not handle many of the
soils occurring in these areas and would, at best , provide only a
temporary so lution.
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A two-day meeting was held in Edmonton on March 5- 6, 1973 with
Wayne Pettapiece, Steve Zoltai and Charles Tarnocai participating. As
a result of this meeting a new Order, Cryoturbisols, was added to the
modified classification. Since, based on the data collected, these
soils were found to have many unique properties, a new Order was felt
to be justified.
For example, the Turbic subgroups have up to a one-third disruption
resulting from cryogenic processes. These soils have the basic
characteristics of the Brunisolic, Regosolic and Gleysolic Orders.
When soils have greater than 1/3 disruption, on the other hand, most of
the properties are destroyed and hence the definitions of the above
orders are not satisfied. These soils can be considered to have
developed as a result of cryoturbation (cryogenic processes).
These soils can hardly be called Regosols because generally the surface
soils h ave structure, are high in organic matter, and carbon-dating of
organic matter from the subsurface horizons indicates that we are
dealing with an old soil, especially in the unglaciated northern
Yukon area.

)

In the following section is a brief review of literature relating to
subarctic and arctic soils occurring in the Canadian North, Alaska and
Siberia. Profile descriptions, chemical and physical analyses of
profiles collected by the authors from the eastern (Keewatin area) and
the western arctic (Mackenzie River and Northern Yukon areas) and the
proposed classification of these soils are included.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AS RELATED TO SUBARCTIC AND ARCTIC SOILS
Northern Canada
Leahey (1947) examined some soils in the subarctic region of Norman Wells
and the arctic region of Aklavik and the western slopes of the
Richardson Mountains. All of these soils were associated with permafrost
as indicated by his profile description. Leahey, however, did not attach
any horizon designators to the profile description and, in addition, he
did not ctassify these soils. On the other hand, he did note some of th e
characteristics of these frozen soils, e.g. the presence of organic
streaks and layers in the lower part of the profile. But, to quote
Leahey , "No explanation can be given for the presence of organic streaks
in the lower part of the subsoil other than that they may have resulted
from the activit ies of burrowing animals" .
Mackay (1958) studied the origin of the organic layers associated with
perennially frozen soils in the western arctic. He theorizes that they
are the result of the organic material that has accumulated in the
inter - hummock depressions being progressively rolled und er and smeared
along the base of the active layer .

)

Day (1962) carried out pedogenic studies on perennially frozen soi ls in
the Mackenzie River basin. He states that 11 The Brown Wooded soil with
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permafrost is essentially the same as the Brown Wooded in more southerly
areas". Da y i n this study observed the subsurface organic l ayers in
soils in the Mackenz i e Delta area and explained these lay ers according
to the t heory d eveloped by Macka y (1958) . Th e reader, however, is left
with the i mpression that t he s oil profiles examined were the most stable
ones and t h i s was a lso po inted out by R. E. Beschel who states in the
discussion that "the paper seems to discuss mostly stable soils and it
is surprising to h ave such a lar ge number of these".
Day and Rice (196~.) provided a detailed description of profiles samp led
in the Reindeer De po t , Inuvik and Norman Wells areas. The soils were
classified , accordin g to the Canadian System of Soil Classification (1963),
as Subarctic Orthic Regosol and Subarctic Gleyed Acid Brown Wooded in the
Reindeer Depot are a; Subarctic Brown Wooded and Subarctic Minimal Podzol
in the Inuvik ar ea ; and Subarctic Brown Wooded and Subarctic Peaty
Carbonated Rego Humic Gl e ysol in the Norman Wells area.
A soil study in conjunction with soil mapping carried out by Tedrow and
Douglas (1964) on Banks Island wa s probably one of the first soil s urveys
undertaken in the Canadian Ar ct i c. The soil mapping was done on t he
series level and the followin g genetic profile types were recognized :
Arctic Brown soil was not extensive; Tundra soil (Kellet series ) deve loped
on sand to loamy sand , u s u a lly with non-sorted ice-wedge polygons;
Regosols developed on talus and other coarse textured materials; Polar
Desert soil (Storkerscn series ) developed on dry gravelly sandy loam,
l 1 sually with sorted po l ygons : the Beau fort ser i es d0vrlnpPd on Yte ll - <l ra iried
gravelly s andy loam , usually with sorted polygons and; t h e Bernard series
d eveloped under well - dr ained soil conditions, associated with hummo cky
ground and "frost-s tirred" hori zons. It is interesting to quote Tedrow
and Dougl as concer ning these s oils associate d with hummo cks: "Soil s of
the hurrunocky ground represent a condition which has been virtually
unexplored from a pedologic viewpoint" and later "Al though soil color
sequences approximate t hose of" Arctic Brow-n soil, in view of the surface
configuration , erratic hori zona tion, salt accumulation, and probable frost
displacement, it is mor e reali s t i c to characterize this condition as one of
a unique kind of soil".
J ames (1970) studied the soils of the Rankin Inlet area of Keewatin, N. W.T .
The soils ar e classified a c cord i ng t o t he degree of disturbance by frost
action and dr a inage. Soil s r e latively undi&turbed by frost were classified
as Half Bog, Meadow Tundra , Upland Tundra and Arctic Brown Soils (T edrow
classification s ystem) . The frost- d i srupted soils wer e associated with
patterned ground . The "frost"-churned 11 soils associated with nonsorted
circl e s ("mud boils") are also recognized.
Cruickshank (1971) carr ied out soil mapping and pedological studies around
Resolute, Cornwa llis Island . ~he t errain units for mapping were separated
according to pr ofile type, effect of frost action on soil formation, type
of patterned ground or s u rfac e morpho l o gy and parent material. Although
three geneti c v ar i e ti es - the Polar De sert , Lithosol and Tundra Gley
(Tedrow c la ss i f ica t i on s y s tem) - were r ecognized, a much greater number of
soil series , s oil types and soil phases wer e separated according to the
criteria outlined above.
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During the last two years work has been carried out by the authors in
northern Manitoba, southern Keewatin and the Mackenzie River area. The
results of this f ield work are surrunarized by Tarnocai (1972), Zoltai
and Pettapiece (in press) and Tarnocai (in press) .
Other Countries
A great deal of work has been done on northern soils, especially in
Alaska and Siberia. The most significant .work, as relates to northern
soils, wag carried out by Tedrow with the bulk of it relating to Alaska.
The classification system developed by him has been mentioned in the
pr e vious section and, along with his concept o'f soil formation, is found
in the papers by Tedrow (1966 and 1968), Tedrow and Cantlon (1958) and
Drew and Tedrow (1962) . The description of major genetic profiles
occurring in northern Alaska can be found in the papers of Tedrow (1963),
Tedrow , ~ ~ · (1958), Drew and Tedrow (1957) and Tedrow and Hill (1955).
Research relating to frost action (cryoturbation) and subsurface organic
matter can also be found in the papers of Tedrow (1965 and 1962).
More recently, the works by Brown (196 7) and by Allan, Brown and
Rieger (1969) deal with soils and soil formation in northern Alaska.

)

The U.S . soil classification (7th Approximation, 1960) provides very
little information as to the classification of subarctic and arctic,
cryoturbed soils. The cryoturbed northern soils are classified as Ruptic
subgroups (7th Approximation, 1960, p. 22) . These are multiple subgroups
integrating between two given great groups. The term Ruptic indicates that
"In one situation the horizons may be continuous, and in the other they
may be discontinuous. Or, in one soil, properties of the two classes are
mixed in a single horizon but represented by separate horizons in the
other".
Little information is available from the u.s.s . R. but the information
whi c h is available indicates that there is very active research going on,
es pe c ially in Siberia. The most useful sources of information available
are the book ''Soils of Eastern Siberia" (1969) edited by E.N. Ivanova
and th e papers published in the Journal of Soviet Soil Sci ence by
Ivanova (1965) and Karavayeva et al.
(1965) dealing with soils and soil
formation in the permafrost region of Siberia. Also interesting are the
papers by Morozova (1965) and Fedorova and Yarilova (1972) which deal
mainly with the morphological and other characteristics of soils in
relation to cryogenesis.
It is interesting to note that soils found in the subarctic and a.retie
regions of Siberia are recognized as cryogenic subgroups. For example,
Sokolova and Sokolov (1963) identify three subtypes of cryogenic ta iga
soils: 1. cryogenic taiga peaty soils; 2. cryogenic taiga peaty-humus
slightly gleyed soils; and 3. cryogenic taiga humus - glei soils. They
also state that "The s urface of the cryogenic taiga soils always bears
cryogenic form s of microrelief : stony pothole s, hurrunocks due to swelling,
and stone streams . The mineral horizon shows many traces of cryogen.ic
mixing". Soils found in the same area but showing no indication of
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cryogenic proce ss es are called simply taiga peaty soils, taiga peatyhurnus sli ghtly gle yed and taiga humus - glei s oils indicatin g that,
basicall y, the same soil forming processes take place in cryogen ic
soils as in the non-cryogenic soi l s bu t in addition, the soils in the
cryogenic s ubgrou ps are affected by cryogenic processes.
DISCUSSION
Soil Development in the Subarc tic and Arctic Regi ons
Soi l development i n t he s ubarctic and arctic regions is greatly af fected
by cryogenic pr oce sses.
In the southern por tion o f t h e Discontinuous
Permafrost Zone (Boreal region) permafrost develops fir s t in the organic
soils (Brown, 1 968) then, proceeding north in this zone, it is also found
in the fine t extured Gl eysol s which usually have a peaty surface layer .
The permafrost beg i ns t o a ppear i n the well - drained mineral soi ls in the
north ern portion of the Discontinuous Zone but it is sporad i c on these
sites and is associated mainly with fine textured s oil s. Thes e mineral
soils in the Discontinuous Zone have no s urface microtopography r esulting
from cryogenic processes ( see Figure 8A ) . Patterned ground (mi crotopography caused by cryogenic processes) starts to appear in mineral
soils in the southern portion of the Widespread Permafrost Zone. These
soils are fine textured and have a relativel y wel l developed hu1TUT1ocky
topography ( Figure 8B), but t hey show very little or no cryoturbation ,
The soil horizon s are continuous or are disrupted only in the inter - hu1TUT1ock
depressions.

I n Lhe 111.1..::ldle po .c tiu n of i..he Wides i-i.1.ead I'e1. 111a£ 1u::;t Zune Li1e

so ils show much greater effect s of cryoturbation with resulting disrupted
and dislo cated s oil hor izons and the typic al morphological, physical and
c hemical ch aracter i stics associat ed with s oil s examined in the arctic
region. Finally , mi n era l soils examined in the Continuous Permafrost
Zone (arctic region) show extremely a ct ive cryoturbation (Figure 8C).
Soils examined on alpine areas of t h e Frankl in and Mackenzie Mountain s
show active cryoturbation both on the surface (patterned ground) and in
the soil profile. These soils, however, h ave the permafrost table e ither
below the control section Cl m d ep th) or developed on shal low colluvium
materials over bedrock. As a result of this ~ thes e soils were not classified
as cryic subgroup s in spite o f the fact t h at they show active cryoturbation.
It is well es tabli shed in l iterature that these so ils which have
developed in the s ubarctic and arctic regions have different morpho logical ,
physical and ch emical characteristics than t ho se which have developed in
the southern regions (Sokolov, 1963; Tedrow, 1963; Cruickshank, 1971).
Most of the fea tures which are rel ated to these cryoturbed subarctic and
arctic soils are shown in t h e profiles include d in this study.
The surface organic horizon s of t h ese soils may not a lway s be obs ervable
or may be di scontinuous because, due to fros t action , they are incorporated
into the miner a l horizons. Even i n t h is situation, however, some build-up
of organ ic material was found in t he i nter hummock depress ions, polygonal
trenche s, and t he areas surround i n g the circles, nets and stripes
(Washbur n, 1956). The surface mineral hor i zons of the fine textured soils
usually have a granular to shotty s t r ucture although a platy structure
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Figure 8. Perennially frozen (Cryic) mineral soils located in the
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may also some tim es occur. This structure is probably due to so il
freezing wh i ch is known to enhance aggregation (Karavaeva, 1963).
Soil
freezing also produces mechanical sorting of mater ial s associated with
certain forms of patterened ground.
Intrusion of disp lacement of horizons
due to cryoturbation is a lso one of the main character i stics of these
soils.
One of the mo st str i king featur e s of these cryoturbed soils is the hi gh
o rganic matter content of the mineral horizons.
The organic matter
occurs in the form of organic smears, stains , intrusions and organic - rich
subsurface Ah horizons developed in situ.
These subsurface Ah horizons
are associated with the f i ne textured soils which have hummocky topography .
Mackay (1958), in his study of the origin of t he s ubsurface organic l ayers
in the Mackenzie Delta soils, theorizes that they are the result of the
organic material that h a s accumulated in the inter-hummo c k depressions
b eing progressively rolled under and s meared along the base of the active
layer and on top of the permafrost table .
These organic layers are very
old; layers in tundra soils of Alaska r a nge from 5,300 to 10 ,900 years i n
age (Tedrow and Douglas , 1958) .
Similarly, undecomposed surface wood
fragments, Ledum leaves, a rti fac ts , bone s and charcoal are a l so rolled
under, indicating that thi s is an on- going process including both old and
recent materials.
Karavaeva and Tarqul'yan (1963) s uggest that there i s
a . certain amount of migra tion of mobile humus substances into the deeper
part of the soil, toward th e f r ozen layer, in the spring. This is the
season when the soil thaws and the level of surface water subsides.
In
t-hF- Slimmer , l 1oweve1. , n1lg1.atlor1 o f so l uLions Lo ·1ard t h e permafro c l Labl c
occurs alon g t h e thermal gradient.
Karavaeva (1963) suggests also that
the high organic matter content of the surface mineral horizon is due to
th e fact that the ratio of the surface to underground biomass we ights of
tundra vegetation is 1 : 6 .
The bulk of the underground biomass is found
in the Oto 18 cm surface layer.
Most of the soils examined in the arctic region show very weak profil e
development .
This is probably the result of :
(1) a cold, harsh · climate
which provides very little opportunity for either chemical weathering or
removal and addition of material s (Fedorova et al . , 1 972) and (2) the
action of cryoturbation which tends to dislocate and intermix materials
which are produced by the other pedological processes .
Thus, these soil
forming processes give rise to new soil types which are typical of the
subarctic and arctic regions.

Justification for Creating a New Order for the Arctic and Subarctic Soils

I. If we look at the Canadian Class ification it appears that Order
separations are based on a) major bioclimatic zones (prairie vs. forest),
b) major kinds of genetic processes Clessivage vs. podzolization) some
being governed by special conditions such as by chemistry Csolonetz) or
drainage (gleysol), or c) lac k of pr ofile differentiation (Regosol).
With these t houghts in mind, a new Order seems justified on the following:
1. The soil c limate i s characterized by a mean annual t emperature of l ess
than 0°C and permafrost conditions. This must be considered to be a major
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climatic zone. It may be noted here that traditional soil temperature air temperature relationships do not hold. Also, soil temperature
character based on a 50 cm. depth is not valid because it does not
represent the temperature of the rooting zone and in fact may even be
below the depth of thaw. The traditional approach to moisture regime is
also difficult to apply, again because it often does not represent the
zone of biological activity.
2. Principal soil fabric characteristics may be altered by cryoturbation
processes , to such an extent that all elements of the soil body owe their
origin to these processes. Thus, we have a unique process as a primary
separation. This is analogous to the vertisol problem, another unique
physical process, which is handled at the Order level in many classifications
(U . S.A., FAO, French). This also involves the recognition of a cyclic
component to the natural soil unit . Several of the more prominent
Russian pedologists working in the north are proponents of the concept
that the soils of the hillocks and hummocks should not be considered as
soil individuals . (Karavayeva, et al., 1965) and also that these soils
are "zonal, genetically independent" soils .
3. An area consideration would also indicate that these soils warrant
attention and consideration. About 50% of Canada is underlain by
permafrost and probably 1/2 of this or 25% of Canada's land surface is
characterized by cryoturbated soils .

)

4 . A unique chemical feature prese~t at least in the cryoturbated soils
of the subarctic taiga is the presence of large amounts of mobile humic
and fulvic acids. These soluble humic substances (often up to 3 or 4%
organic C or more) may result from the breakdown of material with _little
or no lignin, such as lichens, in a region of low mineralizing potential.
This feature is well documented in the Ru.ssian literature.
II. Assuming that the foregoing arguments justify the setting up of a
new Order, let us consider some specific suggestions as to how this
might be accomplished.
1. The Order should include those soils in the permafrost region which
cannot be readily accommodated in other Orders, namely those formed by
cryoturbic processes. This would leave very poorly drained and weakly
develop ed non- disturbed soils in the Gleysolic and Regosolic Orders
respectively, and recognize the unique physical process.
The Order definition could be:
"Soils developed through cryoturbic processes in a permafrost environment",
and further, "The profile includes contiguous portions of microtopography,
providing no element exceeds 2 min lateral dimension" (simply a guide,
not a hard and fast rule) . These soils usually have saturated zones
immediately overlying the frost table.
The following proposals may be considered :

)
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PROPOSAL I.

Order

Great Group

Subgroup

I a.

Cryoturbisol

Cryoturbic

Orthic
Miscic
- /Saline
- / Carbonated
- /Lithic
- /Separic
- /Aquic
- /Cryic

lb.

Cryoturbisol

Eutric

Orthic
Miscic

Dys tric

Orthic
Miscic
- /Saline
- /Carbonated
- /Lithic
- /Separic
- /Aquic
- /Cryic

Continic
Mineral profile
continuous with depth

Orthic ·
Miscic

Separic
Cryogenic organic
mat erial separates
the raised minera l
element from the
parent material

Orthic
Miscic
- /Saline
- / Carbonated
- / Lithic
- /Aquic
- /Cryic

le.

Cryoturbisol

2. A second me thod of attack might be to consider an Order i ncluding
all permafrost soils . This is justified on bioclimatic grounds, and ha s
precedence in the Russian and French schemes (FAO, UNESCO, 1970) .
It
might pose some conflicts in principl e with our present system of
classification, particularly re. Gleysols, Regosol s and possibly
Brunisols. The following is a possible scheme :
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PROPOSAL II.

Ila.

Order

Great Group

Subgroup

Cryosol

Regic

Orthic
·Cumulic
- /Saline
- /Carbonated
- /Lithic
-/Gleyed

Brunic

Orthic
Degraded
-/Saline
- /Carbonated
- /Lithic
- /Gleyed

Gleyic

Orthic
Humic
Rego
- /Saline
- /Carbonated
- /Gleyed

Cryoturbic

Orthic
Miscic
- /Saline
-/Carbonated
- /Lithic
- /Separic
- /Aquic

Static
(noncryoturbated)

Regic
Brunic
Gleyic
- /Saline
- /Carbonated
- /Separic
- /Aquic

Cryoturbic
(cryoturbated)

Orthic
Miscic
- /Saline
-,/Oarbonated
I•
-/Lithic
- /Separi c
- /Aquic

)

Ilb .

)

Cryosol
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The ultimate solution mi ght lie in method 2 with some variation of the
s u ggested proposal s. However, we simply do not have enough field time
in t h e far north (Polar Desert ) to go very far now with classification.
Ano t h er s trong point in favour of proposal Ia is that it could very
easily be conv erted to or mo ld ed into proposal II if this should evolve
at a lat er date . The only differen ce between Ila and Ilb is the leve l
one mi ght wi sh to handl e the non-cryoturbic types.
PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE SOIL CLASSIFICATION
The previous section has indi cated the basic proposals to modify the
Canadian Soil Clas sification System so that these soils may be adequately
accommodated.
De tailed descriptions of these proposals (Ia and Ila) are given below.
PROPOSAL Ia.

52

Eutric Brunisol

521
522
523
52-/7
52- / 8
52-/9
52- /10

Orth ic Eu tr ic Brunisol
Degrad ed Eutric Brunisol
Alpine Eutri c Brunisol
Cryic Eutri c Brunisol
Gleyed Eutric Brunisol
Lithic Eutric Brun isol
Turbi c Eutric Brunisol

Thes e are Eutric Bruniso l soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested
by disrupted and dislo cated hor i zons , and with les s than 1/3 of the
pro f il e s howing di splacemen t a nd incorporation of materials from other
horizons a nd mechanical sorting.

54

Dystric Brunisol Great Group

541
542
543
54- /7
54- /8
54- /9
54- /10

Or t hic Dys tric Brunisol
De graded Dystric Brunisol
Alpine Dystric Brunisol
Cry i c Dystr ic Brunisol
Gleyed Dystric Brunisol
Lithi c Dys t ric Br un isol
Turbic Dystric Brunisol

The se are Dy s tri c Brun isol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested
by disr upted and dislocated hori zon s, and with less than 1/3 of the
profile s howing di s pl acement and incorporation of materials from other
hor izons and mechanical sort i ng.
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61

Regosol Great Group
611
612
61-/5
61-/7
61-/8
61-/9
61-LlO

Orthic Regosol
Cumulic Regosol
Saline Regosol
Cryic Regosol
Gleyed Regosol
Lithic Regosol
Turbic Rego sol

These are Regosol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested by
disrupted and di slocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the
profile showing displacement and incorporation of materials from other
horizons and mechan ical sorting.
71

Humic Gleysol
711
712
713
71 - /5
71 - /6
71-/7
71-/9
71 -/10

)

Orthic Humic Gleysol
Rego Humic Gleysol
Fera Humic Gleysol
Saline Humic Gleysol
Carbonated Humic Gleysol
Cryic Humic Gleysol
Lithic Humic Gleysol
Turbic Hurnic Gleysol

The se are Humic Gleysol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested by
disrupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1 / 3 of the profile
showinp displacement and incorporation of materials from other horizons
and mechanical sorting.
72

Gleysol Great Group
721
722
723

72-/5
72-/6
72-/7
72- / 9
72- /10

Orthic Gleysol
Rego Gleysol
Fera Gleysol
Saline Gleysol
Carbonated Gleysol
Cryic Gleysol
Lithic Gleysol
3'urbic Gleysol

Th ese are Gleysol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested by
disrupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the profil e
showin g displacement and incorporation of material from other horizons
and mechanical sor ting.
CRYOTURBISOL ORDER

)

This order consi s ts of moderately well to imperfectly drained soils
develop ed as a result of cryoturbation process es in a permafrost environment. These soil s have disrupted sola as manifested by cryoturbation
gr eater than 1/3 of the soil body and profile includes a contiguous
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portion of the microtopographic feature or a portion of the feature up
to a width o f 2 meters.
They may or may not have an organic surface horizon (L-H) or brown ish
By or BCy horizons, but they have Cy overlying a Cz or Cyz horizon.
Dark randomly d is tributed or continuous cryoturbed Ahy or Ahyz hori zons
are colTUTlon in the solum. As a result of cryoturbation t he horizons are
di splaced or incorpora ted into other horizons and high organic matter
content and patterned ground micro-topography are also characteristic.
CRYOTURBIC GREAT GROUP
Only one grea t group has been estab li shed; therefore, its definition is
the same as that qf the order .
Or thi c Cryoturbisol
These are soils wh ere the profil e has horizon discontinuity in less than
1/3 of the mineral element.
Miscic Cryoturbisol
These are soils where t he profile has horizon discontinuity in greater
t h an 1/ 3 of the mineral element .
-/9
-/6

-/9
- /11
- /1 3

Salin e
Carbonated
Lithi c
Separic
Aquic (saturate d throu ghout the thawed portion of the prof ile)

PROPOSAL Ila .
52

Eutric Brunisol
521

522
523
52- /7

52-/8
52- / 9

52-/10

Orthic Eutric Brunisol
Degraded Eutric Brunisol
Alpine Eutric Brun isol
Cryic Eutric Brunisol
Gleyed Eutric Brunisol
Li thic Eutric Brunisol
Turbic Eutric Bruni so l

The se are Eutric Brunisol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested
by disrupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the
profile s howing displacemen t and incorporation of materials from other
hori zons and mechanical sorting.
54

Dystr ic Brunisol Great Group

541
542
54 3
54-/7

Or thic Dys tric Brun isol
Degraded Dystric Brunisol
Alp ine Dystric Brun isol
Cryic Dystric Bruniso l
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54-/8
54-/9
54-/10

)

Gleyed Dystric Brunisol
Lithic Dystric Brunisol
Turbic Dystric Brunisol

Th ese are Dystric Brunisol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifes ted
by di srupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the
profile s howing displacement and incorporation of materials from other
horizons and mechanical sorting.
61

Regosol Great Group
611
612

61-/5
61-/7
61- /8
61-/9

61 - /10

Orthic Regosol
Cumulic Regosol
Saline Regosol .
Cryic Regosol
Gleyed Regosol
Lithic Regosol
Turbic Regosol

These are Regosol soils affe cted by cryoturbation as manife sted by
disrupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the profile
showing displacement and incorporation of materials from other horizons
and me chanical sorting.
71

Humic Gleysol

711

)

712
713
71 - /5
71-/ 6
71-/7
71 - /9

71-/10

Orthic Humic Gleysol
Rego Humic Gleysol
Fera Humic Gleysol
Saline Humic Gleysol
Carbonated Humic Gleysol
Cryic Humic Gleysol
Lithic Humic Gleysol
Turbic Humic Gleysol

These are Humi c Gl ey sol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested
by di srupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the
profile showing displacement and incorporation of materials from other
horizons and mechanical sorting.
72

Gleysol Great Group
721
722
723
72-/ 5
72-/6
72-/7
72-/9

72- /10

Orthic Gleysol
Rego Gleysol
Fera Gleysol
Saline Gleysol
Carbonated Gleysol
Cryi c Gleysol
Lithic Gl eysol
Turbic Gleysol

These are Gleysol soils affected by cryoturbation as manifested by
disrupted and dislocated horizons, and with less than 1/3 of the
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profile s howing displacement and incorporation of materials from oth er
hori zons and mechanical sorting.

CRYOSOL ORDER
This order consists of well to poorly drained soils developed in a
permafrost environment. They must have one or both of the fo l lowing:
a)

di splaced or disrupted horizons greater than 1/3 of the profile or
incorporated organic matter resulting from cryogenic processes.

b)

a mean annua l s oil temperature lower than -S°C [mean annual air
temperature l ower than - 8°C (17°F) or mean soil temperature at a
depth of zero annual amplitude of -S°C (Brown, 1968)]. A mean
annual soil temperature lower than -S°C and a mean annual air
temperatur e lower than -8°C coincides approximately with the
southern boundary of the Continuous Permafrost Zone.

REGIC GREAT GROUP
These are well and imperfectly drained perennially frozen soils, having
very weak horizon development.
Orthic Regic Cryosol
These soils h ave from the surface, or below any Ah horizon, color va lu es
that are uniform with depth, or color values that increase gradually to
the depth of the control section (100 cm).
Cumuli c Regic Cr yosol
These soils have from the surface, or below any Ah horizon, color valu es
that vary by one or more units with depth in the control section. The
organic matter content usually decreases irregularly with depth .

-/ 9
- /6
- /9
- /8
- /10

Saline
Carbonated
Lithic
Gleyed
Turbic

BRUNIC GREAT GROUP
Thes e are well to imperfec tly drained perennially frozen soils with brownish co l or ed sola. They may have organic surface horizons (L - H) and weakly
developed Aej or strong ly developed Ae hori zons. All have a brownish Bm,
but none have a Bt or podzolic Bf horizon.
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Orthic Brunic Cryosol
These soils have organic surface horizons (L- H)", overlying a brownish
Bm horizon.
Degraded Brunic Cryosol
These soils have either an Aej or Ae horizon and a brownish Bm horizon .
- /8
- /9
-/10

Gleyed
Lithic
Turbic

GLEYIC GREAT GROUP
These are poorly drained perennially frozen soils with peaty surface
organic horizon and dull colored mineral horizons . Mottles may not be
present if the permafrost table is at the surface of the mineral horizon.

Orthic Gleyic Cryosol
These soils have a gleyed B horizon.

)
Humic Gleyfc Cryosol
These soils have an Ah horizon mor~ than 8 cm. thick below the peaty
surface organic horizon.
Re go Gleyic Cryosol
The se soils are without a Band Ah horizon, or with an Ah horizon less
than 8 cm t hick.
- /9
- /6
- /9
- /10

Saline
Carbonated
Lithic
Turbi c

CRYOTURBIC GREAT GROUP
These are well to poorly drained perennially frozen soils developed as a
result of cryoturbic processes in a permafros t environment.
Orthic Cryo turbic Cryosol
)

These are soils where the profile has horizon discontinuity in less than
1/3 of the mineral element.
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Miscic Cryoturbic Cryosol
These are soils where the profile has horizon discont inuity in greater
than 1/3 of the mineral element.
-/9
- /6
- /9
-/11
- /13

Saline
Carbonated
Lithic
Separic
Aquic

Degree of Profile Discontinuity
I

Soil s not meeting definition for Cryoturbisol use whole profile.
0

1/3

2/3

1

Regosolic Order
ll

So iis meeting Cryoturbisol definition use only the mineral element.
0

1/3

Orth ic subgroup
III

2/3

1

Miscic subgroup

If we assume that the non-mineral element makes up about 1/3 of
the soil body then considering the whole profile.
0

1/3

2/ 3

1

Regosolic Ord er
Turbic subgroups of
Bruni so lic, Gleysolic,
Regosolic Orders;
Regic, Gleyic and Regic
Great Groups of Ila
or non-Cryoturbic
Great Group of Ilb
Orthic Cryoturbisols
Miscic Cryoturbisols
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DEFINITIONS
The cryoturbed horizons occurring in these soils are designated by "y" ,
a horizon affected by cryoturbation as manifested by disrupted and
dislocated horizons and displacement and incorporation of materials from
other horizons. It is used with A, Band C horizons, e.g. Ahy, Bmy, Bmyg,
Czy, Cgy, etc. These cryoturbed horizons are not always perennially
frozen and thus the "y" does not necessarily occur in conjunction with
"z" (to indicate a perennially frozen horizon).
Orthic - The soil profile has horizon continuity for greater than 2/3 of
the mineral element.
Miscic - (from the Latin, miscere - to mix)
- The soil profile has horizon continuity over less than 2/3 of
the mineral element.
Continic - mineral profile continuous with depth.
Separic - Cryoge~ic organic material separates the raised mineral element
from the parent material.

)

Aguie - An over-moistened or saturated condition throughout the thawed
portion of the profile. It was felt that this is a different
concept from gley.
Turbic - Disrupted horizons occur in up to 1/3 of the soil body (1/3
disrupted horizons, and not a cryoturbisol, becomes a Regosol.)
Regic - like a Regosol
Brunic - like a Brunisol
Gleyic - like a Gleysol
Some guidelines to the identification of Cryoturbisols in the field.
a)

Is it located in a permafrost area?

b)

Are there associated microrelief features, particularly those in
which all the elements formed concurrently? An example here is
earth hummock formation.

c)

Are cryoturbic disruptions of horizonation apparent, often typified
by inclusion of organic matter (more or less unaltered)?

On this basis, an alluvial soil which now has permafrost aggrad ing into

)

it would be cla~sed as a Cryic Cumulic Regosol if there i s no other
aberrant feature apart from the permafrost. If some disruption of layers
(up to 1/3) was present (due to say ice-wed ging) the soil might be
cla ssed as a Cryic Turbic Cumulic Regosol. If, however, the surface
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subsequ ent to deposition has been completely modified by earth hummock
formation t h en it would become a Cryotur bisol. If the hurrunock itself
had very mi xed horizons, the soil might be classed as a Cryic Miscic
Cryoturbisol ( left out Great Group because is same as Order) .
Profile
The prof ile includes a contiguous portion of the micro -topograph ic
feature or a portion of the feature up to a width of 2 me ters.
Eleme nt
Por tion of the soil profile.
drained element, etc.

For example, minera l element, poorly
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Summary of Comments
(Cryoturbed soils in Northern Canada)
This presentation st imulated a great deal of discussion and it was agreed
that the proposed system would be studied during the next two years and
then a proposal would be presented at the next Canadi an Soil Survey
Committee meeting. This could be done by forming a working grou p on
northern soils. This group would also be responsible for working out a
temporary solution which could be utili zed during the on-going studies in
this two-year period.
App ended i s a report of the Northern Soils Working Group dated
November, 1973 whi ch presents a " Tenta tive Cl assification System
for Cryosolic Soils".

(
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE LA CLASSIFICATION
DES FORMES DE RELIEF
D.F. Acton, President

Resume
Un glossaire de la terminologie est soumis pour qu'on
puisse verifier s'il est complet, acceptable et approprie.
On recormnande la mise a l'essai d'un systeme de classification regional des formes du relief, base surtout sur le
systeme de Bostock et d 1 un systeme de classification
local des formes du relief.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE
CLASSIFICATION OF LANDFORMS
D.F. Acton, Chairman

)

Summary
A glossary of terminology is included for critical
evaluation in terms of completeness, acceptability and
suitability. A regional landform classification system
based generally on Bostock system, and a local landform
classification system, are recommended for trial.

)
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Review:
Various attempt s have b een made by this s u bcommitt ee in the past to
develop landform terminology and systematic s with the intentio n being
application to soi l surveys in Canada.
Some of these attemp ts have been
reviewed el s ewhere (1) .
At t he eighth meetings o f the Canada Soil Survey Committee, it was
recommended that membership on the landform subcommittee be broadened to
include rep resentation from the National Committee on Forest Lands and the
Geological Survey of Canada. Although no fonnal organization or group has
b een estab lished , t here has been considerable co- operation with R. J. Fulton
a nd oth er members of t h e Geological Survey of Canada.
At the second meeting of t h e Western Sectio n of t h e Canada Soil Survey
Committee, held at Kelowna in 1972 , three landform classification systems we re
presented a nd discussed. These schemes presented by Fulton, Lavkulich et al.
and Acton a nd the pertinent discussion are presented in the proceedings of
t h ese meetings (2) .
Based on a recomm endation from these Kelowna meeti n gs , a n additional
landform description and classification system was d evelo ped and circulated
to th e subcommittee as well as to a number of ecologists and earth scientists

( 3).
It shoul d also be reported that a NRC Committee on terrain classification
met in Ca l gary in May, 1972 (4) . At this mee ting concern was expressed regarding
standardization of t e rminology and procedure in terrain evaluation . This group
fe lt that, alt hough multidisc iplinary uniformity of terminology and de scription
was possi bl e, uniformity of classification might be much more difficult to obtain .
Part o f o ne of t h e recommendat ion s forthcoming from this meeting suggested t h at
actio n be t aken to p repare a s uitable terminology for use in terrain classification .
Two mul tidisc ip linary groups were to be appointed ; one to unde rtake the
preparation of a glossary with primary concern with mineral terrain with an
essential geolog ic -geomorphic basis and the othe r to be primarily concerned with
a glo ssary of organic terrain features.
Two ap paren t developments were forthcoming from the above- mentioned NRC
Ad Hoc committ ee meeting .
Firstly, Prof. W. O. Kupsch, Director , Ins tit ut e for
Northe r n Studi e s ha s been charged with dev e loping a glossary of terminolog y for
min era l terrai n s. A broad selection of terms and appropriate definitions has
been complet ed. This i s current ly being screened t o compile a more concise
second approxi mation . The terms in this glossary are list ed in much the same
manner as Dr. Kupsch's and Dr . Brown ' s Permafrost Glos s ary (5).
Secondly, a
group of Sa s katchewa n sc ientist s interested in the deve lopment of a systematic,
interdisci plinary landform classification (E. A. Chris t iansen, J . D. Mallard,
W.O . Kup sch, B.W. Mickleboro ugh, J.S . Rowe, D.W. Anderson, H.B. Stonehouse,
L.S. Cros s on and D. F. Acton) h ave examin ed problems associated with such a
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development through correspondence and formal discussion, as suggested by the
NRC Ad Hoc Committee.
In prepara t ion for the c urrent meetings of the Canada Soil Survey
Committee, members of the l a ndfo rm subcommittee were asked, in a memo dated
Dec embe r 7, 1972 , to indicate whether the basic philosophy implied in the March
18 system mentioned above (3) was acceptable. As s uggested in a further memo ,
dated March 9, 1973 , there was a wide diversity of opinion on the whol e matter
of landform c las s ificatio n. In view of thi s it was suggested that more effort
must be placed on t erminology be fore real progress would be forthcoming on
systematic arrangements of terminology for use i n mapping. A partial g lo ssary
was developed at thi s time e mploying terminology that is in common usage in
Canada. The most r ecent glossary of g eo logy (6) was used as the standard
r e f erence for defini.tion of the terms. To demonstrate how an acceptable list
of we ll defined terms could fa ci litate a sys t ematic organization for mapp ing
purposes and for soil data bank s, several hypothetical groupings were developed,
The sugges tion to concentrate on te rmi nology before devoting too much
effort to sys tematic s was genera lly we ll received. L.M. Lavkulich, A.G . Twardy,
C, Tarnocai, R.J. Fulton and P . Heringa (all with reservations of one form or
another) favored concentratin g on terminology. John Gi ll espie and the group
at Guelph thought the system propos ed on March 8 , 1972, should be put forward
on t rial whereas th e Soil Resource Group of the Soil Research Institute genera ll y
felt (perhaps some more so than others) tha t a very serious attempt should be
made to s trive for a sys t em that can be us eful for both pedologists and
geo l og ists f or mapping a nd for the CanSIS program as we l l. Th ey consequently
suggested a system be put forward for a trial peri od.
Proposal:
1.

To develop a n accep tab l e g l ossary for landform descri ption a nd mapp i ng for
soil surveys in Canada.

2.

To present a ten tative comprehensive l a ndform classi fi cat i on system for
so i l s u rveys in Canada .

Ra tiona l :
Th e need f or cl ea r , concise descrip t ion of the landform individuals is
the first and most obv i o us p rerequi site to the development of a systematic
arrangement o f t hese individuals in to some organized fashion, Some system of
naming these indi vi dua l s is a n apparent second step . The naming process may,
or may no t, be dependent upon t he systematic organization of know l edge
pertain ing to these individuals.
The proposal to develop a glossary of terminology should faci l itate
def ining the i ndiv iduals a nd may aid in naming these individua l s . Once these
steps are adequate l y met , th e individuals or taxa may be logically grouped but
perhaps new names may be desirable for t h e individua ls, dependi ng upon the
system d evised.

)

The proposed classif i cation systems o rganize a number of widely
recog ni zed individuals using t ermino logy that frequents the earth sc i ence
lit erature. In so do in g the omiss i on of individuals , suitability of names
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for individuals, definition or description of the individuals and the
organization of groups of similar individuals should all be more readily
apparent.
Glossary of Terminology
1.

Regional (Physiographic) Glossary

Basin

A d epressed area h aving no surface outlet.

Borderland
According to a concept widely held in the first part of the 20th
Century, and championed by Schuchert (1923), a crystalline landmass that
bordered (farther out) the Phanerozoic orogenic belts near the edges of
the North American continent. The borderlands were tectonically much
more active than the Canadian Shield, and were subsequent l y lost by
foundering into the oceans . The concept is now discredited; continental
crust ends near the edges of the continental shelves, and i t would be
difficu l t to founder large areas of such crust into the ocean basins
beyond. Most of the geological evidence adduced for these lands can be
otherwise interpreted. Cf: hinterland; tectonic land. See also:
Appalachia; Cascadia; Llanoria.
Coastal

Pertaining to a coast; bordering a coast, or located on or near a
coast, as coastal waters or coastal lowland.

Coastal plain
(a) A low, generally broad but sometimes narrow plain that
has its margin on t h e shore of a large body of water (especially the
ocean) and its strata either horizontal or very gently sloping toward
the water, and that generally represents a strip of recently emerged
sea f loor or continental shelf . (b) Less restrictedly, a ny lowland area
borderi ng a sea or ocean, extending inland to t h e nearest elevated land,
and sloping very gently seaward. It may result from the accumulation
of material.
Delta

The low, nearly flat, alluvial tract of land deposited at or near
the mouth of a river, commonl y forming a triangu l ar or fan-shaped
plain of considerable area enclosed and crossed by many distributaries
of the main river, perhaps extending beyond the genera l trend of the
coa st, and resulting from the accumulation in a wider body of wat e r
( usua lly a sea or lake ) of sediment supplied by a river in such
quantities that it is not removed by tides, waves, and currents. Most
deltas are partly subaerial and partly below water. The term was
introd uced by Herodotus in the 5th century B.C. for the tract of land,
at the mouth of the Nile River , whose outline broadly resembled the
Greek capita l letter " delta" , Ll, with the apex po in ting ups tream.

Foothills
A region of relatively low, rounded hills at the base of or
fr inging a mountain range .
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Highland

(a) A general term for a relatively large area of elevated or
mountainous land standing prominently above adjacent low areas; a
mountainous region. (b) A relative term denoting the higher land of
a region; it may include mountains, vall.eys, and plains.

Hill

(a) A natural elevation of the land s~rface ? rising r ather prominently
above the surrounding land, usually of limited extent and having a
well-defined outline (rounded rather than peaked or rugged), a nd
generally considered to be less than 300 m (1000 ft) from bas e to
summit; the distinction between a hill and a mountain is arbitrary a nd
dependent on local usage. See also: mount , (b) Any slightly e levated
ground or other conspicuous elevation in a relatively flat area , (c)
An eminence of inferior elevation in an area of rugged relief . (d) A
range or group of hills, or a region c haracterized by hills or by a
highland. Term usually used in the plural; e . g . the Black Hills of
South Dakota.

Lowland

(a) A general term for low-lying land or a n extensive region of low
land, especially near th e coast and including the ex tended plains or
country lying not far above tide l evel. ( b) The low and relative l y
level ground of a region, in contrast with the adjacent, higher
country. ( c) A low or level tract of land along a water- course; a
bottom. -- The term is usually used in the plural .

Mountain

(a) Any part of the Earth's crust higher than a hill, sufficiently
elevated above the surrounding land s urface of which it forms a part t o
be considered worthy of a distinctive name, characterized by a r estricted
summit area (as distinguished from a plateau), and general ly having
comparatively steep sides and considerable bare- rock surface; it can
occur as a single, isolated eminence, or in a group forming a long chain
or range, and it may form by earth movements, erosion, or volcanic action.
Generally, a mountain is considered to project at least 300 m (1000 ft)
above the surrounding land , a lthough older usage refers to an altitude
of 600 m (2000 ft) or more above sea l evel . When the term is us ed
following a proper name , it usually signifies a group of e l eva tions, such
as a range (e.g. the Adirondack Mountains) or a system (e . g . t he Rocky
Mountains). Abbrev: mt.; mtn. Syn: mount , (b) Any consp icuous or
prominent elevation in an area of low relief, esp. one ris ing abruptly
from the surrounding land and having a round ed base .

)

Plain

)

(a) Broadly, any flat area, large or small, a t a low elevation; specif.
an extensive region of comparatively flat , smooth, and l evel or gently
undulating land, having few or no p rominent surface irregularities (hi l ls,
valleys) but sometimes having a considerabl e slope , and usua lly at a low
e levation with reference to surrounding areas (local relief up to 60-150
m, although some, as the Great Plain s of the U.S., are as much as
1000-1800 m above sea level). A plain may be either forested or bare
of t r ee s, and may be formed by deposition or by erosion . (b) A very
extensive, broad tract of level or ro l l i ng, almost treeless country with
a shrubby vegetation; a prairi e. In Australia, "plain" implies treelessness . The term is usually used in the plural. (c) A region underla in by
low-lying horizontal strata or characterized by horizontal structure,
and which may be dissected into hil ls and va lleys by stream erosion;
Davi s (1885) introduced this concept of a 11 plain 11 but the term should
be used wi t hout regard to the und e rlying geologic structure .--Cf:
plat ea u (geomorph] •
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Plateau [geomorph] (a) Broadly, any comparatively flat area of great extent and
elevation; spec if . a n extensive land region considerably elevated (more
th a n 150-3 00 min alti tude) above the adjacent country or above sea level
and commonly limited on at least one side by an abrupt desc ent, having a
f l at or nearly s mooth surface but often dissected by deep valleys or
canyons and surmonritf'd by ranges of high hills or mountains, and having a
large part of its to ta l surface at or near the summit leve l . A plateau is
usually higher and has mo re notic e able relief than a plain (it often
represents a n elevated plain), and is usually higher and more extensive
than a mesa ; it may be tectonic, residual, or volcanic in origin.
See
also: tableland.
(b) A flat, upland region underlain by ho rizontal strata
or characterized by horizontal stru cture, and which may be h i ghly
dissected; Davis ( 1885) introduced this concept of a " plateau" but the
term should be u sed without regard to the underlying geologic struc t ure.-Etymol: French. Pl: plateaus; plateaux .
Shi el d

A large area of exposed basement rocks in a craton commonly with a
very gently co nv ex surface , surrounded by s ediment-covered platforms.

Trench

A long , stra ight, relatively narrow , U- shaped valiey or depression
between two mountain ranges, often occupied by parts of two or more
streams alternately draining the depression in opposite direction s.

Upland

(a) A general term for hi g h land or an extensive regi on of hi g h land,
esp . far from the coast or in the i nterior of a country. Sometimes used
synon ymously with fastland .
(b) The h i gher ground of a region, in
co .. tLati1.. w.t.t:l1 e1 Vdlley, l' la.t.n, or otl1e r low-lying land; a plaleau.
( c ) The e levated land above t h e low areas along a stream or between hills ;
any e levated regio n from which rivers gather drainage . Also, an area of
land above flood level, or not reached by storm tides .- --Ant : lowland.

Volcanic s
Those ign e ous rocks that have reached or nearly reached the Earth I s
s urface before solidifying .

2.

Local Form and Material Glossary a gene t ic inference.

Alluvial

to include major form and ma teria ls with

adj . Pertaining to or composed of all u vium, or deposi ted by a
stream or r unnin g water; e.g . an "all uvia l cl ay" or an "alluvial
divide " . Syn: al luvian; alluvious. - --no alluvium.

/Alluvium
( a) A general term for clay , silt, sand, gravel, or
similar un consolidated detrital material deposited during comparatively
recent geologic ti.ne by a stream o r other body of running water as a
sorted or semisorted sediment in the b ed of the stream or on its flood
plain or d e lta , or as a cone or fan at the base of a mountain s lop e;
esp. such a deposit of fine-grained texture (silt or silty clay) depo s it ed
during time of flood. The term does not require permanent submergence;
and it formerly included (but is not now intended to include) s ubaqueous
depo sits in seas, estuaries, lakes, and ponds.
Syn: a lluvial ; alluvial
deposit; alluvion.
(b) A driller's term us ed "incorrectly" for the
broken, earthy rock material direc tly below the soil layer and above
the so lid, unbroken bed or ledge rock (Long, 1960).
Cc) alluvial soil.
--- Etymol: Latin alluvius, fro m alluere, "to wash against" . Pl: alluvia;
alluviums .
Cf : eluvium; diluvium .
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Colluvial
Pertaining to colluvium; e.g. " colluvial deposits" or "colluvia l
soil".
/Colluvium
(a) A general term app lied to any l oose, hete rogen eous,
and incoherent mass of soil materia l or rock fragments deposited c hiefly
by mass-wasting, usually at the base of a steep s lop e or cliff; e.g.
talus, cliff debris, and avalanche material. (b) Alluvium deposited by
uncon cen trated surface runoff or sheet eros ion, usually at the base of a
slope. -- Cf : slope wash. Etymol: Latin co lluvi es, " co ll ection of
washings, dregs".

)

Eolian

(a) Pertaining to the wind; esp. said of rocks, soils, and depo sits
(such as l oess, dune sand, and some vo l canic tuffs) whose co ns tituents
were transported (blown) and laid down by atmospheric currents, or of
landforms produced or eroded by the wind , or of sedimentary structures
(such as ripple marks) mad e by the wind, or of geo logi c processes ( s uch
as e rosio n and deposition) accomplished by the wind. (b) Said of the
active phase of a dun e cycle, marked by diminished vegetal con tro l and
in creased dune growth, Cf : eluvial [sed] .-··-Etymol: Aeolus, god
of the winds. Syn: aeolian; eolic.

Fluvial

(a) Of o r pertaining to a river or rivers. (b) Existing, growing,
or living in or about a stream or river. (c) Produced by the action
of a stream or river.---The t e rm is used by geolog ist s es p. in regard
to river flow and river action. See also: fluviatile, Etymol: Latin
fluvius, "river".

Fluvioeolian
Pertaining to the combined ac tio n of streams a nd wind; e.g.
a fluvioeolian deposit.
Fluviolacustrine
Pertaining to sedimentation pa rtly in lake water and
partly in streams, or to s ediments d eposi ted under a lternating or
overlapping lacustrine and fluvia l conditions,
Fluviomarine
Said of marin e sediments that contain resorted and redi stributed
fluvial ma terial along with the rema ins of marin e organisms,
Glaciofluvial
Pertaining to the meltwater streams flowing from wasting
glacier ice and esp. to the deposits a nd landforms produced by such
streams, as kame t erraces and outwash plains; r e lating to the combined
ac tion of glaci ers and streams . Syn: fluvioglacial; g lacioaqueous .
Glaciolacustrine
Pertaining to, derived from, or depos ited in glacia l
l akes; esp. said of the deposits and l andforms composed of suspended
mat e rial brought by meltwate r streams flowing into l akes bordering
th e g laci er, as delta kames a nd varved sedimen ts.
Glacioma rin e

)

glacial marine .
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Lacustrin e
(a) P e rtaining to, produced by, or formed in a l ake or lake s ;
e . g . " lacustrine sands 11 deposited on the bottom of a l a ke, or a
" la c u strin e terrac e " formed along the margin of a lake.
(b) Growing
in or i nhabi t in g lake s ; e . g. "lacu s t r ine fauna " .
(c) Said of a r e g ion
ch ara cteri zed b y lakes; e.g . a "l acustrine desert" containing the
rem na n ts o f nume r o us P l e istocene lakes that are now dry .-- -Cf: limr.ic .
Syn: lacustral; lacust r ian .
Marine*

Of the sea o r ocean; inhabiting, found in, or formed by the sea.

Mo r a in al

Of , relati ng to , forming, or f ormed by a. moraine.

Syn: morain ic.

/Moraine
A mound , ridge, or other distinct accumulation of unsorted,
un s tratified glacial drift, predominantly till, deposited chiefly by
di r ec t a ction of glacier ice in a variety of topographic land forms that
are independent of control by the surface on which the drift l ies . The
history of the term is confused: it was probably used originally, and
i s s t i ll often used, in European literature as a petrologic name for
t il l t h a t is being carried and deposited by a glacier, but i s now more
commonly u sed as a geomorphologic name for a landform compo s ed mainly
o f t i ll that ha s been deposited by e ithe r a living or an extinct glaci e r .
Et ymo l: Fre nch , a t e rm used by Alpine peasants in the 18th century for
an y hea p of earth and stony debris; neither t h e exact origin of t he
term nor its first u s e in glacial geology can be traced .
Organic

Perta ining or re lating to a compound containing carbon , e s pe c i a lly
a s a n essen t i a l component . Organic compounds usually have hydrogen
bond ed to the carbon atom.
Cf: inorganic.

Rock [ge olJ •
( a ) Any na t urally formed, consolidated or unconsolidatedmaterial
(but not s oil) compo sed of two or more min erals, or occasionally of one
min era l , a nd having some degree of chemical and minera logic constancy;
also, a rep r esentative sampl e of such materi a l .
(b) Popularly, any hard,
co n s olidated material derived from the Earth and usually of relatively
sma ll s ize. Partial syn: stone [geol] .
Ro ck [geomo rp ti) - (a) Any nota ble, usually bare peak, cliff, promontory, or
hill considered as one mass; e . g. the rock of Gibra l tar.
(b) A r ocky
mass lying at or near or projecting above t h e surface of a body of wa t e r.

3.

Morpholog ic Ex pression Glossary ·
by mo r phol ogy a lon e.

Apron

to include forms genera l ly recognizab l e

An ex tensive , continuous, out spread, blanke t - like deposit of alluvial,
glac i a l, e olian, marine, or other unconsolidated material derived from
a n id e ntifi a b l e s ource, and deposited at the base of a mountain, in
front of a glacier, etc . ; e.g . a bajada or an outwash plain.
Syn :
f r onta l apron .

* Webster' s

New Wo r ld Dictionary, College Edition .
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A de pressed area having no surface outlet .

Basin
Delta

Th e low, nearly flat, alluvial tract of land depo si t ed at or near
the mouth of a river, commonly forming a triangular or fa n- shaped
plain of considerable area enclosed and crossed by many di stributaries
of th e main river, perhaps extending beyond t he general trend of the
coast, and r esulting from the accumulation in a wider body of wate r
(usually a sea or lake) of sediment supplied by a river in such
quantities that it is not removed by tid es , waves, and currents , Most
deltas are partly subaerial and partly below water. The term was
introduced by Herodotus in the 5th century B. C. for the tract of l and,
at the mouth of the Nile Rive r, whose o ut lin e broad ly resembled the
Greek capital le t ter "delta", ~, with the apex po i nting upstream .

De press ion
Any hollow in or relatively sunken part of t he Earth's surface;
esp. a low- lying area completely surrounded by higher ground and having
no natural outlet for surface drainag e; as an interior basin or a
karstic s ink.

)

Fa n

( a ) A gently sloping, fan-shaped mass of detritus forming a section of
a v ery low cone commonly at a place wh ere t here i s a notable d ecrease
in gradient; specif. an alluvial fan. (b) A fan-shaped mass of congealed
l ava that formed on a steep slope by th e continually changing direction
of effusions,

Fl at

a dj. Having or marked by a continuous surface or s t retch of l and
that is smooth, even, or horizon ta l, or nearly so, and that l acks any
s ignificant curvature, slope, e levations, or depressions .-- -n . A
general term for a leve l or nearly l evel surface or sma ll area of
l and marked by littl e or no relief, as a plain; s peci f : mud f lat;
valley flat. Also, a nearly leve l r eg ion tha t v isibly di splays lower
re lief than its surroundings.

Fluted

Abounding in large , smooth, deep gutter- like channels o r f urrows on
t h e stoss side of a rocky hill obstructing the ad vance of a glac i er.
(Slopes may be several miles in l ength a long ridge c rest but genera ll y
l ess than 0 .5 mil e normal to crest. Gradient of no rmal slope less t h an
5% and reli e f les s than 10 f ee t) , Part included in bra ckets has been
ad ded to the American Geological Institute de fini t i on .

Hil 1 Land
/Hilly
of hills .

)

(a) Desc riptive of a r eg i on cha racter i zed by an abundance
(b) Resembling the in c lination or character of a hill .

/ Hill
(a) A na tural elevation of the l and surface, rising rather
prominently abov e the surrounding l and, usua lly o f limited extent and
having a well-d ef ined outline (rounded rather t han peaked or rugged),
and genera lly considered to be l ess t han 300 m ( 1000 ft) from base to
s ummit; the distinction be tween a hill and a mountain i s arbitrary and
d ependent on local usag e. See also: moun t. (b) Any s ligh t l y e l evated
ground or other co nsp icuous e levation in a relative ly f lat area . (c)
An eminence of inferior e leva tion in a n area of r ugged re li ef. (d) A
r ange or group of hills, or a region cha r acterized by hills o r by a
highl and . Te rm us ually used in t he plural; e . g . t he Bl ack Hil l s of
South Dakota , May be qua li fied by rolling , ridged and hummocky .
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Hummocky

Level

Abounding in r ounde d or conical knolls, mound s , or other small
e l evations, generally equidime nsiona l shape and not ridge- lik e.
(Refers to a condition of slopes l ess than 0.5 miles in length ,
lo ca l re li ef greater t h a n 10 feet and dominant slope gradient
greater t h an 5%). Part in brackets added to American Geological
Institute definition.

n. Any l arge expanse of relatively flat, usually (but not nece ssaril y)
low- lying coun try, unbroken by noticeabl e e l evations or d e p r e ss ion s;
sp ecif. any flat, a lluvial tract of recent formation, s u ch as the
Bed ford Leve l in Li ncolnshire , Eng.

Mountainous
( a ) Descriptive of a region characterized by mountains or
mountain ranges. (b) Res embling a mountain, such as a mountainous
dome t hat is s trongly e l evated and around whos e flanks the strata a re
steep ly dipping.
Pitted/Pit
A smal 1 indentation or depression left on the surface of a rock
particle ( esp . o f a elastic pa r ticle) as a result o f some eroding o r
co rro sive process, such as e t ching or differenti a l solution .
Plain

An extensive regio n of comparatively flat, smooth, and leve l or
gently undula ting l and , hav i ng few or no p r omin ent surface
irregul arities but sometimes having a considerable slope, and usua ll y
at a low e levat ion with reference to surrounding areas. (When
unqual i fi ed infers nearly l eve l condition with slopes of infinite
lengch wich less chan 2% gradient; may be quali f ied by "undulating"
which wou l d include a condition of irregular slopes l ess than 0.5
miles in l e ngth, lo cal relief less than 10 feet and dominant gradient
less than 5%, by " fluted " whi ch would include streamlined ridges
perhaps several miles in length , local relief less than 10 feet and domina n t
gradient l ess than 5% or by " rolling" which wou ld include irregular ,
smooth s l opes often greater than 0.5 miles in leng t h, local r e l ief
10- 30 feet and dominant gradient 5-20%). Part in brackets added to t he
American Geological Institute definition.

Ridged

A long , narrow e l evation of t h e Earth's surface, us ually sharp
crested with steep sid es, occurring e ither as an indep e nd e nt hill or
as part of a l arge r hill. (As contrasted to fluted re fers to a
co ndition o f para llel , sub-parallel, intersec ting or circu l ar ridges
of s l opes less than 0 . 5 mile s in length, gradient greater than 5%
and loca l re lief great er than 10 fee t) . Part in brackets a dded to
American Geological Institute definition.

Rol ling

Abounding in irregula r, smooth slopes of relatively low freq u e ncy in
whi ch slope length is often one mile or greater, relief g reater than 10
feet a nd gradients greater than 5%. (Original definition) .
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Terrace

(a) Any long, narrow, relatively level or gently inclined surface,
generally less broad than a plain, bounded along one edge by a steeper
descending slope and along the other by a steeper asce nding slope; a
large bench o r step-like ledge breaking the continuity of a slope.
The term is usually applied to both the lower or front slope (the
riser) and the flattish surface (the tread), and it commonly
denotes a valley-contained, aggradational form composed of unconsolidated
material as contrasted with a bench eroded in solid ro ck. A terrace
commonly occurs along the margin and above the level of a body of
water, marking a fo rmer water lev e l; e.g. a st r eam terrace . (b) A term
commonly but incorrectly applied to the deposit underlying th e tread
and r ise r of a terrace, esp. the alluvium of a st ream terrace; " this
deposit •. • should more properly be referred to as a fill, alluvial
fill, or alluvial deposit, in order to differentiate it from t he
topographic form" (Leopold et al, 1964, p. 460). (c) structural terrace .

Undulating
Abounding in irregular, smooth slopes less than 0.5 mi les in
length, local relief less than 10 feet and dominant gradient less than
5%. (Original definition).

)

Valley [geomorp1i] ( a) Any low-lying land bordered by higher g round; esp. a n
elongate, relatively large, gently s loping depress ion of the Earth 's
surface, commonly situated between two mounta in s or between ranges o f
hills or mountains, and often containing a stream wi t h an outlet . It
is usually developed by stream erosion, but may be fo rmed by faulting.
(b) A broad area of generally flat land extending inland for a
considerable distance, drain ed or watered by a large river and i ts
tributaries; a rive r basin. Example: th e Missi ss ippi Valley. --Etymol: Latin vallis. Syn: vale; dale.
4.

Modifier Glossary - to include relatively minor or curren t processes
operative on a pre-existing form, such that the original f orm is not
strongly alt e red.

Beve l ed/Beve l
Any surface ~hat has or appears to hav e been planed off
or beveled, such as the flat surface along the crest of a cuesta;
esp. an inclined s urface that meets another a t an angle other than
at right angles, s uch as the mod erately steep and straight t o convex
s l ope produced by subaerial erosion above th e ver tical fa ce of a sea
cliff.

Blanketed/Blanket
A thin, widespread sedimentary body whos e width/ t hi ckne ss
ratio is greater than 1000 to 1, and may be as great as 50 ,000 t o 1
(Krynine, 1948, p. 146). Cf: tabular. Syn: sheet [s ed].

)

Braided/Braid
v. To branch and rejoin repeatedly to form a n intricate
pattern or network, as of chann els of an ove rloaded stream ,
n . A r each of a braided stream, characterized by relatively
stable branch isl a nds and hence two or more sepa r ate cha nnel s . Cf:
anabranch.
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Congeliflucted/Congelifluction
The progressive and latera l flow of earth
ma terial under periglacial conditions; solifluction in a region underlain by frozen gro und. Syn: gelifluction; gelisolifl uction .
Congel iturbated /Congeliturbation
A collective term suggested by Bryan (1946,
p . 640) to de scribe the stirri ng, churning, modification, and all other
dist u rbances of soil, resulting from frost action; it i n volves fros t
h eaving, solifluction, and differential and mass movements, and it
produces pat terned ground .
Syn: cryot u rbation; frost stirri ng; frost
c h urning; geliturbation .
Di ssected/ Di ssection
The process of erosion whereby the contj_nuity of a
relat ively even topographic s urface is gradually scul p t u red or
destroyed by the formati on of g ull ies , ravines, canyon s, or other
kinds of valleys; esp . the work of streams in cu tting or dividing t h e
lan d into hills and ridges, or i nto fla t upland areas, separated by
fairly c lose networks of valleys. The process is applicable esp.
to s u rfaces, such as plains a n d peneplains, t h at have been uplift e d .
Adj: dissected.
Eroded/Erode
(a) To wea r away the land , as by the action of streams, waves,
wind, or glaciers.
(b) To produce or modi fy a l a nd f orm by th e wearing
away of t h e land .
Glaciated
Said of a form erly glacier-covered land surface, esp. one t h at
ha s been modified by t he action of a g lacier or a n ice sheet , as a
glaciated rock knob .
Cf: glacier-covered .
Grooved/Glacial groove
A deep, wide , u sua lly straigh t furrow c u t in bedrock
by the ab rasive action of a rock fragment embedded in the bottom of a
movin g glacier; it is larger and deeper t h an a glacial striation,
ra nging in size from a deep scratch to a g lacia l valley ,
Mant l ed/Mantl e
A general te rm for a n oute r coveri ng of material of one kind
or another, such as a regoli th; specif. waste mantle.
Mass Wasted/Mass Wasting
A general term for the dis lodgement a n d downslope
transport of soil and rock ma t eria l un der the d irect ap p lication of
gravitational body stresses. I n con trast to other erosion processes,
the debris removed by mass wasting processes i s not carried within, o n ,
or under another medium possessing contrasting properties . The mass
strength properties of the material being transported depend on the
interaction of the soil a n d rock particles with each oth er.
It includ es
slow displaceme nt s such as creep and s ol ifluction and rapid movemen ts
such as e arthflows, roc k slides, avalan ches, a nd fa l ls. Cf: mass erosion .
Syn : mass movement.
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)

Soliflucted/Solifluction
(a) The s low (normally 0.5-5.0 cm/yr), vis co us,
downslop e flow of waterlogged soil and other unsorted and saturated
s urfici al material; esp. the flow occurring at high e levations in
regions underlain by frozen ground (not necessari ly permafrost) acting
as a downward barrier to water percolation, initiated by frost action
and augmented by meltwater res ulting f ·:om alternate freezing and thawing
of snow and ground ice. The term was proposed by And erson (1906,
p. 95-96) as "the slow flowing from higher to lower ground of masses
of waste saturated with water", but as h e did not state explicitly that
it referred to flow over frozen gro und, the term has been ex t e nded to
include s imilar movement in temperate and tropical regions; also, it
has been used as a syn, of soil creep although solifluction is ,genera lly
more rapid. It is preferable to restrict the term to s l ow so il
movement in periglacial areas. Syn: soil flow; solifluxion; soil
fluction; sludging. (b) subaqueous solifluction.
Veneered/Veneer
(a) A thin but extensive layer of sedime nts covering a n
older geologic formation or surface; e .g . a v eneer of alluvium
covering a pediment . (b) A weathered or otherwise altered coating on
a rock surface, e.g . desert varnish.

)

Washed/Wash [sed]
(a) Loose or eroded surface material ( such as gravel,
sand, silt) collected, transported, and deposited by running water ,
as on the lower slopes of a mounta in range; esp . coarse alluvium.
(b) A fan-shaped deposit, as an alluvial fan or an alluvial cone, or
a mound of detritus below a cliff opening. (c) downwash.
Washed/Wash (geomorph]
(a) Erosion effected by wave action. (b) The wearing
away of soi l by runoff water, as in gullying or sh eet erosion; rainwash .
Mapping Classification for Regional (Physiographic) Landforms
Although our greatest concern is likely to be at a more spec ific, local
level it is always necessary in a national context to consider these local
landforms in some regional framework.
Fulton (2) considered mountains, hills, uplands, midlands, lowl ands
and valleys as major unit terms of regional land forms. He used mountainous,
hilly, rolling, hummocky and plain as relief modifier terms.
Acton (3) modified thi s to the extent that he de leted hills and valleys
as major regional landform units but included these terms along with pl ain ,
plat eau, trench a nd range as minor regional landform units .
In that Bostock (7) has d eve loped a map and description of the
physiographic regions of Canada, it would appear that, i ni tially at least ,
an attempt should be made to follow this reference for regional landforms .
It should be clearly understood in the above that the inten t is to try
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and follow, as close ly as possible, t h e approach taken by Bostock. It must be
recogni zed that he published his information at 1:5,000,000, There is every
reason to expect, for instance, that people in the Great Plains may wish to
separate a series of hi lls from the Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta Plains ,
jus t as h e ha s s epa rat ed the Cypress Hills . (This has already been done in
certain i nstances , Cf: Ac ton e t al . (8)).
A second question invo lves the application of this physiographic approach
to CanSIS . Each physiographic s ubdivis ion could be given a unique coding . A
second alternative would involve formulating a classification from the mapping
legend wh ereby all "Bord er l a nd Plains" would be c la ssified as similar units,
distinctly different from " Shield Plains" or "Borderl and Plateaux", etc .
The regiona l (physiographic) glossary should provide the terminology
and some of the essential definition a nd description for the development of a
regional classification system. It is proposed that the mapping classification
of Bo s tock be accepted on a trial basis. This classification is presented below.
Table 1. An outline of a regional landform
classi fi cation system (after Bostock)
Shield
Highlands
Mo1m tAins
Uplands
Plateaux
Hills
Lowlands
Coastal Lowlands
Plains

Borderlands
Mountains
Hi ghl a nds
Uplands
Hills , Foothills
Plateaux
Basins
Lowlands
Plains
Coastal Lowland s
Coastal Plains
Deltas
Trenches
Volcanics

Mapping Classi f ication for Local Landforms
A mapping classification for loca l l a ndforms has also been developed .
Th e system, presented below, follows many of the basic principles used by
Fulton (2), as well as those employ ed earlier on soil survey maps in
Saskatch ewan (9), altho ugh it is much mo re comprehensive than the lat ter.
The system e mploys terms listed under the local landform and materia l
glossary as being the major units . These major units may contain a variety of
mo r phologic d eviations, d e finitions of which are listed under the morphologi c
expression glossary. An outline of the system being proposed is presented
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below. It contains nine major landform-material categories, differing from
Fulton ( 2) by: distinguishing more recent "alluvial" from the glacio- fluvial,
including the uncon so lidated component in " softrock" and "hardrock" forms.
Several morphologic expressions have also been either added or deleted to those
proposed by Fulton. An undulating plain, fluted plain, apron , mountainous and
valley represent added morphologic expressions, Nhereas veneer represents a
deleted form. (Several of these changes represent changes suggested by Fu l ton
subsequent t o the publication of his initial proposal while others represent
changes that I have taken the liberty of making).
Although they have not been incorporated into the local l a nd form
classification system presented above, terms from the modifier glossary may be
added to the combined name derived from the two previous local form glossaries.
For instance, a veneered rolling moraine, a glaciated rock plain, or a dissected
glac io-lacustrine plain may be considered.
Recommendations

)

)

1.

That terminology contained in each of the individual glossaries be closely
scrutinized by each unit for: a) completeness, b) acceptability of terms,
and c) suitability of d efinitions.

2.

That the four glossaries be accepted on an interim basis, pending full
development of the NRC sponsored g lossary .

3.

That a regional classification system following the principles and general
outline employed by Bostock, as presented i n Tabl e 1 and using the
terminology as presented in the Regional Glossary, be adopted for trial.

4.

That the local landform classification system presented in Tabl e 2, using
terminology contained in the Landform and Material G'lossary and the
Modifier Glossary, be adopted for trial.

5.

That " adopted for trial", referred to above, should not be interpreted to
mean that each and every soil survey group cease to use their present
system of landform mapping. Each unit would, however, be expected to
cond uct or demonstrate some of their field mapping and site d escript ions
for soil a nalys es us ing the propos ed system on an experimental basis to
provide an appraisal of the system. That these appraisals be made prior
to the 1974 field season.

6.

That the responsibility for the continued d eve lopment of a landform
classification system be empowe red in someone whose terms of reference
are such as to permit exposure to all regions of Canada.

7.

A program of geomorphological training for soil surveyors be instigated to
facilitate a more comprehensive understanding of geomorphic processes and
the application of geomorphologic principles to soil surveys.

Table 2.
}lorphologic
Expresfion

M -

A proposed local landform classi f ication system for Canadian soil surveys

Morainal

L - Lacustrine*

Land form and Materials
F - Fluvial*

Plain

Mp

t!orainal Pl a in

Lp

Lacustrine Plain

Fp

- Fluvial P lain

Undulating

M.i. - Undu lating
Ho rainal Plain

Lu

- Undulating
Lacustrine Plain

Fu

- Undulating
Fluvial Plain

Fluted

Mf - ~luted Morainal
Plain

A - Alluvial

E - Eolian

Ap - Alluvial Plain

Ep - Eolian Pl ain
Eu - Undulat i ng
Eolian Plain

1-r' •

w

<) : .-

Hummocky

Mh - Hummocky Horainal
Hil 1 land

gLh - Hummocky Glaciolacustri ne Hill land

gFh - Hummocky Glaciofluvia l Hill land

Eh - Hummocky
Dunes

Ridged

Mr - Ridged Morainal
Hil 1 land

gL r - Ri dged Glaciolacustri ne Hill land

·g Fr - Ridged Glaciofluvial Hill land

Er - Ridged Dunes

Rolling

Mg - Roll i ng Morainal
Hill land

gLg - Rolling Glaciolacustri ne Hill land

gFg - Rolling Glac i ofluvia l Hill land

Lt

6 Ft - Glacio-fluvial
Terrace

Ter race

- Lacustri ne Te r race

Fan

Mountainous
Valley

At - Alluvial Terrace
Af - Alluvial Fan

Beach

Lb

- Lacustrine Beach

Mm - Mountainous
Moraine
Fv

- Glacio-fluvial
Valley

N

~

Table 2.

,.~-

(continued)

i'lc I?ho logic
Expression

C - Col luvial

W - Marine

Landform and M~terials
R - Consolidated
Bedrock

0 - Organic

Wp

- t,iarine Plain

Rp - Rock Plain

Sp - Softrock Plain

Op - Organic Plain

Undulating

Wu

- Undulating
Marine Plain

Ru - Undulating
· Rock Plain

Su - Undulating
Softrock Plain

Ou - Undulating
Organic Plain

Sh - Hummocky
Softrock land

Oh - Hummocky
Organic Plain

Ch.- Hummocky

Colluvial Hill land
Ridged

Cr - Ridged Colluvial
Hill land

gWh - Hummocky Glaciomarine Hi 11. land

Fan

Wt

- Marine Terrace

Wb

Marine Beach

Sg - Rolling
Softrock land

Cf - Colluvial Fan

Beach
Colluvial Apron

Apron

Ca

Moun tainqus

Cs - Mountainous
Co lluvial land

* If

I-'

w
w
I

Rg - Rolling
Rockland

Terrace

'

gWr - Ridged Glaciomarine Hill land

Rolling
·

S - Unconsolidated
Bedrock

?lain

-Hummocky

-~-.

-

'---'

glacial processes are also to be depicted for forms not already specified the suggested symbol could contain a lower
case "g", perhaps as a prefix.

~
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DISCUSSION:
Clark

- stated that we have gone about as far as we can a t this time
with research exercises. He also observed that in soil
survey operations things did not get put to work unless they
were adopted for trial, use, eva:uation and development.

Raad

- observed that during the last four years he has found the
proposed system very workabl e but added that the landform
classification should be based on a watershed.

Zoltai

- asked to know the definition of a landform , amplifying on
this question by saying that some people include the form of
the land and perhaps also the genesis of the landform. In
his opinion this introduces a genetic bias into the classification which is an undesirable attribute. He stated that
emphasis should be placed on the geomorphology of the l andform.
He states that the proposed system puts the onus on the
observer to be very sure that the genetic statement attached
to the landform is correct. Zoltai also stated that in his
belief the local relief classes are entirely inadequate.

Acton

- replied that his definition of landform certainly does include
the r e quiring pattern of form and the associated material,
which can be applied at any scale. He also s tated that on e
would need to have a different definition of a hill when
mapping on a county basis than when mapping on the basis of
a full NTS sheet at 1:250,000 scale, therefore, the definitions
have to be r elated to scale. He stated that it was a good
thing that the terms proposed include those of Bostock because
this enables a close tie-in with the soil map of Canada. He
also stated that the organi c landform terminology proposed by
Tarnocai would be preferable.

Dumanski

- stated that for the purpose of CanSIS, it would be preferabl e
t o maintain an open-ended system.

Tarnocai

- stated that the organic landform terminology should include
fens and bogs and should omit terms like organic plain,
undulating organic plain because they do not meet anything
except to satisfy the first column under morphologica l
expression.

Sneddon

- asked whose needs we are trying to satisfy. He emphasized
that the need s of pedologists in the field are most important
and we should attempt to satisfy them.

Acton

- r epli ed that the way to make pro gress and t o ensure that we are
satisfying the n eeds of users is to try a system such as this
one and to improve on it over a period of time.

)

)
By a show of hand s the proposal was adopt ed unanimously for trial.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DU REGIME DES EAUX DU SOL
E.E . MacKintosh, President

Resume
Une t e rminolo gie standardisee est necessaire pour permettre
de rapporter les donnees relatives aux regimes d'humidite du
sol.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE SOIL WATER REGIME
E. E. MacKintosh, Chairman

Surrnnary
Standard terminology is required for reportin g data on soil
moisture regimes.

The overall response to my memo of February 22, 1973 was excellent.
Seventy-five percent of the people replied representing eight out of the
ten provinces. It is gratifying to see such enthusiasm. I will attempt
to express what appears to be the concensus of opinion, although you must
realize that the opinions varied extensively and tended to s how regional
bias toward the problems at hand .
Response to the Questionnaire
1.

Surface ponding - Although some members expressed skepticism concerning
a s urface water classification there was general agreement amongst
most that it should be retained in some form, if only to indicate
susceptibility to flooding . One or two felt that the propos ed s ystem
was too detailed but no concrete suggestions were made as to changes.
It was felt that the measurement was most significant when related to
the snowmelt period. Some mention was made of using remote sensing as
a possible aid to quantifying the class limits but in my own opinion a
great deal of claims laid to remote sensing still remain to be proven.

2.

Although there was no disagreement with the establishment of a watertable
classification there appears to h ave been little progress made in testin g
the adequacy of the class limits proposed at the 1970 meetin gs (p. 11) .
Ea ch pr ovince uses different limits and as a subcommittee I believe we
mu st dec ide if we want national standards developed . If so, we must be
prepar ed to test different class limits , suggest changes , and gradually
evolve an acceptable system.
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Fur ther, in d e veloping a watertable classification one presupposes
that different types of watertable conditions are recognized. In
fact we do not distinguish between different types of groundwater
regimes e . g. groundwater gleys versus surface water gleys and this
suggests that we should entertain the possibility of developing
criteria for the ir recognition. This al so relates to the question
of terminology and definitions which is dealt with in a later section.
Most watertable measurements appear to be taken during the growing
season. However, for many interpretations e .g. septic tank
installation, year around data are necessary and where feasible should
be recorded.
3.

)

Soil moisture content - It is unfortunate that the area in which we
require a major effect appears to coincide with the least amount of
activity. The lack of progress in the area of quantifying soil
moisture may be attributed to several factors. Firstly, I beli eve
most institutions lack both the bodies and resources t o establish the
type of monitoring program that is required . Secondly, many of us are
unsure as to exactly what measurements sh0uld be taken and f or what
reasons. This is partially reflected in the fact that most indiv idua ls
saw little value in developing a soil moisture classification. I am a
strong advocate of the fact that we neither have the resources nor the
manpower to pursue the path taken by the Americans. We must be more
selective in what measurements are taken and why they are taken. This
will require a much more active role on the part of the soil physicist
in our soil survey program.
The majority of individuals felt that the soil moisture subclass es
being develop ed by the Soil Climate Subcommittee should be tested and
correlated with the soil drainage classe s but allowed to develop
independently. The major reasoning behind this is the fa ct that the
soil climate moisture subclasses are applicable to regional landscapes
whereas soil drainage class es are related to segments of l and scapes .

)

4.

The need
upon: -

for the following physical measurements was generally agreed
hydraulic conductivity
moisture content - moisture tension curves
bulk density
- % time soil saturated
redox potentials (as an aid in distinguishing aerobic
from anaerobic conditions)

5.

There appears to be some confusion on the section concerned with lateral
water movement and I must apologize for the ambiguous way it was written.
Again I believe it points to the importance of us establishing a set of
standardized terminology. As someone pointed out all watertables on the
landscape are dynamic and this is true. However, most of us u sually
restrict the usage of the t erm "lateral seepage" to water movement which
occurs laterally along the surface of an impermeable layer, either
pedogenic or stratigraphic in nature, that occurs within 4-5 feet of the
soil surface. Used in this sense the importance placed on lateral
seepage showed a strong regional bias . Many felt it was an impor tant
distinction to make ~nd mor e effort was r equired in re cognizing such
conditions in the field.
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6.

Closely related to the points discussed in sections #2 and #5 is the
concept of groundwater gleys versus pseudogleys. A majority of t h e
individuals felt the distinction would be useful and should be tried
out on a trail basis. Prior to proceeding to this latter step, it is
important that we e s tablish definitions of the terms to provide
con sistency in its te s t ing.

7.

Most individuals felt that the problem of relating soil watertable
cond itions to soil drainage should be tackled at the landform level
usin g a hydrological approach. The need for closer cooperation with
hydrolo gists was stressed by mo st people. It may be beneficial to
our subcommittee to add a hydrologist.

8.

Progress on t h e following projects undertaken to relate watertabl e
levels t o soil morphology and drainage classes were reported on:
1.)

Manitoba - Relationship of hydrology to the occurren ce of
certain subgroups on the landscape. They found carbonated and
sal ine soils occur in areas of strong discharge while orthic and
leached soils occu r in transitional and weak discharge areas. On
the basis of this work, one should be examining an area on the
basis of recharge, transitional and discharged areas and determine
the "suite of soils" ass o ciated with t h e various hydro l ogic regimes.

2)

Nova Scotia - Are continu ing to monitor watertable l evels at
1 6 sites. They ha v e obtained a good relationship between traditional
morphologica l assescmcnt o f drainage status and t h e n~~bcr of days
in the growing season when the free water surface is within x
inches fro m the surface.

3)

Saskatchewan - Initiated a project in con junctbn with the
Division of Hydrology to investigate soil moistur e variations
around potholes and relate t h is to rainfall and soi l properties.

4)

Alberta - Relationship of hydrology to the genesis of Chernozemic,
Solonetzic and Gleyso l ic soils. They are also monitoring variations
in soil moi sture, and e l ectrol yte composition.

5)

Ontario - a ) Monitoring of watertable levels in several soil
catenas has continued and a good relation between soil morphology
and watertable levels ha s been estab li shed. b) Modelling project
has be en undertaken in conjunction with a meteorologist and hydrologist to predict the relationsh ip of rainfall events to the
frequency of groundwater recharge and to the frequency of surface
r unoff.

6)

Quebec - Measured watertables, Eh, temperature, etc. at 5 sites
on lon g slopes. Also recorded sail morphology and measured soil
physical and chemical properties. They found a close relation
between soil morphology and watertables.

Based on the data reported most people seem to have had reasonable
success in correlating soil morphology to watertable levels .
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General Considerations
The majority of research work underway that relates to this subcommittee
is concerned with soil watertable relations. I may have developed a
wrong impression from this but it is my general feeling that many people
are equating soil drainage and soil watertable relations to soil water
regimes, which of course is not the case. Perhaps this points to the
need, as suggested by the Manitoba Group, for a clearer and most precise
statement on the objectives of the subcommittee and indeed on the
definition of "soil water regime". The e xtent to which we wish to pursue
this is open to debate and for this reason, I would appreciate feedback
from the individual subcommittee memb·e rs. Personally, I am againt carryin g
it much further unless the respective agencies decide that they will commit
people to acting upon the recommendations generated by the s ubcommittees.
There is little point in developing detailed guidelines for the subcommittee,
to ge ther with recommendations for future work, if these recorrnnendations are
not acted upon or tested in the intervening periods.
Also, the need for closer cooperation between agencies concerned with soil
water regimes is necessary. This point was nade in the 1970 Proceedings
as well. The need for cooperation with hydrologists and in particular
closer liason between and within the Subcommittees is stressed.

)

One of the major points to emerge from attempting to synthesize a general
concensus of opinion from the replies is the necessity of adapting and/or
developin g a set of terminology. There is a lack of consistency in usage
of terms across the country; yet this is a necessary prerequiste to any
discussions on the subject and to developing and testing subclass limit s
for proposed classifications, etc.
Since the soil surveyor is still faced with the problem of mapping soil
drainage classes, we should give serious consideration to ways and means of
improving their definitions. One serious fault with the soil drainage
classes is the lack of distinction between surface drainage and profile
drainage. The B.C. Group have attempted to overcome this problem in part
by developing a soil drainage classification wh ich consists of three parts:
soil moisture regime subclasses; soil drainage classes; and soil perviousness classes. A copy of their report is enclosed for your consideration in
App endix I and I would appreciate cormnents on it.
The close relation between soil morphology and watertable levels reported
by many suggests that we may be reaching a stage where more quantitative
watertable class limits could be assigned to the soil drainage classes.
Summary and Recommendations
The extent to which I forsee the subcommittee developing a detailed set
of objectives for directing future efforts and indeed for setting forth
recommendations is tempered by the following:

)

unless adequate time is made available at the National meetings for
group discussions, I forsee a limited role that subcommittees of this
na tur e can perform. Many points raised in reply to memos can only be
clarified through open discussions.
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ii)

there is little point in formulating recoounendations unless some
action is taken upon them .
I believe a more positive statement by
the agencies involved in the form of delegating an individual to
spend time on testing proposed classification, etc. is required.
This may be impractical since there are limits to our manpower ,
time and a l arge number of subcommittees to devote our efforts to.
Neverthe less we should recognize the constraints that this imposes
on our subcommittee and work within these.

In view of the above it is recommended therefore that this subcommittee,
in cooperation with others concerned, should:
1)

adopt a standard set of terminology re lating to " soil water regimes"
for purposes of establishing consistency in comparison and reporting
of data across the country.

2)

continue to quantify the various aspects of soil water regimes
wherever possible.

3)

investigate the usefulness of applying the concept of groundwater
gleys and pseudogleys to Canadian soils .
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APPENDIX I
Soil Drainage Classification
Introduction
A national approach to the problem of classification of soil drainage is
necessary for at least two reasons: firstly, soil drainage is and must
remain a part of "The System of Soil Classification for Canada";and
secondly, it must fit in with the CanSIS data file.
Ideally, a quantitative classification is mo st desirable, however, we
lack necessary data and monitoring systems to define and use such a system
at present. Thus the proposed scheme is mainly qualitative but it can be
used with consistency until data are collected.
The proposed scheme consists of three parts: (1) Soil Moisture Regime
Subclasses; (2) Soil Drainage Classes; and (3) Soil Perviousness Classes .
The first corresponds to t hat used on the Soil Climate Map of Canada; the
second is adapted from the present Canadian system; and the U.S.D.A. Soil
Survey Manual, First Edition and preliminary write-up for the Second Edition ;
and the third is abridged from the preliminary write-up for the Second
Edition.

)

The proposed scheme is designed to be useful to agriculturalists, foresters,
hydrologists, hydrogeologists, engineers -- everyone concerned with soil
water. It is applicable to field mapping wherever quantitative measur ements on moisture availability, duration, water levels, etc. are not
available.
The scheme is presented in the following pages. Examples of soilsvegetation-drainage relationships are given to show how the system might
work. Although British Columbia examples are given, this is intended t o
be a national scheme.

Why change?

)

1.

Confusion between drainage in t erms of water availability and
permeability. For example, a coarse gravelly (rapidly permeable) soil
may occur in a wet depression yet be classed as very poorly drained.

2.

Und er the present system, a rapidly drained site receives much mor e
water, via precipitation, in a wet coastal zone than in a dry interior
zone. There should be some way of differentiating these.

3.

The change should be minimal as the present drainage classification has
been in use for some time, hence it should fit into any new system with
littl e difficulty.

Proposed Scheme
A SJ il Climate Map of Canada has been prepared. Moisture regimes and
subclasses are defined and used for the Soil Climate Map of Canada and North
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America. These subclasses are based mainly on climate: a) precipitation;
b) evapotranspir ation; and c) varying periods and intensities of water
deficits during the growing season. This provides an excellent basis within
which f urther subdivisions can be made based primarily on soils.
Within each of these Soil Mois ture Subclasses (page 4 , e.g. Humic ,
Semiarid, etc.) there should be seven Soil Drainage Classes (pages 5 to 8)
each modified at all times by one of three Soil Perviousness Classes
(pages 9 and 10).
The Soil Drainage Classes are defined in terms of :
storage capacity; and b) source of water.

a) available water

Soil drainage, in a dynamic sense, refers to the rapidity and extent of
the removal of water from the soil, in relation to additions. It is
affected by a number of factors acting separately or in combination,
including texture, structure, gradient, length of slope, water holding
capacity, evapotranspiration. The middle drainage class (Class 4) represents
the modal moisture status for a particular Moisture Subclass . Drainage
Classes 3, 2 and 1 represent progressively "drier" sites and Cla sses 5, 6
and 7 represent progressively "wetter" sites within a Moisture Subclass .
The Soil Perviousness Classes are introduced to eliminate the confusion
between drainage and permeability. Perviousness refers to the potential
of a soil to transmit water internally. It is strictly qualitative and
is inferr ed f rom soil ch~ractcris ti cs such as structure, t ext ure ; poros ityj
cracks , and s hrink-swe ll properties of the soil. It is related closely to
measures of permeability, percolation rate, infiltration rate, etc., but
these are reserved for actual measurements using standard procedures .
Perv iousness is independent of field moisture and is therefore independent
of climate (Moisture Regime) and Drainage Class. See the Soil Climates of
Canada Map legend for moisture subclasses in the report of the Soil Climate
Subcommittee.
1.

Very Rapidly Drained: Water removed from the soil very rapidly in
relation to supply.
Soils:

- have very low available water storage capacity, (usually {l 11 )
within the control section
- are usually coarse textured and shallow
-· lithic subgroups

Water Source:

Precipitation.

Excess Water : Flows downward very rapidly if und erl ying material is
pervious (for example - fractured bedrock) . There may be very rapid
subsurface flow during heavy rainfall provided there is a steep
gradient.
Vegetation :

Xeric.
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2.

Rapidly Drained:
to supply.
Soils:

Water removed from the soil rapidly in relat i on

- have low available water storage capacity (1-1. 5 11 ) within
the control sect ion
- soi l s are usually coarse textured and/or shallow
- li t hic and orthic subgroups

Water Source:

Precipitation.

Excess Water: Flows downward if underlying material is pervious.
Subsurface flow may occur on steep gradients during heavy rainfall.
Vegetation:
3.

Well Drained :
Soils:

Subxeric.
Water is removed from the soil readily but not rapidly.

- have · fntermediate available water storage capacity, (1. 5-2")
within the control section
- generally intermediate in texture and depth
- orthic subgroups

Water Sour ce: Precipitation. On slopes subsurface flow may occur f or
short durations- but additions are equalled by losses.

)

Excess Water : Flows downward readily into underlying pervious mater ial
or laterally as subsurface flow.
Vegetation:
4.

Submesic.

M:lderately Well Drained: Water is removed from the soil somewhat
slowly in relation to supply.
Soils:

- have intermediate to high water storage capacity, (2-2.5")
wit~in the control section
- usually medium to fine textured
orthic subgroups

Water Source: Precipitation is the dominant source in fine textured
soils. Pr_ecipitation and significant additions by subsurface flow
are necessary in coarse textured soils.
Excess Water: Removed somewhat slowly due t o low perviousness, shallow
watertable, lack of gradient, or sane combination of these.
Vegetation:

)

Mesic.
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S.

Imperfectly Drained: Water is removed from the soil slowly enough
in relation to supply to keep the soil wet for a significant
part of the growing season.
Soils :

considerable range in available water storage capacity
considerable range in texture and depth
- gleyed s ubgroups

Water Source : Precipitation, subsurface flow, and groundwater or
some combination . of these. Precipitation is a dominant source if
AWSC is high; contribution by subsurface and/or groundwater flow
increases as AWSC decreases.
Excess Water: Moves downward slowly if precipitation is major supply.
If subsurface a nd / or groundwater is main sour ce, flow rate mqy
vary but the soil remains wet for a significant part of the growing
season.
Vegetation:
6.

Subhygric .

Poorly Drained : Water i s removed so slowly in relation to supply that
the soil remains wet for a comparative large part of the time .
Soils:

- considerable range in available water storage capacity

- texture varies over wide range
gleyed subgroups, gleysols, organics
Water Source:
Subsurface flow and / or groundwater flow in addition to
precipitation.
May also be perched water table with precipitation)
evapotranspiration.
Excess Water:
Vegetat ion :
7.

Remains in soil for large part of the time.
Hygr ic .

Very Poorly Drained : Water is removed from the soil so slowly that the
water table remains at or on the surface the greater part of the time.
Soils :

- wide range in available water storage capacity
wide range in texture and depth
- occur in level to depressional areas
- gleysols, organics

Water Sour ce: Groundwater flow, subsurface flow.
Precipitation is of
les ser importance except where there is a perched water table with
precipitation ) e vapotranspiration .
Excess Water:
Vegetation :

Remains i n soil the greater part of the time.
Subhydric.
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Soil Perviousness Classes
1.

Rapidly Pervious - The capacity to transmit water vertically is so
great that the horizon or soil would remain wet for no more than a
few hours after thorough wetting if ther e were no obstruction to water
movement outside the body classified.
- The horizons and soils have large and continuous or connecting pores
and cracks that do not close with wetting. Many, but not al l ,
fragmental, sandy, and sandy skeletal soil bodies provide these
conditions. Some medium and fine textured horizons have extremely
strong granular structure with large connecting pores.

2:

Moderately Pervious great enough that the
than a few days after
to water transmission

The capacity to transmit water vertically is
horizon or the soil would remain wet for no more
thorough saturation if there were no obstructions
outside the body classified.

- Most moderate ly pervious soil bodies hold relatively large a mounts
of water against the f orce of gravity.
- The horizon may be mass ive but poro~s, granular, blocky, or weakly
platy if continuous conducting pores or cracks a r e present a nd do
not close with we tting.
- The clas s includes many soils considered good, physically, for rooting
and for supplying water for plants.

)

3.

Slowly Pervious - The potential to transmit water vertically is so slow
that the horizon or the soil would r~main wet (saturated) for periods
of a week or more a ft er thorough wetting whether or not there were
obstructions t o water movement outside the body classified.
- The mater ial may be massive, blo cky, or platy, but connecting por~s
that could conduct water when the soil is wet are f ew , and cracks or
spaces among peds that may be pr esent when the so il is dry close with
wetting.
- Even in positions accessible t o plant roots, roots are usually few
or absent and if present, they are localized a l ong cracks t hat close
when the soil is wet.

Us e of the Drainage Scheme
The Soil Moisture Regimes and Subclasses are defined and mapped a t a broad
scale (1:10,000,000). Future work may be dire cted towards mapping the
above at a more detailed l evel.

)

The Perviousn ess Class es are rather well defined, qual itatively . The se
classe s may be subd ivided furthe r. As pr esented, there should be little
difficulty with correlation and variability between clas ses should be
great er than variability within classes. Measurements of percol ation,
infiltration, permeability, etc., may be added wherever n ecess i tated (as
for detailed studies) or data is available .
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The Drainage Classes are perhaps most difficult to identify, particularly
d urin g reconnaissance survey. Vegetation may be used as an excellent
indicator of drainage class. Within each Soil Moisture Subclass, xeric
(drought tolerant) species occupy the Very Rapidly and Rapidly Drained
si t es; mesic ("z onal") s pecies occupy the Well and Moderately Well Drained
sites , and hygric a nd s ubhydric (phreatophytic , hydrophytic) species
occupy the Imperfectly , Poorly, and Very Poorly Drained sites .
To ide nt i fy t he middle class (Mod erately Well Drained ) within a Moisture
Regime Subclass, select a soil site which has a high AWSC and is d ependent
on precipitation for water supply .
Note the vegetation, particularly
indicator species, and s oil mo r phological features such as color and
mottling if present.
The distribution of moderately well draine d sites on
s lopes , coarse textured soils receiving seepage water, etc. , is determined
by extrapolation of vegetation and 11 soil 11 indicators.
Drier sites will be
drained more rapidly a nd wetter sites will be drained more slowly. The
examples presented in Tables 1 and 2 indicate the relationships between
drainage, vegetation and soils for two regions on Vancouver Island.
Figures
1 and 2 show pos si ble , general relationships betwee n soils and drainage
in a coasta l and interior region.
Soil nutrient status also affects vegetation composition, for example,
c e rtain species will pr e fer acidic sites, others more basic sites wihtin
all Drainage Classes .
The nutrient status will be reflected in soil
analys es. Water samples s hould be collected for chemical analyses and
rcdox poterlti.:11 s h nul rl h? merteured f or Poo .tl y an<l Very Poo!. ly Drained soi l s .
Runo ff i s not mentioned in the above system.
Classification of runoff
becomes mainly interpretive as it is affected by several factors including
rainfall i n tens ity and duration , antecedent soil moisture, soil draina ge,
soil perviousness, soil temperature, vegetative cover, cultural practice .

-

-
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Table l.
Example:
Drainage
~ s-

1.

Moisture Regime Subclass:

'·

Perhumid ·

Wet Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Subzqne (Western Vancouver Island)
Ve·getation • ·
Soila

Very rapidly
drained

Trees

Other Spe.c ies

Lithic Hume- Ferric
Podzols, Lithic
Folisols

. .Pseudotsu15a menziesii,
Pinus contorta,
Tsuga heterophylla

Pleurozium schreberi, Peltigera apthosa,
Rhytidiopsi s robusta, Mahonia nervosa,
Arctostaphylos uva- ursi

Lithic Humo-Ferric ·.1
(Orstein) Podzols,
Lithic Folisols

·,, Pseudotsug8; menziesii 1 , :
Tsuga heterophylla

Pleuorzium schreberi, Rhytidiopsis
robusta , Mahonia nervosa, Gaultheria
shall on

Well drained . Orthic Ferro-Humic
. Podzols, Orthic HumqFerri 'C Podzols

Pseudotsuga menziesii, ·
Abies amabilis,
Tsuga heterophylla

Rhytidiadel phus loreus, Rhytidiopsis
robusta, Plagiothecium ·undulatum,
Vaccinium alaskaense

4.

Moderately
well drained

Orthic Ferro- Humic
Podzols

Pseudotsuga menziesii,.
Abies amabalis,
Tsuga heterophylla,
·.
Thuja plicata

Rhytidiadelphus loreus, Rhytidiopsis
robusta, Plagiothecium undulatum,
Vaccinium alaskaense

5.

Imperfectly
drained

Gleyed Ferro- Humic
Podzols, Orthic
Humic Podzols ·

Pseudotsuga .menziesii ,
Abies amabili s,
Thuja plicata, ·
Tsuga heterophylla
:· .

Rhytidiadelphus loreus, Pl~g~othecium
undulatum, Mnium insigne, Blechnum
spicant, Vaccinium (ovalifolium and
alaskaense), Polvstichum munitum ,
Streptopus roseus

2. ' . Rapidly

. '. ·,.· .

drained

3.

6.

?.

Gleyed Ferro-Humic.
and Gleyed Humic
Podzols, Gleyed
Regosols, Gleysols

Pooriy
drained

Very poorly
drained

Pseudotsuga menziesii,
· Abies, a~abilis,
~ Thuja plicata,
Tsuga heterophylla,
Picea sitchensis

Peaty Gleysols,
.Acidic Organic Soil~
I

Pinus
Pie ea
'.l.'huia
Alnus

.

Rhytidiadelphus loreus, Plagiothecium
undulatum, Mnium insi ne, Blechnum
spicant, Vaccinium ovalifolium and
alaskaense) Polystichum munitum,
Leucolepis menziesii , ~ spectabilia

contort a ,
.· , ':; :.: ~Myrie a galis, Spiraea dour;lasii I
sitchensis , .. -': ··: : J.;·.· _
:.\.:'):·· Lysichi tum americanum
plicata,
· .. . ( '.: , ·
rubra
. . ' · .. ·

--- --., Tp.ken from:

,

Krajina , V. J. and R.C. Brooke . 1969/70.
Dept. · of Botany, · U. B.c. , Vancouver .

'

-: .: .....

/::.:

~ . o . ! . l!'est'e rn NOl:th Amedca, Vol. 2 ,

'
t-'

.i::-.J

•

.:. .

.- --·- . --·._

..

;·

Table 2 .
Example :
Drainage
Class

1.

Moisture Regi me Subclass:

Semiarid

Dry Douglas-fir Subzone (East Coast of Vancouver Island)
V_egetation •

Soils

Very rapidly
drained

2 . '·. Rapidly
drained

Lithic , Eutric, Dystric
Melanie Brunisols
Melanie Brunisols,
Hume-Ferric Podzols,
(Lithi c )

Trees

Other Species

---

Quer cus gar~,1·ana,
Arbutus~~,
~ contor!~
· Pseudotsuga .2, enziesii,
Abies Grandi ~,
. Quercus garryana,
Arbutus menzi esii,
Pinus contor t a

Dicranum, Camassia, Cladonia, Peltigera,
Rhacomitrium
~·.

· camassia, Symphoricarpos mollis ,
Cladonia, Arctostaphylos uva- ursi

"
t--' •

.p.

3.

Well drained

Dystric Brunisols,
Hume-Ferric Podzols

Pseudot suga _:ienziesii 1
Abies grandi s ,
Arbutus ~
! esii ,
Pinus contor t a

Symphor icarpos mollis, Cladonia,
Arctostaphylos uva- ursi

4.

Moderately
well drained

Dystric Brunisols ,
Humo-Ferric Podzols

Pseudotsuga menziesii ,
Abies grandi s

Eurhynchi um oreganum, Hylocomium splendens ,
Mahonia nervosa, Gaultheria shallon

Gleyed Dystric
Brunisols, HumoFerric Podzols

Pseudotsuga 1r enziesii 1
Abies grandi E,
Thuja plicat ~,

Eurhynchi um oreganum, Rhytidiadelphus
t riguetrus, Mnium insigne, Polysticum
muniturn, Tiarella trifoliata, Achlys
triphylla, Mahonia nervosa

5. . Imperfectly :
drained

.
6.

Poorly ' ··
drained

Gleyed Dystric
Brunisols , Gleyed
Humo- Ferric Podzols,
Gleyed Regosols,
Gleysola

Pseudotsuga !r,enzi esi1 1
Abies _grandi ~,
Thu.ja plicat.a;

Eurhynchium, oreganum, Rhytidiadelphus
Triguetrus, Mnium insigne, Polyst i cum
muniturn, Tiarella trifoliata, Achl ys
triphylla

7,

Very poorly
drained

Acidic Organic Soila

Pinus
Alnus
Picea
'l'hu.ja

Sphagnum capillaceum, Ledurn groenlandicum,
Myrica galis, Spirea dou~lasii, Lys ichitum
americnnum

•Ibid.

contor ~~.
rubra,
sitcher, sie,
plicat .~

00 .

7

I

.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE LA TELEDETECTION
C. Tarnocai, President

Resume
1.
Evaluation de la Teledetection clans son application
aux releves de reconnaissance et detailles.
a)

Oui, il est bon d'avoir une evaluation de la teledetection clans son application aux releves de
reconnaissance et detai ll es de meme qu'aux
releves de terrains
petite echelle.

a

b)

D'apre s les experiences en cours, l a teledetection
promet d 'a ugmenter la precision et la rapidite des
releves de reconnaissance et des etudes de terrain
p etite echelle.

a
c)

Il faut que les unites cartographiques soient
identifiables d'apres le s donnees d e la teledet ect ion, e.g. forme de terrain,pente, relief,
drainage et v e getation .

2.
Application de la teledetection au programme
de releves de sols et type de donnees recommandees
pour faire les cartes de sols.
a)

La teledetection fou rnit la source primaire
d ' information pour faire les cartes de sols
detaill ees de reconnaissance OU autres cartes des
terrains.

b)

Une co uve rture stereoscopique
grande echelle en
couleur, e n couleur IR et en noir et blanc est
recommandee pour le s releves detai l les; pour les
re leve s de reconnai ssance, on devrait utiliser une
couverture stereoscopique
petite echel l e en
cou leur, en couleur IR, en noir et blanc ou
l'imagerie mu lti s p ectre de ERTS.

a

a

3.
Demand e budgetair e speciale. Une demande budgetaire Speciale pour recherche appliquee en teledet e ction est justifiee, surtout les cas suivants:
a)

Verification sur l e terrain, usage d'ordinateur,
louage de petits avions et achat de menus articles
d'equipement.
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)
b)

Achat de photographies, cout du survol pour la prise
des photographies - service rendu jusqu'a maintenant
par CCRS.

c)

Evaluation de l'utilite de l'imagerie de ERTS
pour servir d e base photographique aux cartes
des sols et aux releves de reconnaissance des sols.

a

4.
Temps et fonds
a llouer a la recherche et genre
de recherch e a faire.

)

a)

Le temps et les fonds a invester dans la teledetecti on doivent se repartir selon les besoins
particuliers des diverses unites pedologiques.
Pour prevenir la dupli cation, il faut avoir soin
de bien coordonner la recherche. Le progrannne
annu el de chaque unite devrait comprendre en
moyenne 1 a 2 emplois.

b)

La pedologie devra it s 1 interesser d ' avantage a ux
etud es d e teledetection entreprises par les
a utre s disciplines. Get interet devrait d 'abord
se manifester par l 'acqui sition de donnees.

c)

11 fa udrait etudier et determiner la meilleure fa~o n
d'utiliser l'imager ie multispectre pour dresser l es
cartes pedologiques de reconnaissance .

d)

La rech erche sur l es effets electromagnetiques
de so l s typiques d e diverses regions du Canada
d evrait e t re executee tant sur le champ qu'au
l aboratoire et s'etendre sur une l arge gamme
de longeurs d'onde.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON REMOTE SENSING
C. Tarnocai, Chairman

Summary
1. Evaluation of remote sensing as it applies to reconnaissance
and detail ed soil surveys.
a)

Yes , it is desirable to have an evaluation of remote
sensing as it applies to reconnaissance and d etailed soil
surveys and to o ther smal l -scale terrain mapping.

b)

Based on current experience , the us e of remote sensing
data shows great promis e in increasing both t he accuracy
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and speed of re connaissance surveys and other small scale terrain studi es.
c)

It i s i mpor t a nt to reali ze that mapping units used must
be recogni zable on t h e remot e ly sen sed data, e.g.
l andform , slope, relief, dr ainage and vegetation.

2. Application of remote sens in g to the soil survey program
a nd the type of d ata recommend ed for soi l mapping.
a)

Remote sensing does provid e a p r imary source of in for mat ion for detailed and reconnaissanc e soil and other
terra in mapp i ng.

b)

Large-sca l e color, co lor IR and b lack and white s tereo scopic coverage is recommended for d etai l e d soi l mapping
a nd s ma ll -sca le co] or , color I R and black and white
stereoscopic coverage and multi s p ectral ERTS imager y are
recommended for reconnai ssance so il mapping.

3.
Special budget request. A s p ecia l budget request is
justif ied for applied research relating remote sens ing to
soi l s u rvey, e specially i n the following areas:
\

a 1

Ground LrUL nin g, compu Ler Lime, char Lering o f small
aircraf t and pu rchasing of small items of equipment.

b)

Purc ha s ing remo t e sensing imagery and covering t h e cost
of flying, a service which h as been pr ovided by CCRS in
pr eviou s years.

c)

Evaluating the u sefuln ess of ERTS imagery for p hoto bas ed
soil maps and for r e conna i ss ance soil mapping.

4. Amount of time an d money to be directed to research and
t h e type of research activities to b e carried out .
a)

The amount of time and money directed to remote sensing
d e pends o n t h e needs of t he individual s u r vey un its.
The
resP.arc h mu st b e h igh ly co - ordinated to pr event dupli ca tion .
The year ly resear ch program would involve an ave r age of 1
to Z ma n -years at each local level.

b)

There s h ould be greater pedological input into remot e
sensing s tud ies already b ein g undertaken by other
di sc iplines.
I nvolve ment with such s tudies should start
with the acquisition of data.

c)

Studies s hould be carried out to determine how best to use
s mall -scal e mult is pectral remote sen s ing imagery for
re connaissance soil mapp i n g .
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)
d)

Research on the electromagnetic responses of typical soils
in different regions of Canada over a wide range of wavelengths should be carried out both in laboratory and in
situ.

INTRODUCTION
On January 9, 1973, a memorandum was sent to the members of the
Subcommittee on Remote Sensing to request their opinions on remote sensing
as it relates to soil survey. Specifically, answers to the following
questions were reque s ted:
1.

ls it desirable and/or necessary to have an evaluation of remote
sensing as it applies to the reconnai ssance soil survey program?

2.

Does it hold enough promise as a new technique to be used in
connection with the soil survey program?

3.

Is a special budget reques t justifiable?

4.

How much time and mon ey should be direct ed to studies on remote
sensing as concerns the soil survey program?

Pedologists in Canada have shown a great interest in remote sensing and
many are actively involved in the Canadian Remote Sensing Program. Thus,
now is the time to evaluate the application of remote sensing to
pedological work because, as A.J. Green pointed out,
" ••• in time all will b e using remote sensing techniques to some
degree. Certainly right now some pedologists should be getting
more knowledgeable with M.s.s., filtering wave lengths and other
t echniques in order to ensure that the best possible material
is obtained for soil survey purposes. In the past, pedologists
have no t had enough say in the kind of aerial photography to be
done, the scale, time of year, quality, etc. Now perhaps is a
good time to voice our opinions".
Based on the opinions of the members of this subcommittee, the following
r ecorrunendations have been made.

1.

)

Is it desirabl-e and/or necessary to have an evaluation of remote
sensing as it applies to the reconnaissance soil survey program?

Reconnaissance soil and terrain maps at a scale of approximately 1:250,000
or small er are mad e as a first step in surveys of l arge areas or of
inaccessible, thinly populated r egions. In these areas the soil surveyor
should make physiographic, landform, vegetation and surface d eposi t maps
i n which the units are described in terms of image a1d terrain characteristics. Soil maps can th en be generated from this information (landform,
vege tation and drainage) when u sed in conjunction with ground truth
information. Reconnaissance terrain maps can be generated at a relatively
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fast ra t e by r e lyin g h eav i l y on remot e ly sen sed data with the use of
se l ec t ed gro und tr u t h info rmation.
This h as bee n well demonstrated in
t h e bio physical land classification a nd the terrain mapping carried out
in the Mackenzie River Valley in 1 971 - 72.
Bec a u s e o f t h e diversity of Ca nadaYs l and scape, it is n e cessary to
e v a luate r e mote sensing as it applies to the reconnai s sance s oil survey
program in s everal par ts of Canada.
I n British Columbia, for ins tanc e,
t h e main concern i s with reconnaissance s oil s urv eys in forested and
mo untainous terrain, wh ile on t he Prairies the concern is with surveys
on l e v e l to undulat in g terr ain .
Unfo rtunate ly , very littl e research h as
been d one relating remote sensing techniques to these type s of s urvey.
As was pointed out b y A.J. Green we must learn wh at techniqu e s are best
su ite d to our ne e ds.
We b e li eve t h at it would be desirable to evalua te remote s e nsing as it
appl i e s no t on ly to reconnaissance s urvey s but a l so to deta i led surveys.
Although detai led surveys generally have a greater cost p er acre than
reconnais sanc e s u rveys they u s u ally cover s mall er areas, s o the costs are
comparable.
Even though acquisition of remote ly sensed data is more
cost l y t han acqui s ition of t h e type of d ata that h as b een u sed t o date,
e valuation of its u se fo r s ma l ler areas (d etai led s u r veys) should b e
c onsid e r e d as s u ggested by P.H . Crown a nds . P a wluk .
L . S . Cro sson, o n
t h e oth er h and , sees very litt le appli cation to deta iled soil s u rvey s
bu t, in areas wher e reco n na i ssance surve ys are to b e car ried out, h e
feels remot e sen s ing techniques rl o s h ow e reRt promise .
We mu s t r eali z e, h owever, that remote sensing data (photographi~ and
scanni n g ) ar e a lr eady available in the l arge sca le requ ir e d for detai l e d
s oil ma ppin g.
Other advantages in the u se of thi s large - scale data ar e
t h e possibili t y of color enhan ceme n t and color slicing o f the remote ly
sens e d data with resulting gr eater tonal diff erence s a nd thus mor e
e f fi c ient e x traction of information.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
a.

Ye s , it is de s i rable to h av e an evaluation of remote sensing as it
appljes to reconnaissanc e a nd detailed soil s urveys and to o ther
s mall -s cale terrain mapping.

b.

Based o n current e xperien c e, the use of remot e sensing data shows
gr e at p r omise in incr e asing both the accurac y and speed of reconna i ss anc e
surveys and o ther small - scale terrain s tudi es.

c.

It is impor t a nt to real i ze t h at mapping units u sed must be r econ gizea bl C'
on the remotely sens ed data, e.g. landform, s l ope , r e l ief , drainag e
and v e get at i on .

2.

Does i t h o ld eno u gh promise as a new techniqu e to be u sed in connec ti o n
wi th the soi l survey p rogram?

Al t h ough remote sen sin g is a rapidly expandin g fi e ld , bot h in terms of
a pplicability and int er e st , it is not essentially a n e w t e chniqu e sinc e b y
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)

)

definition remote sensing (the measurement of environmental conditions
at or n ear the surface of the earth, primarily with sensors on airborne
and space vehicles) includes also aerial panchromatic photography, a
techniqu e in u se for over 25 years . Thi s long period of u se has provid ed
considerable e xperience whi ch should be utili zed in an swering the above
que stion.
Curren t and future soi l survey programs are dependent on accurate and
updat ed photograph s not only of the cultivated and urbanized areas of
Canada, but also of the spar se ly settled for ested, mountainous and tundra
areas. Photographs which show clearly changes in the various physical
and ve getative conditions would greatly improve the operation. Unfortunately, v ery few soil survey projects have been s upplied with recent
photography. The aerial photography used in mo s t of our projects is at
l east t en years old. Thus, we have to rely on new imagery techniques to
provide recent data about the terrain. This recent data is necessary
because, while it is true that so il properties do not change during this
period, some part of the ecosystem on which the soil interpretation is
based may change (e.g. v egetation). The vegetation pattern may chan ge
due t o fire or other factors and t hus the use of old pho t ographs would
create difficulties during the interpretation and subsequent field work.
On more settled areas cultural and management patterns change with time
and thus old data could create difficulties during the course of map
making. Ther e fore , photographs more than five year s old should not be
u sed for soil mapping. On more rapidly deve l oping areas the data should
not be older than two years.
Use o f Remote Sensing Imagery for Deta il ed Soil Mapping
In mos t areas o f Canada, the soil surface itself is covered by vegeta tion
or snow for a large part of the year. When bare soi ls are shown, the
imagery records differences related to spectral reflectance ch a racteristics
of s urface so ils at the time of flight . This imagery can be analyzed to
produ ce a spectral map of bare s oi ls . When the soil is c overe d with
vegetation , the photo interpretation is based on the correlation of soils
wi t h surface phenomena observable on the imagery. The correlation with
geomorphol ogical and biological clues generally gives the bes t resul ts
and, therefore, stereoscopic coverage is necessary.
Thus, for detailed soil mapping, the remote sen s ing imagery useful as a
pr imar y* source of information will be sufficiently lar ge - scal e co lor ,
co l or IR and black and whit e multi s pectral photo graphy with stereoscopi c
coverage .

*
)

The t erm "primary source" is us e d to denote i magery supplying dire c t
information about the aspect of soil inves tigated . A secondary source
is an imagery providing indirect or salient information about the
phenomena of interest.
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Orthophotography and radar (SLAR) should also b e con sid e red as h avin g
great potential.
Th e cost involved, however, would probably make the i r
gPneral us e inefficient as compared to mu lt ispect ra l aerial photography,
especially in the case of SLAR.
Oth er non -s ter eoscopic or small-sca le remote sensin g data could provide
a second ary so u rce of information and should b e invest i gated.

Use of Remote Sen sing Imager y for Reconnaissance Soi l

Mappin g

The information required for reconna issance soi l mappin g was disc u ssed
u nder question one. Here t h e so urce of p r imary informat i o n i s smal l scale color, color IR and black and wh ite photography wi th s t ereoscop i c
coverage. Recent studies indicate that ERTS imagery could prov ide a
primary source of informat ion on bare s oil areas, especially if color
composites are prepared or density slicing is carried out on t h is data.
Since, h owever, most soils are not bare, t h e soil pho t o interpre t ation
must be based on indirect clues (landform, vegetat i on and d ra inage )
present on the image.
Because these clues are u sed integratively
according to the principles of converin g evi d ence, an ingeneous applica t ion
of knowledge from several scien tific disc iplin es is required.
The refor e,
it is clear t h at, at least in the near future, soil pho to int e rpr e tation
cannot be p erformed sol ely by instru ments, but only by persons with a n
adcg ucltc knowledge cf
related scicncGs nnd in.tcr pr c. to. t ion of
remotely sensed data.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
a.

Remote sensing does provide a pr imary sou rce of in forma tion for d etailed
and reconnaissance soi l and other terrain mapping.

b,

Large-scale color, color IR and black and white stereoscopic coverage
is recorrnnended for detailed so il mapping a nd smal l -sca l e co l or,
color IR a n d b l ack and white stereoscopic coverage and multispec tr al
ERTS imagery are recorrnnended for reconnaissance soi l map p i n g.

3,

Is a special budget request justifiable?

A special budget request can b e justified for app lied researc h rel ating
remote sensing to soil surveys.
Research programs, however, must be
carefu lly se l ected and be of very high calib re.
Th e program must be
designe d specifically for soil survey needs .
Although work in g with o th er
agenci es and discipfines on remote sen sing r es earch projects can provid e
considerable experience and information, such pro jects are se ldom orient ed
to solve mapping and interpretive probl e ms .
Fund s sho uld be provided at the local l evel fo r such th i n gs as comput er
time, c h ar t ering of small aircraft, purchas ing of smal l er it ems of
e qu ipment and for ground truth ing.
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)

Funds should also be provided for purchasing remote sensing imagery.
Soil survey probably does not require a great deal of multi- year data.
Our requirements will generally be on a once every 2-5 year cycle,
depending on the area of coverage.
A special budget would be justified to determine the value of ERTS
imagery for photo based soil maps and for application to reconnaissance
soil mapping.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
A special budget request is justified for applied research relating remote
sensing to soil survey, especially in the following areas:

)

a.

Ground truthing, computer time, chartering of small aircraft and
purchasing of small items of equipment.

b.

Purchasing remote sensing imagery and covering the cost of flying,
a service which has been provided by CCRS in previous years.

c.

Evaluating the usefulness 'of ERTS imagery for photo based maps and
for reconnaissance soil mapping.

4.

How much time and money should be directed to studies on remote
sensing as concerns the soil survey program?

The amount of time and money directed to studies on remote sensing should
be determined by the individual soil survey units . At any rate, any
research must be highly co-ordinated to prevent duplication and to obtain
the most return for the investment. It is likely that a yearly research
program would involve an average of 1 to 2 man- years at each local level.
It has also been suggested that there should be greater pedologic input
into remote sensing studies already being undertaken by forestry, engineering,
ecology, geology and hydrology. Involvement with such studies should
start with the acquisition of data and not later with the interpretation.
For example, in B.C, , a forest ecologist has requested soil maps of the
Cariboo area to check soil-vegetation patterns on CF-100 and ERTS imagery.
In this case, the pedologist who ha s the best l oca~ knowledge of the area
should be working with the forest ecologist and preferably it should have
been from the start of tre project .

)

Another program, which has been suggested by J. Cihlar, involves studies
on using small-scale remote sensing imagery Cmultiband , multispectral,
multiemulsion) for reconnaissance so il mapping . Execution of this program
should depend on the present and projected scope of reconnaissan ce soil
mapping in Canada. The program could be carried out in the following
phases:
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Comparative studies of variou s i mageries , their combinations and forms of
enhancement, from different times of the year to sin g l e out the most
effective sources of soils information. The study s ho ul d be designed to
produ ce quantitative statements about t h e differences a mo n g imageries and
final decisions s hould be based on human image interpretation.
Comparat i ve studies of the most effective imager i es with those presently
for reconn aissan ce soil mapping. As above, quantitative answers should
be provided togeth er with a n evaluation of econ o mic benefit.
The study as outl ined above could be design e d , co-ordinated and analyzed
by one principal investigator and carried o ut with th e p a r t i cipation o f
prof ess i o n al soil photo interpreters a ll across Canada. A proper
experimental design woul d en sure that t h e interpret ers work under - as
much as possibl e - s imil ar conditions and that a ma x i mum of external
factors can be account ed for.
An instrumental approach developed by
Cihlar (1971) might be used in the i nitial phases to d ecrease the numb er of
imageries compared.
Investigations by Ver me er (1969) a nd Orr a nd Quick
(1971) would provide some guid elin es in designing the exper iment.
Since Canada operates on t he ass umption that " ••• remote s ensing is not
a transitory fashion, and that it s ho uld, therefore, be establish ed on an
operational basis ••• "
(Morley, 1971, p. 3 ), it is u p to the soi l
sc i en tis t s to provide i n formation about soi l s whi ch will enabl e a proper
interpre tation and u tili z ation of both t h P imAee Ann ni g it a l r emot e sensing
data.
Furthermore, new sensors will be d eveloped and the existing ones
will be ut ilized o n a broader basis; to e v a luate their potent ial, bas i c
soils information will b e necessary.
For the above reason s, it appears
desirable t h at a research program be ini tiated to measure both laboratory
and in sit u e lectromagnetic respon ses (and th eir v ariabi li ty ) o f t ypical
so il-;-in different region s of Canada over a wide range of wavel e n gths
(i.e . UV throu gh microwave). The program could include measurements o f th e
ben c hmark soi ls and t hu s parall e l an on-going project of c.s.s. c.
In i tia l ly ,
a lack of instrume n tation could prevent more exten sive meas u rements;
however, the instrumentation coul d be pur chased or otherwise obtai ned

Cihlar, J.
1971.
Color aerial photography in soil mapping.
Thesis, University of Guelph, Guelph , Ont., 1 95 p.

M.Sc.

Vermeer, J.
1 969. Resu lt of an objective compar i son of fil m- fi lt er
combinations applied to a n exampl e of photo i nterpretation for
soil surv eys.
Photogramme tria 25: 87-97.
Orr, D.G. and J.R. Qu ick.
1971.
Construction material s in de l ta areas.
Photogrammetri c Eng., 37: 337-351.
Morley, L.W.
1971.
Canada ' s approac h to remo t e sen sing.
Proc . , 7th
Int, Symposium on Remot e Sensing of Environment, Ann Ar bor,
Michigan: p. 3-18.
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)

(e.g., through S.R.I.). This program should also include investigations
of electromagnetic properties of soil mapping unit s. The information
collected could be conveniently stored in CanSIS.
The C.S.s.c. should make a determined effort to keep in touch with the
lat es t developments in remote sensing and their potential applications
t o the soil survey program. For example, orthophotography and radar
imagery ar·e two tools which are of great potential but are not considered
practical at pr esent largely because of cost. The latest radar images are
of excellent quality and consequently the range of potential applications
has been considerably expanded, partly offsetting the relatively high
cost. Another aspect of future r emo t e sensing appl i cations to soil
survey may be acquisition of spatiai and temporal data on individual soil
properties.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
a.

Th e amount of time and money directed to r emote sens ing
the need s of the individual survey unit s. The research
highly co-ordinated to pr event duplication. The yearly
program would involve an average of 1 to 2 man-years at
lev e l.

b.

There should be greater pedological input into remote sensing studies
a l r eady being undertaken by other disciplines. I nvolvement wi th
such studies should start with t he acqui s i tion of data.

c.

Studies s hould be carried out to determine how best to use smal lscale multispectral remote sensing imagery for reconnaissance soil
mapping.

d.

Research on the el ectromagnetic responses of typical soi l s in different
regions of Canada over a wide range of wavelengths shoul d be carried
out both in labora tory and in situ.

)

depends on
must be
research
each local

GENERAL COMMENTS
The evaluation o f remote sensing as it a ppl ies to soil survey should not
be conceived of as a once-for-all effort. Remote sensing t echniques are
developing rapidly and clearly no conclusive statement about their
applications to soil survey can be mad e at the pres en t. Moreover, it
should be kept in mind that remot e sensing of soi l s involves ext remely
compl ex and difficult problems. Therefore, the evaluation of remote
sensin g tools s hould be mad e continuously as they appear and options should
be kept open. Al so , the evaluations should be made wi th practical
applications in mind.
Mo s t non-traditional interpre tative techniques developed in the las t ten
years apply to large-scale imagery; investigators are finding
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* that problems with
(J.C. Coiner, personal communication to J. Cihlar)
satellite imagery are of quite a different nature.
Soi l scientists should not attempt to interpret all imagery that is
made availa ble to them. Unless one is interested in specific soil
prope rties , one properly cho sen image of an area will be sufficient unless
time - change will bring out important information.
In the latter case,
a comparative inter pretation must be done where the images can be looked
at simultaneously and then again one image will probably be used for most
of the interpretation.
It is difficult to conceive utilizing the small-scale single-coverage
imagery in existing detailed soil mapping. They could be used as a
secondary imagery (giving a broader view, preliminary interpretation, etc.)
but this would probably happen only if they were supplied at littl e or no
cos t (i.e . not generated for that specific mapping project).

Summary of Comments
(Application of remote sensing data to soil surveys)

Und er recommendation four, concerning the amount of time and money to be
dir ected to research, 1 to 2 man - years was suggested at each local level .
This would inc lude photo-interpretation work on on-goin g survey projects ,
e valuation of s mall -scale multispectral remote sensing imagery for soil
mapping, pedol ogical input into remote sensing studies already undertaken
by other dis c iplines.

*

Image interpreter, Center for Research Inc . , University of Kansa s,
Lawrence, Kansas 66044.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES INTERPRETATIONS DES SOLS
C. Acton, President

Resume
Le comite recommande la preparation d'un guide des interpretations des sols indiquant les parametres requis pour
des interpretations specifiques et les degres des limitations pour une utilisation donnee. 11 est egalement
recommande de mettre a l'essai pour Un an OU deux les guides
elabores aux E.U. et ailleuts.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOIL INTERPRETATIONS
C. Acton, Chairman

Summary
It is recommended that a soil interpretations guidebook be
prepared, that the guidebook indicate the parameters required
for specific interpreta.tions, that degrees of limitations for
a g i ven use be stated, that the U.S. and other guidelines
developed be tested for one or two years .

This subcommittee replaces t he Subcommittee on Soil Survey Interpretations
for Engineering Uses, and has expanded in scope to include interpretations
for engineering, agronomic and forestry, and recreational uses of soils.
The terms of reference of t his subcommittee are to collect references,
standards and limits from all available sources, indicate the soil paramters
to be observed, measurements to be made by recorrnnended methods, and d e fin e
hazard c l asses in the use of soils for the purposes given above. It s
ultimate objective is the preparation of a Soil Interpretation Handbook for
Canadian Pedologists.

On the basis of correspondence fro m various subcommittee members and other

)

interested persons, a preliminary working document on soil interpretation s,
entitled "Proposed Guidelines for Soil Interpretations in Canada" was
prepared and circu l ated to members of the C.S.S.C. (Appendix A). This
document refers to many interpretive guidelines already in use in th e
United States which are considered to have some applicability in Can ada.
Also, it presents guidelines which have been established and used under
Canadian conditions. The intention in preparing this document was not to
suggest that these guidelin es be adopted by the c.s.s.c. at this time, but
rather to provide a basis for discussion and evaluation by members of this
subcommittee and c.s.s.c. members during the next 1-2 year period. Obviously,

-
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any docum e nt dealing with this subject must undergo considerable
discu ss i on, t es ting and revision before being proposed for adoption by
thi s body.
Th e Soi l Interpretations Subcommittee submitted the following recommend ati on s t o t h e C.s. s.c. for the ir consideration:
1.

The work of thi s s ubcommi t tee should continue, and the preparation
of a soil interpr e tations guidebook should be proceeded with as the
ma jor objective of this subcommittee.
Such a guidebook should conta in
th e necessary informa tion to assist in making interpretations based on
s o il, landscap e, climatic, geological or hydrological properties.
Interpretations s hould be d e veloped by pedologists in consultation with
fore s ters, wildlife biologists, engineers, agronomists, etc.
The
inte rpretive uses for which guidelines should be established inc lude
e n g ine ering, recreation, agronomic and forestry uses of land, as well
as interpretations for wildlife habitat.

2.

The guide b o ok should indicate the parameters considered to be important
fo r making interpretations for the specified u ses.
Where appropriate ,
th e implications of a property or properties to development for a
parti c ular use also s hould be discussed .

3.

Wh e r e possible and if applicable on a national basis, ratings for the
propertie s should b e proposed based on varying degrees of severity o f
th P l i mi t at i ons f or R g i v e n u se .
FuL Ce L t a l n u se~ , p arl i cu l ar l y wh e r e
climatic factor s are significant , guidelines must be developed in the
con t e xt of regional conditions.

4.

The gui de l ines propos e d in t h e working document of this subcommittee,
U, S.D , A. guides, etc. should be critically examin e d through application
a nd te s ting for a trial period of 1-2 years.

S.

There is an urgent need for research in soil interpretations to evaluate
the significance of soil, landscape or c limatic parame ters for a parti c ul a r
u se. Associated with this is t h e need for an in - depth review of literatur e
and t h e preparation of annotated bibliographies on the subject. Thi s
c ould be accomplishe d by existing survey staff if given a bl ock of tim e
to complete the task, or by contractural arrangeme nt wi th age nci es o r
i n s titutions .

6.

Regional soil interpretation subcommittees should be established which
i n c lude s c i e ntists from oth e r discip lines .
Th is C. S.S, C, s ubcommitte e
wo uld e ncourage the selection of one individual in a r e gi o n (provin c e)
to a s s ume t he responsibility of establishing such a multi - dis c ipl i nary
c ommi t tee ,
It s purpose would be to establish and e va luat e inte rpr e t i v e
guide line s for that particular region, and make recommendations to th e
Soi l Int e rpr etations Subcommittee of the C,S,S , C.

7.

Pedologi s ts s h ould become invo l ved at once in including s oil int errre t a ti o n s
in their soil survey reports .
The form s.c. s, Soils 5, U,S,D,A , coul d
be utilized in assisting in making these interpretation s ,
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8.

The soil interpretations module of CanSIS should be established to
include interpretations related to site specific data.
These recommendations were unanimously approved by the C. s.s. c.
DISCUSSION

Coen

- You have referred to the soil interpretation guidelines
in the SCS handbook. We should keep in mind that these
guidelines apply particularly to detailed soil maps at
scales of 3 or 4 inches per mile . They wouid not prove
too suitable if applied to broad scale reconnaissance
surveys .

Acton

- It is a matter of how far you can go when dealing with different
intensities of surveys . Interpretations must remain fairly
general when dealing with reconnaissance infor mation but
one can becom~ more specific as the level of detail increases.

Nichols

- You must talk about the probability of how much of a
certain kind of soil occurs in a mapping units, and apply
this in interpretations . For a detail ed survey you may be
able to predict for 90% of the cases, whereas this may
drop to 75% for reconnaissance surveys. We must tell people
the probability we are predicting for? and thi s isn't easy.

Mackintosh

- We must know the precision or reliability of the soil map s
if soil interpretation are to be meaningful . We normally
think of 10-15 percent inclusions for soil series in a map
unit, but we might be surprised at the precision of our maps
if they were tested statistically. In Canada we don't have
Soil Scientists working at the county level with planners,
hence planners are using soils information to make decisions.
It is therefore important to state what is the reliability
of our soils information.

Raad

- Referring to regional soil interpretation committees which
you recommend be established, will they be involved in rating
a specific soil series tor all the uses you mention? The
SGS in Maine has established in book form ratings for a ll
series in the state for different uses . Is this the intention
of the regional soil interpretation committ ees?

)

Acton

)

Not specifically. Establishing a rating for a certain series
should be done by the pedologist involved with the mapping
in the area in which it ~ccurs, in consultation with people
of other disciplines with expertise in the particular us e
for which it i s being rated. The regional interpretation
committees would be involved in establishing guidelines for
rating soils in that area - what paramters should be
considered and what limits shoutd b e applied to a certain
property to establish a series at a certain suitability level.
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Millett e

- Are you speaking about interpretations for soil maps,
mapping units, or soil series?

Acton

-

In the first place I suggest we make interpretations for
s eries , then apply this on a map unit basis, knowing the
series which o ccur in the mapping unit.

Mill e tt e

-

If mapping has been done properly and we know the percentag e
of occurrence of the series in the mapping units, we can
apply the interpretations with a fair amount of accuracy .
The scale of the map is really not of importance if the
mapping is done in this manner .

Wilson

- In some interpretative uses you are more in the realm of
surficial geology than pedology, e.g. septic tanks,
foundations.
Is it the intention that you are going to be
looking at materials to a greater depth? Engineers use
soil maps because they are available. They don 9 t have
surficial geology maps in many cases, however, that is g oing
to change in Ontario.

Ac t on

- The soil map will not replace the surficial geology map.
It is r e cognized that we do not have soil data to a depth
of 6 ft . in ever y case but through knowledge of soils,
parent mater ials, glacial processes and occasional deep
e x posur es we h a v e a pretty g ood i dea o f s ub-su r f ace
characteristics which we can make use of in making so i l
interpretations.

Langmaid

- A distinct advantage of soil maps isthat they provid e drainage
This
information which surficial geology maps do not have.
is very important for many interpretations.
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APPENDIX A:

PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR SOIL INTERPRETATIONS IN CANADA

Introduction:
Soil i nterpretations involved relating soil, landscape, or climatic
qualit i es and characteristics to some defin~d use on the basis of their
suitability or hazards for that use. Their main purpose is to present
the information in a form that is more eas ily und ers tandabl e by the
potential us er than is the raw data on soil or landscape properti es alone.
A soil interpretations guidebook could perform two important functions.
Fir stly, in order to achieve some degre e of consi stency in soil interpreta tions across Canada, guidelines need to be established which specify
t hose soil parameters considered to be important for making interpretations
for a particular use. This is a logical starting point. Once this has
been accomplished, limits can be d eveloped for these properties, some of
which may vary from one region to another. A further advantage of an
interpretations guidebook is the convenience of having all guidance material
and pertinent references in one publication.

)

In the proposed guidelines which follow, in addition to speci fying thos e
properties important for making interpretive decisions, the implicat:ions
of a property or properties to deve lopme nt for a particular use will also,
in some cases, be discussed. Where possible and if applicable on a
national basis, ratings for the properties will be s uggested based on
varying degrees of severity of limitations. In most instances, ratings
will reflect the experience of U.S. workers in this field; however if
Canad ian guidelines have been developed and are found to be satisfactory,
these will be presented. All criteria are given for the purpose of further
testing under local conditions and should be consideLed subj ect to
modification if found to be unsuitable.
Basic Assumptions:
When dealin g with the subject of soil interpretations the following
assumptions apply:

)

1.

Basic soils data are available in a readily useable form.

2.

In the process of developing interpretive groupings and es tablishing
the significance of certain properties, knowledge gaps will be identified.

J.

The proposed interpr etations are developed within a framework to allow
the incorporation · of data from other disc iplin es , e.g. climatology,
geology, hydrol ogy, ecology, e tc.

4.

Scientists from other disciplines mus t be actively involved with
Pedologists in developing the interpretations .

5.

Interpretive classifications or groupings do not eliminate the need
for onsite inves tigations of specific sites for further information
re l evant to detailed design and construction purposes.
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A,

Engineering Uses
1,

Suitability as a source of topsoil

The te rm " topsoil" i ncludes soil mater ials used to cover barren
s urfa c e s exposed during c onstruction, and materials used to improve
soil conditions on lawns, gardens , flower beds, etc. The factors
to be considered include not only the characteristics of the soil
it self, but also the ease or difficulty of excavation, and where
removal of topsoil is involved, accessibility to the site. The soil
and land scape properties important to this use are indicated in
Table 1.
Suitability ratings of soils as sources of topsoil are
g iven in Table 2, as well as in "Guide For Interpreting Engine e ring
Uses of Soils", u. s. D.A., 1971, Guide Sheet 13.
2.

Suitabi l ity as a sourc e of fill ma terial

Fill ma terial for buildings or roads are included in this us e.
The
performanc e of the material when removed from its original location and
placed under load at the building site or road b ed are to be considered .
Since surface materials are general ly removed during road or building
con s truction their properties are disregarded. Aside from this lay er,
the whole soi l to a depth of 5-6 feet should be evaluated. Those
par ameters of importance are indicated in Table 1 .
Guide s heet 11,
in "Guide For Interpreting Engineering Uses of Soils " , U.S. D.A., 1971,
establi s h es classes for several soil properties .
Soil ma t erials which are suitable for fill can be considered equally
su it ed for road subgrade construction.
3.

Suitabil ity as a sourc e of sand and gravel

The purpose of this interpretation is to provide guidance on the
probable s upply as well as quality of the sand or gravel for use as
road bas e mater ial andin concrete. The interpretation pertains mainly
to th e chara cteristics of the soil substratum to a dpeth of 5-6 fe e t,
augmented by observations made in d eep cuts as well as geologic a l
knowledge.
The important criter ia for this interpretation are g iv e n
in Table 1, and suitability guidelines, bas ed on the engineering class,
in Guide sheet 12 , "Guid e For Interpreting Engineering Uses of Soil s " .
u. s. n.A., 1971.
4.

Suitabi lity for septic disposal fields

Th e criteria used for rating soils for t his use are based on their
ability t o absorb effluent passed through the tile fi e ld.
Effluent
s hould move through the soi l at a mod~rate rate.
Severe soil limitations exist where rapid permeability may permit contamination of water
s uppl ies, and restricted effluent movement, as a consequence o f
imp ermea ble materials or high water table, result in surface overflow.
Soils with slope gradients that contribute to side hill seepage o f
eff luent also are considered to have severe limitation s even thou g h
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other characteristics are favourable . When evaluating the significance
of water table levels to soil ratings for septic tanks, the seasonal
high water table level should be considered in order to express soil
suitability in the most limiting situation. Table 1 itemizes the
important soil and landscape parameters to be considered for this use .
Wall and Webber (1970) provide ratings for soil and site factor s in
terms of suitability- classes. Guide sheet 3 in " Guide For Interpreting
Engineering Uses of Soils ", u.s.D.A . , 1971, provid e s further guidelines
for certain hazard classes.
5.

Suitability for surface disposal of sewage

The renovation of liquid wastes of agricultural, municipal or industrial
origin through application on the soil surface are included in this
use. Rates of sewage application must be controlled so that aerobic
condit ions in the soil are maintained. Mineral nutrients, detergents,
etc. can be removed by the processes of degradation by microorganisms
in the surface horizons, chemical precipitation, ion exchange,
biological transformations, etc . Many of the waste products then can be
uti l ized as plant nutrients by an actively growing vegetative cover .

)

Those soil properties affecting permeability of both waste water and
air, adsorption of the waste products and the ability of the site to
s upport an actively growing vegetable cover are al l of importance.
These properties are indicated in Table 1 . Guidelines used to evaluate
soil suitabi lity for sprinkler irrigation could likely be utilized with
little modification for this use.
6.

Suitability for sanitary landfill sites

The tr ench type sanitary landfill is considered in this use, in which
dry garbage and trash is buried daily in an open trench and covered with
a layer of soil mat erial. Suitability of the site is dependent upon
the potential for pollution of water sources through groundwater contac t
with the refuse, or l eachate arising from the site. Those properties
affecting ease of excavation of the site must be supplemented with
geological and hydrological knowledge to provide subsurface soil and
groundwater data to a depth of at lmst 10-15 feet , a common depth of
landfills . Soil and landscape properties which are pertinent to thi s
use are indicated in Table 1. - Guide sheet 7 in "Guide For Interpreting
Engin eering Uses of Soils", U.S. D. A. , 1971, provides ratings based on
severity of limitations .
7.

\

)

Sui t ability for foundations

These guide lines apply to the suitability for foundations for low
buildings, gen erally l ess than threP storie s high . As foundations
are placed in the substratum below the average depth of frost
penetration, properties of the subsoi l to a depth of at l e ast 5- 6 fe e t
mu st be considered . The properties influencing f oundation support are
those affecting bearing strength and settl ement und e r load. Eas e of
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excavat i on is also considered as it affects cost of construction .
Tabl e 1 o utlines the s pe ci fic soil prop er ties for which information
i s recommended i n ord er to make interpretat ions for this use.
Guid e
s h eet 6, in "Guid e For Interpreting Engineerin g Uses of Soils " ,
U, S,D.A., 1971 may b e consulted for s oil suitability ratings ,
8.

Suitability for location of highways and roads

Soil and land scap e pr operties that affect the design, constru ction
and performance of highway s and all-weather roads are c ons idered here.
It is not t h e intention to suggest that a mod ern s oil map po ssesses
adequat e information to conduct e ngin eer ing d es ign, however, th e soil
map and inter pretations are an invaluable aid in planning and conducting
an engin eerin g s oil survey for design purpos es.
Aside from t h e organic enriched s urface horizon whic h is genera ll y
removed in construction, the entire soil pro f il e in its undisturbe d
state s hould b e evaluated for this use .
Those properti es of i mportance
are indicated in Table 1 .
9.

Su itab i lity for reser voir areas

Factors affecting th e ability of undisturbed soil s to impound wat e r
and prevent seepage are considered for evaluating soils on t h eir
s uitab ility for reservoir ,;ire::is . As t h~ impounded liquid s rot1l rt hP
potential sour ces of contamination of near by water s upplies, e.g.
sewage lagoons, the landscape position of the reservoir as it affects
risk of floo d ing must also b e considered.
The impor tant propertie s
are pr esen t e d in Table 1 .
Proposed ratings of criterion to be
consid ered ar e given in Tabl e 3.
10 .

Suitability for embankments

Soil s u itab ility f or embankment materials, including dikes and lev ees,
i s based on th e ability o f disturbed soi l to restrain water flow when
compacte d .
Amon g the soil qualities affecting evaluation for this u se
are s h ear strength, compressibility, compaction c h aracteristics,
permeab ility of the compacted mate rial and susceptability to pipjn g.
The s oil prope rties o f importance to this inter pretation ar e ind ica t ed
in Table 1.
11 .

Suitability for s h allow e xcava t ions and trenc h es

Soil s ui tability f or excava tions to a depth of 5 or 6 f ee t a re
considered for this use , as would b e required in the install a tion of
underground utilities, etc.
Soil prop ert ies a r e int erpreted in te rms
of workability of the material , resistance to s loughing and f loodin g
hazard .
Table 1 indicates the important prop er tie s to be de termin ed ,
Guide sheet 5 , in "Guid e For Interpreting Engineerin g Us es of So ils",
u . s . D,A., 1971, provides suitability ratings for this u s e,
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12.

Suitability of buried cables and pipelines

The properties which affect the suitability of a soil for shallow
excavations and trenches, given above, also apply to its use for
buried cables and pipelines, however, additional soil factors also
must be taken into ~on~ideration in making the latter interpretation.
These include the qualities of soil stability and corrosivity which
have important implications with regard to maintenance and expected
life-time of th e underground installations . The properties of
importance in making interpretations for this use are outlined in
Table 1.

B.

Recreational Uses
1.

Soil suitability for playgrounds

These guidelin es apply to soils that are to be used intensively for
organized games such as football, baseball, etc . , and as such are
subject to heavy foot traffic. It should be assumed that this
in terpretation applies to soils in their natural condition with minimal
re-shaping of the site, drainage, etc., being undertaken. Presumably,
re-seeding of the site would be expected.

)

The most suitable sites are those with nearly l evel surface, good
drainage, freedom from rock outcrops, and a soil texture and consistence
that provides a firm s urface, but not slippery or sticky when wet.
Soils that present good trafficability properties are desirable in
that they resist compaction with consequ ent development of bare patches .
The ability of the soil to grow and maintain a vegetative cover is an
important item to consider in the final evaluation of a site. Soil
suitability classes for this u se are proposed by M:lntgomery and
Edminster (1966), and in the U.S.D . A. Guidebook For Soil Survey (1972).
Table 4 presents somewhat modifi ed guidelines which may be more
pertinent to Canadian u se.
2.

Soil suitability for camp areas

These areas are con sidered to be used intensively for tenting, parking
camp trailers and accompanying activity for short - term outdoor living.
It is assumed that the area will require little site preparation other
than levelling for t ent and parking areas.

)

The soils should possess good trafficability properties to withstand
heavy foot traffic and limited vehicul ar traffic. The vegetative
cover should be easily maintained and the soils present no erosion
hazard so that the site can be subject to prolonged use without
deteriorating in quality. Guidelines for soil suitabi lity classes for
camp areas are presented in Montgomery and Edminster (1966) and U.S.D.A.
Guidebook for Soil Survey (1972). Table 5 presents slightly modifi ed
guidelines for camp areas, compared to the above ,

-

J.
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Soil suitability for picnic areas

P icnic areas are considered to be extensive ly used as park-type picnic
grounds.
It i s assumed that most vehicular traffic would be conf ined
to access roads and parking areas.
Soil properties tha t affect foot trafficability, problems of dust,
s u rface wetness d urin g season of use and the ability t o grow and
maintain a vegetative cover ar e very important in evaluating s i tes
for this u se.
Guidelines for soil s uita bility classes for picnic areas are presented
in Montgomery and Edminster (1966), the U. s. D.A. Guidebook for Soil
Survey (1972), and slightly modified criteria in Table 6.
4.

Soil suitabili ty for paths and trails

The limitations of soils for bridle paths or hiking trails apply to
areas as they occur naturally and where little soil wil l be moved to
provide for this recreational use.
Th e soi ls must h ave good trafficability for both humans and riding hor ses,
good stability, free of coarse fragments or rock outcrops and are not
subject to erosion. Where relief is sloping paths and trai l s shou l d
tend to fol l ow thP contour to help prevent erosion .
VRriRhility in
s lope gradient may add to the interest of the path or trail, but slopes
s houl d not exceed 12 percent for prolonged distances. Although the
trail o r path itself is generally devoid of vegetation, the vegetative
pot en tial of the soil is important in the ar~as through which the
trail or path is developed .
Guidelin es for rating soils for this use are given by Montgomery and
Edminster (1966), and in the u . s.D.A. Guidebook for Soil Survey (1972).
Addit ional guidel ines are proposed in Table 7 .
S.

Soil su itability for s ki areas

Evaluation of s ite suitability for ski areas involv es interpretatio ns
f o r many uses , some covered in the " Engineering Uses " section of this
report.
These incl ude interpretations for sewage disposal, foundations,
roads and p a rking lot location, sources of building material, et c.,
whi c h are all related to construction of associated facilities.
The int er pretation of concern her e i s that of so il suitability for ski
r uns and tra ils .
Ratings s hould evaluate the abi lity of the soil
mat erial to remain in place and to ma intain the quality of the so il reso ur ce
und er this us e.
Guid e lines have been established by Rounsaville (
), which probably
apply main l y to the Cordillera area of Canada and the United States.
He has s p ecified three major factors (elements) which mu st be
considered in determining site capab ility, including ma ss movement
potential, onsite erosion potential and limitations for revegetatio n .
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In different regions the significance of certain criteria used in
rating soils for this use may very and it would seem mor e ap propriate
to establish details for the criteria to be used in the context of
local condi tions.

c.

Agronomic ' and Forestry Interpretations
1.

Soil interpretations for agriculture

Guidelines are generally well established in Canada for the
interpr etation of soils for agricultural us e. The Soil Capability
Classification System for Agriculture adopted by the Canada Land
Inventory (1965) is in us e nationally. Many provinces have
developed regional guidelines to classify their soils within thi s
sys tem, based on soil and landscape limitations, regional climat e and
the produc tive capacity of common agricultural crops. A sys t em for
class ifying so ils on the basis of their su itability for irrigation
has been developed for the prairie provinces (P. F. R. A. , 1 964).
Agricultural capability systems also exist for classifying organic
soils (Leeson, 1969). There likely are other systems in use whi ch I
have failed to mention. In most of these systems, the criteria used
reflect regional needs and conditions.
Moss (1972) has outlined the physical features which affect the
agricultural productivity and use of soils. This wor k deal s specificall y
with Saskatchewan soils, however, the factors undoubt edly apply in a
general way t o other regions o f Canada, although their importance may
vary from one region to another. Table 8 presents, unmodified, the
factors discussed in the publication. Also, the capability subclass es
as defined in the Canada Land Inventory "Soil Capability Classif ication
For Agricultur e ", 196 7, presents those soil and land sc ape factor s of
significance to agricultural capability.
Perhaps the efforts of this subcommittee and others concerned with
agronomic interpretations might be properly directed into the following
areas :

)

a.

Establish interpretive guidelines to rate so ils on th eir capability
or s u i tability for agricultur e for a broa der r ange of crops. The
guid e lines should enable one to rate the so il, l andscape or c limatic
limitat i ons of differing intensity as they affect produ c tivity .
Attempts are currently underway in Ontario t o es tabl ish a capabil i ty
system for tree crops (Mackintosh and Brown). What abou t vegetable
crops, tobacco , etcZ Guidelines appear to be required for ratin g
soils for these uses since they generally have quite specific soil
requirements.

b.

Extend the capability classification system to includ e an additional
category - a capability performanc e unit . This unit would consist
of groups of soils tha t are v ery similar, and the refore suited to
the same kinds of crops and require similar management practices.
Thus, this unit is a convenient grouping of soils for manageme nt
purposes.
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2.

Soil int erpretation s for forestry

A c las sif ication system exists for the interpretation of l and
capab ili ty for forestry on a national scale (Mc Cormack. 196 7) .
Th e
national capability c lass descriptions h ave b een modif i ed for the
var i o u s regions of Canada based on local experience .
The capability
ratings are based on the degree of soil , l andscape or c limatic
limitations to the growth of commercial forests .
Interpretive classification systems in forestry have been deve l oped
which group so il s h avin g similar physical c harac t eristics, are
capable of producing s imi lar kinds of tree crops, t h at re qui re similar
managemen t practices a nd h ave about t h e same potential productiv i ty.
These units are referred to as " soil-woodland s uitability groups" .
Th e s.c. s. Memorandum So il s-26 (Rev. ) 1 967 provid es a guide for developing
soil-woodland interpretations.
Soil int erpretations f or s ilvicultural and fo r est management use s have
been proposed by the Forest Management Committee i n B. c. for
consideration b y t h e Soil Interpretations subcomm i ttee of the C. s. S. C,
Inte rpretive classification systems for a number of fo1est management
and forest e n gineering uses are given in the following pa ges.
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A. Soil Interpretations for Silvicultural and Forest Management Uses
1. Suitability Clastlfication for Regeneratisn of Logged Areas

a. Soil Parameters considered:
·•
•

soil texture
effective rooting depth
drainage
elevation
aspect

b. Suitability Classes for Regeneration:
Low - Regeneration potential with natura l regeneration or planted
stock is poor. The site will likely require s ilvicultura l treatme nts
(fill planting, re-seeding etc.) and several years before stocking
will be satisfactory.
Moder~te - Regeneration potential is medium. The site may require
some fill planting in order to assure satisfactory stocking.
High - Regeneration potential is good and few problems s hould be
encountered in obtaining satisfactory stocking.
c. References
Soil Cons. Serv ., U.S. Dept. of Agric. 1967 Guide for developing
and s~rizing soil woodland interpretations. Soils Memo, SCS 26
( Rev.. 2) , 15 pp•
Snyder, R. v. and Wade, J.M. 1970. Mount Baker National For est
soil resource inventory. Soil Mgmt . Br., Div. of Watershed Mgmt.,

u.s.r.s., PP·

87-89.

2. Suitability Classification for Thinning in Forested Areas
;

a. Soil Ptrameters considered:
• soil texture
•
•

)

effec tive rooting depth
,lope
exposure
drainage

b. Suitabili ty Classes for Thinning:
Low - The site would not generally be suitab l e for thinntpg as
extensive post - logging damag e to the residual stand would likely
occur. Soil factors considered include; steep s lope s() 30%), fine
textured soils, poor drainage, exposure to wind and sha llow effective
rooting depth ( < 1811 ) .

- 1 78

Moderate - The site is moderate l y suited f or thinn i ng treatments
but have l i mi ted post- logging damage t o the res i dua l sta nd may occ ur.
Slopes are s ha llower (15 -30%) , s oils coarser , bet t er dra i ned with a
greater effect i ve rooting depth ~18-36 11 ) and t he stand is not directly
exposed to t he wi nd.
High - The site is highly suita bl e for t h inni ng treatments and
damage to t he residua l stand will like l y be minimal. Ge nerally,
slopes are shallow ( <157.), soils are coarse, we ll drained and have
deep effective rooting zones ( .). 3611 ) .

c. References
Ke•er, N. 1970. A mapping and interpretation sy stem for the forested
lands of B. c., B. C. Forest Service, Res. Note No. 54, p. 29 .

3. Clas1ification of Hazard Cl asses for Br ush Revege t ation of Logged Areas
a. Soil Parameters cons i dered:
- s o i 1 texture
- effective rooting depth
• drainage
- s l ope
• aepe'c t
- elevation

b. Seil Hazard Classes for ~rush Hevegctat1u"

Low· Litt l e or no brush rev egetation i s like ly to occur and
competiti on s hould not hi nder ini t ia l growth of natura l regenera t i on
or planted seed l ings .
Moderate - Some br us h revegetat ion wi ll occur and wi ll l i kely retard
both establ is hment and growt h r a te of seedlings but wi ll not prevent
eventua l establishment of we l l stocked stands.
High - Bru s h revegeta t i on oc curs readily , oc cupy i ng muc h of t he site
and thus preventi ng a dequate nat ura l or artif icial regeneration, unl ess
intensive site preparat ion a nd mai ntena nce i s prac tise d .
c. Ref er enc es

Soil Cons. Serv., U. s. Dept. of Agric. 1967. Guide f or deve l op i ng
and sunmarizi ng s o il woodland interpretat ions. Soils Memo , SCS 26,
(Rev. 2), 15 PP•
Snyder, R. V. and Wade, J. H. 1970. Mount Baker National Forest
s oil resource inventory. Soil Mgmt. Br., Div. of Watershed Mgmt.,
U.S.F.S., PP• 87-89.
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4. Classification of Hazard Classes for Windthrow in Forested Area,

)

a. Soil Parameters considered:
-

effective rooting depth
exposure
soi 1 texture
drainage
slope

b. Hazard Classes for Windthrow
Low - Generally there will be ~o trees blown down by wind.
Soil factors considered include; deep effective rooting depth
() 36"), generally coarser textures and lack of exposed to
winds.
Moderate - Some susceptability to windthrow especially during
period, of soil wetness or high winds. Effective rooting depth
is generally shallower 08-36"), soils are stony or finer textured
and the stands are somewhat exposed to winds.
High - Windthrow is likely during periods of soil wetness or
high winds. Effective rooting depth is generally shallow (< 16''),
the soils may be fine textured and the stand is likely exposed to
the wind.
c. References
Runka, G. G., 1972. Soil Resources of the Smithers-Hazelton
Area. Soil Survey Division, B. C. Dept. of Agriculture, Kelowna,
B. C., pp. 145-152.
Soil Cons. Serv. , U.S. Dept. of Agricultur e. 1967. Guide for
developing and SUITrl\arizing soil woodland interpretations. Soils
Memo, SCS 26 (Rev. 2), tSpp.
Snyder, R.V. and Wade, J . M. 1970. Mount Baker National Forest
soil resource inventory. Soil Mgmt. Br., Div. of Watershed
Mgmt., U.S.F.S. pp. 67-89.
Sprout, P.N., Lacate, D.S. and Arlidge, J.W.C . 1966. Forest
land classi(ication and interpretations for manag ement of a
portion of the Niskonlith Provincial Forest, Kamloops District,
B.C., Dept. of For. Puhl. 1159, B.C.F.S. Tech. Publ. T60, 34 PP•

S. Miscellaneous items best dealt with in tabular form or mentioned in
descriptions of soil units .

)

•· soil related insect pest and disease hazards
b. tree species best suited for the s oil unit;
- for planting
- for natural regeneration
c. specia l products su ited to the soil unit (such as chri1tmaa trees, .
hybrid poplars, etc.)
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B. Soil Interpretations for .Forest Engineering Uses
1. Suit abi lity Classification for Trafficability (Equipment Limi tations)

in Logging Areas
a. Soil Parameters considered:
- slope
- soi 1 texture
- drainage
- soil st rue ture
soil stability
- soil depth
b. Trafficability Limitatiort Classes
Low - No significa nt soil limitations on type of equipment that
can be used or what time of year it can be used. Soil factors
considered include: shallow s lop es ( '"15%), good drainage, coarse
textures and few bedrock exposures.
Moderate - Equipment use is mod erately restricted in tenns of
type of equipment, or time of year used. Slopes may be steeper
(15-30%), drainage poorer, texture finer and more bedrock may be
exposed.
High - Special eq uipment is required and its use i s restricted
Slopes may be steep (~ 30%),

by soil, vegetat ion or climatic factors.
c. References

Soil Cons. Serv., U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1967 . Guide for
devel oping and summariiing soil woodland interpretations. Soils
Memo, SCS 26 (Rev. 2), 15 pp.
Snyder, R.V . and Wade, J.M., 1970. Mount Baker National Forest
soil resource inventory. Soil Mgmt. Br., Div ~ of Watershed Mgmt.
u.s.F . S., PP• 87-89 .
Sprout, P.N., Lacata, D.S. and Arlidge, J.W.C., 1966 . Fore s t l and
class ification and interpretations for management of a portion of
the Niskonlith Provincial Forest, Kamloops District, B. C., Dept.
of For. Publ. 1159, B. C.F.S. Tech.Publ. T60, 34 pp.

2. Classificat ion of Hazard Classes for Erosion in Loggins Areas

a. Soil Parameters considered:
- soil texture

•

soi l penneability, porosity and infiltration capacity
slope
landscape position
soil s tability
soil porosity
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b. Soil Hazard Classes for Erosion
Low - Problems ol erosion control are relatively unimportant,
The soils are generally very penneable, coarse textured, stony and
slopes are shallow ( <.15%).

)

Moderate - Some er~sion control work will be requireJ. Soils
are generally fairly permeable, medium textured, somewhat stony and
on medium slopes (15 - 30~( ).
High~ Intensive erosion control, specialized equipment and
operational techniques will be required to prevent ero sion. Soils
generally have a low permeability, fine textures, few stones and
slopes may be steep<> 30%).
c. References
Soil Cons. Serv., U.S. Dept. of Agric.1967. Guide for developing
and summarizing soil woodland interpretations, Soils Memo SCS 26
(Rev. 2), 15 PP•
Sprout, P.N., Lacate, D.S. and Arlidge , J .W.C., 1966 . Forest land
classification and interpretations for management of a portion of
the Niskonlith Provincial l-'orest, Kamloops District , B.C., Dept.
of For. Publ. 1159, B.C.F.S . Tech. Publ. T60, 34 pp .

)

). Miscellaneous items best dea lt with in tabular fonn or in de§criptions
of soil units.
a. Recommended method of l og ging for each soil unit .
b. Recommended method of slash treatment and site preparation.
C. References Cited
1)

Keser, N, 1970.
lands of B.

A mapping and interpretation system for the forested
B. C. F. S. , Res. Note No. 54, p.29

c.,

2) Runka, c. C. 1972. Soil resources of the Smithers·Hazelton area .
Soil Survey Division, B. C. Dept. of Agriculture, Kelowna, B. C.,
pp 145-152.
3) Soil Cons. Serv., U. S. Dept . of Agriculture 1967 .

and summa rizing soil woodland interpretations .
(Rev. 2 ), 15 PP •

Guide for developing
Soils Memo, SCS 26

4) Snyder, R. V. and Wade, J. M.1970 .
resource inventory.
pp 87 - 89.

)

Mount Baker National Forest soil
Soil Mgmt . Br., Div. of Watershed Mgmt . U.S.F.S.

S) Sprout, P.N., Lacate, D.S. and Arlidge , J.W.C. 1966. Forest land
classification and interpretations for management of a porti on of
the Niskonlith Provin c ial Forest, Kamloops District , B. c. , Dept.
of For. Puhl. 1159, B.C.F.S, Tech. Publ. T60, 34 pp,
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TABLE 1:

SOIL AND l.A?."DSCAPE PROPERTIES SIGNIFICANT TO INTERPRETATIONS FOR SELECTED ENGINEERING USES
-SUITABILITY AS A
SOURCE OF

Soil or Landscape
?ro,;,erties
a)
b)
c}
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)
j)

k)
1)
::i)

n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)

u)
v)

Sand
Fill
Topsoil & Gravel Material

Texture or engineering class
Organic matter content
T~ickness of surface lay~r
Soil reactioo
Zlcctrical conductivity
Exchange capacity
Soil drainage class
Field ~oisture content
Dept~ to water table
Pe-::oeabiH ty
De~th to bedrock
Ty?e of bedr-ocic
Slope
Stc·niness
Y.ineralogy
Li;uid li:n!.t
Plasticity Index
:-'~xio= dry density
Optict!I.! ~oi~ture content
Susceptability to flooding
Ease of ~~cnvetion
Grow:.d~ater regime

R

R
R
R -

R

STRUC'i'URES

Sa:1.itary
Septic
Highvs.ys
Tanks Sevage La:idfill Foundations &Roads

R

R

R

R

R

R

Shallow
Buri ed
Excavations
Cab:es
Reservoirs Enbankreents & Trenche!3 !_P_i.p_ c lines
R

R

R

R

R

R
•t-'

R

R

R

D
R

D

D

R

R

R

R
R

R

D

R

R

R

R
D
R

D

D

D
R
R

D'

R

R

R

D

D
R

D
R

R

R

R

D
R
R

R
R .
D

D
. D
D

R

J

R

'R.
D

R
D

D

R

R

R

R

R

R

WATZR RETTh"TION

SOIL !.IMITATIONS FOR
Wl!STE DISPOSAL

R

R
R

R
R

R

R

R

R

R

D
R
D

R

R

D

R

R

R

R

D
D
D
D
D
R
R'

R

R
R

D

R
R
D
D
D

D
D

D
R

D

mTE:

R denotes i~fonr.stion recomoended on a routine basis
D cenotes i~form.stiC1l th~t would be useful for detailed Gurveys conducted with engineering purposes in !!!:lnd.

R

R

R
D

co

l,.J
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TABLE 2:

SUITABILITY RATINGS OF SOILS AS SOURCES OF TOPSOIL,

Degree of Soil Suitability

Items

Affecting Uee

Good

Poor

F'air

Nono

Y..ay flood occasionally
for short periods.

Frequent floodini
oi; constantly
flooded.

Well and moderately
well drained ooils
not subj ect to
po_n ding.

Well and moderately
well drained soils
subjec~ to occas ional
ponding . Somewhat
poorly drained Goils
not s ubj ect to ponding.

Poorly and V f' ry
poorly drain ed
soils. Somewhl'.t
poorly drain ed
soils subject to
ponding for periods
of more than 4
weeks during
construction Geason.

O- 1

2

3, 4, 5

Surface Soil

SL, FSL, VFSL, L,

CL, SCL, SiCL

Tcl.:ture

SiL

LS, S, SC, SjC, C,
organic ooil!;

Depth of Topsoil

> 6 inches

3 - 6 inches

Salinity of topsoil

1/ E.O. 0 - l

E.C. >l - 3

1'looding

Wetll\1)80

Stoutness

1 / 1:LC.

.&:.

3 incheo

E. C. ;>-3

electrical conductivity

The: 1:oil uuitability ratings of "good, fair, t.nd poor" correspond to th e lirutntio:--~:
of "n one to slight, moderate, and ocvere " r!!spectivE'ly and the dP.finition 5 art:!
esttcmtially the s ame. The soils may also be rated "unsuitable " llS 5om·ccs of to;·.,:oU. .
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TABLE 3:

SUITABILITY RATINGS OF SOILS :FOR RESERVOIR AREAS

Degree or Limitation

Soil ond Landscape
Por mnetel'S

Depth to water table

Slight

Moder a to

772 in.

48- 72 in.

None

Flooding

None

Soil 'permeability

0- .2 in./h.r • • 2- 2.0

Slope %

0- 2

Organic matter %

,

Co0rae fragments >10"
in diameter, ~G by volume

Nature of bedxock

(I

in./hr.

Severe

~48 in.
Subject to floodivc;
once in 50 y e ~rs
2.0- >20 i n ./hr ..

2- 7

2

2-10

<lO

. 10- 30

Impermeable

Highly per.mcsbl e ,
tractured i e~sil y
soluble

Depth to bedrock in.

772

48-72

< 48

Thickness of alowlY.~
pe:r meable layer (in.)

748

24-'H3

< 24

GM, ML, SM,

GP , GW, SW,
SP, OL, OH ,
and PT

Unified soil texture
clo!lsification

GC, SC, CL,
and CH

)

.,.,···

and MH
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TABLE 4:

GUIDELXNES TO EVALUATE SOIL SUITABILITY FOR PLAYGROUND USE

Degree of Soil Limitation
Severe

None to Slight

Moderate

Soil drainage

Well and moderately
well drained so ils .

Imperfectly drained
soils.

Rapidly drain ed ,
i mperfectly drained
if subject to p on ciing.
Poorly and ve ry poorly
drained soils .

Depth to water
table

Below 3 feet d~ring
season -of use ,

Below 2 feet during
eeason of use.

<2 feet durin g season

Flooding

None during season
of use.

May flood once in 3
years <luring season
of use,

Floods c;,ore th a n one~
in 3 years durin g
season of us e.

PennP-ability

Very rapid to moder-

Moderately slow
(0 . 20 _: 0 . 60 in/hr)

Slow and very s low.

Ite~s Affecting Use

of us e.

(<O. 20 fo/hr)

(ZO iu /hi· - 0. 6 ir./h.:-)

Slope

0 - 2 percent

2 - 5 percent

>5 percent

Surface soil

texture

al, fsl, vfsl, 1, la
with textural B
horizon

ail, cl, scl, sicl,
ls.

sc, sic, c, orcnnic
soils, s an<l ls s ubj ec t to blowjnr,.

Depth to bedrock

3 feet

2 - 3 feet

<2 feet

Coal:ee fragments
on cwrface

Relatively free of
fragments,

Up to 207. coarse
fragments .

>20% coarse fr ~~~en t~ .

Stoniness

Classe s O & 1

Clase 2

Clnsses 3, ~. & 5

Rockin e!ls

Clase O

Class 1

ClRs ~es 2, 3,

tlO'i'P.:

Perhaps guide line~ also should be given for water s torage capacity , bulk density,
nia t ter content.

0 1· ganic

,.

~

&5
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'l'Al3LE 5:

GUIDELINES 1\) EVALUATE SOIL SUI1'ABILITY FOR CAMP AREAS

Ucg1·cf! of Soil Limi ta_!:.12.!!.
Severe
----

~on!: to Slight.

!:foderatelx

Soil Drainage

\\'ell and moderately
well drained soils

Imperfectly
drained soils, no
ponding.

Rapidly dr.1incd
i mperfectly drained
with occaaional pondi ng,
poorly and very poor l y
drained Hoils.

Depth to water table

Below 3 feet during
season of use,

Below 2 feet during
season of use .

<2 feet during season
of use.

None

None durlng season
of uae.

Subject to flooding
during ae~son of use.

Very rapid to moder-

Modeutely slow
(0. 20 - O. 60 in/hr)

Slow e.nd verv

>15 percr.nt

Itemn Affect1.!}g Use

Flooding

)
ate.

r.1 ow.

( <O. ZO 1.n/hr)

(20.0 in/hr - O. 6 in/hr)
Slope

0-9 percent

9- 15 percent

Surface soil texture

ol, fsl, vfsl, 1, ls
with textural
B horizon

sil, cl, scl, sicl, ls,
s other than loose
sand.

Coaroe fragments on
surface

0-20 percent

20-50 percent

>50 percent

Ston:1.neso

Classes O

Class 2

Classeo 3, 4 & 5

Rockiness

None

Clanscs 1 & 2

Cla.s11e11 3, 4 & 5

&1

sc, oic, c, organic
soils snnd aubject to

blowing

NOTE:
GuidallneR perhaps need to be given for organic matter content , water storage capncity
nnd bulk density.

',

)

.Q
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TABLE 6:

GUIDELINES TO t'VALUATE SOIL SUITABILITY FOR PICNIC AREAS

DegrP.e of Soil Limit at ion

Items Affecting Uoe

Moderate

None to Slight

Severe

Soils drainuge

Well and moderately
we ll drained soils

Rapidly di;ain~ ci
Well and modcr.ately
well drained soils
imperfectly drained
subject to occasional
subject to ponding ,
ponding. Imperfectly
poorly and very
drained soils not: subject poorly drained 5oil s .
to ponding.

Flooding

None d ui--i11g a ea son
of use .

May flood l or 2

times
du:::ing ,oeaaon of use.

Floods more th;;.n 2
tirues during season
of use .

Slope

0- 9 percent

9-15 percent

>15 percent

Surfe.ce aoil
texture

el, fsl, vfel\ 1, la
with textural B
horizon

sil, cl, scl, s icl, ls,
a other than l oose sand.

sc, sic , c, 0r~anic
soils sand s11b jcc t

Classes O, 1 & 2

Claos 3

Stoniness and
rockiness

to blowing.

,.
.,:.J

,.

·.

Classes 4 &

~
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TABLE 7:

GUIDELINES TO EVALUATE SOIL SUITABILITY FOR PATHS AND TRAILS

Degree of Soil J.imi t a ~

Itern Af f ecting_~~~-

None to _Slight

Moderate

Severe

Soil drainage

Well and moderately
wei1 drained soils.

Well and _moderately
well drained soi l s
subject t o oeepuge
or ponding and i mperfectly drained soils.

Rapidly dr ained
poorly and ve r y
poorly drained soils .

Depth to seasonal
water toble

Below 3 feet

1-3 feet

<l foot .

Flooding

Not subject to
flooding during
aes,;on of use,

May flood 1 or 2 ti111e s
during season of use.

Freq~en t fl o0din 6
during season of use.

Slopo

0-1~ percent

15- 30 percent

>30 percent

Sul·foce texture

el, fol, vfal, l

eil, flicl, eel, cl, s c, ls

sic, c,sand And soils
subj ect to severe
blowing, all ve ry
gravelly, very
cherty , very cobbly,
etc. s oils.

Surf~ce Gtonine ns
or ro ckine s s

)

! ·

Clast1es O, 1 & 2

Claso 3

Clnsses 4 nn d 5
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TABLE 8, PHYSICAL FEATURES
AFFECTING THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY AND USE OF SOILS

1. The Kind of Soil (the Soil Profile)
(a) Kind and arrangement of horizons: thickness. color, structure.
consistence. total depth of profi le
(b) Text ure - of A or Ap first. but also inc luding that of B. C, and D
horizons: and recognition of parent materi al
(C) Composition - organ ic matter. nitrogen. phosphorus. reaction.
lime carbonate, salts. exchangeable cations. (Recog nition of
bio log ical activi ty and availability of plant nutrients)
(d) Soil moisture (internal or profil e drainag e} - hydrauli c conductivity (permeability}, moisture-holding capac ity, availab le water.
state of aeration (drainage)
2. The Soil Landscape
(a ) Topography - slope. frequency (number of " ro lls'' or undulations
per 1/2 mi le or other spec ified distance ). roughness of surface
(micro-relief}, aspect, pattern. (Pc r'iaps size and shape of fields)
Closely re lated to (b} below
(b) Drainage type (extern al or local). conditions of surface
drainage, li ability to flooding
(c) Stoniness - affecting costs of operation or limiting land use
(d) Erosion - affecting crop production or limiting land use
(e) Wooded cover (bush or scrub) - requiring c learing on arablt
lands or management on forest lands

3. Climate
(a ) Precipitation (b) Temperature -

annual amount. distribution, variability
annual, variat ions, growing season, growing·

degree days
(c) P. T relationships (moisture effic iency), evapo-transpiration ratios
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES F1iMILLES DE SOLS
J.L. Nowland, President

Resume
Les criteres pour les familles de sols ont ete adoptes tant
pour les sols mineraux que pour les organiques. Pour les
sols mineraux ces criteres se~rapportent l la texture, la
mineralogie, la profondeur, la reaction, la teneur en calcaire et le climat du sol. Pour les sols organiques
on utilise les caracteristiques du tier de surface ,
la reaction, le climat du sol, la texture de la couche
terrique et la nature de la couche limnique.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOIL FAMILIES
J.L . Nowland, Chairman

Summary
Criteria for soil family have been adopted for both mineral
and organic soils. For mineral soils the criteria used to
establish a soil family are particle size, mineralogy, depth,
reaction, calcareousness, soil climate. For organic soils
the criteria used are characteristics of surface tier,
reaction, soil climate, particle size of terric layer, nature
of limno layer.

A definition of the soil family appeared in the 1938 Yearbook "Soils and
Man". The addition of substance to the conceptual skeleton commenced in
the U.S.A. with the.. report of a special committee in 1945. A similar
process began in Canada a decade ago at the Winnipeg Meeting of N.S.s.c.,
and deve loped under the skilled guidance of a committee chaired by
Prof. Roger Baril.
Recent activity on the subject of soil family classification can be
summarized as follows:
March , 1971

)

Memo from Day and Nowland containing "Guidelines to stimulate discussion,
help in the naming of families and lead to subcommittee activity". This
followed quite closely the contemporary United States proposals.
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September , 1971
Presen tation by Nowland at CSSC Eastern Meeting reviewing the state of
the art and suggesting revisions to the system of Soil Classification
for Ca nada.
February , 1972
"Some observa tions of soil family classification" by Cann.
May, 1972
A de t ail ed "Report on Soil Family" by Michalyna, incorporating his
presentation to the CSSC Western Meeting and subsequent amendments.
Michalyna considered the concepts and philosophy of soil family in addition
to pr oposal s concerning every detail of the system. For example "At the
subgroup l e vel soils emerge as a product of climate, vegetation, drainage,
t opography and time; the family bridges the gap to soil series employing
c r iteria based largely on properties of the materia1 and the landscape".
He pre sented the alternatives before us including adoption of the u.s.
system.
Af t er the e xercise of the democratic process at Kelowna, the chief features
of the scheme proposed by Michalyna were:
1)

A 8PnPrA 1i 7.Pd dP s r r ipt inn nf thP rnntro l s ection

2)

Acc e ptance of the U.S. particle- size classes and name, along with
mo s t of the modifications to the control section used for application
of part i c l e- size.

3)

A more informative d epth zonation of the control section was proposed,
the exi s ting depth classes being more suitable as series criteria.

4)

Reaction and calcareous classes applied to the control section below
the solum, a s pre ferred by Western pedologists.

5)

Special horizons, fragipan, ortstein be considered at the subgroup.

6)

Agreed not to adopt the u.s. system, but to accept their particle
si z e classes and ter minology.

7)

At this time f ew were prepared to ma ke an educated vote, according to
t he record. Michalyna 1 s report incorporated the ideas of many . Day
pointed out that at least in the North, we need to use elements of the
soi l f amily in ta i loring map legends .

8)

Four r ecommendations for action. by the soil family subcommittee went
on the r e cord.

Dr . Cl ark instructed the Soil Family Subcorrnnittee to finalize the
c lassification scheme and have recommendations ready for the May, 1973
meeting of CSSC. To this end, a provisional draft was presented at
Sa skatoon and adopted with the proviso that a few remaining issures be
s ettl ed in subcommittee.
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)

One or two minor changes were made by the chairman bas ed on a sampling
of opinion at the meeting, and organic soils were incorporated. Out standing amendments proposed by Manitoba were put to a postal vote .
Returns were scanty and inconclusive with two groups and two individuals
i n favour of the Manitoba proposals and three groups opposed . The
cha irman therefore takes responsibility for rejecting the proposals at
present and submitting the attached draft to the chairman, CSSC for
inclusion in the System of Soil Classification for Canada.
It has been judged appropriate to lean heavily on the U.S. system in
order to take proper advantage of the ir much more copious inputs over the
years . The desirability of maintaining absolute precision of correlating
did not become a sacred cow; the prevailing mood was to ensure that the
sys tem satisfied our needs in Canada, with a minimum of complexity.
Briefly, in what respect does the proposed classification differ from that
in the u.s. Soil Taxonomy?
1.

It is half the length and less prolix.

2.

It defines the basic control section for both family and series level,
before stating the modifications for particle size classes . Soil
Taxonomy does the opposite.

3.

Particle size. Very coarse sand dropped from fragmental particle-size.
Coarse Crock) fragments have an upper size limit of 25 cm rather than
"ho;rizontal dimensions less than a pedon".

)

u.s. medial . and medial-ske letal class es omitted.
No exception made for podzolic B horizon

)

4.

Control section. Not terminated by cryic horizons, lithic contact,
fragipan, etc. Special treatment of podzo lic B horizons omitted.
Deep contrasting A horizon allowed for. Some trivial or rare cases
left to common sense.

5.

Strongly contrasting particle size classes. We have 10 strongly
contrasting combinations which the U.S. Soil Taxonomy does not recognize.
They have 4 wh ich we do not use plus a whole suite of medial particle
s izes. We do not observe qualifying conditions limiting the application
of contrasting particle size classes, such as minimum percentages of
sand and clay fractions .

6.

Mineralogy.
Canada.

7.

Soil depth. Three shallow classes recognized, compared wit~ two in
Soil Taxonomy.

8.

Reaction c lasses . Soil Taxonomy recognizes only two classes, applied
to the control section and used only in Entisols and Aquepts.

9.

Calcareous classes. Soil Taxonomy recognizes only two classes, applied
from 25 to 50 cm, applied only in certain subgroups.

Twelve out of the seventeen U.S. classes proposeq for
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10.

Soil c limate. The Canadi an System is quite different, with four
temperature classes covering the range of the U.S. frigid c las s,
and defined in more d etail .
Soil Taxonomy does not use moisture
c l a s ses.

11 .

Consistence.

12.

M:>isture equivalent. The 2% separation for coated and uncoated
sand s not used in Canada.

13.

Slope of the soil and classes of permanent cracking are not u sed in
Canada.

Not used in Canada; covered mostly at subgroup level.

It remains for me to thank t he members of the Subcommittee for their valued
contributions.

SOIL FAMILY
The soil family is a taxonomic category between the subgroup and series
levels that is used to group soils according to certain chemical and
physical properties and environmental factors.
Mineral soils within a
s ubgroup are differentiated in families on the basis of particle-size,
mineralogy, pedoclimate, reaction, calcareousness and depth.
Organic soils
are differentiated on the basis of kind of surface tier, reaction, pedo-

c l imate i par tic l e - s ize cf t erric l ayer and k ind of liwno l ayer.

Soil s in

a famil y there fore have in common a combination of important specific
properties, buttreated in a broader fashion than for soil series. Families
constitute a framework within which series can be established.
The criteria for mineral soil families differ considerably from tho3e
for organic soil families and they are described separately.
Distinguishing criteria are applied to the control section as defined
elsewhere, or rather a segment of it of special significance for a given
property .

CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES - MINERAL SOILS
1.

PARTICLE - SIZE

Explanation
Th e termino logy and class limits develop e d for the U.S. system have b een
a dopted .
Note that in some cases these will apply to a somewhat different
segmen t of the control section in order to fit the needs of the Canadian
s ystem.
Partic le-size
Refers to grain size distribution of the whole soil in contrast to texture,
which refers to the fine earth fraction of the soil .
Particl e-s ize c lasse s
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may be regarded as a compromise between engineering and pedologic
classifications. The limit between sand and silt is 74 microns in the
engineering classifications, and either 50 or 20 microns in pedological
classifications. The engineering classifications are based on weight
percentages of the fraction less than 74 mm, while textural classes are
based on the less than 2 mm fraction.
The very fine sand fraction, • 05 to • lmm, is split in the engineering
classifications. The particle- size classes make much the same split but
in a different manner. A fine sand or loamy fine sand normally has an
appreciable content of very fine sand, but the very fine sand fraction
is mostly coarser than 74 microns. A silty sediment, such as loess, may
also have an appreciable component of very fine sand, but it is mostly
finer than 74 microns. So, in particle- size classes, the very fine sand
is allowed to "float". It is treated as sand if the texture is fine
sand or loamy fine sand or coarser. It is treated as silt if the texture
is very fine sand, loamy very fine sand, sandy loam, or silt loam or finer.
No s.ingle set of particle- size classes seems appropriate as family
differentiae for all kinds of soils. The classes that follow provide for
a choice of either 7 or 11 particle-size classes. This choice permits
relatively fine distinctions in soils if particle- size is not susceptible
to precise measurement or if use of narrowly defined classes produces
undesirable groupings. Thus, in some families the term "clayey" indicates
that there is 35 percent or more clay in defined horizons ; but in other
families the term "fine" indicates that the clay portion constitutes 35
to 60 percent of .the fine earth of the horizon, and ther term "very fine"
indicates 60 percent or more clay.
Particle-Size Classes for Family Groupings

)

1.

FRAGMENTAL: Stones, cobbles and gravel, with too little fine earth
to fill interstices larger than 1 mm.

2.

SANDY- SKELETAL: Particles coarser than 2 mm are 35 percent or more by
volume, with enough fine earth to fill interstices larger than 1 mm;
the fraction finer than 2 mm is that defined for particle- size class S.

3.

LOAMY- SKELETAL: Particles 2 mm to 25 cm are 35 percent or more by
volume and enough fine earth to fill interstices larger than 1 mm;
the fraction finer than 2 mm is that defined for particle-size class 6.

4.

CLAYEY-SKELETAL: Particles 2 mm to 25 cm are 35 percent or more by
volume, and enough fine earth to fill interstices larger than 1 mm;
the fraction finer than 2 mm is that defined for particle-size class 7.

S.

SANDY: The texture of the fine earth includes sands and loamy sands,
exclusive of loamy very fine sand and very fine sand textures; and
particles of 2 mm to 25 cm are less than 35 percent by volume.

6.

LOAMY: The texture of the fine ear th includes loamy very fine sand,
very fine sand, and fi~er textures with less than 35 percent clay;
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particles 2 mm to 25 cm are less than 35 percent by volume.

7.

6a.

Coarse-loamy : A loamy particle-size that has 15 percent or more
by weight of fine sand (0.25- 0.1 mm) or coarser particles,
including fragments up to 7.5 cm, and has less than 18 percent
clay* in the fine ear th fraction.

6b .

Fine- loamy: A loamy particle-size that has 15 percent or more
by we ight of fine sand (0.25-0 . 1 rrun) or coarser particles,
including fragments up to 7.5 cm, and has 18 to 35 percent clay*
in the fine earth fraction.

6c.

Coarse-silty: A loamy particle- size that has less than 15
percent of fine sand (0.25- 0.1 rrun) or coarser particles, including
fragments up to 7.5 cm, and has less than 18 percent clay* in the
fine earth fraction.

6d.

Fine-silty: A loamy particle-size that has less than 15 percent
of fine sand (0.25-0.1 mm) or coarser particles, including
fragments up to 7.5 cm, and has between 18 and 35 percent clay *
in the fine earth fraction.

CLAYEY*: The fine earth contains 35 percent or moreclay by weight
and particles 2 rmn to 25 cm are less than 35 percent by volume.
7a.

Fine · A cl e yey pA r t irlP-Ai zp tha t has 35 to 60 percent clay
in the fine earth fraction.

7b.

Very fine: A clayey particle- size that has 60 percent or mor e
cl ay in the fine earth fraction.

ADDITIONAL SUBSTITUTE CLASSES
Sp ecial terms are used for some soils, chiefly Brunisols, in which volcanic
ash or cinder s abound, and particle- size has little meaning. The terms
substitute for both particle- size and mineralogy names.
Cindery: 60 percent or more of the whole soil (by weight) volcanic ash
and cinders; 35 percent or more (by volume) cinders having diameter 2 rmn
and lar ger.
Ashy: 60 percent or more of the whole soil (by weight ) volcanic ash and
cinders ; less than 35 percent (by volume) has diameter 2 rmn and larger.

*

Carbonates of clay s ize ar e not considered to be clay, but are treated
as silt.
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)

Thixotropic : Less than 35 percent (by volume) has diameter 2 mm or larger;
the fine-earth is thixotropic and the exchange complex is dominated by
amorphous materials.
Ashy- Skeletal and Thixotropic- Skeletal: rock fragments other than cinders
are 35 percent or more by volume, with matrix as above.

The substitute terms and limits listed are the same as in th e U.S. system,
but a "medial II class has been omitted (less than 60't'o ash and cinder).
Subsequent reference to particle-size classes is meant to include the
additional substitutes.
Application of Particle- Size Classes
To apply particle-size classes use the weighted average particle-size of
the control section or segment of it listed below. The weighted average
can usually be estimated, but in marginal cas~s it may be necessary to
calculate the weighted average percentage of one or more determinant size
fractions. This is done by summing the products of fraction percentage
times horizon depth for the whole control section (or applicable segment
of it) and dividing by total thickness.

)

If there are strongly contrasting particle- sizes, as shown in Table 1,
both are used e.g., fine-loamy over sandy.
In applying particle sizes only a segment of the control section is
commonly used, as listed below. In this way allowance is made for

)

a)

excluding surface layers, except in the shallowest soils, partly
because these are used at the soil type level, and because their
characteristics may be ephemeral.

b)

the special importance of Bn and Bt horizons in a profile.

1.

In soils having a lithic contact within 36 cm of the surface, particlesize is assessed in the non-lithic part of the control section.

2,

In other soils lacking a significant(l) Bt or Bn horizon, particlesize is assessed in the non-lithic part of the control section between
25 and 100 cm.

(1)

For this purpose a "significant" Bt or Bn horizon is 15 cm thick or
mor e , and has an upper boundary within a depth of 50 cm.
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3.

In other soils that have a significant Bt or Bn horizon, extending
d eeper than 25 cm, particle-size is assessed
a)

in the upper 50 cm of the Bt or Bn horizons (or the entire
horizon if thinner) , if there are no strongly contrasting
classes in or be low these horizons.

b)

in that part of the control section between the top of the Bt
or Bn horizons and 1 m depth, if it contains strongly contrasting
classes .

NOTE :

4.

If ther e are no strongly contrasting classes in or below the Bt
or Bn horizon, but there is a strongly contrasting A horizon more
than SO cm thick, contrasting classes are applied from 25 cm to 1
m depth.

I f the base of a significant Bt or Bn horizon, or . the control section
in which it occurs, is shallower than 25 cm, particle-size is assessed
on that part of the control section below the top of the Bt or Bn, or
the base of the Ap, whichever is shallower.

Strongly Contrasting Particle- Size Classes identify major variations within
the control section which affect properties such as water movement and
retention. They emphasize feature s which may not have been identified at
l1l gl-1tr taxorrorrL;__ c l eve l s ~
The minimum significant thickness of a strongly contrasting layer is 15
cm. The particle- size classes in Table 1 are strongly contrasting if the
transition is less than 12. S cm thick. For ashy- skeletal and thixotropic ske letal c las ses, enter the table at clayey- skeletal .
Where three s trongly contrasting layers occur within the control section
t he lowes t l a yer and the thicker of the overlying layers are used to
establish contrasting classes.
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Tabie L

)
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II.

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy classes are based on the mineralogical composition of selected
particle-size fracttons in the control section or segment of it used for
the designation of the particle- size class. If contrasting classes are
recognized, the mineralogy of only the upper contrasting layer defines the
family mineralogy.

.

· The 12 mineralogy- classes in Table 2 were taken f r om ~he 17 in Soil
Taxonomy (U.S~D. A. 1973) and the sulphurous subclass abandoned in the UoS• ,
was retained for applicatio~ irl Canada. The segment df the con.t~ol section
to whi.c h they are appli~cl - ir{ .the Canadian taxonomy dif.fer"s i~ some cases
from its u.s. counterpart.. Soils are placed in. the firs.t min~ralogy class
in the table that accorrunodates them, e~en though they ·may meet the
requirements of other classes.
·.
) ~
I.

It is recognized that in the absence.of data, placement qf soils will
corrunonly depend on judgement, and .tlt'.at many of the classes are rare in
Canada and relate to specific ·par~nt materials. Most Canadian soils have
mixed mineralogy, notable exceptions betng montmorilloniti~ clayey soils
on th e Prairies.
·
.: ·. ··
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Table 2.
Cl ass

Key to Mineralogy Classes
Definition

Determinant Size Fraction

CLA SS ES APPLIED TO SOILS OF ANY PARTICLE ~SIZE CLASS
Ca rbonati c.. . . ... . ..

Mo re t han 40 percent by
weight carbonate s
(e xpre sse d as CaC0 1 )
plus gypsum, and tne
carbonates a re >65 per ce nt of the sum of
carbonates and gypsum.

Whole so il, particles
(2 mm in diam eter, or
whole s oi1<20mm,
whichever has higher
percentages of
carbonates plus gypsum .

Serpentinit ic .. . ... .

More than 40 percent by
weight serpentine .
min e r a l s ( antigorite,
chrysot i 1e ,fi brol i te
and talc)

Whole soil, particles
~2 mm in diameter.

CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS OF ANY PARTICLE-SIZE CLASS
Gyps i c . . .• ... ..

-

Mori than 40 percent·
by weight of carbonates
(expressed as CaCO
plus gy~sum, and t~e
gyp s um is ~35 percent
of the s um of
carbonates and gypsum .

Whole so il, particles
<2mm in diameter, or
whol e so il <2omm,
h ·, I
wH1ch ever has higher
percentages of carbonates
plus gypsum.

--------------------------------------- ---- ------------ ---------- CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS HAVING A SAND~SA.i'Hl'l~S.KE;LE.TAL;LGAMY OR
LOAMY - SKELETAL PARTICLE-SILE CLASS

Mi caceous ••....

More than 40 percent
mi ca by weight ( l )

0 . 05 to 2mm

Sil ic eous .. ....

More than 90 percent by
weight (1) of s ilica
minerals (quart z,
chalcedony, or opal)
a nd other ext remely
durabl e mineral s that
are resistant to
weathering

0.05 to 2mm

Mixed . .. .•. . • . .

Al l others that have
(4 0 pe rcent of any one
min e r.a l oth e r than
quart z or fe ld spars

O. 0 5 to. 2mm

-~ - - -- -- --- - -- - ----- --- ---- -- - - - ------- --- -- -- --- --- - -

-- - ---- --- - l --

CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS HAVING A CLAYEY PARTICLE-SIZE CLASS
Kao lini tic .... .

More than half kaolinite (Q.002mm
tabular ha lloy s i te,
di ckite , and nacrite by
we i ght a nd s~a ller
amounts of oth e-r l :1 or
nonexpanding 2 :1 l ayer
min e rals or gibh s ite

Montmorilloniti c.

Mor e than half montmor ill onitc and nontroni t e
by weight or a mixture
that has mo re montmor illonitc th a n a ny other
on e c l a y 111 i n e r a 1

(0 .00 2mm
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)
Class

De fin i ti on

Determinant Size Fraction

CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS HAVING A CLAYEY PARTICLE-SIZE CLASS
Illitic ........... .

Vermiculitic • . ... ..

).

More than half
illite (hydrous
mica) by weight
and commonly
4 percent K20 ·
More than half
vermiculite by
weight or more
vermiculite than
any other one
cl ay min era l

0.002mm

0 . 002mm

Chloritic ..... ... . .

More tha·n half
chlorite by weight
or more chlorite
than any other
clay mineral

0.002mm

Mixed .....•........

Other soils

0.002mm

SUBCLASS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH MINERALOGY CLASSES
Su lphurou s .• . .... . .

Soils containing
Whole soil less than
either iron sulphate~, 2mm. Organic soils
commonly jarosite, if
and some Gleysol s onl y .
the pH afte r oxidation
is l ess than 3 . 5; or
more than 0.75 % su lphu i
l.
in the form of
polysulphides if
· the soil contains less
than . three times as
much carbonate (caco 3
equiva l ent) as sulphur

(l) Percentage s by weight are estimated from grain counts. Usually
a count of one or two of th e dominant size fractions of a
conv entional mechanical analysis is sufficient for pl acement of
the so il.

)

..
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III .

SOIL DEPTH

Depth classes are applicable only in soils having a lithic or cryic contact
within a depth of 1 m. In the following classes for mineral soils , depth
is measured from the sur face to the contact:
Extreme ly sha llow:
Very sh al low:
Shallow:
IV.

18 cm deep or less
18 to 50 cm deep
50 to 100 cm d eep

REACTION CLASSES

It i s assumed that the range of pH in the s olum is sufficiently well
charact erized in t he s ubgroup classi fication of most soils and requires
no spec ial recogni tion at the famil y level . Important differences in
reaction in subgroups of Gleysols and Gray Luvisols can be acconnnodated at
the series leve l . Family react ion-clas ses are therefore applicable only
to the C horizons of mineral soils. They ar e used in all subgroups except
where they would be redundant, as in the Chernozemic and Solonet zic Orders
and Gray Brown Luvisol, Mel anie Brunisol and Eutric Brunisol Great Groups.
Classes are bas ed on the average pH in 0. 01 M CaClz of the C horizon
Cc , Ck, Cs, Cg) includ i n g IIC, etc., but excluding Csa and Cea. In the
absence of a C horizon , the horizon overlying the lithic contact is u sed.
Ca)
Cb)
Cc )
V.

acid - pH of 5.5 or lower
neutral - pH be tween 5.5 and 7.4
alkaline - pH of 7. 4 and higher

CALCAREOUS CLASSES

I t is assumed that CaC03 levels in the solum are sufficiently well under stood from the subgroup classification of most soils and require no
special recognition at the family level. Important differences in CaC03
content in sub groups of Gleysols and Gray Luvisols can be acconnnodated at
the series l evel. Family calcareous classes are therefore applicable only
to C horizons or the horizon overlying a lithic contact as described under
IV. They are used in all soils with Ck or Cea horizons.
The cl asses are :
Ca )
Cb)
(c)

weakly cal careous - 1 to 6% CaC03 equivalent
strongly calcareous - 6 to 40% CaC03 equivalent
extremely cal careous - over 40% CaC03 equivalent

The class ext remel y calcareous is redundant in s oils with carbonated
mineralogy .
VI .

SOIL CLIMATE

Pedoclimate classes are applicable to all soils and the criteria us ed are
those of the Soil Climatic Map of Canada. In this system soils can be
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grouped according to their temperatures and moisture regimes into the
c lasses given in Tables 3 and 4.
Rather than relying upon the Map designations for a given area soil s ites
s hould be individually assessed on the basis of observations of local
c limati c and microclimatic variations. Extrapolation from local
meteoro l ogical station data should allow for any unrepre sentative site
features, such as vegetation and exposure. A useful estimate of mean
s ummer so il temperature can be obtained by averaging the three midmon t hly readings of soil temperature at 50 cm taken i n July, August, and
September.
Table 3.

Soil Temperature Clas ses

EXTREMELY COLD
MAST ( - 7C ((20F).
Continuous permafrost usually oc curs below active l ayer within
the control section (Im) .
No significant growing season (15 days of l5C (l41F) .
Remains frozen within lower part of control section.
Cold to very cool surraner. MSST (SC ((41F).
No warm thermal period )15C (59F).

)

VERY COLD
MAST -7 to 2C (20-36F)
Discontinuous permafrost may occur below active layer
Soils with Aquic regimes usually rema in frozen within part of
control section.
Short growing season (120 days }Sc.
Degree days }41F are (1000.
Moderately cool summer. MSST 5- 8C (41 - 47F).
No warm thermal period )1 5C.
COLD

)

MAST 2-8C (36-47F).
No permafrost
Undisturbed soils are u sually frozen in some part of the
control section for a portion of the dormant season.
Soils with Aquic regimes may remain frozen for portions of the
growing s eason.
Moderately short to moderately long growing season.
140-220 days )Sc.
Degree days )41F are 1000-2250.
Mild surmner. MSST 8- 15C.
An insignificant or very short warm thermal period.
0-50 days )15C.
Degree days )59F are (50.
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COOL
MA.ST 5- 8C (41 - 47F)
Undisturbed soils may or may not be frozen in part of the
control section for a short pertion of the dormant season.
t-bderately shor t to moderately long growing season.
170-220 days )SC.
Degree days )41F are 2250-3100.
Mild to moderately warm summer. MSST 15-18C (59-6SF ) .
Significant very short to short warm thermal period.
)60 days 1 SC.
Degree days )59F are 50-400.
MILD
MA.ST 8-15C (47-59F).
Undisturbed soils are rarely frozen during dormant season.
Moderately long to nearly continuous growing season.
200-365 days )SC.
Degree days )41F are 3100-5000.
t-bderately warm to warm summer. MSST 15-22C (59-72F).
Short to moderately short warm thermal period.
90-180 days )15C.
Degree days )59F are 300-1200.

Table 4.

Soil Moisture Subclasses

AQUIC REGIMES
Soil is saturated for significant periods of the growing
season.
Peraquic
Soil saturated for very long periods
Ground water level at or within capillary reach of the
surface.
Aquic
Soil saturated for moderately long periods.
Subaquic
Soil saturated for short periods
MOIST UNSATURATED REGIMES
Varying periods and intensities of water deficits during the
growing season (i) United States criteria ( ii) Canadian
criteria (calculated) .
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)

Per humid
(i) Soil moist all year, seldom dry
(ii) No significant water deficits in the growing season.
Water deficits {2.5 cm. Climatic M:>isture · Index (DMI) )84.
Humid
(i) Soil not dry in any part as long as 90 consecutive days in
most years.
(ii) Very slight deficits in the growing season.
Water deficits 2.5-{6.S cm. CMI 74- 84.
Subhumiq.
(i) Soil dry in some parts when soil temperature is )SC in
some years.
(ii) Significant deficits within the growing season.
Water deficits 6.5 - {13 cm. CMI 59- 73.
Semiarid
(i) Soil dry in some parts when soil temperature is )SC in
some years.
(ii) M:>derately severe deficits in growing season.
Water deficits 13 - (19 cm. CMI 46- 58.

)

Subar id
(i) Soil dry in some parts or all parts most of the time when
the soil temperature is )SC. Some periods as long as 90
consecutive days when the soil is moist.
(ii) Severe growing season deficits. Water deficits 19 - (38
in Cool and Cold Regimes, 19 - (51 cm in Mild Regimes.
CMI 25-45.
Arid
(i) Soil dry in some or all parts most of the time when soil
is )SC.
No period as long as 90 consecutive days when soil is moist.
(ii) Very severe growing season deficits.
Water deficits l · 38 cm in Cool Regimes and l 51 cm in Mild
Regimes. CMI 25.

CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES - ORGANIC SOILS
I

CHARACTERISTICS OF SURFACE TIER
Organic surface tier: fennic, silvic, sphagnic (each used only
for fibric surface tiers), mesic, humic.

)

Mineral surface tier, 15 to 40 cm thick: sandy, coarse-loamy,
coarse-silty, fine-loamy, fine-silty, clayey.
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II

REACTION
euic - pH 14. S (0 . 01 M CaClz) in some part of the organic
material s of the control section.
dys ic - pH (4.5 (0. 01 M CaClz) in all parts of the organic
material s of the control section.

I II

SO IL CL IMA.TE
Pedoclimate classes are applicable to all soils and the criteria
used are those of the Soil Climate Map of Canada. In this system
soils can be grouped according to their temperatures and moisture
regimes into the classes given in Tables 3 and 4. These classes
were designed for well - drained mineral soils in temperate areas .
Therefore, it is recognized that organic soils in mild regimes may
have temperatures equivalent to the associated mineral soils, but
that other organic soils probably are at least one temperature class
colder than associated imperfectly to well-drained mineral soils.
The moisture subclasses in Table 4 are defined imprecisely on the
basis of degree and duration of saturation. Table 5 gives guidelines
f or the selection of the appropriate moisture subclass in organic
soils . These criter ia apply to the surface tier for non-cryic
s ub g1oup s anJ t o the ent.ire active layer i n the case o f cryi c subgroup s.

IV

PARTICLE- SIZE CLASS OF TERRIC LAYER
The particle size classes that are to be recognized at the family
l eve l for mineral material under organic soils, in terric subgroups
are fragmental, sandy, sandy- skeletal, loamy, loamy-skeletal, clayey
and c layey-skeletal .

V

LIMHC MATERIALS
Limnic classes apply only to Limno subgroups: They are marl,
diatomaceous, coprogenous. The definitions of these materials may
be f ound in the section describing tiers and layers. Notice is
called to the exclusion from the organic order of soils in which
mineral sediment, marl or diatomaceous earth layers thicker than 40
cm occur at the surface or that have mineral sediment, marl or
diatomaceous earth layers thicker than 40 cm within the upper 80 cm
of the pr o f ile.

NOMENCLATURE FOR SOIL FAMILIES
A soil family becomes established after correlation procedures and is
designated by the subgroup name and the sequential description:

4'.'<'"

-

.__.,

\
TABLE 5 - Moisture Subclasses as Applied to Organic Soils
Moist.ure Regime
C}assification
Descriptive
Condition

Aquic

Aqueous
u

Aqueous

.

Free Surface water

a
Peraqui c ·

Suggested Criteria
Saturation period
(men ths)
Moi st Period.
(months)

D

Aquic

Saturated for v,ery Saturated for
mod. l ong
long periods .
Very poorly drained periods-Poorly
drained
·
( 6)

c
Subaquic
Saturated for
short periods
Imperfectly
drained

(5)

(4)

Moist Soils
e
Humid
Perhumid
0

Mo;.s t wi th no
significant
seasonal
deficitImperfectly to
Mod. well
drained
( 4) to ( 3)

Moist with no
significant
seasona 1 deficit
Mod . well drained

(3) to ~2)

N
-...J

continuous
11.5-12

insignificant
<0 .5

very long
>10

very short

<2

Associated Native
Vegetation

Hydrophytic

Hydrophytic

Nymphae
Potamageton
Scirpus
Typha,Phragmites
Drepano cl adus

Scirpus
Typha
Ca rex
Drepanocladus
Feathermosses
Tamarack

Associated Peat
La.ndform

Wetlands,Marsh,
Floating Fen, ·
Collapse Scars

Flat Fens,
Patterened Fens
Spring Fens
Swamps

long to mod.
short
4-10

short to mod.
long
2-8

short to very

very short

very short to
insignificant

<4
very long to
long

<2
very 1 ong to
long

very 1 ong

8 - 11 . 5

Me so-Hydrophyti c
wet to very
Wet forest
moist forest
black spruce
black spruce
mixed featherSphagnum
moss & Sphagnum
Ericaceous shrubs Eri caceous
shrubs

Meso-Hydrophytic

Blanket Bogs
Transitional
Bo gs

Domed Bogs,
Pl a tea us

<0.5

8 - 11. 5

8-11 . 5

Mesophyti c

Mesophyti c

Disturbed species
moist forest
Cultivated species
black spruce
mixed Sphagnum
& feathermosses
Ericaceous
shrubs
lichens
Frozen Pl a tea us Drained PeatFrozen Pa ·1s as , lands _/...
Fol i Scat5
Frozen Peat
Polygons

....
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Examples :
Orthic Hume-Ferric Podzol, coarse- loamy, mixed, acid, cool
per humid .
Or t h ic Eutric Brun i s ol, coarse- silty
strongly calcar eous, cold humid.

over sandy, mixed, shallow,

Terrie Mesisol, humic, dysic , cool aquic, loamy-skeletal
Limno Humisol, humic, euic, mild~uic, coprogenous.
A family thus described is a taxonomic entity within which from one to a
large number of series ma y be established. Like the series, its suitability
as a basis for pure or complex mapping units varies from region to region
and according to the scale of mapping.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES SOLS REPERES
J.A. McKeague, President

Resume
Le projet des sols reperes a re~u des attentions mitiguees
Seule la Nouvelle~Ecosse a honore completement ses engagements. Un programme pour la collection et la manutention
d'echantillons etalons de sol a ete lance pour permettre
de comparer entre elles les methodes analytiques. Ce
programme comprend aussi la collection de quelques
echantillons pour le projet SRM (Standard Reference
Material) du ministere de 1 1 Energie, des Mines et des
Ressources. Les membres du comite travaillent a la preparation d 1 un manuel de methodes analytiques des sols.

REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON BENCHMARK SOILS
J.A. McKeague, Chairman

)
Summary
The benchmark soil project has received variable amounts of
attention. Only Nova Scotia has completed its committment.
A program of collecting and handling standard soil samples
has been initiated for the purpose of comparing analytical
methods. One aspect of this program is to collect certain
samples t o be sold as standard reference material by Dept.
of E.M. R. Members of the subcommittee also are working on
a manual on methods of soil analysis.

The response to the memoranda distributed on this subject has been
exce llent and cooperation by members of the Subcommittee and others in
considering methods etc. has been most encouraging. Obviously, there
exis ts a general feeling that we must improve our standardization of
methodology and compare analytical data among laboratories in an organized
way. No doubt there will be differences of opinion on the choice of
methods but the prospects of improving the compatibility of data of soil
analysis and of achieving a greater degree of standardization of methodology
appear to be excellent. I thank all those who have been involved with
this Subcommittee and especially those who undertook to obtain standard
bulk samples and those who agreed to study and recommend methods for soil
analysis.
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Benchmark Soil Project
This project involves description, sampling and comprehensive analysis of
representative pedons o f t he major subgroups of soils develop ed in mediumtextured materials . It was initiated about 1968 partly because of the
possibi lity of a meeting of the International Society of Soil Science in
Canada in the 1970's and partly to supp ly data for a proposed monograph
on the soils of Canada. The survey units across the country agreed to
sampl e and to analyze representative pedons of certain subgroups. John
Day, who undertook the overall organization of the proj ect, sent information
on proposed methods to all participants .
Some progress on the Benchmark Project, but less than had been hoped for,
was reported by Ehrlich at the 1970 CSSC Meeting. At the meeting of the
Wes tern Section of CSSC in 1972 , Clark outlined reasons for relegating
the Project to a low priority rating. In effect, this had been done by
many of the units concerned because of pressure of work and the apparent
lack of urgency to complete t he project. Cl ark proposed that the work
on the Benchmark soils should be continued when possible.
Progress to date on the Benchmark Project is as follows:
B. c. (Vancouver)
Progress
B.

- Agreed to sample 5. 21, 5. 31, 6.12 and 4. 33
- 4 . 33 described sampled, monoliths taken, and mo st
of the analysis completed.

c. (Kelowna )

- Agreed to sample 4.11, 4 . 32, 4. 32/ 5 and 5.41
- 4.11/8 sampled and some analysis done Cin place
of 4.11)
4. 32/ 5 sampled and some analysis done
4.21 sampled and some analysis done (this is an extra)
Intentions - sample 4 . 32 and 5.41 in the surmner of 1 73

Progress

Alberta
Progress

- Agreed to sample 2.11, 2.13, 2. 21, 2.23, 3.21 / 4, 7.21
- Nil , but prospects for 1 73 are good.

Saskatchewan
Progress

- Agreed to sample 1.11, 1 . 21, 1.2/ 7, 1.31, 7.31, 7.32.
- All sampled and some analysis done.

Manitoba
Progress

- Agreed to sample 1 . 41, 3.21 , 7.12, 8.11, 8. 21.
- 1.41, 3.21, 8. 11, and 8. 21: sampled and much of the
analysis done.

Progress

- Agreed to sample 3.11, 3.12, 5.11, 7.11 Ccalc. )
- All sampled, thin sections prepared.

Progress

- Agreed to sampl e 4 . 11, 4 . 21, 4.31, 4.31 (Fragipan) , 8 . 21
- 4. 31 and 4.31 (Fragipan) sampled and analysis nearly
compl e ted, 4.21 - some work done .

Ontario
Quebec

New Brunswick
Progress

- Agreed to sample · 7.11, 7.12, 7.32, 8.11
- 7. 12, 7. 32 and 8. 11 sampled and some analysis done,
monolith of 8.11 .

Nova Sco tia
P..: .•grcs s

- Agreed to sample 7. 21, 7. 33 and 5.42
- Completed!
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)

Several groups have sent samples of Benchmark soils to the SRI for
micromorphological analysis, clay mineral analysis, minor element analysis.
I have been slow in sending the results to you but the analyses are
either in progress or completed and the data will be sent to you.

Standard Soil Samples
Replies to a memorandum data Nov. 17 that requested opinions on the need
for bulk soil samples to be used in comparing analytical results among
laboratories showed strong support. It was pointed out that the ''standard"
samples collected 15 or 20 years ago had served their purpose and were
not used widely now possibly because they were depleted . The replies
indicated that samples of certain horizons either of some of the Benchmark
soils or of other established series would be appropriate.
In a memorandum dated Jan . 8, 1972 specific samples were suggested and
the following samples were agreed upon:

)

B.C. (Green) Ah, Bm and C of 5. 31
B.C. (Osborne) Bf, Bt and C of 4.3/5 in 1973
Alta. (Coen) Ah, Btna and C of 2.11
Sask. (Stonehouse) Ah, Band C of 1.21 in 1973
Man. (Ei}ers) A layer of 8.11 and of 8.21 in 1973
Ont. (Protz) Ah, Bt and Ck of 3.11
Quebec (Baril , DeKimpe) Ae, Bf, C of 4.31 (sandy material), 1973
N.B. (Wang) Aeg, Btg, C of 7.32 in 1973
N.S. (Nowland) Ae, Bt, C of 3.21 (red material) in 1973
s.R.I. (McKeague) C of 6.11 clay in 1973
The following procedures for handling the samples and the data have been
agreed ·upon tentatively :

)

1.

Bulk samples that will yield 200 pounds of dry, 2 mm soil will
be taken.

2.

The material will be dried and crushed to pass a 2 nun nylon or
stainless steel sieve.

3.

The material will be mixed thoroughly and stored by the unit that
does the sampling.

4.

A 1 pound subsample will be sent to all participating labs.

5.

All data for the standard sampl es should be sent to the SRI for
processing. CanSIS will aid with this . Summaries of data, "best"
values etc. will sent to all participants periodically.

Since the last memorandum on this topic was sent on Feb. 20, an additional
possibility for standard samples has arisen. The Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources (EMR) supports a "Canada Standard Reference Materials
(SRM) Project". Currently the SRM 1 s include 5 rocks, 2 ores and 5 alloys.
Dr. Gillieson, coordinator of the SRM project called the SRI a few weeks
ago because he had a request for standard soi l samples. I told him of the
plans of this Subcommittee and he feels that the SRM's should include some
so ils . The advantages of this to us would be:
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1.

Preparation, storage and distribution of samples would be done
through the SRM Project.

2.

The composition of the samples would be " certified" by having
them analyzed in several highly reputable labs.

3.

Analytical data for the samples would be received processed and
distributed through the SRM Project.

4.

A less tangible advantage -- it would indicate that soils are
materials as worthy of study as rocks etc. and that soil analysts
are concerned with quality of data.

The only disadvantage that I know of is that the SRM Project is partially
self-supporting. The charge for samples of about 200 g is $15. or so.
This is not a major is sue as the cost is trivial in relation to the cost
of doing the analysis.
I think that SRM soils would be very useful as standards for such things
as total major and minor element analysis. We would probably not use such
samples for parti cle-size analysis, exchangeable or soluble cation analysis
etc. Thus I believe that we should proceed with our own collection of
standard soil samples apart from possible SRM soi l s.
Dr. Gillieson indicated that between 200 and 500 pounds per sample would
be adequate and t hat up to 6 samples could be handl ed this year. As a
basis for discussion, I s,,e;v,st tha t •·1e collect 300 pounds \.'.:.ir dry ) of
the following soil samples in 1973 for processing by the SRM group:

1.
2.
3.
4.

"Leda " clay (Rid eau clay) - Ottawa
Podzoli c B (Bf or Bhf) - Quebec
Chernozemic A (Ah or Ap of Black or Dark Brown) - Saskatchewan
A Ck horizon (10 to 30% Caco 3 equivalent) - Gue l ph

The sources of such samples and the kind of sample can be changed if
n e cessary. Four samples should provide a wide range of compositions and
indicate whether or not such SRM's would be used. Consideration of the
kinds of analyses to be done will be necessary. Suggestions before or
during the meeting are welcome.
Methods of Analys is
Near ly all members of the Subcommittee agreed that:

1.

A manual on method s of soil analysis recommended by CSSC would be
useful and this it should have high priority.

2.

The advent of CanSIS had increased the importance of uniform method s
and compatible data.

3.

Comparisons of data among labs should be done regularly in an
organi zed way.
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The following Subconunittee members (some of whom were added as we
proceeded) agreed to study and to reconunend methods for soil analysis
as indicated:
Green (B.C.) - Particle-size distribution
Osborne (B.C.) - Exchangeable cations, CEC and pH
Wang (N.B.) - Extractable "free" oxides - Fe, Al, Mn, Si
Ballantyne (Sask) - Soluble salts, gypsum, SAR
McGill (Alta) - c, N, P and S ·
Raad (PEI) - Carbonates
Stone and Desjardins (Ottawa) - Total elemental analysis
DeKimpe (Ste-Foy) - Clay mineralogy
Eilers (Man) - Soil water characteristic, permeability etc.
Belair (Quebec) - Bulk density and shrinkage
Recommendations have been made by Osborne, Green, Wang and Raad and others
are expected soon. Much work has been done in many of these areas. For
example, DeKimpe has received suggestions on methods of soil clay mineral
analysis from about 50 Canadians concerned with clays. The aim is to
assemble a first draft of a methods manual this year. It is anticipated
that, in a number of cases, several alternative methods will · be given.
Each will be assigned a number for convenience of CanSIS etc.

Comparison Among Labs

)

In 1972, Webber and I initiated a comparison of results for extractable
Fe and Al by dithionite, oxalate and pyrophosphate using AA and colorimetric
methods. Data obtained in 10 labs from PEI to BC have been sunnnarized and
distributed to participants. Such comparisons will be simpler to carry out
and more useful when we have bulk quantities of standard soil samples.
CanSIS - Methods and Chemical, Physical and Mineralogical M:>dules
Durnanski asked this Subcommittee to study and to reconnnend changes in the
above modules of the Soil Site Coding Scheme. Suggestions were made by
Laflanune, Wang and McKeague and others who replied directly to Dumanski.
The importance of close liason between this Subcommittee and CanSIS is
recognized by all concerned.
Methods Manuals
The response to my request for compilations of methods of soil analysis
used in different labs was good. Most of the soil survey labs sent copies
of their manuals. In addition I have received several manuals from Canadian
Forestry Service Laboratories, Soil Science Departments of Universities etc.
These will be very useful when we are assembling recommended methods.
Other methods manuals for soil analysis will be welcomed .

)
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Conc lusion
The Subcommittee feels that it can make a useful contribution to CSSC
and to soils work in Canada generally by continuing the activities
discu ssed in this report . It seeks t h e support of CSSC a s a whole both
for the collection of stand ard samples and for the preparation of a
manua l of recommend ed me thod s of soil analysis. Both projects will
require some time of a number of pedologists. We expect to encounter
diff iculty in finding methods for t h e adequate physical characteri zations
of soi l s and we urge CSSC to promote, by whatever means pos sibl e, work
on the de.v elopment of convenient and ade quate physical methods.
We h ave tried to encourage the participation of the Canadian Socie ty of
Soil Scien ce (CSSS) in the work on standard samples and standard methods.
Such participation could result in wider use of standard samples and a
more comprehensive methods manual .
DISCUSSION
Day - A sub committee on organic t e r rain h as been establi sh ed by NRC.
This subcommittee will compile a ma nua l o f methods of analysis for organi c
materials and guid elines for int erpretations . Day s erves on t h e Subcommittee and close liason wil l be maintained with the CSSC Subcommittee .
The report was acc epted unanimously .
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE "MISCELLANEOUS LAND TYPE"
J.G. Ellis, ~resident
Resume
Le comite reconnnande de remplacer "Mi scellaneous Land Type"
par "Non Soil Feature" (Non-sols). Le non-sol est antropique (man-made) ou nature! (naturel). Il est aussi
reconnnande que les symboles et lettres pour representer
ces elements du paysage sur les cartes de meme que leur
definition soient utilises uniformement par les autres
comites concernes.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
MISCELLANEOUS LAND TYPE
J.G. Ellis, Chairman

Summary

)

It is recommended that "Miscellaneous Land Type " be
replaced by "non-Soil Features", "non-Soil Features"
be subdivided into man-made and natura l non-soil
features, that symbols and letter s be used to
designate these features on maps, and that
definitions proposed be correlated betwe·en·- the
various affected subcommittees.
The Chairman sent out letters reques ting definitions for miscellaneou s
land types which have been encountered in each member ' s region plus
their reaction to changing the name from Miscellaneous Land Types to
Non-soil f eatures and then separating these features into Man-made and
Natural non-soil features and finally requesting an opinion regarding
the use of symbols or letters to designate non-soil features.
In their replies most members listed the miscellaneous land types which
were of concern to them but rarely did they define them. Such
definitions as were submitted were utilized.
A summary of replies received is recorded in Appendix I.
From the majority of replies it may be concluded that:

)

1.

Another name rather than Miscellaneous Land Type would be acceptable.
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2.

The use of symbols or letters to designate these features wou ld be
acc epta ble.

As a result of the repli e s a further letter was sent to committee
memb e r s in wh i ch th e f o l lowing proposals were put forth.
Firstly t h at
Mi s c e l lan eous La nd Type s cons ist of only those features wh ich can not
be class ified a s soil using the criteria in the current Canadian system
o f class ification o r which cannot be classified as a landform feature
by t h e l a ndform c ommitte e .
This decision was based on the conclusion
t hat t he majority of corrnnittee members indicated various kinds of
mis c e llaneous land types on local maps .
Some miscellaneous l and types
implied Sfecific features, e.g. oil wells, dumps, others used
mis cellaneous land types as a descriptive feature, e . g.limestone rock
outcrop, while others used miscellaneous land types with a l andform
connot a tion, e.g . alluvial land.
It therefore becomes essential that
some limits b e placed on what constitutes a miscellaneous land type on
a n a tur a l basis .
If the f irst proposal is accepted by the c. s. s. c.
membersh i p the second proposal by the subcommittee would be that the
term Miscellaneous Land Type be deleted and replaced by the term Nonsoil features . The Non- soil features would then be separated into
Man- ma d e non-s o i l f e atur es and Natural non-soil features.
This
d ec i s i o n was based on t he conclusion that the majority of subcommittee
members favored a change of name and indicated a need to separate manmade a nd other non- soil fea t ures which occurred naturally. On the
a s sumption that the s e c ond proposal might be acceptable to the c. s. s.c.
member s h i p t h e s ubc om~fTl i ttee con c e rned it s e l f ~·ri th d e fi n ition s .e.n d
s ymb o l s f or Non-soil features .
Thirdly, it was concluded that the
r eplie s f rom committee members that there .. is a need for uniformity in
t h e def in it ions and depiction of non- soi.l features on a national basis.
Th e source o f s ome of the definitions included the No. 18 U.S. Handbook;
the Dictionary of Geological ,.Terms, American Geological Institute;
A Di ct i onar y o f Geography by F.J. Monkhouse, University of Southampton.
Thes e definitions wer e compiled into a book entitled " Preliminary
De f in it ions of Mi s cellaneous La nd Types" which was distributed to each
r eg iona l surve y unit at Kelowna in 1972 .
Other sources, original or
o the r wise , a re from cormnittee members.
The source of symbols or letters
u sed t o designate or identify the non-soil features are from colllilittee
member s and the E. M. R. Conventions Signs as supplied by P. Lajoie.
The s ub committee submits the following definitions and symbols for Manmade and Natur a l non- soil fe a tures to the C. S.S.C. membership (see
Ap p e ndix I I) r e a lizing the definition s will probably be amended and
othe r s s ubmitt e d and tha t it would be preferable if the selection of
the s ymbols and letters utilized for identification purposes were
accep t a ble and sanctioned by the E . M.R.
Paul Lajoie has kindly offered
t o act on o u r b eh a lf to obtain E. M. R. clear ance .
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)

Suggested Future Plans
If the first and second proposals are sanctioned by the c.s.s.c.
membership then the sub commi ttee will concern itself with the matter
of definitions and symbols and hereby informs the membership that nonso il features forwarded to the chairman in the future must be
accompani ed by its definition and some type of identification symbols.
Recommendat ions

)

)

1.

The name, Miscellaneous Land Type be replaced with the name
Non-Soil Features.

2.

Non-Soil Features be subdivided into Man-made and Natural Non-Soil
Features.

3.

Symbols or letters designed in co-operation with E.M.R. be
utilized to identify these various Non-Soil Features.

4.

That some agent or agency be designated to correlate the
definitions used by various subcommittees. In the present
case this could involve the Soil degradation, CanSIS, Landforms,
Non-Soil Features committees, etc.

218 Appendix I
Summary of Comment s to Letters of December 7, 1972,
J anua1y 24, 1973, March 15, 1973

J. Gil l espie - Guelph
1)

Do no t lik e the na me Mi sce llaneous La nd Type s uggested
Landscape Features" .

2)

11

3)

Dun e l and, lava f lows , sa l t flats, etc. are Regosols there fore are
no t Mi sce llaneou s Land Type s .

4)

Us e symbols to indicate not soil feat ures on maps.

N.3. tural 11 and

11

11

Special

man- ma de 11 not soi l feat ures should be separat ed.

A. Twardy - Edmonton
l)

Agre e "Misce llan eo us Land Types 11 • should be repl aced by

2)

Agree on

3)

Use symbo l s for identification .

11

Natural Non-Soil Features" and

11

11

Non- Soil Features " .

Man- Made Non - Soil Feature s 11 •

B. Roche f ort - Queb e~
1)

Miscel l aneo u s La nd Typ e be replac ed by A,
B,

Areas t hat are mo st ly s oil
Areas with lit t l~ soil

2)

Do not agree t hat a l 1 Misce llan eo us Land Typ e s be co ns idered "not soi 1
f ea tures 11 •

3)

Use some kind of sy~bols and l etter o r combination.

P. Lajoie - Ot tawa
1)

Uses the tenn "Land Typ.es " - but no objec tion to oth er t erms .

2)

/\grce i f talking exclusive l y "Non - Soil Fea ture s " have 2 .types .
and Man Made.

3)

Use symbol s - would co ntact E.M.R. for the committe e - whi ch he did .

A.

Da wson - Ke l owna

1)

Thought land types in book co u ld be used across Ca nada plu s a few more
f o r Briti sh Columbia.

2)

Gene rally ~gree with Natura l and Man Had e no t-soi l featu r es .

3)

Use symbo l s froni E.M . R. ·

Na tur"J.
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)

J. MacnouPall - P.E.I.
l)

Agree Miscellaneous Land Types include feature which cannot be classified
by our system (e.g. soil classification).

2)

Agree with Man-made and Natural non-soil feature and list is adequate.

3)

Agree with non-soil features and use of symbols,

4)

Types

of subdivision e.g. pits being mine, gravel, sand, quarry ,. borrow,

etc.
5)

Use of symbols for complexes - dumps and pits - beaches and dunes.

G. Coen - Edmonton
l)

Like term Miscellaneous Land Type - objects to Non- soil features.

2)

Agree with standardization symbols through E'.M. R.

G, Beke - Manitoba

)

1)

Name change unimportant but would support proposal.

2)

Refers to features in Portage la Prairie report as Non - soil features.

3)

General slant towards agriculture in the definitions of non-soil features
was found objectionable - should delete unless " non-soil features 11 are
renamed "agricultural non- soil features".

4)

Would delete marsh, swamp, marl, rough broken land, blown-out land, etc.
from Natural non-soil features.

5)

Criticised definition of swamp and marsh - "highly inappropriate".

L. Farstad - Vancouver

)

1)

General agreement with majority position,

2)

Replace "Miscellaneous Land Types" with "Non- Soil Feature",

3)

Split ''Non-Soil Features" into "Natural" and "Man - Made".

4)

Use uniform symbols.
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App endix II

DEFINITIO NS FOR fvlAN MADE NON-SOIL FEATURES
Cut and fill areas

What is ·meant by this term - are these
trenches for burying garbage etc. or
are these areas that have been levelled
for irrigation, etc .
..

Dugout

An excavation to hold water mainly from
runoff of snow melt or rain from the
surrounding area for domestic use .

Garbage dump

Areas of uneven accumulations or
piles of domestic or industria I non liq uid wastes .

I

I

L ~:_ D.:..~

•••

Gravel pile

Gravel stored in p·il es by private or
government road authorities for
utilization for. highway construction
and maintenance. Some gravel pile reserve
areas are of a semi - perrnanen1· to
· permanent nature being continually
.replenished and are enclosed within a
confined area. Often such compounds
. contain equ ipment for the prepara t ion of
aspha lt.

..!..!...!...

. r.:1

.

~

Floodway

~

A canal - lik e excavation to ccr ry surfa ce
water in times· of excessive run - off.
;. .:•

\~ - ---~- ----··- .. ..

t,

'·

·.
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I

jLand fill ~

Areas that were excavated and into which mainly
. solid domestic and industrial wastes are placed,
packed and buried with the overburden from the
excavation - thus alternate layers of waste · and
overburden ore buried until the excavation is full.

Made land§

Areas filled artificially with earth, trash or both
and smoothed. It occu rs most commonly in and
around urban areas. Stabilized land areas with
clearly developed soil characteristics or even those
with young soi Is if definable and unif orm enough
to map, and especially tf arable 1 should be
classified as soils even though or iginally made
or reworked by man.

Minedump

@

Areas of waste rock with little or no segregat ion
that come from ore mines, coal mines, potash
mines and smelters.

Mined land

@

Area altered and rendered useless by mining
open;1tions.

Oil woste
land

w. I
18

.ie,'d
O;,I '-'

IA A eI Area~ containing a prov~n subterranean
store of -petroleum of economic value .

I
)

Areas where liquid oi I waste princ_ipally salt
water .and ·oil have accumulated.

,, ,

;
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Oil wel l

·· · ....

oil
6

Open excavations from which the overlaying
material has been removed to ga in access
to specific material below e.g. coal pit,
gravel pit, sand pit, burrow pit, mi ne pit.

Pits

Quarry

[0

An .open_ or surface working for the extraction
of building stones e.g. limestone quarry, slate
quarry, granite quarry.

Rubble
·1and · dilb

An accumulation or piles of broken masonry;
building stone or angular rock fragments
usually the result of such activi t ies of man
as demolition of bu ildings, highway construction,
quarry mining .. etc.

Sewage
lagoon

An excavation to hold domestic or industrial
liquid wastes.

~

Slic!{ens

Stone
piles

l\

A dug or bored well from which petroleum
is obtained by pumping or by nat~ral flow.

An accumulation of fine texured . materials
separated in placer - m ine and ore mill operations
and usually confined in especially constructed
basins.
0
00
000

An accumulation or pile of sto nes which
have generally been removed or picked from
the surface of the i mmed iate area.

.

••
.. ·.
\

)
·•

·--- - ------·-· . .

(
Terrace

~

)

A man made embankment or ridge constructed
across sloping soils on the contouror at a slight
angle to the contour. The terrace intercepts surplus
runoff in order to retard it for in fi ltration into the
soil and so that any excess may flow s lowly to
prepared outlet witho.ut harm.

Terrace ~ escarpment

The area covered by the sloping front of a man
made terrace.

.---- -.

Area covered by urban structures and works .

Urban land

.

I

Water
lagoon

'·

Toronto •-1

.... ' ~- - -

An excavation to hold water for domestic or
industrial use.

~

..

)

l
\

I,

,·I

'--
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DEFINITIONS FOR NATURAL NON·SOIL FEATURES

I

Ij AJandl
lluvial
Cons ists
- A_v_L_j

of areas of unconsolidated a!luvium genera!lv
'
.
stratified and varying wid~iy in texture, recen1· 1y
depos ited by streams, and subject to frequent
changes through stream overflow.
Subclasses - sandy, gravelly" , cobbly, stony and
bou ld ery a lluvial land.
· Several subclasses together - mixed alluv ia I land.

II
!
!

!

I
I
I

Badland

Is L

I

instead of carving hills and valleys of the ord in ary
type has cut t he· lcr.d into en intricate maze of
narrow ravines and sharp cres ts and pinilacles
trave l across such a relg on is a Imost impossibl e,
hence the name.

I

!

I

Beaches /

Are sdndy, gravelly or cobbly shores washed and
rewashed by waves. The land may be partly
covered with water during high tides or stormy
periods . There are coastal beac hes of ocea~ and
seas, lake beac~es . Beaches support littie or no
vegetation and have no agricu ltural value although
.they may be sources of sa nd and grave l.

Beave r
dam

A dam bui It by beavers . .

I Beaver
\ pond
'

I,

A reigon nearly devoid of vegetation where eros ion,

XXXAAX

u

The pond formed by a beav er dam

..
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i81own -out
land
IeoL

)

.

I1col luv1al.

I

I Cv L

Ic 9 L

Consists of areas from which al I or most of
the soil material has been removed by wind a condition resulting fro"m an extreme degree
of soil blowing or wind erosion . The areas are
shallow · depressions that have flat or irregular
floors formed by some more resistant layers ,
by an accumulation of pebble s as cobbles, or
by exposure of the water table. Some areas
have a ·small proportion of hummocks or small'
dunes . The land is barren, or nearly so, and
useless for crops. Small areas of blown - out
II
11
land are often called blow -:- outs •
Includes area of unconsolidated recent colluvium
a heterogeneous deposit of soil material, rock
fragments,. or mixtures of the two accumulated
at the base of slopes pr imarily by gravity.
Subclasses of colluvial land are named
according to the · dominant textural class or
kinds of rock material. Mapping units of
colluvial land commonly include small areas
of soil creep and local alluvium.

land

ICoquino
land

. '

)

Consists of cemented shell fragments~ mainly from
the conquina clam with lesser amounts from the
conch.oyster, and other shell bearing mollusks and
coral. This land is not useful for crops but com:11only
supports o 'few trees. The material has been used
for building a~d for road beds.

)

.

J

- ·--·--·- ·- ·,
t,

•

: -· · ·--· I
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, Dune
( land
.

·r,.A

"

J '· . ·,., .

,

Consists of ridges and troughs that are composed
of sand -sized pa.rt icles fhat are v irtually de void
of vegetation and that sh ift with- the wind . Sand
dunes that have been stdbilized by vegetation should
be named as a kind of soil rather than as dune land.
·~

I

Eroded
areas E 1• 4

Areas where the land ·surface has been detached and
transported through the action of water, wind or other
geological agents.

Gullied G 1_4
areas

Area where gul lies and trenches are formed due to
water erosion .

I .

Glacier ,(

c;1 · ·: A mass

. . ..

Ice

L
~:_ ..· a

.

,,,

. -r .

Lava

l f lows

of ice wlih d.e finite . latera l l imit s, w1i h
motion in a definate direction , and orig inating
from . the compaction of snow by pressure .

11p;1!'. . Permanent

,(, ~ d.f

ndslide t\Lds

.

I

'

~

0
~

snow and ice.

A fall of .earth and· rock materia l down a slope
or. mountain side, the result of gravi ty and
rain lubrication.
Includes areas covered by lava rock, commonly basa it.
Lava flows has no agricu l tural value and because
of the commonly rough jagged surface an.d spqrce
vegetation it is avoided by livestock.

I,
I

••

,·

.. ·.

.11: .

i'

"I
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I Marsh [§
i

!

)

.

·.

..

....
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\

\

Consists of wet periodically flooded areas covered
dominantly with grasses, cattails, rushes or other
herbaceous plants. Subclasses include tidal marsh,
periodically inundated because of the tide; fresh
water marsh, which is influenced by fresh water
and not by the tide; and salt water marsh, which
is influenced by salty water but not by the tide.
Tidal marsh may be subdivided into tidal marsh
(salty) and tidal marsh (fresh). Tidal · marsh may
be associated with tidal flats. Salt water mar.sh
generally occurs in wet salty flats along stream
valleys. Marsh is mainly covered with gra sses and
grass- like plants, while swamp is covered with

trees.
Marl

I beds

Include areas where marl ( an earthy crumbling deposit
consisting chiefly of calcium carbonate mixed with
clay and other impu r ities ) is exposed or lie.s a few
inches below the surface. Marl is usually formed in
lakes or ponds. The calcium carbonate may have
originated from the calcareous remains of .the
chara plant ( charo marl), from mollusk she ll s
( she ll marl), or from simple precipitation from
solution. These beds are commonly a good source

IM B

of agricultural
Oil sands

)

Sands .which are impregnated with hydrocarbons
(bitumen) e.g. the tor sands in northern Canada, which
cover a large area of the Athabasca Valley 100 miles
north of Edmonton.

I
\_·~---••

lime.

-- ...

.

..... ........ --· -- ···-····--··--··- ·-···--·-········-- - -
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Rock

Consists of exposures of bare bedrock. Subclasses
can be named according to. the kind of rock materials,
including: Chalk outcrop, Limestone outcrop,Sandstone
. outcrop, and Shale out crop. Common ly , areas of Rock ·
outcrop are too small to be delineated on the map and
are shown by symbols.

outcrop

Rough
broken
land

, ,
0
~R.~ -~-~

Rub~le
I
land

'

R.L.

1

Consists of very steep land,ordinarily not stony, .
broken by numerous intermit1'ent drainage channel s.
It is used ·tor grazing and for timber. It has a cover
of vegetation, as opposed to Badland, which has
sparse vegetation, or comp lete lack of cover. Stony
oreas are· cla ssed as Rough broken and stony land.
Rough broKen land is deeply dissected by narrow
V- shaped valleys and sharp torturous divi des.
Local re lief is ·generally between 25 and 500 feet.
Soil Slipping is often common, and the steep slopes
have a successio n of short vertical exposures or
"cat s·teps ". Runoff, is high and geologic e·rosion
is a ctiv e.
Includes areas with 9 0 percent or more of stones. and
bou lders . It is the extreme of Stony land , as Rock
outcrop is of Rock land. Practically no soi l is exposed.
If some purpose will be served, Rubble land may be
modified by the name of the principal rocks from which
the stones are· derived , as Granite rubble land.

---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~·/
..', ·.
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- - - - - -----------··- - - · ---·-·Rough IR.M.L.I Refers to mountainous area generally above the
mountainous
tree line. It includes rough mountainous are·as which
land
dominantly consist of cirques, land:s lides, bear rock
and mountain tops.

IRock
land

Consists o_f areas having .enough rock outcrop
and very shallow soil to submerge other soil
characteristics. The upper limit of roc.k outcrop is
90 percent of the mapped area and, unless the
other features place the land in .som.e other land
type a·nyway, the lower limit is ordinarily 25 percent.
II
II
The. word rock may appear in the land type names
if on·ly 3 percent of the area is rock outcrop: for
example , Stony rock land or Rough broken land
and rocl< land. Where a · mappable area contains
more than 90percent rock out~rop , the whole is
classed as Rock outcrop. Seveal kinds of Rock
land are named according to the kind .of rock
material , including: Limestone rock land, Sandstone
rock land, Lava rock land, Quartzite rock land ,
and Granite rock land. Usually such distinctions are
not necessary.

)·

)

••
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-·

~ - :--- - A horiz ontal stretch of sa It crust represent ing
the bed of a former s~lt lake , temporaril y or
·permanently dr ied up.

Sa lt
fla"ts @

Scorio
land

lsc L I

Swamp

Ta lus
1-·

: Tidal
flats

Conists of areas of slag lil<e clinl<ers and burned ·
shale and fine - grained sandstone characteristic of
burned - out coal beds.
A low, spongy land, general_ly saturated with
moisture and unfit either for agricu ltura I or
pastoral purposes. The term is commonly used
as _synonymous with bog and· morass, but a
swamp may be here and there studded with tt·ees,
'vVhi!e bog s and marshes are destitute of trees~
though frequently covered with grasses and
aq-~atic vegetation. .
A collection of fa ll en disintegrated material which
has formed a sl ope at the foot of a steeper
declivity.
A marshy or muddy land area which is covered and
uncovered by the rise· and fall of the tide .
Consists of areas -of Arctic and Subarctic Soils
that have been so intensely distributed by frost
action that they cannot be c !ossified in any
category of S.S .C.C .

Cryoturbated
land

.

,..:,. .

••
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES CLASSES DE CLIMAT DU SOL

)

John H. Day, President

Resume
Le comite a adopte un format legerement revise pour la
legende <de la carte des "Climats du Sol du Canada''·

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SOIL CLIMATE CLASSES
John H. Day, Chairman

Summary
A slightly revised format has been adopted for the legend
to be used on the map " Soil Climates of Canada".

)

The map "Soil climates of Canada" is in the final stages of drafting
prior to publication. This map was compiled at the SRI, Ottawa under
the direction of Mr. J.S. Clayton and with the advice and cooperation
of Mr. Wilber Sly and Dr. Wolfgang Baier of Agrometeorology Section of
Plant Research Institute, Ottawa and of Dr. Alex Mack of SRI.
Mr. Clayton consulted vtrtually every soil survey group at the
conclusion of the project on the validity of the parameters used and
on the definitions established.
In the final stage of editing the subcollJlllittee chairman wished to
clarify and add several terms in . the map legend. He also wished to
consult the members of the conunittee on these changes, and if possible
to receive the blessing of the conunittee for the map.
Helpful responses were received from correspondents touching on three
topics:
A.

One of the major points raised by a number of persons was that the
soil temperature criteria obviously were chosen for temperature regions,
and that they are unsuitable for poiar regions. It was suggested
that a useful and significant value to add to the criteria would be
growing season> 41 Fat 10 cm depth and/or at 20 cm depth.

-
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I therefore asked the opinion of Wilbur Sly of Agrometeorology on
the feasibil ity of adding a supplementary statement to the legend.
His respon se was " It is quite possible that subdivision or further
descriptive charac terization should be made, but at this time the
lack of information pr events proper evaluation of this suggestion.
As information becomes ava ilable, the subdivision of classes 1 and
2 s hould be considered.
If information is available to some of you
we suggest that you prepare suggestions for limits of such subclasse s
and relay the information to Agrometeorology".
In keeping with this expert opinion, I have not proposed any
modification of the temperature classification.
B.

One or two individuals cormnented on the location of class or subclass boundaries on th e map, and on the use of a to j and x for
moisture subclasses.
In the case of the first topic, these details
will be amendable to modification when we prepare the first
revision of the map.
In the case of the second topic, the system
was established in concert with the SCS of United States for the
F.A . O.-Unesco map and therefore there is nothing to be done .

C.

Several individuals offered comments on the supplementary statements
dealing with the distribution of permafrost, particu l arly in 3.1.
These changes have been i ncorporated in the following proposal for
your consideration. One person questioned the overlap in MAST and
growing season between Cryo boreal and Boreal. Again, there is
nothing to be done now about this.
The majority of respondents
endorsed the " improved" legend as more readab l e , etc.

Therefo re it is recorrunended that the following legend be officially
adopted for us e on the map " Soil Climates of Canada " , and that the
ma p be granted the blessing of the CSSC.
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Characteristics of Temperature Classes
Generalized Characteristics of Temperature
Classes Used for the Soil Climate Map of
Canada and North America

1.

ARCTIC
Extremely Cold

7rn

**
*

Mean annual soil temperature< 20 F (< -7 C)
Mean surruner soil temperature< 41 F (< 5 C)
Growing season.:::_ 41 F (.:::_ 5 C), < 15 days
No Thermal period> 59 F (> 15 C)

-

-

Regions in this class have continuous permafrost usually
within a depth of 3 ft. ·( 1 m)

2.

)

SUBARCTIC
Very Cold
·X*

~*
*
*

'Mean annual soil temperature 20 to< 36 F (-7 to< 2 C)
Mean surraner soil temperature 41 to< 47 F (5 to< 8 C)
Growing season> 41 F (.:::_ 5 C), < 120 days
Growing season degree days :::, 41 F, < 1000 (> 5

c,

< 555)

No Thermal period,::: 59 F (,.::: 15 C)
Regions in this class have widespread permafrost. Some profiles
do not have permafrost within a depth of 3 ft. (1 m) . Alpine
soils are included in this class.

*"~ Primary classifier for Class; in accordance with criteria established
for the FAQ/UNESCO Soil Climate Map of North America, measured at a
depth of 50 cm.

*

Secondary classifier for Soil Climate Map of Canada.
Supplementary information.

)
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3

CRYOBOREAL
Cold to moderately cold
·X-Y.·

Mean annual soil temperature 36 to< 47 F (2 to < 8 C)

~+.

Mean summer soil temperature 47 to< 59 F (8 to< 15 C)

*

Growing season> 41 F (:::, 5 C); 120 to 220 days

..;~

Growing season degree d ays:::, 41 F

'

1000 to < 2250

c, 555

(> 5

to< 1250)

Thermal period :::, 59 F (> 15 C), no sign ificant days
Thermal period degree days > 59 F, < 60

(:::, 15

c, < 33)

Soils with aquic regions may remain frozen for portions of the
growing season. Organic soi ls having discontinuous or localized
permafrost should be classified in 2.

3. 1

Cold
w

Growing season> 41 r (> 5 C) , 120 Lo 180 days

*

Growing season deg r ee days> 41

F, 1000 to< 2000

(> 5 C, 555 to< 1110)
3.2

Moderately Cold

*
*

Growing season> 41 F (:::, 5

c),

< 220 days

Gr owing s eason degree days:::, 41 F, 2000 to< 2250
(> 5

4.

c, 1110

to< 1250)

BOREAL
Cool to moderately cool

*-*

Mean annual soil temperature 41 to< 47 F (5 to< 8 C)

·X-:·,·

Mean summer soil temperature 59 to < 65 F ( 15 to < 18 C)

*
*

Growing season > 41 F (:::, 5 C), 170 to< 220 days
Growing season degr ee days> 41 F, 2250 to< 3100
(> 5

c, 1250

to< 1720)

- 235 ...
Thermal period::::, 59 F

C;::: 15 C), < 120 days

Thermal period degree days_:::: 59 F, 60 to 400

)

(> 15

c, 33

to 222)

Cool
·:,·

Growing season > 41 F (;::: 5 C), > 170 days

*

Growing season degree days;::: 41 F, 2250 to< 2500

(;::: 5 C, 1250 to< 1388)
Thermal period.:::_ 59 F (> 15 C), < 60 days

4,2

Moderately Cool
Growing season> 41 F (_:::: 5 C), < 220 days
Growing season degree days.:::, 41 F, 2500 to< 3100

*

(>

5 C, 1388 to~ 1720)

Thermal period.:::, 59 F (> 15 C), < 120 days

)

5,

MESIC
Mild to moderately warm
.;:~:·:·

Hean annual soil temperature 47 to< 59 F (8 to< 15 C)

, .•- ,c

Mean summer soil temperature 59 to < 72 ·r ( 15 to < 22 C)

w

Growing season> 41 F (.:::_ 5 C), 200 to 365 days

*

Growing season degree days.:::_ 41 F, 3100 to 5000
(> 5

c, 1~20 to 2775)

Thermal period_:::: 59 F (> 15 C), < 180 days
Thermal period degree days.:::_ 59 F, 300 to 1200
( > 15 C, 167 to 666)

5, 1

)

Hild

*

Growing season;::: 41 F (;::: 5 C), 200 to 240 days

-::·

Growing season degree days::_ 41 F, 3100 to 4000
(> 5 C, 1720 to 2220)

Thermal period .:::_ 59 F ( > 15 C) < 120 d ay s

-

5.2
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Moderately Warm

*
*

Growing season> 41 F (:::_ 5 C), > 240 days
Growing sea s on degree days :::_ 41 F, 4000 to 5000
(> 5

c,

> 2220 to 2775)

Thermal period;:: 59 F (> 15 C), < 180 days
6.

THERMIC

Moderately warm to warm
*"X·

Mean annual soil temp erature 59 to < 72 F (15 to< 22 C)

Thi s region does not occur in Canada
7.

HYPERTHERMIC

Very warm to hot

**

Mean annual so il temperature;:: 72 F (> 22 C)

This region does not occur in Canada
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Characteristics of Moisture Subclasses

)

Generalized Characteristics of Moisture
Regimes and Subclasses. Used for the
Soil Climate Map of Canada and North America

AQUIC REGIME
Soil is saturated for significant periods of the
growing season.
a

Peraquic

Soil saturated for very long periods.
Groundwater level at or within capillary
reach of the surface.

b

Aquic

Soil saturated for moderately long periods.

c

Subaquic

Soil saturated for short periods.

MOIST UNSATURATED REGIME
Varying periods and intensities of water
deficits during the growing season.

)

d

e

Perhumid

Humid

'**
·)(-

No significant water deficits in the growing
season. Water deficits 0 - < 1 inch (< 2. 5 cm)
Climatic Moisture Index ( CMI) > 84.

'**

Soil not dry in any part as long as 90
consecutive days in most years.

*
f

Subhumid

~"*
*

g

Semiarid

*~
*

)

Soil moist all year, seldom dry.

Very slight deficits in the growing season.
Water deficits 1 - < 2.5 inches (2.5 - < 6.4 cm)
CMI 74-84.
Soil dry in some parts when soil temperature
is> 41 F (> 5 C) in some years.
Significant deficits within growing season.
Water deficits 2.5 - < 5.0 inches (6.4 - < 12. 7 cm)
CMI 59- 73.
Soil dry in some parts when soil temperature
is> 41 F (> 5 C) in most years,
Moderately severe deficits in growing season.
Water deficits 5,0 - < 7.5 inches (12. 7 < 19.1 CII).). SMI 46- 58.

-

h

Subarid

238 -

·lHc Soil dry in some parts or all parts most of th e time

when the soi l t empe rature is> 4 1 F (> 5 C). Some
p er iod s as long as 90 consecutive day-; when the so i l
i s moist.

*

j

Arid

Severe g rowing seas on def icits .
Water defic i ts
7. 5 - < 15 i n ches ( 19 . 1 - 38.l cm) in BOREAL and
CRYOBOREAL classes, 7.5 - < 20 inches (19.1 < 50.8 cm) in MESIC or warmer cl asses . CMI 25 - 4 5.

~~ Soil dry in some or all parts of th e time when s oil

i s_::: 4 1 F (_::: 5 C) .
No period as l o ng as 90
c onsecutive days when soil is moist .

*

x

Xeric

**

*

Very severe growing season deficits.
Wa te r
defic i ts_::: 15 inches(;::: 38. 1 cm) in BOREAL a nd
> 20 inche s (;::: 50.8 cm) in MESIC or warmer class es
CMI < 25.
Soil dry in a l l parts 45 consecutive d a ys or more
within the four month period (July to October)
f ollowing the sU1TUTier solst ice in more t han 6 years
out of 10 .
Soil mo i s t in a ll parts for 45 consecutive days or
more wi Lhin Lhc four month pen.od (Januar y Lo April )
following the wi n t er solstice in more t h an 6 years
out of 10.

Arid and Xeric s ubcl asses are no t believed to occur extensively in
Can ada bu t may b e fuund in lo cal areas of mi croclimate.
CMI - Climatic mo is ture index i s an exp ress ion of th e per centage
co ntr ibu tion of growing-season precipitation t o the total amount
of water re quir e d by a crop if lack of water is not to limit its
production.

·>Pk

Prima r y c l assif i er f or s ub class; in accordan ce with cr i teria
establi s hed for the FAQ /UNESCO Soil Climatic Map of North Amer i ca

-l:·

Secondary class ifier for Soil Clima te Map of Cana da.

-
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ESTIMATED SOIL TEMPERATURES FOR SOIL CLIMATE CLASSIFICATION
W.K. Sly

Introduction

)

From the b eg inning it was recognized that available soil temperature
dat a would be far sho rt of that required for delineating the areas
belonging to the various classes in the Soil Climate Map of Canada.
At the end of 1968 there were only 47 l ocalities recording soil
temperatures and only five had records as long as nine years.
Most
were for less than four or five.
In 1970 the number of stations
report ing increased to 57 and has remained steady since then. Many
more stations record climatic data and from time to time researchers
have developed techniques for estimating soil temperatures from these
data.
If sufficient infonnation on the thennal properties of the soil
were available, classical physical fonnulae could be used .
However,
thi s infonnation i s generally not available and regression techniques
must b e employed. A literature search did not uncover techniques
s uitable for the purpose here, where a method of estimating soil
temperatures at specified dep th s for the various regions throughout
the country is required.
Some work along these lines was carried out
at the University of Calgary in 1967 and 68, supported by the Canada
Land Inventory, but results were minimal .
Following the CS SC meetings
in 1970, where it was recommended that the Agrometeorology Section , PRI,
continue the development and application of agroclimatic techniques for
generating climatic data and for estimating se lected parameters of the
climate, and of the soil temperature and so il moi sture regimes in
Canada, Eugene Ouellet of this Section undertook to comple te the job.
The purpose of this report is to introduce t he methods he used in
developing the techniques for estimating soil temperatures from
climatic data, and to compare some of his estimates with the observed
values.
Independent variab les
The objective was to estimate the mean monthly temperature at each of
the standard depths for each month, for any year, from available climatic
data. Although mu ch better results should be obtained if normals were
to be estimated, the scarcity of the reports made it necessary to
es timate for individual years so that enough cases to develop reliable
regression coefficients would be available. This procedure gave
between 88 and 226 cases for each month and each depth.
Data from
41 stations were used, all under short cut grass.

)

Table 1 shows the climatic variables that made a significant
contr ibution to the explanation of the variation in the soil
temperatures at 50 cm as detennined by stepwise regression, for the
months of October to May. Only the type of data used is demonstrated
here, since for the 12 months and six standard depths (1,10,20,50,100,

-
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150 cm) 72 equations in all are required.
Th e rea s ons for including the var iou s variables can be obtained
els ewhere (Ouellet 1973) and will not be discussed here
It should
be po i nte d out that since all 41 locations from which so il temperature
dat a were used h a v e sandy t o c laye y loam soils, it wa s felt the
s i g nificance of divid ing them into groups that would be fairly similar
would be lo s t in the regressions.
In addit ion, the effects of climate
on the group would dwarf the effects of differences within the group.
The t empera ture at 50 cm during the previous month has not been
included for October but i s included for all other months.
It was
found that this was a mo s t important factor in the est i mating
equations.
Since it was necessary to begin somewhere, and as October
soi l temperatures were f ound to be most highly correlated with
climatic elements, t hi s month' s temperatur e was estimated from
climatic data lone. The estimated temperatur e for the previous month
is included in all other estimations. Estimated temperatures for the
depth above the one being estimated have not been included as it was
felt that too much error might be built in. Non - linear rel at i onship s
a re represented by the l ast six terms in the Table. The figures 35,
40 a nd 50 have been added as indicated so that negative values, when
squar ed, will not have the same weight as positive values.
It can b e
seen from the Table that the first, second, third, sixth and eighth
variables are those mo s t fre quently u sed .
This patter n continues
through out a ll depths , with th e snow v ar i a bl e drop p i ng o ut during the
summer mon t hs .
The variables listed are all generally available in
climati c r ecords.
Es timating monthly normal soi l temperatures
The i n terest i s in determining normal soil temperatures for use in soil
clima te c l assification. Once the be st equati o n s for each month have
be en establish ed the temperat ure s for any month can be estimated for
t he number of years required to establish a normal (provided the
climati c data are available) and the average taken.
This would be a
ver y time conswn ing and e x pensive job if undertaken for a ll p l aces in
Canada fo r which climatic data are avai l ab l e. Te sts were made and i t
was found that there was very little difference from results using the
above proce dure i f longtime averages for the climatic elements were
u s ed in the estimatin g equations and the normal soi l temperatures
e s tima ted di r ectly. This latter procedure has been followed.
Results
Est imated mon t hl y norma l temperatures at 50 cm are compared, in Table 2,
with ave r ages determined from 10 years of observations.
In general, the
e s timates are within one degree Ce lsiu s of the ob served .
Th e major
differences are for June, July and August at Fort Vermi l i on.
The
reason f o r t h es e larger discrepencies h a s not yet been determined, but
in general the more northerly stations have the poorest res ults.
Data from only a few stations in the North were available for use in
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developing the estimating equations.
Results for the 10 cm depth are given in Table 3. As in the case of
the 50 cm depth, estimates are generally within one degree of the
observed, with June at Fort Vermilion being the only month with an
error of over two degrees.
Table 4 gives the 50 cm data for selected localities where less than
ten years of data were available for determining observed averages.
Here again, except for the winter months at Swift Current the esbimates
are generally within a degree of the observed.

)

Once the monthly averages are available it is possible to interpolate
and estimate daily temperatures (Bro·oks, 1943) and to calculate the
degree days and the number of days within the various limits used for
d~termining the soil climate classifications. Such results need to be
studied and the-ir value for classification assessed. Preliminary
impressions are that they will provide indices useful in classifying
areas where only climatic data are available. Estimates have been
made for all stations for which the necessary climatic normals are
available. This comes to about 650 stations, including 88 in the
Maritimes and 13 in the Northwest Territories and Yukon. Table 5 is the
computer output for a sample station showing the various depths for
which estimates of the me~n monthly temperatures have been made.
Data for the 650 stations will be used for producing maps showing
the spacial distribution of mean monthly soil temperatures in Canada
for the 10 cm and 50 cm depths, for the months of January, April,
July, and October.
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Table 1:

Indep~ndcnt vur i ables u se d in estim~ting average monthl y
Soil Tcm9cratur es (C) at SO cm

--

--- ~----------~-----,----~-----~ - ----.-- - --,-----.-- ------~......___
Month
OCT

NOV

DEC

Jl\N

FEB

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

MAR

APR

t,LA.Y

x

x

x

x

x

x

Var i a : ~__

nve . t e mp . nt 50
cm during pre vious
mont h . (TS Ocm)
Ave. Max . air
t e mp .-ror month.

x

Ave. Min aTr---- - 1 - - ----1:--- -- -1---- - ·t---- - --il - -- - - t - - · - - -1--- - ---1- - - - - · . temp.-ror month.

x

Absolute Max air
temp fo r month.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-----------------l-- - --+-------11------+-----1-----1-----+-- ---l-----Absol ute Min air
temp fo r month.

X

l:-1o . of cb.y~ •,;i th
• m..::.:1s u:s.:c10lt..) rain
during month .

x

- - - - - - - --

x

x

x

x

x

x

- -1------,- - ~ -- + - - - - - - i - - - - - +- - - --1------ -Jf-------- - · - ---- -·- -

Total Rain for
mon t h i n mm .

x

x

'l'ot;;i l S n ow for
month in mm.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

l---- -- ---->-----f----+-- - --+- - --~----- i-- ·-·---1-- - - -~-----( TSOcm

+

35)

x

L.

~ -1x_'_+_4_o_,_:,,___ _ - + -- - - + - - - - --+-

-

-

--+---- - - . - -

x

x

x --~--x---t___ __

__1_;1_·i_n_+_ s_o_l_~______ _1------11----x- --+- - - - -t--------1-----<------•-------f-- ·- x··
(:,;;:i"- Min) (M.:ix)

X

( :·-lax ) (Snow)- - - + - - -- - + - - - - - + - - - - - - - - x
·--·-

X

X

X

2

~---_-_r_rr_c1_1_n_·)_-_(_s__"_o_w_)_ ·_- - ~ - - -~ ~ _x_~~- .. ---x-· - - ---- - - - --------~_ _ __

..

I!

J__ --

.,

.,

..._,,

-
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Table 2~

5,C,

Estim..a.t:e.tl ,.,,:,,;::i .. ;::rnti1J.y :1orr.1ul soil tcmpcr~turcz c1t 50 cm coir.pare d with c.vcragc::; fro1n ::.o yc.:,r::; o~

ll. 3

6. 4

?_,

19.1

16.5

11. S

6.6

2. :~

- 1.0

- .7

-. 5

-. ::?

.3

JULY

AUG

.a

3.0

9.9

15.1

18 . l

18 .l

.4

.• 7

3.6

10 . l

15.5

18 . 9

•5

.1

- .6

-. 4

- . !:l

(1%1- 70 ave) l. 9

.9

l. 0

•9

!)r.r

15.8

JUNE

1·1AR

SEPT

X')V

MAY

FE3

.

c :1.:;n.~ .

OCT

APRIL

J;..;~

C::"1

.

U:.J.SL1 1.·v ..:.

.::: :: ta1·:a en;..
•:i:J :z

(!":Or.:lo'.l)

E~Jt
C1bs -

Est

- .2·

.

'
.:...

N

~

w
·,,;:i:: CO'J"," i:! r

--~

n:.-..,..

6.1

7.1

9.6

1 2.7

15 . 9

17.6

18.l

16 . 6

13 . 6

l.O. 2

7.2

5.1

5.4

6.4

10 . 0

13.0

15.6

17.2

17.3

16.0

12.7

9.1

G. 7

•4

.7

.7

- .4

- .3

.3

.4

•8

.6

•9

Ll

(l~G l-70 ave) - 2.7

- 2.7

- 2.0

- .2

. 5.2

'J.2 . 8

15.8

H.O

11.2

5.8

l. 8

- 1.4

- 3.3

- 3.9

-2.8

- .8

4.1

10.3

13.8

13.9

10.4

5.4

1.1

- 1_.L•.

.6

1.2

.a

•6

1.1

2.5

2.0

2.1

.8

.4

.7

-:2

( 19Gl - 70 ave) 5. 5
UBC
(:"!o r::1al)

i:st
~~s

,"'\

- Est

,.

• J

?o!." t Vcr!:lilion
Ob ::;

Est (:10r.::al)
):..>S

-

Est

·-··- ·-·-· ---

____,___,_•o n•·- --·--------..

•

..

..

'l'~le 2 ( c ont'd )
5~

C::"1

MAY

J UNE

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

!-lOV

DEC

5.6

11. 2

1 6 .6

1 9 .6

20 .3

18 .8

1 4 .7

9.7

5. 0

6 .6

12 . 6

17. 2

20.9

2:!... 6

19. 4

1 4.9

9. 1

4.5

J AN

FED

MAR

APRIL

2. 1

1. 0

1. 3

2.2

1. 5

2.1

:~::!:°!'C'.: CG.."\
~ :., :i

(:'..%1 -7 0 ave)

r. st (l,or:n,;1.l)
f)!Js -

- .1

- .5

- .8

- 1. 0

- 1. 4

.• • G

- 1.0

- 1. 3

- .6

- .2

.6

•5

•4

-. 2

-.3

- .2

3.8

1 0 .8

14.2

14.8

12.5

8.3

3.6

1. 3

-.2

- .3

.o

.7

5 •.0

11."0

1 4.4

1 4.7

12 .2

7. 9·

•6

.l

- .3

- .9

-1 .'2

:.. . 2

- .2

.1

•3

.4

. 0

.2

•7

.2

•4

1. 7

8.6

1 4. 5

17.8

18 .0

15 . 3

10 . 9

5.6

2.3

1. 3

.9

l.O

2. 8

8.6

1 4.2

17.6

17.8

15.2

10.7

5.8

2. 6

- .6

- .7

-. G

- 1.l

0

•3

·, 2

.2

.1

.2

- .2

- .3

(:;. 95 1- 70 ave)

2.1

1. 3

1.1

1. 7

5 .8

10 . 9

1 4.6

15.6

14.0

11. 4

7.5

4. 1

(:,o r :11al )

2.3

.1,

5

1. 3

2. 4

7.1

1. 2.2

15.4

16 .4

15 . 2

11. 3

7.1

3. 9

-.2

- .2

-.2

-. 7

-1. 3

- 1.3

-. 8

-. 8

-. 8

.1

• I\

.2

r:st

: ; , r::,;:i.r: tl i r.
tj;..)£

co.a.

(1%l-70 a ve)

:: s 1: (:,::irr..a l )
C~s -

N

+'
+'

z st.

\

3.6

1.1

, rcdc ::- !.c tQ!""! CDJ\·
8b:;

(lSG 1-70 ,we)

i.::;t

( N-:ir:na l )

Ohs - Est
C :1~r::.ott,:?-:01·r:1 C:JJ\
:)!.)s

- ..-.
_ ;,

o::s - Est

---·------- ---..-·-·-.-

-

-

'--'

:,

;· pf).: .:: :, ;

JAN

FEB

HAR

APRIL

3.8

5.3

7,. 0

10 .'6

14. 7

:~::--- ~ {:1orr:'al)

3.8

4.6

6.3

10.9

C·bs -

0.0

0.7

0.7

- 0.3

C::t
1
:

.

,-:stL"'..cH:cd 1::e a11 !1:o:1thly no:cmal soil temperatu res at 10 cm compared with .:i.verages from 10 yE:c:l."'; of obsc.c,,.::.:.;.1c-;:s

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

l~OV

DEC

18.7

19.• 8

· 19 .4

16.7

12.4

8.0

4.9

14 . S

18.0

19.9

18.2

16.2

11. 9

7.6

5.0

-0.1

0.7

-0.l

1.2

0.7

0.5

0.4

-0.1

MJW

JUNE

.:..::.::~1...;.v~ r :JBC

0;:,::::

(l96 :.-70 ave)

Est

N

+:-

?o~~ Ver~ilion CDA

(1961-70 ave)

v,

-6.9

-6.l

-3.8

-0.1

8.3

14.8

17.8

16.0

10.4

3.5

-1. 8

-4 .8

ss-:. (:-:or:nal)

-5 .4

-4.4

-3.l

- o .·8

9.6

16.9

18.8

17.4

10.4

3 . .7

-1. 4

- 4.8

O::>s -

-:1. 5

-1. 5

-0.7

0 .7

-1.3

-2.1 .

-1.0

-1.4

0.0

~0.2

-0.4

0.0

C~::::

Es~

O~ tc.,.;2!. CDA

0::JS

( 19 6 l - 7 O ave )

-0.4

-0.3

~0 •. 1

3 .8

11.9

17.8

20.6

19 .4

15 .9

10.3

4.5

1.1

~st

(::ior~al)

-1. 0

.,-1. 3

0.0

4,4

12.l

18.0

21. 8

20 .5

16 .5

10.4

4.4

0.6

o,C.

l.O

.,.o .l

6

-0 . 2

- 0.2

- 1.2

-1.1

-0 .6

-0.l

0. 1

0.5

o:~s - Es 4:

.,..Q .

·----··-----------·

Tilble 3 (cor.t' cl)

..
.'

10 cm

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

21. 7

21. 8

1 9.1

13.6

7.7

2 .8

19.5

23 .2

22.7

19.5

13.5

6.9

2 .1

- 0.6

- 1.5

- 0.9

- 0.4

0.1

0.8

0.7

FEB

MAR

APRIL

MAY

0.1

- 0.2

1.1

6.8

13 . 2

18 .9

0.2

0.1

l. 7

7.8

14 . 4

- 0.l

- 0.3

- 0. 6

- 1.0

- 1. 2

JUNE

JULY

CD;\

Ha::-rO'.."
0;):3

AUG

JAN

(1961-70 ave)

Est (nOl."!1,al)
Obs - E.st

N

+'

"'

l':orrr:2.:1c.i.n CDA
- 0.4

- 0. 6

- 0.4

0.0

4. 7

12.8

16 . 3

16.0

12.5

7.4

2.4

0.2

- 2.4

- 1. 7

- 0.9

0.7

7.4

14.2

17 . 8

16.4

12.3

6.6

l. 4

- 1. 0

2. 0

1.1

0 .5

- 0.7

-2 .7

-1. 4

- 1.5

- 0.4

0.2

0.8

1.0

1. 2

- 0.4

- 0.5

0.3

3.4

10,5

16.7

20 .6

19 . 1

15.1

9.4

4 .0

0.4

- 1. 4

-1.1

-0.3

2. 7

11.1

17.7

20 .6

1 9.7

15.5

9.7

3.6

0.1

1. 0

0.6

0.6

0.7

- 0. 6

- 1. 0

o.o

- 0.6

- 0.4

- 0 .3

0 .4

0.3

O:is (l.9ol.-70 2.ve)

0. 8

0.1

0.5

2.3

8. 7

14.5

18.5

18.2

15 .7

10.4

5.4

1. 6

Est (norr·.al)

0.7

0.2

0.6

1. 8

7.9

13 . 9

17.5

1 7 .2

14.8

11. 7

6.2

2.6

o::,s - :..; :; t

0. 1

-0. l

- 0.1

0. 5

0. 8

0.6

1. 0

1. 0

0.9

- 1.3

3

l. !)

0;)5

( l S·6 l - 70 ave)

Est (nor;:ial)
Obs - Est
Frecerj.c'.:on CDA
Obs

(1961- 70 ave)

Est (normal)
Q;Js -

E:~t

Charlo~.tCt')':!n , CDA
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Esti,,1ated mean monthly normal soil tempe ratures at 50 cm compared with agerages from available records fo r
representative inland localities in Western Canada
Jfu~

FEB

.MAR

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

O;:::s ( 196 4-70)

3. 0

3.2

3. 6

8.3

13.6

·18. 4

21. 4

22.5

19 . 2

14.2

8. 7

4. 2

Est (norl'.'.3.1)

1. 5

1. 6

3. 7

9.1

13 .6

17.4

21. 5

22.1

18.8

12 . 8

8.1

3.5

Obs -Est

1. 5

l. 6

-0 . 1

-0 . 8

0. 0

1.0

-0.1

0.4

0.4

1. 4

0.6

0. 7

50 cm
Sur.s~erland CD,\

N

.i:--...J

I

Le t hbdc:90 CD.A
-0.3

-0.8

1. 0

3.8

9.3

14.4

17.9

18.3

14.8

8.9

4. 3

0.9

-1. 0

- 1. 2

-0 . 6

3. 3

9.1

13.9

17.7

17.9

14 . 7

10 .0

4.6

0.9

0. 6

0.4

l. 6

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.4

0.1

- 1.1

-0.3

0.0

Obs (1963- 70)

- ·4. 8

-5 . l

-2.6

1.9

7.8

13.6

17.7

18. 4

14.2

8.8

3 .4

- 1. 6

:Sst (no.:-mal )

-1. 6

-2.4

-1. 6

1. 3

6.8

12.4

16.4

17.0

13 . 7

8. 7

3. 5

0.2

Obs - Est

-3.2

-2.7

-1. 0

0.6

l. 0

l. 2

l. 3

1.4

0.5

0. 1

-0.1

-1. 8

O::is

(1966 - 70)

Est (norrr>.c.. l )
Obs -Est
Swift c~rrent CDA

----

St. Jo:.~' s ,·:est CDA

·1-· - - - - ·--· ·- · -

-- .

·- --- -

Obs (19 63 - 70 ave)

2 .3

1. 6

1.3

1.9

5.3

9.3

12.7

14.l

12 . 7

10 . 1

7.1

4. 3

Est

2.1

1. 6

l. 3

2.1

5.0

9.6

12.4

13.7

J.2. 6

9.5

6.3

3.7

0

0

-.2

•3

-.3

.3

.4

.1

.6

.8

•6

(Nors:ial)

Ob s - E::;t

•

.2

Table 5:

Exa~ple of computer output showing normal mean monthly soil temperatures estimated from cl i matic data.

STATION = 8402050
SOIL DEPTH

OCT.

lCM
lOCM
20CM
50CM
100CM
150CM

7.3
8,3
8. 5
9. 7
10.8
10.9

LATITUDE = 4856
NOV.
3. 7
4.4
s.o
6.0
7.9
8. 7

GRAND FALLS
ELEVATION = 197
MAI
JUNE
JULY
SEPT
APB.
AUG.

NFLD

LONGITUDE= 5540

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

•3
1.1
1. 7
3,0
s.1
6.4

-.9
-.3
•1
1. 3
3.1
4.5

-.7
-.4
-.1
.9
2. 5
3,6

MAR.

-. 2
•2
•3
•9
2.3
3.2

2.1
1. 8
1. s
1. 8

2. 7
3.1

8. 2
7. 2
6. 5
s. 5
5.1
4. 7

13.6
12. 4
11. 5
10.3
9. 2
7,6

18.1
17. 0
15.6
13.8
12. 9
10.2

18.0
16,6
15. 8
14. 7
14.1
12. 2

13. 7
13. 7
13.3
13. 2
13. l
12. 3

ocr.
7. 9
8.3
s. 5
9.4
10. 6
10. 8

NOV.
3. 7
4.2
4.9
s. 9
7. 5
8.4

DEC.
•1

•5

1.5
2. 9

4.7
6. 0

N

.i:CI)
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GRANDS TRAITS DU SYSTEME DE CLASSIFICATION (A L'ESSAI)
Resume
Suite aux decisions prises en taxonomi e des sols l es ~orrelateµrs estiment qu 1 il es t d'urgente nec es site de reviser
le systeme de numerotage. Le systeme suivant est propose
po ur e tude e t connnentair es . (S. V.P. Adress er l es connnentai res
a ux correla t eu rs). Les rapports des comites des divers
o rdres d e sols ont ete numerates d'apres ce nouveau s ysteme.
Le pr emi e r c hiffre a gauche indique l'ordre; le second, le
grand groupe; l e troisieme et l e quatri eme, l e sous- gr oupe; le
cinquieme le caractere "modifiant" du sous-groupe. Si des
"modi f iants" additionnels sont necessair es ils occup ent la
sixieme et la sep ti eme position. 11 es t reconunandable de n 1 a voir
pas plus de deux "modifiants".
Pour les ordres de sols mineraux l es "mod ifia nts" peuvent
s 1 ajouter a n 1 importe qu el numero de sou s-groupe a moins qu'un
tel usage soit prohibe par definition.

)

OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM OF SOIL CLASSIFICATION FOR CANADA (TENTATIVE)
Sunnna ry
As a consequence of the decisions made on t h e so il taxonomy,
it i s a ppar ent t o the soil cor relation staff that a revised
numb er ing system is urgently required. The proposed sys tem
that follows is offered for study and critical comment. The
repor ts of subconnnittees on soil orde rs have had this number
sys t em incorpora ted . Pl ease send corrunents to correlato rs.
The s ystem of soil classification a t the o rder, great group
and subgroup levels is listed below in numer ical sequence for
the purpos es of identification and co ding.
From t he l ef t side th e f irst numb e r is the order, the second
is the gr ea t group, the third a nd f ourth i s the subgroup, the
fifth is the subgroup mod ifier . In the cases whe r e more than
one subgroup modifier is required the additional modifier
numbers are placed in the sixth and seventh columns. However,
it i s s t rongly reconunended tha t no more than t wo subgroup
modi fie r s be used.

)

The s ubgroup modifi ers in minera l soil order s may be appended
to any s ubgroup numb e r unl ess the d ef ini tion of the particular
subgroup s tated i n the chapters on soi l taxonomy prohibit such
use .
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Order
1

2

Chernozemic

Solonetzic

Great Group

Subgroup

11

Brown

1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106

Orthic Brown
Rego Brown
Calcareous Brown
Eluviated Brown
Solonetzic Brown
Solodic Brown

2
5
6
8
9

Grumic
Saline
Carbonated
Gleyed
Lithic

12

Dark Brown

1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206

Orthic Dark Brown
Rego Dark Brown
Calcareous Dark Brown
Eluviated Dark Brown
Solonetzic Dark Brown
Solodic Dark Brown

2
5
6
8
9

Grumic
Saline
Carbonated
Gleyed
Lithi c

13

Black

1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306

Orthic Black
Rego Black
Calcareous Black
Eluviated Black
Solonetzic Black
Solodic Black

2
5
6
8
9

Grumic
Saline
Carbonated
Gleyed
Lithic

14

Dark Gray

1401
1402
1403
1405
1406

Orthic Dark Gray
Rego Dark Gray
Calcareous Dark Gray
Solonetiz Dark Gray
Solodic Dark Gray

2
5
6
8
9

Grumic
Saline
Carbonated
Gleyed
Lithic

21

Solonetz

2101
2102
2103
2104
2105

Brown Solonetz
Dark Brown Solonetz
Black Solonetz
Gray Solonetz
Alkaline Solonetz

8
9

Gleyed
Lithic

22

Solodized
Solonetz

2201

Gleyed

2203
2204

8
Brown Solodized
Solonetz
Dark Brown Solodized
9
Solonetz
Black Solodized Solonetz
Gray Solodized Solonetz

2202

3

Luvisolic

Subgroup Modifier

Lithi c

23

Solod

2301
2302
2303
2304

Brown Solod
Dark Brown Solod
Black Solod
Gray Solod

8
9

Gleyed
Lithic

31

Gray Brown
Luvisol

3101

Orthic Gray Brown
Luvisol
Bruni sol ic Gray
Brown Luvisol

8

Gleyed

9

Lithic

3102
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Order

Great Group

Subgroup

3103
32

Gray Luvisol 3201

3202
3203
3204
3205
3206

4

Podzolie

41

Humie Podzol 4101

4102
4103
4104
4105
42

Ferro-Humie
Podzol

4201
4202
4203

)

4204
4205
4206
4207
43

Humo-Ferrie
Podzol

4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307

)

Subgroup Modifier

Podzolie Gray Brown
Luvisol
Orthie Gray Luvisol
Dark Gray Luvisol
Brunisolie Gray
Luvisol
Podzolie Gray Luvisol
Solodie Gray Luvisol
Solodie Dark Gray
Luvisol

3 Turbie
7 Cryie
8

Gleyed

9

Lithie

Orthie Humie Pod zol
Ortstein Humie Podzol
Plaeie Humie Podzol
Durie Humie Podzol
Frabie Humie Podzol

8
9

Gleyed
Lithie

Orthie Ferro-Humie
Podzol
Ortstein Ferro - Humie
Podzol
Plaeie Ferro-Humie
Podzol
Durie Ferro - Humie
Podzol
Fragie Ferro - Humie
Podzol
Luvisolie Ferro-Humie
Podzol
Sombrie Ferro-Humie
Podzol

8

Gleyed

9

Lithie

Orthie Humo-Ferrie
Podzol
Ortstein Humo - Ferrie
Podzol
Plaeie Humo- Ferrie
Podzol
Durie Humo - Fer rie
Podzol
Fragie Humo - Ferrie
Podzol
Luvisolie Humo- Ferrie
Podzol
Sombrie Humo-Ferrie
Podzol

3 Turbie
7 Cryie
8

Gleyed

9

Lithie
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Order

Great Group

Subgroup

Subgr oup Modifi e r

5

51

5101

1

Andie

3
7
8
9

Turbie
Cryie
Gleyed
Lithie

1

Andie

3
7
8
9

Turbic
Cryic
Gleyed
Lithic

Orthic Sombric
Bruni so l
Degraded Som bric
Bruni sol

1

Andie

3
7
8
9

Turbic
Cryic
Gleyed
Lithic

Orthie Dystric
Bruni sol
DegLaded Dys Lric
Bruni sol

1

Andie

.3
7
8
9

Turbi c
Cryic
Gleyed
Lithi c

3
5
7
8
9

Turbic
Saline
Cryie
Gleyed
Lit hie

3
4
5
6
7
9

Turbic
Placie
Saline
Carbonated
Cryie
Lithic

3

Turbic
Placic
Saline
Carbonated
Cryie
Lithic

Brunisolic

Melanie
Bruni sol

5102

52

Eutrie
Bruni sol

5201
5202

53

Sombrie
Bruni sol

5301
5302

54

Dystri c
Br unisol

5401
54 0 2

Orthie Melanie
Bruni so l
Degraded Melanie
Bruni sol

Orthie Eutrie
Bruni sol
Degraded Eutrie
Bruni sol

6

Regosolic

61

Rego sol

7

Gleysolie

71

Humie Gleysol 7101 Orthic Humic Gleysol
7102 Rego Humic Gleysol
7103 Fera Humic Gleysol

72

Gleysol

6101
6102

7201
7202
7203

Orth ie Regosol
Cumulic Regosol

Orthic Gleysol
Rego Gleysol
Fera Gleysol

4
5
6
7
9
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Order

8

Organic

Great Group

Subgroup

Subgroup Modifier

73

Luvic
Gleysol

7301
7302
7303

Orthic Luvic Gleysol
Humic Luvic Gleysol
Fera Luvic Gleysol

7 Cryic
9 Lithic

81

Fibrisol

8101
8102
8103
8104
8105
8106
8107
8108
8109
8ll0
8111
8112
8113

Fenno - Fibrisol
Sil vo- Fibrisol
Sphagno-Fibrisol
Mesic Fibrisol
Humic Fibrisol
Limno Fibrisol
Cumulo Fibrisol
Terrie Fibrisol
Terrie Mesic Fibrisol
Terrie Humic Fibrisol
Cryic Fibrisol
Hydric Fibrisol
Lithic Fibrisol

82

Mesi sol

8201 Typic Mesisol
8202 Fibric Mesisol
8203 Humic Mesisol
8204 Limno Mesisol
8205 Cumulo Mesisol
8206 Terrie Mesi sol
8207 Terrie Fibric Mesisol
8208 Terrie Humic Mesisol
8209 Cryic Mesisol
8210 Hydric Mesisol
8211 Lithic Mesisol

83

Hurni sol

8301
8302
8303
8304
8305
8306
8307
8308
8309
8310
8311

Typic Humisol
Fibric Humisol
Mesic Humisol
Limno Humisol
Cumulo Hurni sol
Terrie Hurni sol
Terrie Fibric Humisol
Terrie Mesic Humisol
Cryic Humisol
Lithic Humisol
Lithic Humisol

84

Folisol

8401
8402

Typic Folisol
Lithic Folisol

)

)
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES ORDRES
CHERNOZEMIQUE ET ZOLONETZIQUE
T.W . Peters, President

Resume
Au cune changement n 1 a ete fait dans l'ordre chernozemique.
A 1 1 ordre solonetzique, on a ajoute un grand groupe, ce lui
des "Solonet z s olodises " , de m~me que des sous-groupes
de signes par 1 'appellation "Brun f oncel:'. Les cri teres de
couleur pou r la separation en sous-groupes sont semblab le s
a ceux utilises pour les so l s chernozemiques.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHERNOZEMIC
AND SOLONETZIC SOILS
T.W. Peters, Chairman

SunrrnaL y
No changes have be en made in the chernozemic order. A
So lod,tzed Solonetz great group and Dark Brown s ubgroups have
been a dded to the order. The color criteria for the
separation of the subgroups are similar as those used for
che rno z emic soils.
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2

SOLONETZIC ORDER

Great Group
21

Solonetz

2101
2102
2103
2104
2105
210-8
210-9

Brown Solonetz
Dark Brown Solonetz
Black Solonetz
Gray Solonetz
Alkaline Solonetz
Gleyed Solonetz
Lithic Solonetz

22

Solodized
Solonetz

2201
2202
2203
2204
220-8
220-9

Brown Solodized Solonetz
Dark Brown Solodized Solonetz
Black Solodized Solonetz
Gray Solodized Solonetz
Gleyed Solodized Solonetz
Lithic Solodized Solonetz

23

Solod

2301
2302
2303
2304
230-8
230-9

Brow:i. Solod
Dark Brown Solod
Black Solod
Gray Solod
Gleyed Solod
Lithic Solod

)
2

Solonetzic Order

Soils of the Solonetzic order are those having either Bn or Bnt horizons
and saline C horizons. Solonetzic B horizons (Bn or Bnt) have prismatic
or columnar macrostructure and the peds usually break to form blocky units.
The peds have dark coatings, and their consistence when dry is hard to
extremely hard. The ratio of exchangeable Ca to exchangeable Na of
solonetzic B horizons is 10 or less. Solonetzic soils lack permafrost
within 1 m of the surface 2 months after the surruner solstice.
Solonetzic soils are thought to have originated from parent materials that
were rrore or less uniformly salinized. The material was, and it continues
to be, leached by rain. This leaching presumably caused desalinization
and an increase of alkali peptized and defloculated colloids that
apparently concentrated in the B horizon. Subsequently, it is thought
that alkali bases were removed and an acidic A horizon with platy structure
formed. The final stage of solodization is considered to be the structural
breakdown of the solonetzic B horizon.
Most Solonetzic soils in Canada have a neutral to acidic A horizon indicating
that some solodization has occurred. Soils with strongly alkaline A
horizons (the first stage of soionetzic soil formation) are uncorrunon in
Canada. As solodization proceeds the horizons of salt and of lime accumulation more downward generally from the B to the C horizon. In most
Solonctzic soils the C horizon has a conductivity (saturation extract) of
more than 4 mmhos/cm. Solodization is arrested where saline groundwater

-
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is wi t hin capillary reach of the solum , and a r ecyc le of salin ization
may o ccur i n groundwater discharge areas.
It is t h o u gh t t h a t most Solonet z ic so il s developed under a v egetative
cover of gras ses a n d £orbs in regions o f semiarid to s ubhumid climate.
Al t hough s ome soil s of the order occur und er t ree cover, it i s beli eved
tha t t h e tr ees did no t b ecome established until solodization was well
und er wa y .
Sol onet z ic s oils are intimately associated with Chernozemic
s oils i n s ome areas of the Great P lains, and to a l esser extent with
Luvi s o l i c soil s.
The Solonetzic order includes t h ree great group s:
Solonetz, Solodized
Solonetz , and Solod, t ha t are s e parated on th e basi s of increasing degree
o f s olodizat ion.

21

Solonetz

The soils of this great group have a strongly- expressed Bnt hori zon and
they lack a continuous Ae horizon 2.5 cm thic k or more. The boundary
between t h e Ah or Ahe h orizon and the Bnt horizon is abr upt.
The Bnt
horizon is u suall y very hard co lumnar with the flat or round e d top s o f the
peds having a t h in cap ping of white materia l.
Clay skins are corrunon.
The
upper portion of t h e dark s ta ined Bnt peds u s u a lly remains in tact when t he
peds are removed. The Bn t horizon has a very low hydrauli c conductivity
a LLJ [ l ui..i..cueJ .Loo i.. s Ii.Le con centrate<l alon g cl eava ge pl a n es rat.h e r t.han
pene tratin g the peds .
Slight grayin g of the Ah horizon o r t h e presence of
a v ery th in Ae horizon may indicate some de gree of so lodization. The C
hor i z on i s sal i n e and usuall y cal careou s.
Cul t ivated Solonetz "soi l s are c lassi fied at the Subgroup level on the basis
of color of t he Ap horizon and other s pec i fied features.
2101

Br own Sol onetz
Profile type : Ah or Ahe, (Ahe ) , Bnt, (Bts ) , (Btk) , Csa o r ~ , (Cea ), (Ck ) .

Th es e soil s have A subhorizons with color value s, when mixed , (Ap) lower
than 3 .5 moist and h igher than 4 . 5 dry , and c hromas usually higher than
1 , 5 dry .
The y h ave Bnt h orizon s as sp~c i fied for t h e gr e at gro up.
Brown Solonetz so il s are associated with grass and £orb vegetation and a
semiarid c limate . Areas of the se so ils o f t en h ave patchy microre lief due
to differential erosion of t h e A horizon. Th e e r od ed p its u s ually support
very s parse p l ant growth.
2102

Dark Brown Solone t z
P ro fil e type: Ah or Ahe, (Ae), Bnt ,

(Bts ), (Btk), Csa or ~ ' (Cea),

Thes e soils have A horizons with color values, whe n mixed, (Ap) lower tha n
3. 5 mo ist and b e tween 3. 5 a nd 4.5 dry, and chromas u s ually higher t han 1.5
d ry. They have Bnt horizon s as specified fo r the great group.
Dark Brown Solon etz soils are as s ociated with mesophytic grasses and £or bs
in a semiarid to s ubhum id c limate. Areas of these so ils o f ten have patchy

(Ck)
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microrelief due to differential erosion of the A horizon, but bare eroded
pits are not as common as in areas of Brown Solonetz soils.
2103

Black Solonetz
Profile type: (S-H), Ah or Ahe, (Ae), Bnt, (Bts), (Btk), Csa or
~ ' (Cea), (Ck).

These soils have A horizon with color values, when mixed (Ap) lower than
3.5 moist and dry, and chromas usually lower than 2 dry. They have a Bnt
horizons as specified for the great group.
Black Solonetz soils are associated mainly with the growth of mesophytic
grasses and forbs in a subhumid climate but they also occur in areas of
discontinuous shrub and tree cover with a ground cover of forbs and grasses.
The microrelief asspciated with differential erosion of the A horizon in
areas of Brown Solonetz soils occurs. rarely in areas of Black Solonetz soils .
2104

Gray Solonetz
Profile type:

(L-H), Ahe, CAe), Bnt, (Bts), (Btk), ~ o r ~ ' (Cea), (Ck).

The soils have A horizons with color values, when mixed (Ap) higher than
3.5 moist and higher than 4.5 dry, and chromas usually lower than 2. They
have Bnt horizons as specified for the great group.

)

Gray Solonetz soils are associated with sparse shrub and tree vegetation
in a subhumid climate. They are associated with Eluviated Black and Dark
Gray Luvisol soils. They are dtstinguished from Brown and Dark Brown
Solonetz soils by the associated climate, vegetation, and soils. Their
occurrence is rare.
2105

Alkaline Solonetz
Profile type: Ah or Ahsa or Ahs, Bnt or Bntj (Bskg), Cskg

These soils have strongly alkaline Ah horizons (pl{ of 8.5 or more) with an
abrup t bounda ry to the B horizon. The prismatic or columnar peds of the
B horizon commonly have dark coatings on parts of their surfaces.
Alkaline Solonetz soils are associated with mesophytic grasses and forbs
that include a significant percentage of species tolorant of alkaline
conditions. The subgroup occupies a very small area of western Canada.
210-8

Gl eyed Solonetz

These soils have in addition to the characteristics of one of the above
subgroups evidence of gleying in the form of faint to distinct mottles in
the upper 50 cm or faint to prominent mottling accompanied by matrix colors
of low chroma at depths below 50 cm.
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210-9

Lithic Solonetz

These soils have in addition to the characteristics of one of the above
s ubgroups, a l ithic contact between 10 a nd 50 cm from the mineral surface.
Both Lithic and Gleyed can be used to designate a subgroup, e.g. Gleyed
Lithic Alkaline Solone tz.
22

So lod iz ed Solonetz

The soils of this great group have a well - developed Ae horizon 2.5 cm
thick or more with an abrupt boundary to a strongly expressed Bnt horizon.
The Ae horizon usually has strongly developed platy structure and its
reaction is neutral to acidic. The Bnt horizon is hard to extremely hard
when dry and it usually has columnar macrostructure with white capped
columns that rema i n intact when removed from the profile. The columnar
peds break to blocky aggregates that usually have dark coatings. The B
horizon has a low to very low hydraulic condutivity and roots tend to
concentrate along cleavage plains . There are many clay skins . The C
horizon is saline and corrunonly calcareous . Cultivated Solodized Solonetz
soils are classified at the subgroup level on the basis of color of the
Ap hori zon and other specified features.
2201

Rrm-rn Sc 1.od i z cd Sol on c t z
Profile type : Ah or Ahe ,Ae, Bnt, Csa or~, (Cea), (Ck)

These s oils have Ah or Ahe horizons with color values, when mixed, (Ap)
lower than 3.5 moist and higher than 4.5 dry, and chromas usually higher
than 1.5 dry. They have Ae and Bnt horizons as specified for the great
group.
Bro~m Solodized Solonetz soils are associated with grass and forb vegetation
in a semiarid cl i mate. Areas of this subgroup often have irregular microrelief
due to diff erent ial erosion of the A horizon. The eroded pits usually
s upport a very s parse plant cover.
2202

Dar k Brown Solodized Solonetz
Pr o f ile type: Ah or Ahe, (Ae) , Bnt, ~ or Csa, (Cea), (Ck).

These so ils have Ah or Ahe horizons with co lor values, when mixed (Ap)
lower than 3.5 moist and between 3.5 and 4 . 5 dry , and chromas usually higher
than 1 .5 dry. They have Ae and Bnt horizons as specified for the great
group .
Dark Brown So l odized Solonetz soils are associated with mesophytic grasses
and forbs in a semiarid to subhumid climate. Areas of this subgroup often
h ave irregul ar microrelief due to differential erosion of the A horizon .
The erod ed pits usually s upport a fairly good grass cover.
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2203

Black Solodized Solonetz
Profile type: (L-H), Ah or Ahe, ~, Bnt, Csa or Cs (Cea), (Ck).

These soils have Ah or Ahe horizons with color values, when mixed, (Ap)
lower than 3.5 moist and dry, and chromas usually lower than 2 dry. They
have Ae and Bnt horizons as specified for the great group.
Black Solodized Solonetz soils are associated mainly with mesophytic
grasses and forbs in a subhumid climate but they also occur in areas of
discontinuous tree and shrub cover and a ground cover of forbs and grasses.
The differential erosion of the A horizon, corranon in areas of Brown and
Dark Brown Solodized Solonetz , soils seldom occurs in areas of Black
Solodized Solonetz soils.
2204

Gray - Solodized Solonetz
Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), Ahe, Ae , Bnt, Csa or~' (Cea), (Ck).

These soils have Ahe horizons with color values, when mixed, (Ap) higher
than 3.5 moist and higher than 4.5 dry and chromas usually lower than 2.
They have Ae and Bnt horizons as specified for the great group.

)

Gray Solodized Solonetz soils are associated with scattered and stunted
forest vegetation in a subhumid climate. They are associated with
Eluviated Black and Dark Gray Luvisol soils . They are distinguished from
Brown and Dark Brown Solodized Solonetz soils by the associated climate,
vegetation and soils.
220- 8

Gleyed Solodized Solonetz

These soils have, in addition to the characieristics of one of the above
subgroups evidence of gleying in the form of faint to distinct mottles in
the upper 50 cm or faint to prominent mottling accompanied by matrix colors
of low chroma below 50 cm.
220-9

Lithic Solodized Solonetz

These soils have in addition to the characteristics of one of the above
sµb groups , a lithic contact between 10 and 50 cm from the mineral surface.
Both Lithic and Gleyed can be used to designate a subgroup, e . g. Gleyed
Lithic Black Solodized Solonetz.

23

)

Solod

The soils of this great group have a prominent Ahe or Ae horizon or both at
l east 5 cm thick apd an AB or BA. horizon at least 5 cm thick above the Bnt
horizon. The Ahe or Ae horizon is usually platy and there is a clear
boundary to the AB or BA horizon. The blocky peds of th e AB or BA. horizon
usually have white coatings and the interiors of the peds have the darker
co lor of the B horizon. The boundary to the Bnt horizon is gradual. The
Bnt horizon may be priamatic or blocky; the peds have dark coatings and
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are hard to very hard when dry. The B horizon usually has a mod erate
hydraulic condu ctivity and roots penetrate the peds as well as following
cl eavage planes. Clay skins are common. The Cs or Csa horizon commonly
o ccurs below a Cea or Ck horizon.
The combined A horizons are thicker in r elation to the B horizon than in
the So lon etz and Solodi zed Solonetz soils. The relic structure of the
former Bnt hori zon commonly may be seen in the A hori zons. Cultivated
Solods ar e distinguished fro m other Solonetzic great groups by the nature
of t h e AB or BA horizons. The subgroups of cultivated Solods ar e
distingui shed by t he color of the Ap horizon.
2301

Brown Solod
Profile type:

Ah or Ahe, Ae , AB or BA, Bnt, (Cea), (Ck) 1 ~ or Cs

These soils have Ah or Ahe horizons with color values, when mixed (Ap), lower
than 3.5 moist and higher than 4.5 dry, and chromas usually higher than 1.5
dr y. They have the Ae, AB or BA and the Bnt horizons as specified for the
great group.
Brown Solods are as sociated with grass and forb vegetation in a semiarid
climate. In areas of t hese soils there is commonly some evidence of
for merly eroded pits but they are usually shallow and grass covered.
2302

Dark Brown Solod
Profile type: ~ or ~ , Ae, AB or BA, ~ , (Cea), (Ck), ~ or ~

Th ese soils have Ah or Ah e horizons with color values, wh en mixed, (Ap)
lower t han 3. 5 mo'is t and 4. 5 to 5. 5 dry, and chromas usually higher than
1. 5 dr y. They have Ae, AB or BA and Bnt horizons as specified for the
great group.
Dark Brown Solods are associated with mesophytic grasses and forbs in a
semiar id to subhumid climate
There is commonly some evidence of previously
erod ed pits but they are usua lly shallow and well covered with grass.
2303

Black Solod
Profile type:

(L-H ) , Ah or Ahe, Ae, AB or BA, Bnt, (Cea)

1

(Ck)

1

Csa or Cs

These soils have Ah or Ahe horizons with co lor values, when mixed (Ap) lower
than 3.5 moist a nd dry, and chr omas usually lower than 2 dry. They hav e the
Ae , AB or BA and Bnt horizons as specified for the grea t group.
Black Solods are associated mainly with mesophytic grasses and forbs in a
subhum id cl imate but they also occur in areas of thin or di scontinuous tree
and s hr ub cover.
2304

Gray So lod
Profile type:

(L- H), (Ah), Ahe, Ae, AB or BA, Bnt, (Cea), (Ck), Csa or Cs

These soi l s have Ahe horizons with color values, when mixed (Ap) h igher than
3.5 mo ist and hi gher than 4.5 dry, and chromas usually lower than 2 dry.
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They have Ae, AB or BA and Bnt horizons as spec ified for the great group .
Gray Salads are associated with forest vegetation in a subhumid climate.
They are associated with Eluviated Black and Dark Gray Luvisol soils .
They are distinguished from Brown Solod and Dark Brown Solod by the
associated c limate, vegetation and soils .
230-8

Gleyed Solod

These soi ls have in add ition to the characteristics of one of the a bove
subgroups evidence of gleying in the form of faint to distinct mottling
in the upper SO cm or faint to prominent mottl ing accompanied by matrix
colors of low chroma below SO cm.
230- 9

Lithic Solod

These soils have in addition to the characteristics of one of the above
subgroups, a lithic contact between 10 and SO cm from the mineral surface.
Both Lithic and Gleyed can be used to designate a subgroup, e.g. Gleyed
Lithic Gray Salad.

)

)
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE L'ORDRE LUVISOLIQUE
J.A. Shields et J.A. McKeague , Presidents

Re s ume
Les changements a l'ordre luvisolique concernent surtout
1 1 addition des sous -groupes 1 cryique 1 et 1 turbique 1 a u grand
groupe de s Luvi sols gr i s d e meme que quelques modifications
mineures des so u s-groupe s 'bisequa' , 'brunisolique ' et 1 solodique'.
Le 'bisequa' a ete enleve de l 'ordre luvisolique et le sousgroupe concerne s'appele maintenant Luvisol gris podzolique.
Ce so l doit a voir un Bf d'au moins 5 cm s urplomban t la limite
superieure du Bt qui se trouve a moins de 75 cm de la surf ace.
Si le Bt est fai bl ement exprime (fo r te structure et pellicules
argileuses evidentes toutes deux manquantes et teneur en argile
augmentant juste assez pour un Bt) s a limite superieure peut
se t r ouver a 50 cm de la sur f a ce minerale .
Le 'brunisol ique' a un Bm brunatre (chroma > 3) de plus de 5 cm
d'epaisseur au dessu s du Bt . 11 peut avoir un Bf de mo ins de
5 cm ou un Ae ( chroma < 3 ) a u dessuS ou en-des sous du Bm ou du
Bf . L'intensi te de la couleu r est un bon guide pour differencier
ent re un Bm (chroma > 3) et un Ae (chroma> 3).
Le Luvisol gri s solodique a ete separe en 'gris' et 'gris fonce'
d 'apres l'epaisseur du Ah . Le 'gris fonce' a Un Ah OU un Ahe
de plus de 5 cm au -dessus d es Ae e t Btnj, par comparaison avec
l e Luvisol gris Solodiqu e dont le Ah est min ce ou absent .
11 fa ut noter que l e 12 mai 197 2 John Day a informe les membres
d'un changement d' ap pel lat ion d e "Sol Gris boise" pour "Luvi sol
gri s". Une f orte majorite des membres avaient supporte un tel
changemen t.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LUVISOLIC SOILS
J . A. Shields and J . A. McKeagu e, Co-Chairman

Su1Tll11a ry
Changes in t he Luv isol ic Order wer e center e d around the addition
of Cryic and Turbic s ub groups to the Gray Luv isol Great Group
and with minor modifications within the Bisequa, Brunisolic a nd
Solodic s ub groups.
The term Bisequa was retired from the Luvisolic Orde r and the
s ubgroup was rename d Podzolic Gray Luvisol •. This subgroup must
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have a Bf horizon at least 5 cm thick overlying the upper
boundary of° the Bt: horizon which occurs within 75 cm of the
surface. If the Bt horizon is weakly expressed (lacks both
strong structures and obvioµs clay films and just meets the
clay increase specified for ; a Bt horizon) its upper boundary
may occur within 50 cm of the mineral surface.
Brunisolic subgroups have a brownish colored Bro horizon (chroma
)3) greater than 5 cm thick in the upper sola overlying the Bt
horizon, They may also have a thin Bf horizon less than 5 cm
thick or a bleached Ae horizon (chroma {3) which may occur
above or below the Bro or Bf horizons. It was generally agreed
that color served as a useful guideline in the differentiation
of a Bro horizon (chroma )3) from an Ae horizon (chroma {3).
The Solodic Gray Luvisol was separated into the Solodic Gray
Luvisol and Solodic Dark Gray Luvisol subgroups according to
the thickness of the Ah horizon. Solodic Dark Gray Luvisols
have an Ah or Ahe horizon greater than 5 cm thick overlying
the Ae and Btnj horizons. In contrast, the Ah horizon of
Solodic Gray Luvisols is thin or absent.

)

)

It is noteworthy that a memo by John Day (May 12, 1972) was
sent to members of the CSSC inregard to changing the Great
Group name from Gray Wooded to Gray Luvisol. The vote on this
topic strongly favoreq deleting the term Gray Wooded and using
the term Gray Luvisol.

-

3
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LUVISOLIC ORDER

Grea t Group

Subgroup

31

Gray Brown Luvi s ol

3101
3102
3103
3 10 - 9
310 - 8

Orthic Gray Brown Luvisol
Brunisolic Gray Brown Luvisol
Podzolic Gray Brown Luvisol
Lithic Gray Brown Luvisol
Gleyed Gray Brown Luvisol

32

Gray Luvisol

3201
3202
3 203
3204
3205
3206
320-7
320-3
320-9
320 - 8

Orthic Gray Luvisol
Dark Gray Luvisol
Brunisolic Gray Luvisol
Podzolic Gray Luvisol
So l odic Gray Luvisol
Solodic Dark Gray Luviso l
Cryic Gray Luvisol
Turbic Gray Luvisol
Lithic Gray Luvisol
Gleyed Gray Luvisol

Soils of the Luvisolic Order have an illuvial B horizon in which silicate
clay i s the main accumul at ion product and which meets the requirements of
a Bt hor iz on~~ d e fin e d. They have ei the r no Ah h or i zo n or a n Af, ho r izo n
l ess th a n 5 cm thick overlying the Ae or Bm horizon, or a dark ~olored
c h erno zemi c- like Ah more than 5 cm thick oved an Ae thicker than 6 cm with
a lowe r boundary below 15 cm or a dark colored forest-mull Ah more than
5 cm th ick o v e rlying an Ae or Bm horizon .
The se s oi ls have developed under deciduous, mixed deciduous - coniferous, or
bo r eal fo r e s ts, or under mixe d forest in the forest-grassland transition
zo n e s . The y occur under soil climatic conditions ranging from mild humi c
to v ery cold humid .
The parent mate rials are generally neutral to alkaline
i n r ea ct ion .
Und e r cultivated conditions, the Ap horizon 15 cm thick, may vary
c ons ide r a bly in organic matter and color (dry values 3 or hi gher) dep e nding
on whe t her th e Ap c onsists of Ah , Ae, or a mixture of these in combination
with th e Bt h orizon.
In general, the Ap does not meet the requir ement s of
a Che rnozemic Ap horizon . Where it does meet these requirements, it is
und er lain by a li ght colored Ae horizon. In some cases where the Ah and
Ae are thin, the Ap is underlain by the Bt horizon.
The Luv i so l ic order i s divided into Gray Brown Luvisol and Gray Luvisol
Gr ea t Group s.

31

Gray Brown Luvisol

The Gra y Brown Luvisol s have d e veloped under d e ciduous or mixed for e st
vegetation and in a mild mesi c climate, generally having a mean annual
s oil t emp era ture of 8 to 15C at 50 cm depth .
These soils have dark color e d
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forest - mull surface horizons (Ah) more than 5 cm thick and illuvial
horizons in which clay is the main product of accumulation (Bt) . The
soils have developed on basic or calcareous parent materials and the
so lum has a high degree of base saturation (by neutral salt extraction).
Under undisturbed conditions, the soils may have thin L, F and H layers ,
but becau se of high biological activity and the abundance of earthworms
the leaf litter is usually quickly incorporated into the soil and humified.
A transition AB or BA horizon having gray coatings on structural aggregates
is generally present. particularly in medium.and fine-textured soils.
Although the Bt horizon is generally immediately underlain by calcareous
materia ls , a transition BC horizon, may be present. These transition
horizons are not diagnostic for the group. An increase in dithioniteextractable Fe and small increases of organic matter are usually associated
with the accumulation of clay, but, the horizons do not meet the limits
specified for a podzolic B.
Under cultivated conditions, the Ah and oft en part of the Ae are mixed
to form an Ap, but the Bt and part of the Ae usually remain intact und er
the Ap, unless cultivation greatly exceeds 15 cm in depth.

)

Soils of this great group differ from the Degraded Melanie Brunisols in
which the Ae and B d'evelopment is weak and the B horizon does not meet
the requirements of Bt. They differ from Dark Gray Luvisols which have
developed in a cooler climate, mainly in the nature of the Ah horizons.
Whereas the Gray Brown Luvisols have a forest-mull type of Ah with wel l
developed granular structure (texture permitting), the Dark Gray Luvisols
have a degraded chernozemic-like Ah, as evidenced by gray streaks and
splotches which lack strongly developed granular structure and may be
platy. They are differentiated from Chernozemic soi ls primarily on the
basis of soil climate since Chernozemic soils are found mainly in areas
with a cool to moderately cool climate (mean annual soil temperature of
less than 8C).
The subgroups of the Gray Brown Luvi sol Great Group are es tablished on
the basis of the profile development above the Bt hori zon and on the
evidence of gleying in the solum.
3101

Orthic Gray Brown Luvisol
Profile type: (L-H), Ah, Ae, (AB), (BA), Bt, (BC), (Ck), (C)

These soils have well developed Ah, Ae and Bt horizons and the other general
charactertistics of the great group. The upper Ae is light colored with
moist values o f 4.5 or higher and with chromas of 3 or less; the difference
in chroma between the upper and lower portion of the Ae is l ess than 1 .
The Ae is underlain directly by a blocky Bt with clay skins or by a BA
horizon in which the blocky aggregates have gray coatings and tend to
disintegrate. Faint mottlings may occur just above the Bt or in the lower
part of the B horizon .

)

3102

Brunisolic Gray Brown Luvisol
Profile typ e: L-H, Ah, Bm, (Ae), (AB), Bt, (Ck) , (C)
L-H, Ah, Ae, (Bf), Bm, (A;'f, (AB), Bt, (Ck) , (C)
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These so:lq have the gen er al characteristics of the great group. The y
also ],ave in the upper solum e ither a Bm hori z on at l east 5 cm thick
wiLh a chroma of 3 or more, or a Bf horizon le ss t han 5 cm t hick that
cloc0 1 H ex lend below the Ap horizon :i.n cul t ivated soils, or both a Bf
and ·"' r.,n.
An Ae may u.1. 111 ·1y not be present and when present it may o c cur
<ibove rJr he low t h e Bf or Bm.
The c h roma o f the Ae is usually less t han 3.
Th e Bm ho:r izon. is genera lly granular and fria ble when moist. The upp er
Ae 1101.izo,1 is generally platy and fri abl e when mo i st, b ut may b e hard and
oftett vesicular when dry. When present, the lower Ae horizon may h ave an
irregulal diffuse boundary with the underlying AB or BA hori zon which
ofLen h as gray coatings on t he structural aggregates.
Faint mottling may
occur in the lower Ae hori zon .

3103

Podzolic Gray Brown Luvisol
hofile ty pe: L- H, Ah, (Ae) , ~ ' (Ae), Bt, (BC), (Ck), (C)

These soils have t h e general character is tics of t h e great group .
In th e
upper sola they also have a Bf horizon at l eas t 5 cm t hick overlying a
Ilt horizon in the l ower s o la.
In cultivated s oils part of the Bf ho rizon
mu st occur below the Ap.
The upper boundary of a Bt horizon must b e at a
depLh s hallower than 7 5 cm.
If t h e Bt horizon is weakly expressed Clacks
both strong slruc cures and obvious c l ay films and just meets the clay increase
specified for a Bt horL~on ) its upper boundary mu st be at a depth shallower
\Arh rc ,:, Rf" 'rori ~or~ more t h,'J.n 5 cm t h ick occurc in the uppcY
so lum and either part o f a weakly expressed Bt horizon occurs between
depi:11s of SO and 7 5 c m or a strongly express ed Bt occur s below a depth of
7 5 cm, t·lie so il i s classified as a Lu visolic Humo- Ferric Podzol.
0

These soils differ from the Podzolic Gray Luvi sols which either lack a
mul 1 Ah or have s uch an Ah less t han 5 cm thick.

310-9

Li t hic Gray Brown Luvisol

Thest• soils have a lithic contact at a depth between 10 and 50 cm of the
mineral surface in addition to the other general characteristics of the
major sub groups.

310-8

Gleyed Gray Brown Luviso l
Profile type: Ah , ~ ' ~ ' (Ck), (C)
Ah, ~ , or ~ , (ABgj), ~ , (Ck) ,

(C)

ThPse sojls have in addit i on to l he charact eristics of the ma j or subgroup s
dis! illct mot t I es ind icative of gleying within 50 cm of t he min eral s urf ace
or prominent mottles at depths b etween 50 and 100 cm.
Commonly t he matr i x
colors are of lower chroma than the asso ciated well drained soils.
The GI e:.y,·rl Gray Brown Luvisols generally have thicke r and darker Ah horizons
t h an the well-drai ned s ubgroup s on similar parent materials. The color
and texr 1rral differences between the Ae and Bt are generally less marked
in the gleyed than i n the well-drained subgroups.
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Peaty or mucky phases having les s than 40 cm of mixed peat or up to 60 cm
o f fibric moss peat over the Ah horizon, may occur in the gleyed subgroups.
Under cultivated conditions the Ap of th e gl eyed subgroups is generally
darker (dr y values may be as low as 2) than that of the or thi c subgroups.
The Ap is generally underlain by a gleyed Ae or Bt horizon, or both .

32

Gray Luvisol

The Gray Luvi so l s have developed under boreal f orest or mi xed for es t in
t he grassland-forest transition zone within clima tic areas under a wide
r ange of c limates . These soils usually have o r ganic layer (L-H), and have
illuvial horizons in which clay is the main accumulation product (Bt) .
These so ils may have a degraded chernozemic- like Ah or an Ahe horizon as
evidenced by gray streaks and splotches and often by a platy structure.
An AB or BA hori zon havin g gray coatings on the structural aggregates is
oft en pr esent. The solum is gener a lly slightly to moderately acid, but
the degree of base saturation based on neutral s alt extraction i s generally
high. The parent materials are usually ne utral to slightly alkaline and
t hey are commonly calcareous.

)

Under cultivated condi t ions, the Ap may consist l argely of Ah material,
Ae material, or mixed Ah and Ae ma t erial. Occasionally it may a lso
contain Bt mat er ial. The organic matter content and the color of the Ap
may therefore vary considerably. When dry, the color value of an Ap may
range from 3.5 to 5.5 or more. The Ap is under la in by remnants of Ae or
by Bt .

3201

Orthic Gray Luv isol
Profile type: L-H, (AhorAhe),Ae, (AB) , Bt, (Cea), (Ck), (C)

The se so ils have prominent light colored Ae , and Bt horizons and other
general characteristics of the great group. An Ah, if present , is less
than 5 cm thick . The lower part of the Ae may be slightly mottled and
often overlies an AB or BA horizon .
The Ae has a dry co l or value of 5.5 or higher and a chroma of usual ly les s
than 3 although highe r chromas may be associat ed with some parent materials.
When cultivated the mixed surface, or Ap horizons have a dry color value
of 5.0 or higher and are underlain by remnants of Ae or by Bt. Where the
total thickness of Ah and Ae is le ss than 6 inches (15 cm) and substantial
amounts of the Bt have been incorporated into the Ap , the Ap may be
slightly darker in value than 5.0 dry because of the darker color of the
Bt. In such ca ses, fragments of the Bt s hould be c learly identi fi abl e in
the Ap .
3202

)

Dark Gray Luvisol
Profil e type : (L-H), Ah or Ahe, Ae, Bt, (Cea), (Ck), (C)

These so il s have Ah or Ahe horizons , or both whose combined thickness is
more than 5 cm, prominen t Ae hori zons mor e than 6 cm thick, Bt horizons

-
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and other general characteristics of the great group. The tot a l
thickness of the Ah, Ahe, and Ae is greater than 15 cm and i t extends
below the plow layer.
The Ah or Ahe horizons shov, definite signs of degradation as ev idenced
by gray streaks or splotches when the soil i s dry .
They may b e platy
or weak, fine granul ar s t ructure and resemble a degraded chernozemic Ah
horizon.
They differ from the forest - mull type of Ah, which generally
has a well deve loped granular structure (textur e permitting) with more
intimate associat i on of organic and mineral constituents.
Under cultivated conditions, the Ap h as a dry color value lighter than
3 .5 and darker t h an 5.0, but may b e darker than 3.5 wh en moist. The
range of color value in the Dark Gray Luvisol is the same as in the Dark
Gray Chernozemic but the Ap of the latter is not underlain by a distinct
Ae. The Ae of the Dark Gray Luvisol extends below the plow l ayer.
These soils represent an intergrade b etween the Dark Gr ay Chernozemic and
the Orthic Gray Luviso l soils a nd lie in the transition forest-grassland
zone.

3203

Brunisolic Gray Luvi so l
Profile type: L-H, (Ah), Ae, (Bf), Bm, (Ae), (AB) , Bt, (Ck) , (C)
L-H, (Ah ), Bm, (Ae), V\B), Bt, (Ck), (c)

These soils have the general characteristics of the great group. They
also have in the u pper solum either a Bm horizon at least 5 cm t hick with
a chroma of 3 or more, or a Bf horizon less than 5 cm t hic k that does not
extend below the Ap horizon in cultivated soils, or both a Bm and Bf. An
Ae may or may not be pr esent and when present it may occur above or below
the Bf or Bm.
The cultivated surface usually has color values similar to t h ose of the
Orth i c Gray Luvisol or the Dark Gray Luvisol subgrou ps, but the chroma may
be slightly higher on similar materials .
The Ap is underlain by a Bm
horizon .
Th e Brunisolic s ubgroup may be intergraded with the Orthic Gray Luvisol or
with the Dark Gray Luvisol.

3 204

Podzolic Gray Luvisol
Profile type: L-H, (Ah), Ae, Bf, (Ae), (AB) , Bt ,

(Ck), (C)

These so i ls have the general characteristics of t he great group. They also
have i n t h e upper sola a Bf ho rizon at least 5 cm thick.
In cultivated soils
part of t h e Bf must occur below the Ap. The upper boundary of the Bt horizon
occurs either above 50 cm if it is weakly expressed Clacks both strong
structure and obvious clay films and just meets the c l ay increase spec i fied
for a Bt hor i z on) or above 75 cm if it is strongly expressed.
If the Bf
horizon is more than 5 cm thick and either a weakly expressed Bt occurs
between depths of 50 - 75 cm or a strongly expressed Bt occurs below a
depth of 75 cm the soil is classified as a Luvisolic Humo-Ferric Podzol .
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Under cultivated conditions, the Ap usually has co lor values s imilar to
those of the Orthic Gray Luvisol or Dark Gray Luvisol s ubgroups , but
the chroma may be s ligh tly higher on simi l ar materials.
3205

Solodic Gray Luvisol
Profile type: L- H, (Ah) or (Ahe), Ae, (AB), Btnj , (Cea) , (Csk), (C )

These soils h ave hard, prismatic, or blocky structural Btnj horizons with
pronounced dark coating s instead of the Bt horizon characteristic of the
Grea t Group. Overlying the Btnj horizon is a pronounced Ae horizon with
strong , fine , platy structure. An Ah is pr esent i s l ess than 5 cm t hi ck.
They ha v e the o ther general proper ties charactertisti c of the great group .
Th ese so il s resemble the Solod structurally, but they contain less
exchangeable Na than i s required for Bn horizon s o f Solonetz s oi l s.
3206

)

Solodic Dark Gray Luviso l
Pro file type: ~ , Ah or Ahe, Ae, (AB), Btnj, (Cea), (Csk), (C)

These soils have hard, prismatic, or blocky structural Btnj hor izons with
pronounce d dark coatings instead of the Bt horizon characteri s tic of the
Great Group. Overlying the Btnj horizon is a pronounced Ae horizon with
stron g, fine, platy structure. The Ah horizon mus t be mor e than 5 cm
t hick. They have the other general properties characteristic of the great
group .
These s o il s resemble the Solod structurally but they contain less exchangeable
Na than is required of Solonetz soils. They are d ist inguished from t he
Solodic Gray Luvisol whi ch have Ah horizons l ess than 5 cm th i ck.
320-8

Gleyed Gray Luvisol
Profile type: L- H, (Ah), ~ '
(ABgj), ~ ' (BCg), (Cg), (Ck ), (C)
(ABgj), ~ ' (Ck) , (C)
L- H, Ah or ~ ' Ae or ~
9

Thes e soils have in addition to the charac teristi cs of the major subgroups
d i st inct mottles indica tive of gleying within 50 cm of the mineral surfa ce
or prominent mottl es at dep ths between 50 and 100 cm. Commonly the matrix
col or s are of lower chroma than th e associated well-drained soils.

)

The Gleyed Gray Luvisols generally have thi c ker L- H layer s than the well
drained subgroups. Peaty or mucky phases with l ess than 40 cm of mixed
peat or up to 60 cm of fibric moss peat on the s ur face of the mineral soil,
may occur. When d evelopeq on reasonably permeabl e materials they often
have t hi cker Ae and better-developed Bt hor i zons in d epressions than in the
associat ed well-drained soils par t icularly within the fores t -grass land
transi tion zone. However, in more humid r egions on l evel land and lessper~eable materials, the gleyed members may have weaker d evelop ed Ae and
Bt horizons than the associated we ll - drained soi ls. They differ from the
Orthic Luvic Gleyso ls in that the latter have developed under great er
extremes of wetness and have matrix colors of lower chroma, or more prominent
mo t tling in the upper SO cm or both.
Specific profiles may b e designated as 32018, 32038, etc.

-
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Cryi c Gray Luvisol

These soils have Ae horizons and Bt horizons and a cryic horizon within
100 cm of the mineral surface. A cryic horizon is permanently frozen or
its t emperature is 0°C or lower 2 months after the summer solstice (Aug. 21).
These soils occur i n area s of subarctic or arctic temperature class within
t h e region of continuous permafrost.
They may or may not be affected by cryoturbation as manifested by dis r up ted
and di s located horizons, displacement and incorporation of materials from
other horizons and mechanical sorting.

320 -3

Turbi c Gray Luvisol

These soils occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost.
In
a ddition to the properties spec ified for the major subgroups, they have
within 1 m of the mineral surface, properties due to cryoturbation as
manifested by disrupted and dislocated horizons, displacement and
incorporation of materials from other horizons and mechanical sorting.

320-9

Lithic Gray Luvi so l

These soils have a lithic contact between 10 and 25 cm of th e mineral
surface and have the other general characteristics of the major subgroups.

DISCUSSION
A healthy discussion focussed on the occurrence and depth of Bt horizons
in th e Podzolic subgroups of the Luvisolic Order and the Luvisolic
subgroups of the Podzolic Order. Her e are a few of the pertinent exerpts
f r om the tape.
Stonehouse:

I would like to ask why it is necessary to have depth
criteria for the occurrence of the Bt horizon in the
Podzolic Gray Luvisol
subgroups? Our group would prefer
that a Bt take prece d enc e over a Bf horizon.
Thereby a
soi l havin g a Bt is placed in the Luvisolic Order regardless
of the depth at which it occurs.

Shields:

I was hop i ng this question would come up during the
discussion on the Podzol ic Order because the dep th criteria
at which the Bt is encountered in the s ubgroups of th es e
two Orders has been meshed. Therefore, it is rather awkward
to make any changes in the criteria within the Luv iso l ic
Order without making corresponding adjustments in the Podzolic
Order whose recommendation have already been accepted.
In any
case you do agree that we should have a Podzolic Gray Luvisol
subgroup.
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Stonehouse :

Ye~, but just because the Bt occurs at a greater depth in the
soil, that is not enough reason for splitting the soil into a
different Order.

Shields:

We experienced considerable controversy on this depth criteria
and on whether or not a Bt should take precedence over a Bf
I'm sure that many people feel that the occurrence of a Bt
within the control section places the soil into the Luvisolic
Order. However, there are other people who would say that
the presence of a Bf horizon would place it in the Podzolic
Order.

Stonehouse:

But you have got it both ways.

Shi elds:

Yes, this was a compromising situation that we tried to work
out the best we could depending on the degree of express ion
of the Bt and the depth at which it occurred. Thi s is no
doubt contentions but we felt that we had come up with some
sort of a compromise.

DeKimp e:

We must remember the sequence of soil formation because when
the Podzolic B develops in the Bt we have to keep in mind that
the last process invo lved is that of Podzolization. So from
that, we are to keep the Luvisolic Humo-Frrric Podzol regardless
of the depth at which the Bt horizon occurs.

McKeague:

Yes, during the initial stages of this committee we suggested
that because of inputs from Baril and a number of others that
if the soils h~d a Podzol ic B, it would be classified as a
Podzol and we would then have a Luvic Podzol. Well, that's
one way of looking at it as Chris DeKimpe has already pointed
out. So we tried that on the first round which drew rather
violent reaction from other areas. Bernie Stonehouse has
already expressed a completely opposite viewpoint that if a
soil has a Bt, then it has to be a Luvisol and it doesn't
matter if it has a Podzolic B or not. Since there are two
completely opposite points of view, you can't really resolve
it.

c.

We have soils with highly undulating B horizons where the
Bt may be 18 inches from the s urface at one point and 2
or 3 feet away, it may be down to 36 inches. This gives
rise to the situation where according to the proposed criteria,
you actually have two Orders standing side by side. You have
a Luvisolic Humo-Ferric Podzol and a Podzolic Gray Brown
Luvisol just on the basis of the depth of the Bt.

Acton:

Shields:

Yes, I fully realize your problems with thos e soils. In
this particular case, the pedologist must use his discretion
where this type of criteria has to be used with a grain of
salt.

Day:

Tsk, Tsk;

Now, that' s not quality control.
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Shields:

Nevertheless, John, it's a judgement that has to be u sed
in the field every once in a while. You have to make up
your mind to classify those kinds of soils either one way
or the other.

Langmaid :

I would sugges t that we strike the Podzolic Gray Luvi sol
from the Order.

Shields:

Where would you s uggest putting them.

Langmaid:

Put them in with the Luvisolic Humo - Ferr ic Podzols .

Shields:

You~eimplying that a Bf takes precedence over a Bt.

Langmaid:

Yes, this eliminates these kinds of separations based on
the depth of Bt from the surface.

Shields:

I'm happy with this type of open discussion because I ' m sure
it makes people aware of what the chairmen of these
corrnnittees have to deal with. We certainly have explored both
ends of the spectrum since the western groups would h ave a Bt
take precedence over a Bf while Quebec, New Brunswick and the
Ma.ritimes would prefer it vice versa.
Personally, I don't like these depth criteria any better than
you do be cause I rc~l izc it b ~~omcc ~ f r u e tr~t ion in the fie ld .
But we have to use them as guidelines. Quite frankly, I would
be happy if someone would suggest an alternative which would
be agreeable to all. What is expressed in the present proposal
i s a compromising situation.

Dumanski :

I would like to request that some type of systematics be
incorporated into the entire system regarding these rather
controversial points. Take a simple thing like thickness o f
horizon s, we have 2 inches , 2 1 / 2 inches, 6 inches.
Systematics are important, particularly in view of the fact
we don't have a soil unless we have 4 inches of mater ial .
Without keying in particular to the Luvisolic Order, these
comments could well apply to all Orders within the system.

Shields:

Yes, depth criteria tend to be a frustration, they are
scat tered all throughout our system and to come to grips
with it we are going to have to some coordinating body to
sort it out. It can't simply be sorted out in one Order
without having reprecussions on another.

I n s ummary, I reconunend t hat this report be accepted subject to minor
modification s required to mesh with the Podzolic, Brunisolic and Chernozemic
Orders.
A show of hands indicated that t his report was accepted unanimously by the

voting members of the CSSC.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE L'ORDRE PODZOLIQUE
J.A. McKeague et J .A. Shields, Presiden ts

Resume
Les principaux ~hangements aux sols de l 'ordr e podsolique sont:
a) l 'inserti on de crit~·res morphologiques pour l ' ho r izon B
podsolique; b) l e changement des crit~r es ch i mi ques pour
l'horizon B podsolique, soi ~ un ex trai t au pyrophosphate Al +Fe)
0.6% pour les sols plus fins que l es sables et un extrait l
6.4; clans l e cas des sables (grossiers, mo yens, fins et
tre s. fins) ,un rappor.t d'ex trait au pyr'1pho sphate Al+Fe a
l'argile ((2rmn) de )0.05 et une teneur.,.,~ C organique )0.5%;
c) l' addition de s s ou s -groupes durique, fragique et a ortstein ;
d) l'elimination des "mini" sous-groupes.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PODZOLIC SOILS
J.A. McKeague and J .A. Shields, Co-chairman

)

Surmnary
The principal chan ges insti tuted in the Podzol ic soils are
a) insertion of morpholo gical cr it eria for podzol ic B horizons,
b) change of ch e~ical cr iteria for podzolic B horizon e.g.
pyrophosphate- extractabl e Al+Fe)0.6% in textures finer than
sand and l0 . 4% in sands ( Cos, s, FS, VFS), has a ratio of
pyrophosphate-extractabl e Al+Fe to cl ay ((2mm) of )0.05 and
has an organic C content )0. 5%; c) addition of ortstein,
duric and fragic subgroups; d) elimination of min i subgroup.

Be f or e presenting our proposal for the class i fication of Podzolic so il s
we will outline bri efly the recent history concerning the Podzol ic order .
1.

In 1965 at Quebec, the CSSC adopted s pecific chemical criter i a for
Podzolic so ils . These were t ested in succeeding years and it was
found that the criteria resulted in t h e e liminati on from t h e order
of a number of soils consid ered to be Podzolic and the inc lusion of
some soils not con sidered to be Podzoli c.

2.

At the 1970 CSSC meeting in Ottawa, a case wa s presented for alter i ng
the criteria of Podzolic soi l s so as to i n clude once again certain
sandy soils with well developed Ae hor izon s overlying B horizons of
high chroma. No change was made at the time but a f i eld trip was
organized to bring together a number of the pedo l ogists invo lved t o
s tudy these soi l s in the field.
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3.

The fie l d trip through par t s of Sask., Alta. and B.C. in the fall
o f 1971 had several useful result s.
a)

Data, both for many of the sandy soils and for other Brunisolic
and Pod zolic soils were accumulated and recorded in guidebooks
i n all o f t h e 4 western pr ovinces .

b)

A number of pedo logists had an opportunity to broaden t heir
perspect i ve of the soils of Canada.

c)

Di fferences in concepts of soil classification were brought
clearl y into f ocus .

4.

At a meeting i n Hinton dur ing t he tour, it was decided that a
commi ttee composed of pedologists from the 4 western provinces s hould
s tudy the data in the tour guidebooks and develop proposals for
amendin g the Podzolic order. The proposals would be considered at
the meeting of the western section of CSSC in 197 2.

s.

At the eastern meeting of CSSC at Fredericton in Sept. 1971, Cann
proposed several changes in th e Podzolic order . These included, in
addition to c hanges in wording:
a)

Greater emphasis on morphological criteria and less on chemical
criteria at the order level .

b)

Combination of Ferro - Humic and Humo-Ferric as one great group.

After d iscu ss ion, these changes were accepted by the meeting.
6.

At the western meeting of CSSC at Kelowna in Feb. 1972, Sprout, who
chaired t he committee on Podzolic soils, outlined the problems
encount ered during the western Podzolic tour in 1971, considered the
proposals for chan ges adopted at the eastern meeting, and outlined
some o ther possibl e cha nges, s pecifically :
a)

Introduct ion of a new great group, Ferri c Podzols, for t he sandy
soils with Ae and color B horizons . This seemed to be favor ed
generally by Saskatchewan and Alberta , but opposed by British
Columbia.

b)

Changing the present chemical criteria for podzolic B horizon to
criter ia involving the relationships among organic matter, Fe ,
Al and clay, an d s imil ar t o those for the spodic horizon.

c)

Considerat i on of subgroups of Podzolic great groups both for
soils havi ng indurated pans and for soils strongly influenced
by volcanic ash.

In addit i on , Sprout reported acceptance by the We stern group of
recommendations a) and c) of the Eastern group, but rejection of b) .
7.

It was d e cided at Ke lowna that a correlator in Ottawa should undertake
t o develop improved criter ia for the classification of Podzolic soils
to be presented at the 1973 me e ting. Rennie considered that an
immediate decision should be made on the classification of the sandy
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prairie soils. Clark recommended that criteria be developed to include
sandy Podzol-like soils in the Podzolic order and that opinions be
polled on this matter by the correlator and a worki ng group. The
recommendation passed after some opposition. Clark designated Shields
and McKeague to poll opinions and develoo improved criteria for Podzolic
soils.

)

8.

We sent a memorandum dated April 5, 1972 to soil survey heads and
many others concerned with Podzolic soils asking for opinions,
definitions and supporting data on the classification of Podzolic
soils. The response has been good, although several pedologists
with strong convictions on the subject have not replied. We also
sent several memos on specific matters such as the question of FerroHumic and Humo-Ferric great groups, Fragic subgroups, e tc .

9.

During the summer of 1972, Shields studied Podzolic and associated
soils in the field with the local pedologists in P.E . I., Nova Scotia,
Quebec, Ontario (a bit), Sask., Alta. and B.C. Both Shields and
McKeague studied soils with pans and volcanic ash affected soi l s in
B.C. with the B.C. pedologists. McKeaguc studied soils with fragipans
with Quebec pedologists.

10.

After studying descriptions and data sent in 1 8 1 , studying our data
and field notes and considering opinion expressed in a thick file of
letters, we prepared a memorandum dated Oct. 25 on "Proposed changes
in classification of the Podzolic order". The propo sal did not
include "Ferric Podzols" because your comments, col lectively, and
our observations persuaded us that they did not belong logically in
the Podzolic order.

11.

Replies from all groups and many individual s showed that our Oct. 25
proposal was acceptable to many but no t to all groups. Many suggestions
were made for improvements. The Saskatchewan group objected strongly
t o the exclusion of sandy "Podzol-l ike 11 soils from the order. Stonehouse
sent a detaileq report on the concepts and definition of a great group
"Ferric Podzol" based on color of Ae and B horizons.

12.

We studied all the comments and prepared 2 proposals for the definition
and classification of Podzolic soils in a memorandum dated Feb. 12.
Proposal 1 insis ted on both morphological and chemical criteria. Proposal 2
involved morphological (color) criteria a lone fo r one great group,
"Ferric Podzols".

)

This brings the story up to date. The following material includes our
final proposal for the May meeting.
First we want to thank all who replied to our memorandum of Feb . 12. Your
r eplies were helpful both in revealing the var iety of opinions on soil taxonomy
and in pointing out ambiguities in our proposals . Choices be tween Proposals I
and II as outlined were as follows :

)
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Proposal I

Proposal II

P. E. I.

Nfld.
N. B.

Que bec
Manitoba
Alberta
B.C. (Both groups)

Ont.
Sask.

N. s.

In addition, we received a number of replies from individuals some of whom
opted for I, others for II. Several of the survey group choices were split
decisions, e.g. Ontario and Alberta, and all groups except Saskatchewan
indicated that they could use either system. The Vancouver group favored
making no changes now. The Saskatchewan group wanted less rigorous color
criteria t han tho se specified in Proposal II.
I suppose that Mr. Trudeau would be happy with the kind of clear majority
preference expressed for Proposal I, but as several of you pointed out,
scientific matters are not decided by votes. We are inclined to agree and
would add that neither are matters of religious faith, which may be closely
comparable to concepts of soil taxonomy.
The proposal presented here is based both upon your replies and upon many
discussions here with pedologists who hold differing views on taxonomy.
We will attempt to explain the overall logic upon which the proposal is
bas ed a s well as the reasoning behind some of the details after presenting
the proposal.
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)

PO~ZOLIC ORDER

Great Group

)

Subgroup

41

Humic Podzol

4101
4102
4103
4104
4105
410-9
410-8

Orthic Humic Podzol
Ortstein Humic Podzol
Placic Humic Podzol
Durie Humic Podzol
Fragic Humi c Podzol
Lithic Humic Podzol
Gleyed Humic Podzol

42

Ferro-Humic Podzol

4201
4202
4203
4204
4205
4206
4207
420 -9
420-8,

Orthic Ferro -Humic Podzol
Ortstein Ferro-Humi c Podzol
Placic Ferro-Humic Podzol
Durie Ferro -Humic Podzol
Fragic Ferro - Humic Podzol
Luvisoli c Ferro-Humic Podzol
Sombric Ferro- Humic Podzol
Lithic Ferro - Humic Podzol
Gleyed Ferr o-Humic Podzol

43

Humo-Ferric Podzol

4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307
4~0-7
430-3
430-9
430-8

Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol
Ortste in Humo- Ferric Podzol
Placic Humo -Ferric Podzol
Duri e Humo-Ferric Podzol
Fragic Humo - Ferr ic Podzol
Luvisoli c Humo-Ferric Podzol
Sombric Humo-Ferric Podzol
Cryic Humo- Ferric Podzol
Turbic Humo - Ferric Podzol
Lithic Humo - Ferric Podzol
Gleyed Humo - Ferric Podzol

4

Soils of the Podzolic order have B horizons (pod zolic B) in which the
dominant accumulation products are organic matter (mainly fulvic acid)
combined in varying degrees with Al and Fe. These amorphous materials
occur in sufficient quantity to have a major influence on the properties
of the podzoiic B horizon and many soil properties are associated with
their occurrence. In general, the development of podzolic B horizons is
associated with certain kinds of vegetation, climates and parent
materials. However, , the soils cannot be defined on the basi s of these
environmental factors. Podzol ic soi ls can generally be recognized by
the ir morphology but no combination of morphological criteria have been
developed that will define this order unambigously. Pod zolic soils
might be defined on the basis of the amount of amorphou s mat erials
a ccumulated in the B horizons but no absolute method is known for the
determination of thes e materials. Furthermore, a definition based solely
upon a property that is measured in the laboratory i s not acceptable to
many pedologists. Thus , the order is defined on the bas is of a combination
of morphological and chemical criteria.
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Soils of the Podzolic order meet the following limits:
A.

Morphological
1.

2.

B.

The B hori zon, at least 5 cm thick, has moist crushed
colors as follows :
a)

The hue is 7.5 YR or redder, or it is 10 YR near the upper
boundary and becomes yellower with depth, and

b)

The chroma is higher than 3 or the value is 3 or less , and

Accumulation of amorphous material in a B horizon at least 5 cm
thick is indicated by:
a)

Brown to black coatings on some mineral grains or brown to
black microaggregates, and

b)

A silty feel when rubbed wet unless the material is cemented.

3.

The texture of the podzolic B horizon is coarser than clay.

4.

The soil ei ther has no Bt horizon, or the Bt horizon occurs below
75 cm, or a weakly-expressed Bt horizon occurs below 50 cm.
(A weakly-expressed Bt horizon lacks both strong structure and
obvious clay films and just meets the clay increase specified for
a Bt hori zon ) .

Chemical
Either 1. They have a B subhorizon (Bh) at least 10 cm thick
that contains:
a)

More than 1% organic C, and

b)

Less than 0.3% pyrophosphate-extractable Fe, and

c)

That has a ratio of organic C to pyrophosphate-extractable
Fe of 20 or more .

Or 2.
that:

They have a B subhorizon (Bf or Bhf) at least 5 cm thick

a)

Contains 0.6% or more pyrophosphate-extractable Al+Fe in
textures finer than sand and 0.4% or more in sands (coarse
sand, sand, fine sand and very fine sand) .

b)

Has a ratio of pyrophosphate-extractable Al+Fe to clay ((2mm)
of more than 0.05, and

c)

Has an organic C content of more than 0.5%.

The Bf and Bhf horizons referred to in 1 2 1 are distinguished on the
basis or organic C content as follows : Bf contains 0.5% to 5%
organic c. Bhf contains more than 5% organic C.
As a field test, a 2% suspension of s oil in lM NaF gives a pH of
10.3 or more for most podzolic B horizons. Volcanic ash samples
also commonly give a high pH with this test.
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Many soils that are not Podzolic will satisfy the minimum morphological
limits specified. However these limits are thought to be useful to
exc lude from the order some soils having horizons that satisfy the
chemical limits specified but that otherwise do not resemble Podzolic
so ils. To be classified as Podzolic, a borderline soil must meet both
the morphological and the chemical limits specified.
A podzolic B horizon takes precedence over gley features. Thus a soil
having both a podzolic B horizon and gley colors as specified for soils
of the Gleysolic order is classified as a Gleyed subgroup of the Podzo li c
order.
Some associated properties of podzolic B horizons
In addition to th e properties specified as diagnostic, podzolic B
horizons have a number of associated properties that may be useful
in distinguishing them from other B horizons. Some of these associated
properties are:
1.

They have a high pH-dependent cation exchange capacity (CEC). The
difference (6 CEC) between CEC measured at pH 7 and at the pH of the
soil is usually 8 me per 100 g or more.

2.

Usually they are acid and base saturation, as determined by an
upbuffered salt, is nearly always below 80% and commonly less than
50%.

3.

Unless cemented, they have a high water holding capacity in relation
to their t exture.

4.

They have a high capacity to fix phosphate.

5.

Although they commonly contain appreciably more clay than the
overlying Ae horizon (if present) usually very little of the clay
occurs as oriented ~oatings on particles or peds.

)

General Morphology of Podzolic Soils

)

Well developed Podzolic soils can usual ly be recognized in the field.
Typically a light gray Ae hor izon contrasts sharply both with an overlying
organic layer and with an underlying podzolic B horizon, the reddest
hues, highest chromas or lowest values of which usually occur at the
t op and grade to yellower hues, higher values and lower chromas with
depth. Under virgin conditions, they commonly have mor or mod er
surface layers, but they may have a peat layer, an Ah hor izon, an Ae
horizon or a podzolic B horizon at the surface. Commonly they have
an eluviated, light colored Ae horizon with an abrupt lower boundary
but this horizon may be discontinuous or absent. They have podzolic
B horizons (Bh, Bh!, Bf) that are dominated by amorphous materials
occurring as coatings on mineral grains, as microaggregates, or as
brownish to black material dispersed rather uniformly throughout the
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matrix. Hues of mo ist podzolic B horizons usually grade from redder
than 7.5 YR at the upper boundary to yellower with depth but this
does not apply in reddish parent materials. Some corrnnon values and
chromas of these horizons are:
Bh - J /1, 2/ 2; Bhf - 3/ 2, 3/4; Bf - 4/4, 5/6.
However, colors of Bh, Bhf, Bf and Bm, horizons overlap and they are
i nfluenced by parent materials.
Podzolic B horizons are usually friable unles s they are cemented.
They are non stick~.
Cul t ivated Podzolic soils are recognized by properties of the B
hori zon below the plow layer.
Vegetation Clima tes and Parent Material s Associated with Podzolic Soil s
Most Podzolic soils occur under coniferous or mixed forest vegetation or
under heath in areas of cryoboreal to mesic temperature class and subaquic
to humic mois ture subc lass. However, many soils under these climatic and
vegetative conditions are not Podzolic soils. Some Podzolic soils occur
under deciduous fores t vegetation, others under peat and still others in
areas where the natural vegetation has been removed. In addition, some
Fodzolic soils arc fo und i n areas u[ s uuarcLi c anu even u[ arcLi c
temperature-class, and others in areas of subhumid, aquic and even per aquic moisture subclass.
Most Podzo lic soils develop in materials that fall within either the sandy
or t he coarse loamy family particle size classes. However, some develop
in coarse silty, f i ne loamy or fin e silty material s. Most Podzolic soils
developed in materials that contained very little or no free lime but
some apparently developed in material from which appreciable lime was
removed during soil development.
The Podzolic order is divided into Humic, Ferro - Humic and Hume- Ferric
great groups on the basis of the organic matter content and the organic
C to pyrophosphate -extractable Fe ratio of the pod zo lic B horizon.
41

Humi c Podzol
These soils have da rk colored (moist values and chromas usually les s
than 3) Bh horizons at least 10 cm thick. The Bh horizon, which
usually occurs at the top of the B horizon, contains more than 1%
organic C and les s t h an 0 . 3% pyrophosphate-extractable Fe, has a ratio
or organic C to pyrophosphate-extractable Fe of 20 or more, and
generally does not turn redder on ignition.
Under virgin cond i tions, thes e soils usually have thick L- H or O
layers underlain by a light colored e luviated horizon (Ae), or by an
eluvia ted horizon dar kened by inf i ltrated humic materials , or by a
podzolic B horizon - usually Bh. The podzolic B hor izon may include
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Bhf and Bf subhorizons in addition to the very dark colored Bh subhorizon in any position or combination. These B subhorizons may be
loose to very firm in consistence or cemented (ortstein) and they may
be mottled. One or more thin (commonly about 5 mm), hard, impervious,
dark reddish-brown to black pans (placic horizons) may occur in the
solum or in the C horizon. The materie.l below the podzolic B horizon
may be cemented (duric) or compact and brittle (fragic).

)

Under disturbed conditions and in . cases where the Bh horizon directly
underlies the organic surface layer, the Bh may be confused with an
Ah horizon. Two guidelines that aid in making this distinction are:
(1) more than 50% of the organic C of Bh horizon is extractable by
NaOH-Na P o and (2) more than 50% of the extractable C of Bh
4 2 7fulvic acid C. Cultivated Humic Podzols are identified
horizons is
by properties of the B horizon below the cultivated layer .
Humic Podzols occur generally under heath, under forest with heath,
under sphagnum, or under western coastal forest vegetation. The
soils occur mainly in areas of cryoboreal to mesic temperature
classes and peraquic to perhumid moisture subclasses in the following
kinds of environments: maritime fringe, high elevations inland,
locally in peaty depressions. Generally they form in materials of
low Fe content or in materials that have been strongly leached of Fe,
in some cases under reducing conditions. Some Bh horizons are
thought to have developed by decomposition of humic mater ial within
a former Ae horizon. In some cases Bh horizons are thought to
result from deposition of humic material s moving downslope at some
depth within the solum.

)

The sola of Humic Podzols are generally strongly acid and a re usually
less than 50% base saturated (neutral salt). The 6 CEC value of the
Bh horizon is usually well above 8 me per 100 grams.

4101

Orthic Humic Podzol
Profile type: (LFH) or (O) (Ae) Bh (Bhf) (Bf) (C)

These soils have a Bh horizon at least 10 cm thick. They do not have
either a lithic contact within 50 cm or ortstein, placic, duric or fragic
horizons, or evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups. Usua lly,
Orthic Humic Podzols have 1-H, or O layers and Ae horizons, and commonly
they have Bhf or Bf horizons but none of these horizons is essential. The
vegetation and climates associated with this subgroup are those indicated
for Humic Podzols generally .

4102

)

Ortstein Humic Podzol
Profile type: (LFH) or

Co),

(Ae), Bh, Bhfc or Bfc (Bg) (C)

These soils have both a Bh horizon at least 10 cm thick and an ortstein
horizon at least 2.5 cm thick. They do not have a lithic contact or
evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups but they may have
placic, duric, or fragic horizons. An ortstein horizon is a Bhf or Bf
horizon that is strongly cemented and that occurs over at least 1/3 of the
exposure. The ortstein horizon is designated as Bhfc or Bfc depending upon
the organic carbon content. Usually, Ortstein Humic Podzols have 1-H or O layers
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and Ae horizons. The vegeta tion and climates associated with this subgroup are tho se indicated for Humic Podzols generally .

4103

Placic Humic Pod zol
Profile type: (LFH) or (O) , (Ae), Bh, Bhfc or Bfc or Bgfc, (Bg), (C)

These so il s have both a Bh horizon at l east 10 cm thick and a placic
hori zon. They do not h ave either a lithic contact or an ortstein horizon
or evidence of gleying as s pec ifi ed for gleyed subgroups but they ma y have
duric or fragic hori zons. The placic horizon, Bhfc, Bfc, Bgfc, cons ists
of a single thin band (corrnnonly about 5 mm) or a series of bands tha t are
irregular or involute, hard, imp ervious, often vitreous and dark reddish
brown to black. These thin horizons are apparently cemented either by
dithionite-extractable Fe or by dithionite-extractable Fe and Mn, or by
organic matter (mainly fulvic acid)-Fe complexes. In placic hor izons
studi ed, the C content is 1 to 15%, dithionite-extractable Fe, 3 to 20%,
and dithionite -extractable Mn, 0 to 15%. The pan may occur in any par t of
the B horizon, except the Bh, and commonly it extends into a BC horizon.
Placic Humic Pod zols usua lly have L- H or O layers and Ae horizons . They
occur mo st commonly i n perhumid or wetter maritime regions, and frequently
the surface is peaty.
4104

Durie Humic Podzol
Prof ile type: (LFH) or (O), (Ae), Bh, (Bhf), (Bf) , Be or Btc or BCc, (c..;)

These s o i ls have both a Bh horizon at least 10 cm thick and a duric horizon.
Th e y do not have either a lithic contact, or ortstein or placic hor izons, or
evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups. The duric horizon
(Be) is a strongly cemented horizon that does not satisfy the criteria of a
podzolic B horizon. Usually it has an abrupt upper boundary to an overlying
podzolic B horizon and a diffuse lower boundary several feet below .
Cementat ion is usually stronge s t near the upper boundary. The color of
duric horizons usually differs little from that of the parent material and
the structure is u sually massive or very coarse platy. Ai r-dry clods of the
ma terial do not slake when irrnnersed in water. Durie horizons may meet the
criteria of a Bt horizon (Btc) .
Durie Humic Podzols usually have L- H or O layers and Ae horizons . No
specific a ssociat ion with climate or vegetation is known other than that
specified for Humic Pod zol s generally.
4105

Fragic Humic Podzol
Profile type:
(LFH) or (0) , (Ae), Bh, (Bhf), (Bf), Bx or Btx or BCx ( C)

These so ils have both a Bh horizon at le ast 10 cm thick and a fragic horizon.
They do not have e ither a lithic contact, or ortstein, placic or duric
hori zons or evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups . A fragic
hor izon (Bx or BCx ) is a subsurface horizon of high bulk density, firm and
brittle consi s tence when moi st and hard to extremely hard when dry. Commonly
it has bl eached fracture planes separating very coarse prismatic units, and
fre quently the secondary structure is platy. Usually, the color of a fragic
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horizon is similar to that of the parent material but it differs from
the parent material in structure, consistence or bulk density. Air-dry
clods of fragic horizons slake in water. The upper boundary is usually
abrupt or clear but the lower boundary is diffuse. Fragic horizons,
which are usually of medium texture, do not satisfy the criteria of
podzolic B horizons but they meet the limits of a Bt (Btx).
Fragic Humic Podzols usually have L-H or O layers and Ae horizons. No
specific association with climate or vegetation is known other than that
specified for the great group.
410-9

Lithic Humic Podzol

These soils have a lithic contact at a depth between 10 and 50 cm from the
mineral surface in addition to the characteristics of the above subgroups.
The names of these subgroups are:
41019
41029
41039
41049
41059

Lithic
Lithic
Lithic
Lithic
Lithic

Humic Podzol
Ortstein Humic Podzol
Placic Humic Podzol
Durie Humic Podzol
Fragic Humic Podzol

410-8 Gleyed Humic Podzol

)

These soils have in addition to the characteristics of the major subgroups,
evidence of gleying within 100 cm of the mineral surface as follows:
a)

Mottling (faint to prominent) within 50 cm of the mineral surface, or

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling within 100 cm of the mineral surface, or

c)

Patchy black and gray colored Bh horizons.

The subgroups are named as f ollows:
41018 Gleyed Humic Podzol
410189 Gleyed Lithic Humic Podzol
41028 Gleyed Ortstein Humic Podzol, etc.
Some of the possible combinations may not be necessary.
42

Ferro-Humic Poqzol

These soils. have dark colored (moist color value usually less than 4) Bhf
horizons at least 10 cm thick and they lack a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick.
The Bhf horizon contains 5% or more organic C, 0.6% or more pyrophosphateextractable Al+Fe, and either has a ratio of organic C to pyrophosphateextractable Fe or less than 20, or contains more than 0.3% pyrophosphateextractable Fe, or both.

)
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Under vir g in conditions, these soils usually have thick L-H or O layers.
They ma y have Ah horizons and corrunonly they have light colored Ae horizons
overlying the podzolic B horizon which may include a Bf horizon as well
a s t h e Bhf. Par ts of the podzolic B horizon may be cemented Cortstein),
one or more thin , c emen ted pans may occur within or below the podzolic B
horizon (pla cic), and the material below t he podzolic B horizon may be
cemented (duric) or compact and brittle (fragic). A weakly expressed Bt
hor i zon may occur 50 cm or more below the surface and a well-expressed Bt
horizon may occur 75 cm below the surface. In general, the Bhf horizon of
Ferro- Humic Podzols, although dark colored, have higher chromas (commonly
2, 3 or 4) than those typical of Humic Podzols. Cultivated Ferro-Humic
Pod zols are identified by properties of the B horizon below the cultivated
layer.
Ferro-Humic Podzols occur generally under forest vegetation or under forest
with heath or moss groundcover. They occur mainly in areas of cryoboreal
to mesic temperature clas ses and aqu ic to perhumid moisture subclasses
wit hin maritime fringe regions and at high elevation s inland.
The sola of Ferro - Humic Podzols are generally both strongly acid and less
than 50% base saturated (neutral salt) . The 6CEC value of the Bhf horizon
is usually well above 8 me per 100 grams. The Bhf horizons of these soils
u sually have a markedly s ilty feel when rubbed moist, presumably due to
their high content of amorphou s material.
4201

Orth i c Ferro-Humic Podzol
Profile type : (LFH) or (O), (Ah), (Ae), (Bh), Bhf, ( Bf), (c)

These so ils have a Bhf horizon at least 10 cm thick. They d o not have
either a Bh horizon that is 10 cm or more thick or an Ah horizon more than
7.5 cm thick or a lithic contact within 50 cm of t h e mineral surface or
ort s te i n, placic, duric, fragic or Bt horizons, or evidence of gleying as
specified for gleyed subgroups . Usually, Orthic Ferro-Humic Podzols have
L- H or O layers and Ae horizons above the Bhf horizon and Bf horizons below,
but none of these horizons, except the Bhf, is essential. Typical ly the
Bhf horizon is dark reddish brown to dark brown in color and has a high
content of amorphous material. The vegetation and climates associated with
this subgroup are those specified for Ferro-Humic Podzols general ly .
4202

Ortstein Ferro-Humic Podzol
Profile type : (LFH) or (o), (Ah), (Ae), ( Bh ) , Bhf and Bhfc, or Bhf
and Bfc, (C)

These soi ls have both a Bhf horizon at least 10 cm thick and an ortstein
horizon at le ast 2. 5 cm thick. They do not have either a Bh horizon that
is 10 cm or more thick or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral
surface or evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups but they
may have placic, duric,fragic, Ah or Bt horizons. An ortstein is a Bhf or
Bf hori zon that is strongly cemented and that occurs over at least 1/3 of the
exposure . It is designated as Bhfc or Bfc depending upon the organic
carbon content.
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Usually Ortstein Ferro-Humic Podzols have L- H or O layers and Ae horizons.
The vegetation and climate associated with this subgroup are those
indicated for Ferro-Humic Podzols generally.

4203

Placic Ferro-Humic Podzol
Profile type: (LFH) or (O), (Ah), (Ae), (Bh), Bhf, Bhfc or Bfc or
Bgfc, (C)

These soils have both a Bhf horizon at least 10 cm thick and a placic
horizon. They do not have either a lithic contact within 50 cm of the
mineral surface or an ortstein horizon, or a Bh horizon 10 cm or more
thick or evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups. They may
have duric, fragic, Ah or Bt horizons . The placic horizon, Bhfc, Bfc,
Bgfc , consists of a sin gle thin band (commonly about 5 mm thick) or a
series of bands that are dark colored , hard and impervious. They may
occur either within or below the podzolic B horizon.
Placic Ferro-Humic Podzols usually have thick L- H or O layers and Ae
horizons . They occur most commonly in perhumid or wetter maritime regions,
and frequently the surface is peaty.

4204

)

Durie Ferro-Humic Podzol
Profile type : (LFH) or (O), (Ah), (Ae), (Bh),
BCc or Btc, (C)

Bhf, (Bf),.!?.£. or

These soils have both a Bhf horizon at least 10 cm thick and a duric horizon.
They do not have either a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface,
or a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick, or ortstein or placic horizons, or
evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups. The duric horizon ,
Be or BCc is a strongly c ement ed horizon that do es not satisfy the criteria
of a podzolic B horizon . Usually it has an abrupt upper boundary to an
overlying podzolic B horizon and a diffuse lower boundary several feet
below. The color of duric horizons usually differs little from that of the
parent material and the structure is usually amorphous or very coarse platy.
Air-dry clods of the material do not slake when immersed in water. Durie
hori zons may meet the criteria of Bt horizons (Btc).
Durie Ferro-Humic Podzols usually have L-H or O layers and Ae horizons and
they may have Ah horizons . No specific association with climate or vegetation
is known other than that specified for Ferro-Humic Podzols generally.

4205

)

Fragic Ferro - Humic Podzol
Profile type: (LFH) or (0), (Ah), (Ae), (Bh), Bhf , (Bf), Bx or BCx
or Btx. (C)

These soils have both a Bhf horizon at least 10 cm thick and a fragic
horizon. They do not have either a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick, or a
lithic, or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral, or ortstein, placic
or duric horizons, or evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups.
A fragic horizon (Bx or BCx) is a subsurface horizon of high bulk density,
firm apd brittl e consistence when moist, and hard to extremely hard when
dry. Commonly it has bleached fracture planes separating very coarse prismatic
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units, and frequently the secondary structure is platy. Usually the color
of a fragic horizon is similar to that of the parent material but it
differs from the parent material in structure, consistence or bulk density .
Fr agic horizons are usually of medium texture. Air-dry clods of fragic
horizon s slake in water. Fragic horizons do not satisfy the criteria of
podzolic B horizons but they may meet the limits of a Bt (Btx).
Fragic Ferro-Humic Podzols usually have L-H or O layers and Ae horizons
and they may have Ah horizons . They are known to occur mainly under
forest vegetation in areas of cryoboreal temperature class and perhumid
moisture subclass.
4206

Luvisolic Ferro-Humic Podzol
Profile type: (LFH), or (o), CAe ) , (Bh), Bhf, (Bf), Bt, (C)

These soils have both a Bhf horizon at least 10 cm thick and a Bt hori zon
that occurs 50 cm or more below the mineral surface if it is weakly expressed,
and 75 cm or more if it is strongly expressed. They do not have either a
Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick, or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the
mineral surface, or ortstein, placic, duric or fragic horizons, or evidence
of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups.
Luvisolic Podzols usually have L-H surface layers and Ae hori zons and they
may have Ah hori zons. They occur mainly under forest vegetation in areas
of cryoboreal temperature class and perhumid moisture subclass.
4207

Sombric Ferro-Humic Podzol
Profil e type: (LFH), Ah, (Ae), Bhf, (Bf), (C)

The se soils have Bhf horizons at least 10 cm thick and Ah horizons mor e
than 7.5 cm t hick. They do not have either Bh horizons 10 cm or more thick,
or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface, or ortstein, placic,
duric, fragic, or Bt hori zons, or ev id ence of gleying as specified for
gleyed subgroups.
Sombric Ferro~Humic Podzols usually have L- H layers and they commonly have
Ae horizons. They occur mainly under forest vege tation in areas of
cryoboreal to mesic temperature class and perhumid moisture subclass.
420-9

Lithic Ferro-Humic Podzol

These soils have a lithic contact at a depth between 4 and 20 cm from the
mineral surface in addition to the general charactertistics of the major
subgroups. These subgroups are named as follows:
42019
42029
420-8

Lithic Ferro-Humic Podzol
Lithic Ortstein Ferro-Humic Podzol etc.
Gleyed Ferro-Humic Podzol

These soils have, in addition to the characteristics of the major subgroups,
evidence of gleying within 1 m of the mineral surface as follows:
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a)

Mottling (faint to prominent) within 50 cm of the mineral surface, or

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling within 1 m of the mineral surface.

The subgroups are named as follows:

42018
420189
42028

43

Gleyed Ferro-Humic Podzol
Gleyed Lithic Ferro-Humic Podzol
Gleyed Ortstein Ferro-Humic Podzol etc .

Humo-Ferric Podzol

These soils have brownish colored (hue usually 7.5 YR or redder and
chroma usually greater than 3) podzolic B horizons, usually Bf, at least
5 cm thick. They do not have either a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick or
a Bhf horizon 10 cm or more thick. The Bf horizon contains between 0.5%
and 5% organic C, 0.6% or mor e pyrophosphate-extractable Al+Fe (0.4% for
sand s ), and has a pyrophosphate-extractable Fe to organic C ratio of l ess
than 20.

)

Under virgin conditions, these soils usually have an L-H layer and they
may have an Ah horizon. They usually have a light colored Ae horizon with
an abrupt lower boundary to a podzolic B horizon in which the reddest hues
or highest chromas and l owest values occ~r near the top of the horizon and
fade with depth. Parts of the podzolic B horizon may be cemented (ortstein),
one or more thin cemented pans may occur within or below the podzolic B
horizon (placic), and the material below the podzolic B horizon may be
cemented (duric) or compact and brittle(fragic). A weakly-expressed Bt
may occur 50 cm or more below the surface and a well -expressed Bt horizon
may occur 75 cm or more below the surface. In general , the Bf horizon of
Humo-Ferric Podzols have higher color values and chromas than thos e typical
of Humic and Ferro-Humic Podzols. Cultivated Ruma-Ferric Podzols are
identified by properties of the B horizon below the cultivated layer.
Hume-Ferric Podzols occur generally under forest vegetation in areas of
cryoboreal to mes ic temperature class and perhumid to humic moisture
subclass.
The sola of Humo-Ferric Podzols are generally strongly acid and fr equently
less than 50% base saturated (neutral salt). · The 6CEC value of the Bf
horizon is usually 8 me per 100 grams or more. Typically the podzolic B
horizon of Hume-Ferric Podzols contains less amorphous material than is
characteristic of the ·p odzolic B of Ferro-Humic Podzols.

4301

)

Orthic Humo- Ferr ic Podzol
Profile type: (LFH), (Ah), (Ae), (Bhf), Bf, (BC), (C)

These soils have a podzolic B horizon at least 5 cm thick. They do not
have either a Bh horizon that is 10 cm or more thick, or a Bhf horizon
that is 10 cm or more thick, or an Ah horizon more than 7.5 cm thick, or
a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface or a turbic or a
cryic horizon within 1 m of the mineral surface, or ortstein, placic, duric,
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fragic or Bt horizons, or evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed
subgroups.
Usually Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols have an L-H l ayer and an Ae hori zon
with an abrupt l ower boundary to the podzolic B horizon. Typically, the
podzolic B hori zon is reddish brown to dark brown near the top and the
color fades with depth. However, the color is influ enced by the parent
material and probably by other factors. The vegetation and climate s
associated with this subgroup are those specified for Humo-Ferric Podzols
g enerally.

4302

Ortstein Humo-Ferric Podzol
Profile type: (LFH), (Ah), (Ae), (Bhf),

!f,

Bfc, (BC) , (C)

These soils have both a podzolic B horizon at l east 5 cm thick and a n
ortstein horizon at least 2.5 cm thick. They do not have either a Bh
horizon that is 10 cm or more thick, or a Bhf horizon that is 10 cm or
more thick or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface, or a
t urbic or a cryic hori zon within 1 m of the mineral surface or evidence
of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups but they may h ave plac ic,
duric, fragic, Ah or Bt horizons. The ortstein horizon in these soils is
a Bf c horizon that is strongly cemented and that occurs over at least 1 / 3
of the exposure. Usually Ortstein Humo-Ferric Podzols have both L-H
layers and Ae horizons. The vegetation and climat e associated with this
,::HJ.te,J..uuiJ c1.Lt!

t=,eueLo.lly L11ose o[ Lhe wei:.i:.er part: of 'the range specitied tor

Humo-Ferric Podzols.

4303

Pl acic Humo -Ferr ic Podzol
Profile type : (LFH), (Ah), (Ae) , (Bhf) , ~ ' Bfc, (BC) , (C)

These soils have both a podzolic B horizon at lea~t 5 cm thick and a placic
horizon. They do not have either a Bh horizon 10 cm or mor e thick, or a
Bhf horizon 10 cm or more thick, or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the
mineral surface, or a cryic horizon within 1 m of the min eral surface or a
turbic h orizon, or an ortstein horizon or evidence of gleying as specified
for gleyed subgroups. They may have duric, fragic, Ah or Bt horizons.
The placic horizon consists of a single thin band Ccorrunonly about 5 nun
thick) or a series of such bands t hat are dark colored , hard and impervious.
They may occur either within or below the podzolic B horizon .
Placic Hume- Ferric Podzols usually have thick L-H or O l ayers and Ae horizons .
They occur most corrunonly in perhumid maritime region s and frequently the
surface is peaty.

4304

Durie Humo-Ferric Podzol
Profile type: (LFH), (Ah), (Ae), (Bhf ) , Bf, Be or Btc or BCc, (C)

Thes e soils have both a podzolic B horiz0n at least 5 cm thick and a duric
horizon. They do not have either a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick, or a
Bhf hori zon 10 cm or more thick, or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the
mineral surface or a cryic horizon within 1 m of the mineral surface or a
turb ic horizon, or ortstein or placic horizons, or evidence of gleying as
specified for gleyed subgroups.
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The duric horizon, Be or BCc is a strongly cemented horizon that does not
satisfy the criteria of a podzolic B hor izon . Usually it has an abrupt
upper boundary to an overlying podzolic B horizon and a diffuse lower
boundary several feet below. The color of duric horizons usually differs
little from that of the parent material and the structure is usually
amorphous or very coarse platy. Air dry clods of the material do not
slake when immersed in water . Durie hori zons may meet the criteria of
Bt horizons (Btc).
Durie Humo- Ferric Podzols usually .h ave both L- H or O layers and Ae
horizons, and they may have Ah horizons. The vegetation and climate
associated with this subgroup are generally·those of the wetter part of
the range specified for Humo- Ferric Podzols.
4305

)

Fragic Humo-Ferric Podzol
Profile type: (LFH), (Ah), (Ae), (Bhf), Bf, Bx or BCx or Btx, (C)

These soils have both a podzolic B horizon at least 5 cm thick and a
fragic horizon. They do not have either a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick,
or a Bhf horizon 10 cm or more thick, or a lithic contact within 50 cm
of the mineral surface, or a cryic horizon within 1 m of the mineral surface
or a turbic horizon or ortstein, placic or duric horizons , or evidence of
gleying as specified for gleyed subgroups. A fragic hori zon is a subsu rface
horizon of high bulk density, firm and brittle consistence when moist, and
hard to extremely hard when dry . Commonly, it has bleached fracture planes
separating very coarse prismatic units, and frequently the secondary
structure is platy. Usually the color of a fragic horizon is similar to
that of the parent material but it differs from the par ent material in
structure, consistence or bulk density. Fragic hori zons are u sual ly of
medium texture and air- dry clods of these horizons s lake in water. Fragic
hor izon s do not satisfy the criteria of podzolic B horizons but they may
meet the limits of a Bt (Btx).
Fragic Humo - Ferric Podzols usually have both L- H layers and Ae horizons,
and they may have Ah horizons . They are known to occur mainly under forest
ve getation in areas of cryoboreal temperature class and perhumid moisture .
subclass.
4306

Luvisolic Humo - Ferric Podzol
Profile type : (LFH) , (Ah) , (Ae), (Bhf), .!![, (Ae) , Bt, (BC), (C)

These soils have both a podzolic B horizon at least 5 cm thick and a Bt
horizon that is either weakly expressed and between 50 and 75 cm below
the mineral surface or more than 75 cm below the mineral surface. They
do not have either a Bh horizon 10 cm or more thick, or a Bhf horizon 10 cm
or more thick, or a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface, or
a cryic horizon within 1 m of the mineral surface or a turbic horizon, or
ortstein, placic, duric or fragic horizons or evidence of gleying as
specified for gleyed subgroups.

)

Luvisolic Humo - Ferric Podzols usually have both L- H layers and Ae horizons,
and they may have Ah horizons. They are known to occur mainly in areas
of cryoboreal temperatures class and perhumid moisture subclass.
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4307

Sombric Humo - Ferric Podzols
Profile type:
(LFH) , Ah , (Ae) , ~ ' (BC) , (C)

These s oils have podzolic B hor izons a t least 5 cm thick and Ah hori zons
more t han 7.5 cm t hi ck. They do not have either Bh horizons 10 cm or more
thick, or Bhf horizons 10 cm or more thick, or a lithic contact within
50 cm of the mi neral s urface, or a cryic horizon within 1 m of the mineral
surface, or a turbic horizon or ortstein, placic, duric, fragic or Bt
hori zons, or evidence of gl e ying as specified for gleyed subgroups .
Sombric Humo-Ferri c Podzols usually have 1 - H layers and they commonly h a ve
Ae horizons . They occur ma inly under forest vegetation in areas of
cryoboreal to mesic temperature class and perhumid to humid moi sture
subclass.

430- 7

Cryic Humo-Ferric Podzols *

These soils have a cryic hori zon within 1 m of the mineral surface in
addition to the general characteristics of t h e major subgroups . A cryic
horizon is permanently frozen or has a temperature of O C or lower 2
months af t er the s ummer solstice (Aug. 21).
Cryic Humo-Ferric Podzols occur in areas of subarctic or arctic temperature
class.
These subgroups are named as folJ.ows:

43017
43027
430 -3

Cryic Humo -Ferr ic Podzol
Cryic Ortstein Humo - Ferric Podzol (if they exist) etc.
Turbic Humo-Ferric Podzol *

The soils occur in a r eas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost. In
addi t i on to the properties specified for the major subgroup s they have,
within 1 m of the mineral s urface, properties due to cryoturbation as
mani fes ted by di sru p t ed and dislocated horizons , di s placement and incorporation
of materials from other hor i zons and mechanical sorting.
These subgroups are named as fol lows :

43017
43077

Turbic Humo-Ferric Podzol
Turbic Sombric Humo- Ferric Podzol etc.

430-9

Lithic Humo - Ferr ic Podzol

These soil s have a lithic contact between 10 and 50 cm from the mineral
s urface in addition to the character istics of the major subgroups.

*

Cryic and Turbic subgroups o f Humic and Ferro-Humic Podzols are not
defined because none are known to exist.
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These subgroups are named as follows :

43019
430179
43029

Lithic Humo - Ferric Podzol
Cryic Lithic Humo- Ferric Podzol
Lithic Ortstein Humo- Ferric Podzol etc.

430 - 8 Gleyed Humo - Ferric Podzol
These soils have, in addition to the characteristics of the major subgroups, evidence of gleying within 1 m of the mineral surface as follows:
a)

Mottling (faint to prominent) within 50 cm of the mineral surface, or

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling within 1 m of the mineral surface.

These subgroups are named as follows:

43018
430183
43028

Gleyed Humo- Ferric Podzol
Gleyed Turbic Hume-Ferric Podzol
Gleyed Ortstein Humo-Ferric Podzol etc.

Reasoning Involved in this proposal
1.

)

Both chemical and morphological criteria are specified for all soils
of the Podzolic order for a number of reasons.

a) The idea that Podzolic soils have an accumulation of amorphous material
in the B horizon has been accepted widely. Thus , it did not satisfy the
concepts of logic of many of you or of us to waive the chemical criteria for
sandy soils with well developed Ae and color B horizons . However, several
felt that a given amount of amorphous mater ial affects the properties of
sand morethan of loamy soils and this is reasonable. Thus, we suggested
that pyrophosphate Fe+Al may be as low as 0. 4% in the podzolic B horizon
of sands . This is based upon limited data , but the limit could not be
much lower if we intend to retain the concept of a podzolic Bas a horizon
of accumulation of amorphous materia l composed mainly of Fe, Al and organic
matt er.
b) Manitoba, Alberta and B. C. have been classifying sandy soils with Ae
and color B horizons as Degrad ed Dystric or Eutric Brunisols and they
favored maintaining chemical criteria. Tqe change involved in proposal II
would alter the classification of soils in at l east these 3 provinces and
hence cause far more disruption that would the present proposal .
c ) We accept limits of clay accumulation (3% more than the Ae etc.) for
t he Bt horizon of Luvisolic soils, an4 of Na for Solonetzic soils. Thus,
it is c ertainly consistent with the system to have criteria beyond color
for Podzolic soils.

)

d) Sp ecific criteria seem to be necessary if we are to have a taxonomic
system that can be used uniformly.
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2.

The great group names were changed back to the 1968 1 1970 version
because of a clear major ity opinion on a matter of preference no t princip.i.,

3.

The subgroup setup proposed must be flexibl e as it must be consistent
with t he divisj0r o f subgroups in other orders. M:>st favored leaving
Gleyed Lithic and Cryic as subgroup modifiers and this has been done. The
major subgroups proposed all have unique combinations of genetic horizons.
For exampl e, a Luvisolic Humo-Ferr ic Podzol has a Bt horizon in addition
to a pod zolic B. Several of you thought that subgroups should not be based
upon parent mat e rial factors such as lithic, but on genetic hori zons.
A Turbic subgroup was added to Hume-Ferric Podzols because there are
apparently such soils and because Turbic subgroups are likely to be added
to other orders. Probably some of you can suggest a better definition of
this subgroup.
4.

The thickness of Bh horizon required for Humic Pod zols was changed back
to 10 cm (as in 1970) from 5 because of protests from a few and because
it seems more reasonable to require 10 cm when the thickness limit f or the
Bhf of Ferro-Humic Podzols is 10 cm. Several wanted to have the thickness
requirement for all pod zol i c B' s uniform 10 cm or more . Other s wanted the
thickness limit f or a Bf dropped entirely or reduced to 2 cm. Ther e is
some logic in allowing a thinner diagnostic horizon in Humo-Ferric Podzols
than in the other two great groups because the Humo-Ferric areJ broadly
speaking, the Podzo lic s oils of the drier end of the Podzol region. Thus
their development ls expected to De weaKer , or shalluweL u1. LuL.~,. The: ;..w0
inch limit will probably cause l ess trouble than a few of you expect. The
reason for stating "podzolic B" instead of 'Bf' in the definition of HumoFerric Pod zo ls is that a soil could have 2 cm of B that qualifies as Bhf
and only 2 cm that qualifies as Bf. If we stated 5 cm of "Bf " in the
definition, such a soil would be defined out of the Podzolic order.
5.

All of the recormnendations made at both the Eastern and Western meetings
were considered thoroughly and many have been followed at least in part:
more emphais on morphology, deletion of mini subgroups, revised order
definition, including clay and organic C in the criteria of a podzolic B,
d efinin g su bgroups with fragipans and "duric" horizons.
Recommendation 6 at the Western Meeting was recorded as follows: "That
criteria be established to include Podzol-like soi l s on sandy or coarser
textured soils within the Podzolic order of the Canadian Syst em. We can
poll your opinion on this and pursue it through a working grou p under an
Ottawa correlator."
We fo llowed the recommendation i n the sense that we polled opinions on
criteria that included such soils (Proposal II) and, in the present proposal,
somewhat r elaxed chemical criteria are stated for sandy Podzol-like soils .
DISCUSSION
The discussion is not included because of failure of the recording
equipment during this part of the meeting. Some of the points raised were:
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1.

The effect of the proposed criteria on the classification of borderline
Podzolic soils.

2.

The change in concepts of Podzolic soils in recent years. At one time
an Ae horizon was the essential feature; now a Podzolic soil might have
no Ae.

3.

It would have been better to have presented an alternative (Proposal II)
for consideration at the meeting.

The repor t was accepted with 3 votes against.
NOTE:

)

A few changes have been made since the report was presented at
Saskatoon.

1.

Metric units only are given as decid ed at the meeting.

2.

The definition of Turbic Humo-Ferric Podzols has been changed slightly.

3.

The suffix 'd' for duric horizons has be en deleted . Durie horizons
are cemented horizons so 1 c 1 is appropriate. No special suffix is
used for ortstein and placic horizons so it seems illogical to use
one for duric.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE L'ORDRE BRUNISOLIQUE
J.A. McKeague, President

Resume
Les quelques changements mineurs effectues dans l'ordre
brunisolique sont les suivants: a) elimination du sousgroupe "alpin11 , b) precision des criteres du sous-groupe
"gleyi:tie", c) in troduction du sous-groupe "andique",
d) introduction du sous-groupe 11 turbique".

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON BRUNISOLIC SOILS
J.A. McKeague, Chairman

Sununary
A number of minor changes made are a) alpine subgroups
.
•
~.
~
r
.,
e11m1na~ea, ...0)\ 1mpruVeU
~LLL~LLd LUL 5Leyeu buug~G~ps,
c) andic subgroup introduced, d) turbic subgroup introduced.
...J

,_

As you know Jack Shields and I were appointed as co-chairmen for the Podzolic,
Luvisolic and Brunisolic Orders for the CSSC meeting. Jack has worked on
the Luvisolic order, I have worked on the Brunisolic, and both of us have
worked on the Podzolic order. We have criticized each others memorand a on
these subjects. The first memo on Brunisolic soils dated Nov. 3 propos ed
3 new great groups: Regic, Luvic and Podzic. Several individuals and a
few groups of pedologists liked the new scheme but others were strongly opposed
to it. Some pointed out that we had no mandate to make major changes in
the Bruniso lic order. Many suggestions of minor changes were made but there
was no approach to a concensus of opinion on the desired changes.
The second memorandum dated Feb . 19 outlined several proposals based upon
the suggestions received and asked you to state your preferences. Although
no clear cut choice was evident, the replies overall conveyed the message
that although the definition of the order required a change and that some
changes were needed in subgroups, the general scheme should remain unchanged.
Thus, in spite of a strong preference by some for our proposal of Nov. 3,
I am attempting to improve the precision of definitions but to leave the
order intact.
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)

)

)

BRUNISOLIC ORDER

51

Melanie Brunisol

5101
5102
510-1
510-9
510-8
510-3
510-7

Orthic Melanie Brunisol
Degraded Melanie Brunisol
Andie Melanie Brunisol
Lithic Melanie Brunisol
Gleyed Mel anie Brunisol
Turbic Melat ,ic Brunisol
Cryic Melanie Brunisol

52

Eutric Brunisol

5201
5202
520- 1
520-9
520-8
520- 3
520-7

Orthic Eutric Bruni so l
Degr aded Eutric Bruni sol
Andie Eutric Brunisol
Lithi c Eutric Brunisol
Gleyed Eutric Bruni sol
Turb ic Eutric Brunisol
Cryic Eutric Brunisol

53

Sombric Bruni sol

5301
5302
530-1
530-9
530-8
530-3
530-7

Orthic Sombric Bruni sol
Degrad ed Sombric Brunisol
Andie Sombric Brun isol
Li thic Sombric Bruni sol
Gleye4 Sombric Brunisol
Turbic Sombr i c Brunisol
Cryic Sombric Brunisol

54

Dystric Bruni sol

5401
5402
540-1
540-9
540-8
540-3
540 - 7

Orthic Dys tric Bruni sol
Degraded Dystric Brunisol
Andi e Dystric Bruni sol
Lith i c Dystric Brunisol
Gleyed Dystric Bruni sol
Turbic Dystric Brunisol
Cryic Dystric Brunisol

5

Soils of the Brunisolic order are those having sufficient d evelopment to
exclude them from the Regosolic order, but l acking the degr ees or kinds
of horizon development specified for soils of other orders. The order
includes soils in which several different dominant processes are thought
to be involved in the development of hor izons . Although the central concept
of the order is that of soils having brownish- colored Bm hor i zon s, the
order includes soils of various color s having both Ae horizons and weaklyexpressed horizons of accumulation of either clay or sesquioxides. These
soils occur in a wide range of climatic and vegetative environments
including mixed forest and grass, Boreal forest, heath · and tundra.
Brunisolic soils are usually recognized in the field by the presence
of a Bm horizon and the lack of horizons tha t have either sufficient
clay accumulation to satisfy the limits of Bt horizons or sufficient
organic matter Al, Fe complex materials to satisfy the limits of a
podzolic B horizon. Usually they have brownish-colored sola except
for Ae hori zons that may occur, but they may have gray, black or red
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sola depending both upon the parent material a nd u pon the k ind of B
horizon development. The Bm horizon as presently defined includes
hori zons with eviden ce of alteration or illuviation as follows:
a)

Stronger c h :.:-omas t he red der hues th a n the underl ying ma terial.

b)

Evidence of r emoval of carbonates.

c)

Evid ence of slight il luviation either of clay o r of amorphous
material composed largely of organ ic matter , Fe a nd Al.

d)

A change in structure from that of the original material.

A consideration of the various kinds of fin horizons developed in parent
materials t h at may be gray, brown, black, red, etc . , that may or may
not contain carbonates; that vary in texture from grave l to clay, shows
ciearly t h at Bm horizons may and do range widely i n color, structur e
a nd other properties.
Brun isolic soil s include some t hat are calcareous to the surface and
very slightly weathered, and oth ers t h at are strongly acid and apparently
weathered to a bout the same extent as t h e associated Podzolic soils.
Most Bruniso l ic soils are well to imperfect l y d rained but some,
es pecially those affecte d by seepage water are moderately poorly to
poorly drained . However , they lack the gley features specified for
Gleysol i c soil s. The order is divided among four great grou ps:
l'l t:! l. CUL.i. t...

D1.uu.i.tiul~,

·

1:.ruL1..i.L.

D1.uuj_oulo,

C Gu1L.1.j_L I3.1.uuloulo cu1.J Dy oi.. 1..i.1....

Brunisols b ased both upon acid i ty a nd presen ce or absence of a n Ah
horizo n .
51

Mel anie Brunisol

These soils have either an Ah horizon mo re t h an 5 cm thick or an Ap horizon
with a color v alu e (mo i st ) o f less than 4, and e i ther a :&nor a Btj horizon
5 cm thick or more. The pH (Ca C1 ) within some part of t h e control section
2
is 5.5 or more. These soi l s may nave L-H layers and Ae or Ae j h o ri zons
but they lack both podzolic Band Bt hori zons. The Ah hori zo n c ommon l y has
t h e characteristics specified for a chermozemic A but the soils are
exclude d from t h e Chernozemic order on the bas i s of environmenta l factors
(climate and vegeta tion) .
Melanie Brunisols occur typically under deciduous or mixed f o res t vegetation
on calcareous parent material s in areas of bor e al to mesic temperature c l ass
and humid moisture sub class , but t hey are not res tricted to such e n vironments.
5101 Orthic Melanie Bruniso l
Profile type:
(L-H), Ah or~, ftn, (Ck), (c)
These soils h ave either a n Ah hori zo n 5 cm or more thick or an Ap horizon
with a color value (moist) of less than 4.
In addition, they h ave a Bm
hor izon at least 5 cm thi ck b e low t h e Ah or Ap horizon. The pH (CaC1 )
2
within some part . of the control section i s 5.5 or more .
These soil s may
h ave L-H layers but they lack Ae, Bt and podzolic B horizons, andic
properties as specified for Andie subgroups, eviden ce of gleying as
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specified for gleyed subgroups, a lithic contact within 50 cm bf the
mineral surface, and cryic and turbi c horizons as specified for Cryic and
Turbic subgroups.
5102 Degraded Melanie Brunisols
Profile type: (L-H), Ah or~' Ae or Atl and Btj or Bm , (Ck), (C)
These soils have either an Ah horizon 5 cm or more thick or an Ap horizon
with a color value (moist) of less than 4. In addition, they have either
an Ae or an Aej horizon and a Btj or Bm horizon, or both. The pH (CaC1 2 )
within som part of the control section is 5.5 or more. These soils may
have L-H layers but they lack Bt and podzolic B horizons, andic properties
as specified for Andie subgroups, evidence of gleying as specified for
gleyed subgroups, a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface,
and cryic and turbic horizons as specified for Cryic and Turbic subgroups.

510-1 Andie Melanie Brunisols
These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, andic properties as indicated. They µave to a depth of 35 cm
or to a lithic contact shallower than 35 cm one or both of:

)

a)

A bulk density Cat 1/3 bar water retention) of the fine earth fraction
of the soil of less than 0.85 g/cc, and an exchange complex dominated
by amorphous material.

b)

Sixty percent or more vitric pyroclastic material in the silt, sand
or gravel fractions.

Soils containing volcanic ash that havepodzolic B horizons that satisfy
the r.equirements of a great group of the Podzolic order are classified
as Podzolic soils.
510- 9 Lithic Melanie Brunisols
These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
s ubgroups, a lithic contact at a depth between . 10 and 50 cm from the
mineral surface.
510- 8 Gleyed Melanie Brunisols
These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, evidence of gleying within 1 m of the mineral s urfac e as follows:
a)

Faint to distinct mottling within 50 cm of the mineral surface.

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling at depths between 50 and 100 cm from the
mineral surface.

510-3 Turbic Melanie Brunisol

)

These soi ls occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost. In
addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups they have,

-
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within 1 m of the mineral su rface , p rop erties due to cryoturbation as
mani fested by disrup ted and d islocated ho rizons, di s pl acemen t and
i ncorporation of materials from other horizons, and mechanical sorting.
510-7

Cryic Mel anie Brunisol

These soils have, in addi tion to t h e properties specif i ed for t h e ma jor
subgroups , a cryic hori zon within 1 m of t he mineral surface. A cryic
horizon is permanently f rozen or has a temperature of 0°c or lower 2 months
after the summer solstice (Aug. 21 ) .
The subgroups are design ated and name d as follows :
51011
51021
510139

52

Andie Mel anie Brunisol
Andie Degraded Melanie Br unisol
Turbic Lith i c Melani e Brun isol

Eutric Brunisol

These soils have either a Bm o r a Btj horizon at least 5 cm thick , and a
pH (Ca C1 ) within some part o f the control section of 5.5 o r more .
They
2
may have L-H layers, Ae or Aej hori z ons , or Ah horizon s les s than 5 cm
thick but ·t h e y lack both Bt a nd podz olic B hori zon s.
If cultivated , these
soils are classif ied as Eutric Brunisols if part o f the Bm hor i z on remains
below the Ap . They are classified as Regosols if the Ap includ es all of the
Bm ho rizon .
5201

Orthic Eutr i c Bruni sols
Profile type:
(L-H ), (Ah), Bm, (c), (Ck)

These soi l s have both a Bm hor izon a t least 5 cm thick an d a pH (Cacl )
2
within some part of the control section of 5.5 or more. They may have
L-H layers and Ah horizons l ess than 5 cm thick. They lack Ae, Aej, Bt
and podzolic B horizons, andic properties as spec ified for Andie subgroups,
a lithic contact within 50 cm of th e mineral s urface, evidence of gleying
as specif i ed f o r Gleyed subg roups, and turbic and cryic horizons as
specified by Turbic and Cryic subgroups .
5202

Degraded Eutric Brun isol
Prof ile type:
(L-H ), (Ah) , Ae or Aej a nd/or Btj or

Bm, (C), (Ck)

These soils have either Ae or Aej ho rizons or Btj horizons at lea s t 5 cm
thick, or both.
The pH (CaC1 ) within some part of the control section
2
is 5.5 or more. They may have L- H layers a nd Ah horizons le ss than 5 cm
thick . They lack Bt and podzol ic B horizons, andic properties as
specif ied f or Andie subgroups, a lithic contact within SO cm of the min eral
surface, evidence of gleying as specified for gleyed subgroup s , and t urbic
and cryic horizons as s p ecif ied for Turbi c and Cry ic s ubgr oups .
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520-1

Andie Eutric Brunisols

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, andic properties as indicated. They have to a depth of 35 cm
or to a lithic contact shallower than 35 cm one or both of:
a)

A bulk density Cat 1/3 bar water retention) of the fine earth fraction
of the soil of less than 0.85 g/cc, and an exchange complex dominated
by amorphous material.

b)

Sixty percent or more vitric pyroclastic material in the silt, sand or
gravel fractions.

Soils containing volcanic ash that have podzolic B horizons that satisfy
the requirements of a great group of the Podzolic order are classified as
Podzolic soils .
520- 9

Lithic Eutric Brunisol

These soils have in addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups,
a lithic contact at a depth between 10 and 50 cm frolJl the mineral surface.
520-8

Gleyed Eutric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, evidence of gleying within lm of the mineral surface as follows:
a)

Faint to distinct mottling within 50 cm of the mineral surface.

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling at depths between 50 and 100 cm from the
mineral surface.

520- 3

Turbic Eutric Brunisol

These soils occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost. In
addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups they have,
within lm of the mineral surface, properties due to cryoturbation as
manifested by disrupted and dislocated horizons, displacement and incorporation
of materials from other horizons, and mechanical sorting.
520- 7

Cryic Eutric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, a cryic horizon within lm of the mineral surface. A cryic horizon
is permanently frozen or has a temperature of 0°C or lower 2 months after
the summer solstice (Aug. 21).
The subgroups are designated and named as follows:
52011
52021
520289

Andie Eutric Brunisol
Andie Degraded Eutric Brunisol
Gleyed Lithic Degraded Eutric Brunisol
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53

Sombr i c Brunisol

These soils have either an Ah ho rizon 5 cm or more thick o r a n Ap horizon
with a color value (moist) of l ess than 4.
In addition t hey have either
a Bm o r a Btj ho rizon at least 5 cm thick and a pH (CaC1 ) of less than
2
5 . 5 throughout the control section,
Th ey may h ave L-H l ayers and Ae o r
Aej horizons but they lack Bt a nd podzolic B horizons.
530 1

Orthi c Sanbric Brunisol
Profile type:
(L-H), Ah o r ~ ' ~ ' ( C)

Th ese soils have eith er an Ah horizon 5 cm o r more thick or an Ap horizon
wi th a color value (moi st ) of less than 4.
In addition they have a Im
horizon at least 5cm thick and a pH (CaC 1 ) of les s than 5.5 throughout the
2
control section.
They may h ave L-H layers but they lack Ae, Bt and
podzo lic B ho r i zon s, andic properties as spec i fied for Andie s ubgro up s,
a lith i c contact with in 50 cm of the mineral surface , e viden ce of gleying
as specified for gleyed s ubgrou ps , and turbic and cryic ho r i zons as
specif i ed for Turbic and Cryic s ubgroups.
5302

Degraded Sombric Brun i so l
Profile type:
(L- H), Ah, Ae or Aej a nd/or Btj or

Bm, (C)

Thes e soi l s have either an Ah horizon 5 cm thick or more or a n Ap horizon
with a co l or value (moi st) of less than 4 .
In addition they h ave either
an Ae o r an Aej hori zon or a Btj hori zon or both . The pH (CaC1 ) is le ss
7
than 5 ,5 throu ghout the contro l section,
These so il s may h ave L-H layers but they l ack Bt and podzolic B horizons ,
andi c propert ies as specif ied for Andie s ubgroup s, a li th ic contact within
50 cm of t he mineral surface, evidence of gleying as sp eci f ied f or gleyed
subgroups, and t u rbic a nd cryic hor izons as specified for Turbi c a n d Cryic
s ubgroups.
530- 1

Andie Sombric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the pr o pertie s specified fo r the majo r
subgroups, a ndic pr operties as indicated. They have to a depth of 35 cm
or to a lithic contact shallower than 35 cm one or both of:
a)

A bulk density ( a t 1/3 bar water retention) of t he fi ne earth
fraction of the soil of l ess than 0 .85 g / cc, and an exchange
complex dominated by amo rphous material,

b)

Sixty percent or more vitric pyroclastic material in the silt, sand
or gravel fract ion s.

Soi l s containing volcanic ash t h at have pod zolic B horizons that sat isfy
the requi rements of a great group of t he Podzolic order are classified
as Podzolic soils.
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530-9

Lithic Sombric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, a lithic contact at a depth between 10 and 50 cm from the
mineral surface.
530-8

Gleyed Sombric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, evidence of gleying within lm of the mineral surface as follows:
a)

Faint to distinct mottling within 50 cm of the mineral surface.

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling a t depths between 50 and 100 cm from
the mineral surface.

530-3

Turbic Sombric Brunisol

These soils occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost. In
addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups they have,
within lm of the mineral surface, properties due to cryoturbation as
manifested by disrupted and dislocated horizons, displacement and incorporation
of materials from other horizons, and mechanical sorting.
530-7

)

Cryic Sombric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the proper ties specified for the major
subgroups, a cryic horizon within lm of the mineral surface. A cryic
0
horizon is permanently frozen or has a temperature of O C o r l ower 2 months
after the summer solstice (Aug. 21).
The s ubgroups are des ignated and named as follows:
53019
53029
530181

54

Lithic Sombric Brunisol
Lithic Degraded Sombric Brunisol
Gleyed Andie Sombric Brunisol

Dystric Bruniso l

These soils have either a Bm or a Bt j horizon at least 5 cm thick, and a
pH (Cac1 2 ) of less than 5. 5 throughout the control section. They may
have L-H l ayers Ae or Aej horizons, or Ah horizons less than 5 cm thick
but they lack both Bt and podzolic B horizons.
If cultivated, these soils are classified as Dystric Brunisols if part of the
Bm horizon remains below the Ap. They are classified as Regosols if the Ap
includes a ll of the Bm horizon.

)
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5401

Orthic Dystric Brunisol
Profile type:
(L-H ), (Ah), Itn, (C)

These s oil s have both a Itn horizon at least 5 cm thick and a pH (CaC1 )
2
less t han 5.5 throughout the control section. They may have L-H layers
and Ah horizons less than 5 cm thick .
They lack Ae, Aej, Bt and podzolic
B hori zon s , andic properties asr specified for Andie s ubgroups, a lithic
contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface, evidence of gleying as
spec if ied for Gleyed subgroups, and turbic and cryic horizons as specified
for Turbic and Cryic Subgroups.
Degraded Dystric Brunisol
Profile type:
(L- H), (Ah), ~ , or Aej and Btj or :&n, (C)

5402

These soils h ave either Ae or Aej horizons, and Btj or :&n horizon s at
least 5 cm thick. The pH (CaC1 ) is less than 5.5 throughout the control
2
section. They may have L-H layers and Ah horizons less than 5 cm thick.
They lack Bt and podzolic B horizons, andic propertie s as specified f or
Andie subgroups, a lithic contact within 50 cm of the mineral surface,
evidence of g leying as specified for gleying subgroups, and turbic and
cryic horizons as specified for Turbic and Cryic subgroups.
540- 1

Andie Dystri c Brunisol

These soils have, in addi tion to the properties specified for the major
s ubgroups, andic p roperties as indicated. They have to a depth of 35 cm
Ul.
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a)

A bulk density (at 1/3 bar water retention) of the fi ne earth fraction
of the s oil of less than 0 .85 g / cc, and an exchange complex dominanted
by amorphous material .

b)

Sixty percent or more vitric pyroclastic material in the silt, sand
or gravel fractions.

Soils containing volcanic ash that have podzolic B horizons that satisfy
the requirements of a great group of the Podzolic order are classified as
Podz olic soils.
540-9

Lithic Dystric Brunisol

The s e soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
s ubgroups, a lithic contact at a depth between 10 and 50 cm from the
mineral surface.
540-8

Gleyed Dystric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgro ups , evidence of gleying within 1 m of the mineral surface as fo llows:
a)

Faint to di st inct mottling within 50 cm of the minenal surface.

b)

Distinct or prominent mottling at depths between 50 and 100 cm from
the mineral s urface .
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540- 3

Turbic Dystric Brunisol

These soils occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost. In
addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups they have,
within lm of the mineral 'surface, properties due t o cryotu rbation as
manifested by disrupted and dislocated horizons, displacement and incorporation
of materials from other horizons, and mechanical sorting.
540 - 7

Cryic Dystric Brunisol

These soils have, in addition to the properties specified for the major
subgroups, a cryic horizon within lm of the mineral surface. A cryic horizon
0
is permanentl y fro zen or has a temperature of o c or lower 2 months after
the summer solstice (Aug. 21).
These subgroups are designated and named as follows:
54017
54027
540191

Cryic Dystric Brunisol
Cryic Degraded Dystric Brunisol
Lithic Andie Dys tric Brunisol

Some commen ts on these definitions .
1.

Alpine subgroups were d el eted as several of you pointed out that
Subalpine, Arctic etc. subgroups could be justified equally well and
that Alpine etc. could be taken care of at the family level . Thus,
the former Alpine subgroups would be included with the appropriate
subgroups of 51 and 53 in the proposed scheme. It should be noted
that 51 no longer specifies a mull Ah.

2.

Turbic and Andie subgroups are included because of the recommendations
of pedologists who have worked with such soils. The definition of both
subgroups could be improved and suggestions are welcome. The criteria
listed for Andie are those from the u.s. system as suggested by two
r e spondent s to the previous memorandum.

3.

The 5 subgrou p modifiers allow the possibility of some unduly long class
names u~less some guidelines are agreed upon. For example, I suppose
that a Cryic Turbic Gleyed Lithic Andie Degraded Sombric Brunisol could
occur but the name i s unmanageable. Perhaps Turbic Lithic Degraded
Sombric Bruniso l would be adequate. I would suggest a maximum of 2
modifi ers with the order of precedence as follows : Turbic or Cryic)
Lithic) Andie) Gleyed. This may not be the most reasonable order of
precedence. If you agree on t h e general idea, please suggest better
alternatives.

4.

There is not complete agreement either on
Eutric or on the control section for pH.
was based on data of Clark and others for
e xchangeable Al was found in soils having
higher . It is also true that very little

)

)

the pH split for Dystric vs
The in itial pH
split of 5.5
a wide range of samples. No
pH values (Cac1 2 ) of 5.5 or
exchangeable Al was found in
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soils with pH 's of 5 or more but some had a detectabl e amount. Th e
Alberta group agrees with this but prefers pHS . Most who stated a
preference chose 5.5 and thus 5.5 is stated h ere.
Th e control section for pH is a bigger issue. Some prefer t h e " s olum"
but where 2 or 3 a re gathered toge ther the lower limit of the solum
corrnnonly is put at 2 or 3 depths. The majority who stated a pr eference
chose the control sect ion stated here.

DISCUSSION
There was some discussion on the changes in concepts of Brunisolic soils
in recent years. This is not included because of f ailure of the recording
equipment during this part o f the meeting.
The report was accepted wi th 2 votes against.
NOTE:

The report fails to specify guidelines for the distinction of Eutric
from Melanie and Dystric f r om Sombric subgroups in the case of
cultivated soils. The following guidelines are proposed for trial:
If the Ap horizon h as:

1.

A rubbed color value (moist) of 3 . 5 or less that is lower by a t l ea s t
one unit. than the value of the underlying horizon, and

2.

An organic carbon content of at least 2%, the cultivated soil is
classified as e ither Melanie or Sombric. If the Ap horizon fails to
meet t hese limits , the soil is classified as Eutr ic or Dystric.
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE L'ORDRE REGOSOLIQUE
B. Rochefort, President

Resume
Un nouveau sous-groupe, appele turbique s 1 ajoute maintenant a
la classification des sols regosoliques. Les definitions de
toutes les categories, a l'exception de celle du grand groupe,
sont modifiees. Les changements les plus significantifs
regardent les definitions de l'ordre, ainsi que celles des
deux sous-groupes orthique et cumulique.
La definition de l'ordre, proposee ici, comporte l'addition de
deux phrases, inserees entre la premiere et la derniere phrase
de la definition actuelle (1970). Dans cette definition
modifiee, le premier de ces deux econces nouveaux precise le
concept general des regosols et le second, les dimensi~ns de
la coupe de reference (control section), auparavant mentionnees
de facon incomplete clans la definition du sous-groupe orthique.

)

La derniere phrase: "Les sols n'ont ni sels solubles, ni gley ••• ",
qui se repete clans les definitions actuelles des deux sousgroupes majeurs: orthique et cumulique, ne f~gure plus clans les
nouvelles definitions de ces deux sous-groupes. L 1 emploi de
cette phrase est superflu, sinon restrictif, eu ega rd au mode
d 1 emploi de ces sous-groupes avec d 1 autres sous-groupes, mits
mineurs, qui leur servent en quelque sorte de ~ ualificatifs, clans
la designation de certains sols regosoliques, e . g . , regosols
cumuliques gleifies.
La description de la couche cryique, qui apparait clans la
nouvelle definition du sous-groupe cryique, se veut plDs complete
et plus precise que celle qui figure daDS la definition actuelie
de ce meme sous-groupe. Aucun changement significatif n'est
apporte sux definitions des autres sous - groupes mineurs si ce
n'est l'addition, a chacune de leurs definitions, de l'enonce
suivant: "En plus des caracteristiques generales propres aux
sous-groupes majeurs. 11 C_e t enonce exprime bien la nature des
sous-groupes mineurs, ainsi que leur fonction completive ou
d 1 adjectifs, vis-a-vis des sous-groupes majeurs, clans la
designation de certains sols regosoliques .

)
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON REGOSOLIC SOILS
B. Rochefort, Chairman

Surrnnary
Besides the addition of a Tur bic subgroup, th e only changes
proposed consist i n more or l ess important modi fica t i on s made
in the definitions of the Or der, of the Or th ic and Cumulic
subgroup s and in those of the subgroup modifiers.

6

REGOSOLIC ORDER

Great Group
61

6

Regosol

Subgroup
6101
6102
610-5
610- 7
610 -3
610-8
610-9

Orthic Regosol
Cumulic Regosol
Saline Regosol
Cryic Regosol
Turbic Regosol
Gleyed Regosol
Lithic Regosol

Regosolic Order

These are rap i dly to imper fect l y drained mineral s oils with good to
moderate oxidizin g conditions, having horizon d e velopment too weak to mee t
the requirements of so il s in any other order. Regosolic soils being
essentially parent material s are characteri zed by the lack of soil horizons
except when thin , usually darker, surface horizons occur. Soils with
nonchernozemicl Ah hor izons may be included.

61
Only one great group has been established, therefore its definition is the
same as t hat of the order.
6101

Orthic Regosol
Profile type : (L- H) , (Ah), Ck or

.f

These soi l s have from t he surface, or below any nonchernozemic Ah horizon,
color values that are uniform with depth, or color va lues that increase

1

See definition of Cherno zemic A hor izon , page 43 of SSCC manual .
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gradually to the depth of the control section. The organic matter
content usually d ecr eases regularly with depth.
6102

Cumulic Regosol
Profile type: .£, Ahb,

.£ or

~

Ah,

.£,

Ahb ,

.£ or

Ck

These so il s have from the surface, or below any nonchernoz emic Ah horizons,
color values that vary by one or more units with depth in the control
s ection. The organic matte r content usually decreases irregularly with
d epth. Often thes e so ils are the result of int ermittent flooding, erosion
and weak soil development as indicated by bur ied layer ed or strat ified
deposits which occur on pas t or current flood plains. The color values
and organic matter content within the control section are irr egular.
610-5

Saline Regosol

In addi t ion t o th e cha racteris ti cs of the maj or su bgroups , these soils have
salinity exceeding 4 rrnnhos/cm in a horizon( s) withi n 60 cm of the surface,
or salinity exceeding 6 mmhos/cm between 60 and 100 cm from the surface if
the soil above i s nonsal i ne ({4 rrnnho s /cm).
610- 7

)

Cryic Regosol

These soils have a cryic horizon within lm of the minera l surface , in
addition to the gen er al characteristics of the major subgroups. A cryic
0
horizon is permanently frozen or has a temperature is o c or lower 2 months
after the surrnner so lstice (August 21).
610-3

Turbic Regosol

These soi l s occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost. In
addition to the properties speci fied for the major subgroups they have,
within lm of the mineral surface, properties due to cryotu rbat i on as manifested
by di s rupted and di s located horizon s, displacement and incorporation of
materials from other horizons, and mechani cal sorting.
610-8

Gleyed Regosol

These soi l s have mottling and dull colors within 50 cm of the su rface, in
add ition to the characteristics of t h e ma jor subgroups.
610-9

Lithic Regosol

These soils have a l ithic contact a t a d e pth greater than 10 cm but les s
than 50 cm bel ow the mineral so il surface, in add i tion to the characterist i cs
specified for the major subgroups.
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RAPP ORT DU COMITE DE L'ORDRE GLEYSOLIQUE
R. E. Smith, President

Resume
Les questions et propositions de modifications laissees en
plan
la reunion de 1970 ont servi de base au travail du
comite qu i a conduit
1 1adoption de certaines modifications.

a

a

Les echange s de vues par correspondance ont c l airemen t fai t
voir qu e, bien qu 1imparfaite , la presente formule est assez
adequate. Quebec avec uncertain appui de l'Alberta, a
propose de diviser 1 1ordre g l eysolique en deux grands grou pes,
en se basant sur la presence ou l'absence d'horizon Ah, soit
les Gl eyso l s humique s et les Gleysols. On a reproche
1 1 inconsistance dans l 1 importance accordee
1rhorizon Ah
dans les definitions d es grands grou pes et sous-grou pes. Ce pendant l'opinion que l'application d e criteres uniformes de
differentiation
un niveau donne du systeme resul terait en
un meilleur group ement des sols n'a pas ete partagee par la
majorite de s pedo l ogu es canadiens .

a

a

Les modifications a dop tees

a

la reunion comprennent:

a)

d es changement s mineu rs dans le preambule de la definition
de l 'ordre gleyso l iqu e.

b)

une meilleu r def ini tion d e l 1horizo n Bg.

c)

Un changement de nom du grand gro upe Gleysol el uvi e
ce lui d e Gleysol luviqu e.

d)

l 1inco rp oration des sou s-groupes

e)

la recommendation qu e les correlateurs (O ttawa)
1) eva lu e nt les methodes illustratives de l a Commis sion
pour vo ir si elles sont adequates, 2) voient
trouver une
de fin ition a d e quate du sol tel que c on~u par l a Commission,
3 ) etu dient le conflit cree par l'utilisation de 'cryique'
a u Can ada par op pos ition
'p ergeliqu e 1 aux E . U.

11

t urbiqu e 11 et "pl a cique" .

a

a

a
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON GLEYSOLIC SOILS

)

R. E. Smith, Chairman

Summary
The questions and proposals for modification of the classification
of Gleysolic soils raised but not disposed of at the 1970
national meetings of c.s.s.c. formed the basis for discussion
by the present subcommittee. These discussions led to the
adoption of a number of modifications.
It also became very clear during discussion by correspondence
that the classification of Gleysolic soils, while not without
fault, is reasonably adequate in its present form. The Quebec
group, supported to some degree by Alberta, proposed grouping
all soils in the Gleysolic Order into two great groups, Humic
Gleysols and Gleysols, based on the presence or absence of
significant Ah horizons . They objected to the inconsistent
importance given to the Ah horizon in defining great groups
and subgroups in the Order. However, the concept that uniform
differentiae at a given level in the system will result in the
best grouping of soils was not supported by the majority of
pedologists in Canada.

)

)

The modifications adopted by plenary session of

c.s.s.c.

included:

a)

Minor changes in the preamble of the definition of the
Gleysolic Order.

b)

A more adequate definition of the Bg horizon.

c)

Changing the name of the Eluviated Gleysol Great Group to
Luvic Gleysol .

d)

Immediate incorporation into SSCC of a Turbic Subgroup and
a Placic subgroup.

e)

Recommendations to the Ottawa Correlation Group to (1) evaluat e
the adequacy of illustrative material employed in SSCC;
(2) look into the matter of an adequate definition o f ~
as classified in SSCC; and (3) look into the international
correlation proplem that is raised through use of Cryic in
SSCC, as opposed to Pergel ic in USDA Soil Taxonomy.
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The proposals discussed by correspondence and the recommendations
result i ng therefrom are the following:

Pr opos a l 1.

To add a Pseudogleysol Great Group to
by J. NowlanJ, Nova Scotia, 1970.

s.s.c.c.

Proposed

The concensus (including J. Nowland) was that this proposal be dropped.
The major arguement against adoption was that it would be extremely
difficult if not impossible to establish differentiae separating such
soils from gleyed subgroupos in other orders and from other great groups
within the Gleysolic Order.

Proposal 2.

To add a Humic Maxi Ferra Eluviated Gleysol to s.s.c. c.
to accommod ate soils with sola low in free and total Fe .
Proposed by R. Baril, Quebec, 1970.

It was unanimously agreed that this proposal also be dropped. Comments
received suggest that these soils can be accommodated at the series level
within the Orthic Humic Sleysol Subgroup.
Proposal 3.

To change the Great Group name "Eluviated Gleysol" to
"Luvic Gleysol". Proposed by J. Clayton, Ottawa, 1970.

All units e xcept for strong objection by Saskatchewan, supported the
change. Those arguing in favor agreed with J. Clayton that this would
r esult i n shorter names for the great group and its subgroups and would
avoid some confusion due to the term 11Eluviated". "E l uviated 11 referred
to Gleysolic soils having Btg horizons not to those that do not have Btg
horizons . Most Canadian pedologists would, it seems, associate the term
"Luvic" with clay translocation and accumulation rather than with forest
ecosystems, which may or may not lead to formation of Bt horizons in soils,
as Saskatchewan s ugge sts. The Subcommittee recommends the change in name .
Proposal 4.

Diff erentiae for distinguishing Gleysolic soils should be
based on regionally developed criteria.

Most agreed in principal that regional guidelines for distinguishing
gleyed subgroups from Gleysolics should be developed, but on the other
hand, would not want to see such specific criteria incorporated in
definitions of taxa. Th is, it was argued, would tend to break down the
national basis for classification. The Subcommittee recommends dropping
thi s propos a l.
Proposal 5.

To Ca) substitute straight lines for those used in current
diagrams of Gleysols and other soils; (b) horizons not
diagnostic of subgroups be deleted from diagrams.

Reaction to this proposal by C. Acton was mixed, ranging from full
agreement to disagreement. What seems to be emerging is the need to
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re-evaluate illustrative material (diagrams , photographs, etc.) utilized
in s.s.c.c., not just those used in the Gleysolic Ord er . The Subcorrunittee,
therefore, recommends a review of figures, diagrams and photographs
employed in s.s.c. c. to determine the ir adequacy and that this review be
undertaken by the correlation group in Ottawa.
Proposal 6.

The phrase 11 a horizon or horizons at least 4 inches (10 cm)
thick" be d eleted from the fourth sentence in the definition
of Gleysolic soils. Proposed by B. Cann , Nova Scotia, 1970.

The sentence as presently written suggests that the whole horizon must be
wit hin SO cm of the surface. The Subcommittee recommends that th e
sentence be changed to read : "They have, within SO cm of the surfac e,
the u pper boundary of a horizon or horizons of significant thi ckn ess with
dominant colors as follows:" A minority of members of the Subcommittee
felt that it would be desirable to be as explicit as poss ible and would
pr e fer the phras e "of significant thickness" to read "at least 10 cm thick".
Proposal 7.

To establish a mor e meaningful definition of Bg.
Proposed by D. Lindsay , Alberta, 1970.

The subcommittee agreed unanimously and recommends the following change
in the definition of the Bg horizon on Page 29 of s. s.c. c. t o read:

)

"Bg - These horizons are analogous to Bm horizon s but they have colors
indi cative of poor drainage and periodic reduction . The y include horizons
occurring between A and C horizons i n which the mai n features are 1 .
Colors o f low chroma, that is, chromas of 1 or less , without mottles on
ped surfaces or in the matrix if peds ar e lacking ; or chromas of 2 or less,
in hues of lOYR or r edder, on ped surfaces or in the ma trix if peds are
lacking, accompanied by mor e prominent mottles t han t hose in the C horizon;
or hues bluer than lOY, with or without mottles, on ped surfaces or in
the matrix if peds are lacking. 2. A change in structure from that of the
C hori zon and colors indicated in 1 . 3. Il luviation of clay too slight
to me e t the requirement of Bt; or accumulation of iron oxide too slight
to meet the limit s of Bgf and color s indi cated in 1. 4. Removal of
carbonates and colors indicated in 1 0 Bg horizons occur in some Orthic
Humic Gleysols and some Orthic Gl e ysols " .
The a bove includ es all positive su ggestions for improvement of definition
and satisfies most who feel tha t not suffi cient guidelines have been
provided in the past to identify important diagnostic horizons with some
degree of consistep.cy. It is also a pparent that little, if anything,
woul d have been gained by attempting to draft r eg ional guidelines for
interpretation.
Proposal 8.

)

Introduce a Turbic Subgroup for Gleysolic soils a ffected
by Cryoturbation. Proposed by C. Tarnocai, Manitoba, 1973.

Considerable di scussion was generated and opinion varied from enthusiastic
s upport to outr ight r e jec tion . The majority of opinion favors some
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reco gnition of cryoturbation, the quest ion is how and at what category
in the System.
Ar ctic pedologists believe that cryoturbation is a major soil forming
pr oce ss, equal in impor tance to pro cess es leading to th e development of
dark colored A horizons, Bm or Btj hori zons commonly found in soils in
arctic regions . Ver y often the manifestation of cryoturbation i s much
more dominant t han are th e processes l eading to the d evelopment of
Gleysolic, Brunisolic a nd Re gosolic soils. In fact, differentiation o f
these soils in Tundra environment is often very difficult . They s uggest
that stop gap measures such as the introduction of Turb ic Subgroups in
affected order s is not t h e solution and t hat we should consider more
drastic steps to accommodate t hese soils such as establ ishing a new order
of soils (Turbisolic ) , somewhat analogous to Vertisols in USDA Soil
Taxonomy.
Frankly, I t hink we need to f ocus mor e research on t hi s problem and more
time to establish better per s pec tive before a s u itabl e so lution is worked
out . I n the inter im (next 2 to 3 years ) I a lso t hink it would be very
u seful to flag affected soils at the Subgroup level within s. s. c.c.
Introduction of such taxa at t hi s l evel woul d draw attention to the unique
character of these soils and would not seriously af fect the current or der
o f established taxa. I would therefore, recommend for i mmediate
incoporat ion in s. s.c.c. a Turbic Subgroup forGleysolic soils affec ted by
cryoturbation. Thi s subgroup would only apply to Humic Gl eysol and Gleysol
great groups, since cryotur bation is noL presently known to affect Luvic
Gl eysols .
Turbic Humic Gleysol and Turbic Gleysol : These soils are affected by
cryoturbation as manifested by disrupted and di s locat ed hori zons , displacement and incorporation o f materials from other hor izons and by mechan i ca l
sorting of the parent material . Such horizons occur in regions of
discontinuous or continuous permafrost.
Proposal 9.

To introduce a Placic Subgroup that would i nclud e Gl eysolic
soi l s hav i ng placic horizons that would meet the limits of
Bgf (Bgfc) but not podzolic B horizons th ick enough to meet
t h e r equirements o f t he Podzolic Order . Propos ed by A. McKeague,
Ottawa, 1973.

I do not know these soils, but accep t h is views . Apparently a significant
acreage of t h ese so ils occur in Newfoundland . Their inclusion, as h e suggests ,
would not invo lve mu ch of a change . I would, therefore, recommend
int roduct ion o f the following Subgroup.
P l acic Humic Gleysol and Placic Gleysol: These so il s have pl ac ic horizons
that meet the limits of Bgf ( Bgfc ) . The pl acic hor izon consists of a thin
band ( commonly a bout 5 cm t h i ck) or a series of such bands t h at are dark
colored, hard and impervious. Thes e horizons may occur within or below
t he Bgf hori zon.
A number of additional comments and suggestions have emerged that require
disposition.
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1.

Pettapiece points out:
a)

At present there are problems in the identification of Cryic
taxao Disturbance (thermal erosion) will cause variable depth
of active layer in frozen soils. Presumably, in undisturbed
sites, ice or frost will occur withi'n 40 inch.es (100 cm) of the
surface, while in disturbed sites, such conditions might exceed
the 100 cm depth limit. Should such criteria as depth to
permafrost be employed at Subgroup level?

b)

Canadian Use of Cryic is equivalent to Pergelic as employed in
U.S.D.A. Soil Taxonomy. Since such ambivalent terminology exists,
it presents obvious problems in national and international
correlation.

Reactions to these corrunents are:

)

a)

Cryic subgroups have been found to be very useful in the past. There
is not reason why such subgroups cannot continue to be useful, despite
some obvious problems.

b)

Whether or not Pergelic as opposed to Cryic is a more suitable name for
such subgroups is a correlation problem and I would recorrunend that our
correlation group in Ottawa look into the matter.

Professor Isabel Bayly, Biology Department of the University of Carleton,
Ottawa, suggests that the preamble to the Gleysolic Order should include
the following sentence: "Some of these soils may even be continuously
overlain by water, as in marshes". Apparently, some ecologists are hesitant
to apply s.s.c.c. classification to marsh or wetland soils. The extra
sentence would, in her view, do much to overcome this problem.
'l'he point is well taken since it illustrates the ne ed for an adequate definition
o f ~ as it is classified in S.S. C.C. It would be a simple matter to
include the sentence proposed in the definition of the Gleysolic Order.
However, I believe the problem exists in other Orders as well as in the
Gleysolic Order, and would, therefore, recorrunend that our Ottawa correlation
group look into the matter of an adequate definition of soil as classified
in 8 s. c. c.
0

Hopefully, this definition would include some statement on boundaries and
limits of soil that would accommodate the problem indicated by Prof. Bayly.
Personally, I like the statement found in u.s.D.A. Soil Taxonomy.
In summary, it is recorrunended that the Gleysolic Order be left unchanged
except for the positive proposals and suggestions agreed upon in this report,
as well as any others that might be presented at the plenary session.
While I've not acknowledged individual replies, I do wish to ' thank all who
have participated in our discussions.

)
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7

GLEYSOLIC ORDER

Great Group
71

Humic Gleysol

Subgroup
7101
7102
7103
710-4
710 - 5
710 - 6
710 -7
710 - 9
710-3

Orthi c Humic Gleysol
Rego Humic Gleysol
Fera Humi c Gleysol
Placic Humic Gleysol
Saline Humic Gleysol
Carbonated Burnie Gleysol
Cryic Humic Gleysol
Lithic Humi c Gleysol
Turbic Humic Gl eysol

72

Gl e ysol

7201
7202
7203
720-4
720 -5
720-6
720-7
720- 9
720-3

Or th ic Gleysol
Rego Gleysol
Fera Gley sol
Placic Gleysol
Saline Gl eysol
Carbonated Gleysol
Cryic Gleysol
Lithic Gleysol
Turbic Gleysol

73

Luvi c Gleysol

7301
7302
7303
730-7
730 - 9

Orth i c Luvic Gleysol
Humic Luvic Gleysol
Fera Luvic Gleysol
Cry ic Luvic Gl eysol
Lithi c Luvic Gleysol

The se soi l s are saturated with water and are under reducing conditions
continuously or during some period of t he year, unless they are arti ficially
drained . Some of these s oils may be continuou sly overlain by shallow water .
As a result of the reducing conditions they have matrix colors of low
chroma within 50 cm of the mineral surface. They may have d is tinct or
prominent mottles of high chroma, presumably as a result of local ized
oxidation of ferrous iron and the deposition of hydr ated ferric oxides.
They have, within 50 cm o f the mineral surface, the upp er boundary of a
hori zon or hor izons of significant t h ickness with dominant moi st colors as
follows:
a)

Chromas of 1 or less, without mo ttl es, on ped surfaces or in the matrix
i f peds are lacking; or

b)

Chromas o f 2 or less, in hues of lOYR or redder, on ped surfaces or in
the matrix if peds are lacking, accompanied by promi nent mo ttles; or

c)

Chromas of 3 or less, in hues yellower than lOYR, on ped surfaces or
in the matr i x i f peds are lacking, accompani ed by prominent mottles; or

d)

Hue s bluer than lOY, with or without mottles, on ped surfaces or in
the matrix if peds are lacking.
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These soils have developed under hydrophytic vegetation and they may be
expected to support hydrophytic vegetation if left undisturbed. They
may have an organic surface layer of less than 40 cm of mixed peat (bulk
d ensity greater than O. l) or up to 60 cm of fibric moss peat (bulk
density less than 0.1). They may have A and B horizons.
The color criteria listed are tentative because they have not been checked
on enough soils. However, color is the most useful indicator of the
oxidation-reduction status of a soil. Some accessory properties that may
help to identify some of these soils are:
1)

Saturation to the surface for a month or more while the soil is not
frozen

2)

Organic surface layers

3)

Hydrophytic vegetation

4)

Position in the landscape -- undrained depressions in subhumid regions
and level areas in humid regions.

An Eh of less than 100 mv within the upper 50 cm for a period of a week or
mor e is a possible chemical criterion for these soils, but little information
is available.
The inclusion of ''under reducing conditions" in the d e finition of the order
i s necessary because some soils that are saturated with water for a month
or more each year are not gl~yed. Two examples are soils on slopes that
are saturated with aerated water., and some solls in depressions that are
flooded only in the spring when the t.emperature is only a few degrees above
0
freezing. Temperatures high e nough (above about s c) to permit microbial
activity and hen ce depletion of oxygen are thougnt to be essential to the
gley process. Some Podzols and Humic Podzols are saturated with water for
several months each year, yet the y are not considered to be Gleysolic soils.

71

Humic Gleysol

These are Gleysolic soils that, when virgin, have an Ah horizon more than
8 cm thick. When cultivated to a depth of 15 cm, they have an Ap horizon
with more than 2% organic carbon and a rubbed color value as follows:
a)

3.5 or lower moi st, or 5.0 or lower dry ; and

p)

at least 1.5 units of value (moist) lower than that of the next
underlying horizon, either B or C, if the value o f the underlying
horizon is 4 or more; or

c)

at l eas t 1 unit (moist) lower than that of the next underlying horizon
if the value of the underlying horizon is l es s than 4. Examples of
color values of cultivated soils:

B

)

Ap
or C

3. 5 or less

s.o

or

2.0 or less
3.0
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All the subgroups may have organic surface layers, up to 40 cm of mixed
peat with bulk density greater than 0.1, or up to 60 cm of fibric moss
peat with bulk density less than 0.1.
7101

Orthic Humic Gleysoi

1
These are Humic Gl eysol soils with a noneffervescent Ah or Ap horizon
and a gleyed B (Bg or Btjg) horizon. They do not have Bgf or Bgfc
horizons, or placic, saline, carbonated, cryic or turbic horizons or a
lithic contact. The C horizon may be strongly gleyed.
7102

Rego Humic Gleysol

These are Humic Gleysol soils with a noneffervesc ent Ah or Ap horizon
and without a B horizon . They lack placic, saline, carbonated, cryic
and t u rb ic horizons, and a lithic contact.
7103

Fera Humic Gleysol

These are Hum ic Gleysol soils with a noneffervescent Ah or Ap horizon.
They also have Bgf hori zon with many prominent mottles of high chroma.
They lack placic, saline, cryic, turbic horizons and a lithic contact.
710-4

Placic Humic Gleysol

These are Humic Gleysol soils having placic horizons but not podzolic B
horizons thick enough to meet the requirements of the Podzolic Order.
The placic horizon consists of a thin band Ccorrunonly about 5 rrun thick) or
a series of such bands that are dark colored, hard and i mpervious. These
horizons may occur within or below the Bgf horizon. They do not have Btjg
hor izon s nor saline, carbonated, cryic, or turbic horizons, or a lithic
contact.
710-5

Saline Humic Gleysol

These are Humic Gleysol so il s having in addition to the properties
specified for major subgroups, saline horizons as specified:
a)

The conductivity of the saturation extract of a horizon within 60 cm
of the surface exceeds 4 rrunhos/cm; or

b)

The conductivity of the saturation extract of a hori zon between 60 and
120 cm from the surface exceeds 6 rrunhos/cm, if the soil above is
nonsaline ((4 rrunhos/crn). They may also have effervescent Ah or Ap
hori zon s.

1

No effervescence with 3N HCl.
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710-6

Carbonated Humic Gleysol

These are Humic Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties
specified for major subgroups, an effervescent (carbonate) Ah or Ap
horizon. They do not have placic, saline, cryic, or turbic horizons
or a lithic contact.
NOTE:

As defined, 710-6 includes Humic Gleysol soils having effervescent
Ah or Ap horizons due to either primary or secondary carbonates.
In these wet soils, any A horizon containing primary carbonates is thought
to contain at least some secondary carbonates·, and a distinction is not
practical.
710-7

Cryic Humic Gleysol

These are Humic Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties
specified for major subgroups, permafrost (z) within lm of the mineral
soil surface. They also may have placic, saline and carbonated horizons.
They do not have turbic horizons or a lithic contact.
710 - 9

)

Lithic Humic Gleysol

These are Humic Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties
specified for major subgroups, a lithic contact betwe en 10 and 50 cm of
the mineral surface. They may also have placic, saline or carbonated
horizons.
710- 3

Turbic Humic Gleysol

These soils occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost.
In addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups they have,
within lm of the mineral surface, properties due to cryoturbation as
manifested by disrupted and dislocated horizons (y), displacement and
incorporation of materials from other horizons and mechanical sorting.

72

Gleysol

Thes e are Gleysolic soils that, when virgin, have either no Ah horizon
or an Ah horizon up to 8 cm thick. When cultivated to a depth of 15 cm
they have an Ap horizon Jith either less than 2% organic carbon or rubbed
color values (moist) as follows:

)

a)

Hi gher than 3.5 ; or

b)

Less than 1 . 5 units of value lower than that of the next underlying
horizon (Aej , B, or C) if the value of the und erlying horizon is 4
or more; or
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c)

Less than 1 unit of value lower than that of the next underlying
horizon if the value of the underlying horizon is less than 4.
Examp les of color values of cultivated soils:

Ap
Aej, B, or C

higher than 2. 5

4

or

h igh er than 2. 0

3.0

Al l the s ub groups may have organic surface layers as specified for 71 .
7201

Orthic Gleysol

These ar e Gl eyso l soils with a gleyed B (Bg or Bgtj) horizon . They do
not h ave Bgf or Bgfc horizon. They lack an effervescen t s urface horizon
and pl ac ic , saline, cryic, and turbic horizons and a lithic contact.
7202

Rego Gleysol

Th ese are Gleysol soils without a B horizon . They lack an effervescent
surface horizon and placic, saline, cryic, and turbic horizons and a
lithic contact.
7203

Fera Gleysol

These are Gleyso l soils having a Bgf horizon with many prominent mottles
of high chr oma. They lack effervescent surface hor izons and placic, saline,
cryic, and turbic horizons and a lithic contact.
720-4

Placic Gleysol

Thes e are Gleysol so ils having placic horizons but not podzolic B horizons
thick enough to meet the requirements of the Podzolic Order. The Pl acic
horizon consists of a thin band (commonly about 5 mm thick) or a series of
s uch bands that are dark colored, hard and impervious. These horizons may
occur within or below the Bgf horizon. They do not have Btjg horizons nor
saline, carbonated, cryic , or turbic horizons or a lithic contact.
720 -5

Saline Gleysol

Thes e are Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties specified
for major subgroups, a saline horizon as specified:
a)

The conductivity of the saturation extract of a horizon within 60 cm
of the s urface exceeds 4 mrnhos / cm; or

b)

The conduc tivity of the saturation extract of a horizon between 60
and 120 cm fro m t he surface exceeds 6 mmhos / cm, if the soil above is
nonsaline ((4 mrnho s /cm) . They may also have effervescent Ah or Ap
hori zons .
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720-6

Carbonated Gleysol

These are Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties specified
for major subgroups, an effervescent (carbonate) Ah or Ap horizon. They
do not have placic, saline, cryic or turbic horizons or a lithic contact.
See note for 710-6.
720-7

Cryic Gleysol

These are Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties specified
for major subgroups, permafrost (z) within lm of the mineral surface.
They may have placic, · saline and carbonated horizons. They do not have
turbic horizon. or a lithic contact.

720-9

Lithic Gleysol

These are Gleysol soils having in addition to the properties specified
for major subgroups, a lithic contact between 10 and 50 cm of the mineral
surface. They also may have placic, saline or carbonated horizons.

720-3

)

Turbic Gleysol

These soils occur in areas of continuous or discontinuous permafrost.
In addition to the properties specified for the major subgroups they have
within lm of . the surface, properties due to cryoturbation as manifested
by disrupted and dislocated horizons (y) displacement and incorporation
of materials from other horizons and mechanical sorting.

73

Luvic Gleysol

These are Gleysolic soils with Aeg and Btg horizons. All the subgroups
may have organic surface layers as specified for 71 and they may have an
Ah horizon.
7301

Orthic Luvic Gleysol

These are Luvic Gleysol soils without an Ah horizon or with an Ah or Ap
horizon as specified for 72, and with Aeg and Btg horizons. They lack a
cryic horizon and a lithic contact.
7302

)

Humic Luvic Gleysol

These are Luvic Gleysol soils with an Ah horizon as specified for 71 and
with Aeg and Btg horizons . They lack placic and cryic horizons and a
lithic contact.
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7303

Fera Luvic Gleysol

These are Luvic Gleysol soils having either Btg and Bgf horizons or a
Btgf horizon with many prominent mottles of high chroma. They lack
cryic horizon and a lithic contact.
730-7

Cryic Luvic Gleysol

These are Luvic Gleysol soils having properties spec ified for major
subgroups with permafrost ( z ) within lm of the mineral s ur face. They
may have placic, saline or carbonated horizons. They do not have a
turbic horizon or a lithic contact.
730- 9

Lithic Luvic Gleysol

These are Luvic Gleysol soils with a lithic contact between 10 and SO cm
of a mineral surface.
NOTE :

Peaty phas e s

As specified, Gleysolic soils may have up to 60 cm of fibric moss peat
or 40 cm of mixed peat at the surface. Peaty soils are no longer
separated f rom othe r s oils at the subgroup level. Gleysoli~ ~u~lti
having 15 to 40 cm of mixed peat or 15 to 60 of fibric moss peat may be
d esignated as peaty phases of the appropriate subgroups .
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DE L'ORDRE ORGANIQUE
J.H. Day, President

Resume
Certains changements de definitions sont proposees. La plus
importante a etre mise a 1 1 essai est celle d 1 une coupe de
reference unique (sing\e control section) de 160 cm, dont le
tier de surface est de 40 cm, le moyen, de 80 cm et celui du
fond, de 40 cm. Les definitions de 1 fibrique', 1 mesique 1 et
1 humique 1 seront a titre d'essai basees sur la teneur en
fibres frottees. Les criteres de familles et de series ont
ete adoptes.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ORGANIC SOILS
J.H. Day, Chairman

Summary

)

)

A number of changes in the definitions are proposed. The
most important of these to be tested is the single control
section of i6o cm, with surface tier thickness 40 cm, middle
tier 80 cm and bottom tier 40 cm. The definitions of fibric,
mesic and humic are tentatively to be based on rubbed fiber
content. The criteria for soil family and for soil series
were adopted.

--32 2 Report of the Sub committ00. on Or 0 ;:inic Soils

J.H. Day, Cha irmnn
The additions nn<l changes a c c epted for immediate u se or for testing over
a two-year period are as follows :

Propos;il 1.
~

im.'llcdii.!tcly for tri:11 over t h e n ext two-year period the u s e of
one contro l section of 160 cm thickness.
Definition of Control Section
The cont r ol sect i on refers to the part of the so il that is considered i n

t he classification of organic s oils .
soils.

Propo sal 2.

It is 160 cm thick for al l organ ic

Defin i tion o f tiers

Adopt for tr ial over 2 years
Su rface tier
The s u rface tier, exc lu s ive of loo se litter, crowns of sedges and re eds
or

living

mo ssPs 7 i s

40

cm

thick.

Min e ra l soil on the surface of profile is part of the surface tier.
Hiddlc tier
The mid dle tier is 80 cm thick. This tier establishe s the great group
class ification if n o terric, lithi c o r hydric substratum is presen t.
If any of these substrata a re pr ese nt the dominant kind of orga nic
material in this and the s u r face tier establishe s the grea t p,roup
clossification . The nature of the substratum and of t he s ubdominant
ki n d of organic material in ;my ti e r assists in establishing the subgroup c l ass if ication .
Bottom tier
The bottom ti er i s 40 cm thick . The mat e rial in this tier establ isltes
or ;iss i sts i n establi s hing tl1c s ubg roup class ifi cation.

Pr:opc,sa l J .

Revised definition of org a nic ord er for imrnediute
i!:_corpor at i on ._.._1n_d_ u_ s_e_______________
Only a ) a nd b) ..ire n c\1 and the s e have beea accepted
at c~ stcrn and western ro~ional meetings.
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)

)

These are ~oils thnt lwvc developed domi.nantly from organic deposits.
'i'i1r.c! majority of tiic1n are saturnted for most of U,c year , or artificially
clr c1 ined, but some of than are not usu.ql ly saturated for more than a few
c.lnys. They cont::in J O,~ by wei~ht o;: mor<-! of organic matter and raust
me<'t the following spcd.fic,1tions :

a)

if the surfncc layer consists of fibric organic material having a
hulk clcrn;ity of lc:,s than 0.1 g/cc (with or wjthout mcsic or hurnic
Op th i nner liinn 15 cm), the or 6 anic material must extend to a
<lcpth of nt least 60 cm.

b)

if the surface layer. consists of orzanic m.:iterial having a bulk
density of O.l g / cc or more, the organic material must extend
to a derth of at least 40 cm.

c)

if a lit.hie contact occurs a t a depth shallower than in a) orb)
above, the orp,anic material must extend to a depth of at least
10 cm. 1-!ineral material less than 10 cm thick rnc.1y overlie the
lithic contact, but the organic materials must be rnoi~c than twice
the thickness of the mineral layer.

d)

the organic soil may have a mineral layer thinner than 40 cm on
the surface. If covered with less than 40 cm of mineral soil
the organic layer or_ l ayers taken singly or cumulatively must
be at least 40 cm thick.

e)

mineral layers thinner than 40 cm , beginning with in a depth of
L~O an from the surt:ace, may occur within the organic soil. A
mineral layer, or layers taken ctmulatively, thinner than
40 cm may occur within the upper 80 cm.

Pr~OQOsal~.

for irn.,1cdiate incorpor.J t_ion and use

Revision of particle size classes for underlying mineral (terric) l ayers.
This proposal is changed from that adopted at eastern and western
regional rrice tings in that tbe names of the classes used are those
riroposed in the family s t~bcommittee report.
The particle size ciasses that are to be reco3nized at the family
l e vel for mjncrol material under organic soils in terric subgroups
c,re fragmental, s[1ndy, sandy-skeletal, loamy, lo31Tly-skelctal,
clayey and cL:iyey-skeletal.

Proposal '.:>.

for testing an d study

:fo·-..; definitions of fih,-ic, me:;;ic and in,,-nic bnc ,)d on rubb e d fiber conte:nt.
The reason to test this is because unrubbcd fiber i.s misleading in most
C[lses because 11 ehost fiucrs' 1 give an impression of less decomposition
tlwn is actu.1.l ly the case.

)

- 324 Pl c:i sc.: no lc t lwt ph ys i cnl panime tcr s mentioned ("usu a ll y") ar.e not
lim its and are in tend Qd only as cxp l ~nato r y obscrv~tions.

P. 2

ribric - The fibric layer is the least d e compose d of all the
or;a n i c soi l materials. It has large Mlounts of wellp reservcd fiber that arc readily identifiable a s to botanical
origin.
A fibric l ayer ha s 40% or mor e of r ubbed fiber by volume and a
f'yrophosphate i n<i cx l of 5 or mor e. If the rubbed fi ber. volume
is 75% or more, the pyrophosplic1tc criterion do es not apply.

Fibr i c ma teria l u s u nlly h as phy s i ca l propertie s as fol lows2:
bul k density
total poros ity
water yield coefficient
O.l bar H o content
2
h ydrauli c conductivity

( g/ cc)
(% v)
( o/. v)
(% v)

( 10-5 cm/sec)
(cm/dciy)

<
>
>
<
>
>

o. 075
90
42
48
180
154

The fibric s ubgroup name is u se d a lone or in combin.:1tion only
,-, i th Terrie. Terrie Fi br ic is given precedence over Cur.i.ulo .
Mesi<:_ - The me sic fayer is the intermediate stage of decompo sition
with intermediate amounts of fiber, bulk de nsity a nd water-holding
capacity. The material is partly altered both physica~ly and
biochemically,
A mesic lay er is one that fail s to meet the requirement s of

fi br:i.c or of humi c. The mes ic s ubgroup n an1e is used alon e
or in combination on l y with Terrie·. Terrie Mesic is given
p receden ce over Cumulo.
Hu.'llic - The humic l ayer is the mo s t highly decomposed of the
organic so il mat erials. It h as th e least amoun t of fiber,
the highest bulk density, and the l owest saturated waterholdinr, capacity .
A hum ic layer has less· t h an 10% rubbed f iber by volume and a

pyrophosphate indexl of 3 or les s .

1

2

Pyrophosph:1te index is obta ined by subtract·ing the chroma fron t h e
va lue of the l!.un sell color notation derived fr om the pyrophosphate
sol ubility test.
Boelt e r, D. ll. Proc. 3rd Int. Pec1t Cong. Montrea l, 1968.
:b t. Re s. Coun . of Canad a.

P. 150- 1.54.
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bulk .density
totol poros iLy
water. yield coefficient
O.l bar II o content
2
hydraulic conductivity

>
<
<
>
<
<

(r,/cc)
(% v)
(7. v) ..
(i. v)
( 10:-5 cm/ sec)
( c.rn/ clay)

0.195
85
15
70

2. 1 .
1. 8

The humic subgroup ncl.'lle is used alone or in co!nbination only with
Terrie. Terrie lhunic is given precedence over Clunulo.

Delele clc1sti.c farnily, add elastic as a Sl~rics c riteriun.

Recognize as soil series thos e soils having significant content of locis
and stumps within the control section, Logs and stumps are defined as
coarse fragments greater than 10 cm in diameter. Three frequency
classes should be tested: 0-5°!., 5 to 25% and > 25i. by volume.
The 5% level is taken from the Ontario ARDA classification and the 25%
from correspondence of the U.S. Task Force on organic soils •

•

)
Proposal 8,

for immediate adoP,_tion and in coroorations

Revise first.paragraph top of 'page • 14 SSCC revised chapter Organic soils
by adding the words "Thi s includes mineral sediment, marl and diatomaceous
earth 11 •
Additional suitable .restrictions. should be added to the definitions of
ma:r) and of diatomacc:ous earth on P. 4 SSCC organic chapter revised.

Proposal 9.

9-1.

adopt immediately the following criteria (or
u.se . in soil fami}y taxum

Characteristics of organic surface tiers:
fcnnic, silvic, · sphagnic (each used only for fibric surface tiers),
mesic, hurnic,
Charact~ristics of mineral surface tiers of betwe e n 15 and 40 cm
thick:
sandy, coarse lo,,my, coarse s ilty, fine loamy, fine silty ,
clayey.

)

2

Boelter, D.H.

Proc, 3rd lnL . Pent Cong. ~!ontrcal,

Nat. Res. Coun. of Cnnnda,

l<J68.

P. 1.50-15l1, ·

-

IJ-2.
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Re:ictJ.on
euic - pl! > 4.~ (0.01 M C.qCl ) in some part of the organic
2
m,rt cr i a l s of the control section.
dysi.c - pll < I+. 5 (0.01 M Cac1 ) in all pnrts of lhe organic
2
materials of the con trol section.

9-3.

Tcr.ipc>r.'lture cla ss n;:imes s uggested nrc taken fr om the soil cl i r.ia te
~ap of c~n&da legend.

extreme ly cold
very cold
cold
cool
mild
However, in the a pplication of s oil temperatur e classes i t should he
recognized that organics in mild regimes may have temperature
equivalen t to tltc associated mineral soils, bu t that oth er organics
proba bly are at least one temperature cl as s colder than associated
imp er fectly to well-drained mineral soils.

9-4.

Moisture subcl a ss names suggested are the s&~e as those used on
the soil climate map of Canada.
pera(Juic
a q1.1ic
SUO cl(]UiC

pcrhumid
humid
These subclasses are defined on the basi s of degr ees and durat ion
of sat urat i on , a lbeit not with much prec i sion. App ro p ri ate
g uid e lines have to be developed to recognize the range of moisture
regim es that exist in various peat l andforms, a nd for the d epths
to whi.ch moi sture subclass cr iteria a pply.
The following guide lines for subc l asses are p ropose d for tri a l
by th e Manitoba group, and the criteriR shoul d app l y to the
s ur face tier fo r non-cryic organic so ils and to the entire
ac tive lay er in the case of cryic organic soils.

.._..

-

.,

Moisture Subcla·ases as A;,plied to Organic Soils

Moisture Regime

0

a

b

c

d

e

Peraquic

Aquic

Subaquic

Per humid

Han id

Free surface water

Saiurated for very
long periods Very poorly drained

Saturated for moderately long periods
Poorly drained

( 6)

Suggested Criter ia

Moist Soils

Aqueous

Classification

Descriptive
Cor,di tion

Aquic

Aqueous

Saturated for short
periods Imperfectly drained

(5)

(4)

Moist with no significant seasona l
deficit Imperfectly to
Moderately well
drained
(4) to (3)

Moist with no s ignificant seasona l
deficit Moderately well drained
(3) to (2)

continuous

very long

long to moderately
short

short to very short

very short

very short' to
insig:'lificant

Saturatic•n period
(months)

11. 5- 12

> 10 months

4-10

<4

< 2

< 0. 5

:·lo ist Period
Cr.,onths)

In significant

Very short

Short to moderately
long

Very long to l ong

Very long to long

Very long

< 2

2-8

8-11. 5

8-11 . 5

8-11 . 5

None

None

None

None

None to insignificant

!lone to insignificant

As sociated Native
Vegetation

Hydrophytic
Nymphae
Potamageton
Scirpus
Typha, Phragmites
Drepanocladus

Hydrophy:tic
Scirp'1S
Typha
Car ex
Drepanocladus
Feothennosses
Ta.'llarack

Meso-Hydrophytic
Wet forest
black spruce
. mixed f cathermosa
6 Sphagnum
Ericaceous shru~s

Meso-Hydrophytic
wet to very moist
forest
black spruce
Sphagnum
Ericaceous shrubs

Mesophytic
mois~ forest
black spruce
mixed Sphagnu:n 6
feathermosses
Ericaceous shrubs
lichens

Mesophytic
Disturbed species
Cultivated species

Associated Peat

Wet.lands, Marsh,
Floating Fen,
Collapse Scars

Flat Fens,
Patterned Fens,
~p~ing .F.ens,
Swa.'llps

Blanket Bogs ,
Transitional Boge

Domed Bogs,
Plateaus

Frozen Plateaus,
Frozen Pa lsas,
Frozen Pea t Polygons

Drained Peatlands,
Folisol s

<

~oisturc
deficie

tanc!for.n

o.s

z

\

.
.

•
.(""

//

w
N

--.J

............ ·.•
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9-5.

Particle size clas s of terric layer. See Proposal 4.
Fragmentai, sandy, s andy-ske l etal, loamy, Joan1y- r,kclctal,
clayey, c l ayey-skeleta l .

9-6.

Limnic c l asses a pply only to Limno subgroups:
They arc: marl, diatomaceous, coprogeneous.
The defjnitions of these matcria_ls may be found in the section
d esc ribinr, tier s and layers. Notice is called to t h e exclusion
from the 0rga n i c order of soils in which marl l ayers thicker
than Ml cm at th e surfa ce ot' that have a mc1rl layer th icker
Jhan 40 cm within the upper 80 cm of the profile.

Prc_:i_r.o s ,:>l 10.

adopt jmmcdiately the use of the following c r iteria for
descril>in g soil s eries. Some of thes e should be tested
for two yea r s.

10-1.

Parent material - the botanic~l origin of the fiber s and particl e
size class of terric layer or r ock type.
examples - fen peat, forest peat, spha g nur,1 peat
me s ic fen peat ov e r sandy lacustrine
dcpoi,itr,, fibric forest peat over limestone,
fibric sphagnum peat over loa~y skeletal
glacial till.

10-2.

Logs and stumps (or coarse pc1rticles). Thoi,e so il s having 0-5%,
5-25c!., and > 25i'. by volume of logs, stumps or wood of size larger
th ::in 10 cm in d ic'.rn e t1.::.1.. Gt;e also Prop·osai: 7 for testing.

10-3

Calcareousness
we:ikly 1 1-6% Caco equivalent
3
moderately t:o very st·rongly, 6-40% Caco
3
extremely calcareous,> 40% Caco

3

10-4.

Bulk Density.
(> 0.5 g/cc).

Some Humisols have quite high bulk density
These could be separated from other Humisols.

10-5.

Depth classes to the contact (lithic, cryic, terric, hydric, etc.)
very shnllow: lithic: or cryic at< 40 cm
shallow
any con.tact between 40-120 cm
deep
any contact between 120-160 cm

10- 6.

Mine ral content of organic material in the middle and bottom ti e rs,
or of the organi c mGterial above any terric, lithic, ·Jiydric or
cryic conta c t tirnt occurs in the middle tier.
Sulf\lrou s - Th e s e soils Hrc nffected by sµlfer compound s.
Sul ficlic materials are undraineci, black, nedrly
n eutr a l in re.action . Sulfuric ma terials arc drained,
may have straw- colored jarosite mottles within 50 er.,
of Lh e surface, and arc extremely acid and toxic to _
mosl plants. i-!ost hav~ appreciable amount_s of mineral
mnLC'Li..:il with in the .control section.
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Ferrihumic (bog iron) - consistG of authigcnic deposits of hydrated
iron oxide mixed with organic m3terials, It may be
cemented or soft. Colors are u sually dark reddi~h
brown mixed with black and change little on drying.
FcO content should exceed 10% (Fe> 7%) and there is
at least 1% OM. There should be more than 2"/.
concretions by weight which may range in size from
< 5 mm to 1 m or· more in the l<1rgest lateral dimension.

)

Clastic - th ese soils have 55i'. to < 70% of ash or of mineral
particles intimately mixed with organic material.

)

10-7.

Content of . ice particles and lenses in the control section
of cryic soils based on moisture content by volume
Low ice content - < 70 by volume
Moderate ice content - 70-90 by volurne
High ice content - > 90 by volume

10--8.

Soil development (great group7) in the terric l ayer.

10-9.

Reaction of terric l ayer
euic - pH~ S.5 (0.01 M CaCl )
dysic - pH < 5. 5 (O. 01 H Cacf )
2

10-10.

Mineralogy of terric or cumulo layers.

10-11.

Texture of cumulo l ayers in middle or bottom tiers.

10-17.

Presence. of luvic (illuvial.) l::iyer in mirldl<' or hot.tom ti.er.

Thc~e proposals were adopted for either immediate use, or for testing,
as stated.

)
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RAPPORT DU COMITE DES HORIZONS ET COUCHES DU SOL
J,D, Lindsay, President

Resume
Le rapport comprend des changements mineur s aux definitions
des horizons Bf, Bfh, Bg, Be,~' et des couches Of, Om, Oh
et Oco de m~m~ que de s enonces plus simples pour de fi nir les
horizons et les couches,

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOIL HORIZONS AND LAYERS
J.D. Lindsay, Chairman

Surmnary
Minor changes in the definitions of horizons Bf, Bfh, Bg,
Be , y , a nd l a yer s Of, Om, 011, Ocu, c111J ::..1111µlifie<l sLatements
that def in e horizons and layers are included.

A soil profile is a vertical section of the soil through all its horizons
and layers into the parent material. Soil horizons may be thick or thin
but generally they merge with one another and lack sharp boundaries. A
so il horizon is d efin ed as a layer of soil or soil material approximately
parallel to the l and surface; it differs from adjacent genetically related
horizons in properties such as color, structure, consistence, and chemical,
biologica l and mineralogical composition.
A layer as used in this manual refers primarily to organic strata (layers)
t hat may be found in organic soils, at the surface of mineral soils, or
at any depth beneath the surface in buried soils , or overlying geological
deposits. The pedogenic processes normally associated with mineral so ils
are inoperative in organic layers and t he main deveiopment is associated
with microbiological act iv ity. Layer is also applied in mineral soils to
underlying strata of consolidated bedrock.
The Use of Designat ions
The uppercase letters A and B for horizons and t h e l etter O for layer may
not be used singly in profile descriptions , but mu st be accompanied by
a lowercase su ffix (for exampl e, Ah, Bf, Bt or Om) indicating the estimated
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modification from the parent material. The capital letter C may be used
alone except when the material is affected by reducing conditions,
cementation, salinity or calcium carbonate.
Unless otherwise specified, additional lowercase suffixes indicate a
secondary or subordinate feature or features, in addition to those
characteristic of the defined main horizon. The symbol Btg, for example,
indicates that in addition to the dominance of illuvial clay in the B
horizon , there is also evidence of strong gleying, Some combinations are
redundant or impractical in the light of present knowledge and definitions,
and their use should be avoided, for example, Bmj. In some cases, such as
Bgf and Bhf, the combination of suffixes has a specific meaning which
differs from that of the sum of the two suffixes used singly.
All horizons except A and B, and Band A may be vertically subdivided by
consecutive Arabic numeral suffixes. The uppermost subdivision is
indicated by the numeral l; each successive subdivision with depth is
indicated by the sequential numeral, using as many as desired. This
convention is followed regardless of whether or not the horizon subdivisions
are interrupted by_ a horizon of different cha.racter. For example, an
acceptable subdivision of horizons would be: Ael, Bf, Ae2, Btl, Bt2, Cl,
C2 . In some instances it may be useful, for sampling purposes, to subdivide
a single horizon, for example as Bml-1, Bml - 2, Bml-3, etc.

)

Roman numerals are prefixed to horizon designations to indicate unconsolidated lithologic discontinuities in the profile. Roman numeral I is understood for the uppermost material, and therefore, is not written. Subsequent
contrasting materials are numbered consecutively in the order in which
they are encountered downward, that is, II, III, and so on.

Organic Layers
Organic layers are found in organic soils, and usually at the surface of
the mineral soils. They may occur at any depth beneath the surface in
buried soils, or overlying geologic deposits . They contain more than 17%
organic carbon by weight. Two groups of these layers &re recognized:
This is an organic layer developed mainly from mosses, rushes,
and woody materials.

0

)

Of

The fibric layer is the least decomposed of all the organic
soil materials. It has large amounts of well-preserved fibre
that are readily identifiable as to botanical origin. A fibric
layer has 40% or more of rubbed fibre by volume and a
pyrophosphate index of 5 or more. If the rubbed fibre volume
is 75% or more, the pyrophosphate criterion does not apply.
For a definition of pyrophosphate index see the chapter on
organic soils.

Om

The mesic layer is the intermediate stage of decomposition with
intermediate amounts of fibre, bulk density and water-holding
capacity. The material is partly altered both physically and
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biochemica lly . A mes i c layer is one that fai l s to me e t the
re qui rements of fibric or of humic.
Oh

The humic layer is the mo st highly decompos ed of the organic
soil ma ter i a l s .
It has the least amount of fibre, t h e highest
bulk den sity, a nd the l owest saturated water - holding capac i ty.
I t is very stable and changes very little physically or
chemically with time unless it is drain e d. A humi c layer has
l ess than 10% r ubbed fibre by vo lume and a pyrophosphate index
of 3 or less .

Oco

Coprogenous Earth Cterre coprogene) - A material in some organic
soi ls t h at contains at l east 50% by volum e of fecal pellets less
than 0. 5 mm in diameter.

L-F-H

- These organic l ayers develop pr imarily from leaves, twigs,
woody mat erials and a minor component of mosses .

L

- This is an organic layer characterized by an accumulation of
organic matter in which the original stru ctures are eas ily
di scernibl e .

F

- This i s an o r ganic layer ch aracter i zed by a n accumulation
of part ly decompos ed organic matter .
The original stru ctu res
in part ar e difficult to recognize. The layer may be partly
comminuted by soi l tauna, as i n moderl, or it may be a
partly decomposed mat permeated by f u nga l hyphae, as in mo r. l

H

- This is an organic l ayer characterized by an accumul at i on of
decomposed organic matter in which the original structures are
indiscernible .
This material differs fro m the Flayer by its
greater humification ch iefl y through the action of organisms .
This l ayer is a zoogenous humus form consisting mainly of
sph er ical or cyl indri cal droppings of microarthropods.
It is
frequen t ly inte rmixed with mineral grains, especially near th e
junction with a mineral l ayer .

Mi n e ra l Hori zons and Layers
Min era l hori zons ar e those that contain les s organic carbon t h at that
specified for or gan ic l ayers .

A

1

- This is a mineral horizon forme d at or near the surface, in
the zon e of the removal of illaterials in solution or suspen sion
or of maximum i n ~ accumul at i on of organic carbon or both .

B. Bernier.
1968.
Soils under forest.
Proceedings of the Seventh
Meeting of the National Soil Survey Committee of Canada. p . 145 and 147.
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The accumulation of organic carbon is expressed morpholo gically
by a darkening of the surface soil color (Ah) and conversely
the removal of organic carbon is expressed by a lightening
of the soil color usually in the upper part of t he solum (Ae).
The removal of clay from the upper part of the solum (Ae) is
expressed by a coarser soil texture relative to the und er lying
subsoil layers. The removal of sesquioxides is denoted usually
by paler or less red soil color in the upper part of the solum
(Ae ) relative to the lower part of the subsoil. Each of thes e
morphological expressions is supported by chemical crit eria
explained in another section.

)

B

- This is a mineral horizon characterized by enrichment in
organic carbon, sesquioxides, or clay, or by the development
of so il structure or by a change of color denoting hydrolys i s ,
r eduction or oxidation.
The accumulation in B horizons of organic carbon is evidenced
usually by dark co lors relative to the C horizon (Bh). Clay
accumulation is expr essed by finer soil textures and by cutans
lining peds and pores (Bt). The development of soil structure
in B horizons includ es prismatic or columnar units with
coatings or stainings and significant amounts of exchangeable
sodium (Bn), and by soil structure or soil co lor s diff erent
from the C hori zons (Bm, Bg).

)

Each of these morphological expressions is s upported by
chemical criteria explained in another section.

c

- This is a mineral horizon comparatively unaffected by the
pedogenic processes operative in A and B, excepting (i) "the
process of gleying, and (ii) the accumulation of calcium and
magnesium carbonates and more soluble sal t s (Cea, Csa, Cg,
and C). Marl and diatomaceous earth are considered to be C
horizons.

R

- This is a consolidated bedrock layer that is too hard to break
with the hands (}3 on Mohs scale) or to dig with a spade when
moist, and that does not meet the requirements of a C horizon.
The boundary between the R layer and any overlying unconsolidated
mater ial is called a lithic contact.

Lowercase Suffixes

)

b

- A buried so il horizon.

c

- A cement ed (irreversible ) pedogenic horizon. Ortste in, placic
and duric horizons of Podzolic so ils and a l ayer cemented by
cal c ium carbonate are examples.

ca

- A horizon of secondary carbonate enri chment in which the concentration of lime exceeds that in the unenriched parent mat erial.
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It is more than 10 cm (4 in,) thick, and if it has a Caco 3
equivalent of less than 15%, it should have at least 5% more
CaC03 equivalent than the parent material (IC) ,
If it has
more than 15% CaC03 equivalent, i t should have 1 / 3 more CaC03
equivalent than IC.
If no IC is present, this horizon is more
than 10 cm th ick and contains more than 5% (by volume) of
secondary carbonates in concretions or in soft, powdery forms.
cc
e

f

- Cemented (irreversible) pedogenic concretions.
A hori zon characterized by the removal of clay, iron, aluminum,
or organic matter a lone or in combination . When dry, it is
usually higher in color value by 1 or more units than an
underlying B horizon .
It is used with A (Ae) .
- A horizon enriched with amorphous material, principally Al+Fe
combined with organic matter .
It usually has a hue of 7. 5YR
or redder or it is lOYR near the upper boundary and becomes
yellower with depth. When moist , the chroma is higher than 3
or the value is 3 or less.
It contains 0.6% or more pyrophosphate - extractable Al+Fe in textures finer than sand a nd
0 .4% or mor e in sands (coarse sand, sand, fine sand, and very
fine sand) .
The ratio of pyrophosphate - extractable Al+Fe to clay
((.002 mm) is more than 0.05 and organic C exceeds 0 , 5%.
It is
used with B a lone (Bf) , with Band h (Bhf), with Band g (Bf g ) ,
and with othPr SllffixPs ,
ThP cr·it e ria for " f " do not apply to
Bgf horizons,
The following horizons are differentiated on the basis of
organic carbon content:

g

Bf

0.5% to 5% organic carbon

Bhf

more than 5% organic carbon

- A horizon characterized by gray colors, or prominent mottling,
or both , indicative of permanent or periodic intense reduction.
Chromas of the matrix are generally 1 or less .
It is used
with A and e (Aeg), with B alone (Bg) , with Band f (Bfg), with
B, h, and f (Bhfg), with Bandt (Btg), with C alone (Cg), with
C and k (Ckg), and several others.
In some reddish parent
materials, matrix colors of reddish hues and high chromas may
persist despite long periods of red u ction.
In these soils,
horizons are designated as g if there is gray mottling or if there
is marked bleaching on ped faces or along cracks.
Aeg

- This hori zon must meet the definitions of A, e, and g.

Bg

- These horizon~ are analogous to Bm horizons but they
have colors indicative of poor drainage and periodic
reduction .
They include horizons occurring betwe en
A and C horizons in which the main features are (i)
colors of low chroma, that i s, c hromas of 1 or les s,
without mottles on ped surfaces or in the matrix if
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peds are lacking; or chromas of 2 or less in hues of
lOYR or r edder, on ped surfaces or in the matrix if
peds are lacking, accompanied by more prominent mottles
than those in the C horizon; or hues bluer than lOY,
with or without mottles on ped surfaces or in the
matrix if peds are lacking, (ii) colors indicated in (i)
and a change in structure from that of the C horizons,
(i i i) colors indicated in (i) and illuviation of clay
too slight to meet the requirements of Bt; or accumulation
of iron oxide too slight to meet the limits of Bgf, (iv)
colors indicated in (i) and removal of carbonates. Bg
horizons o ccur in some Orthic Humic Gl eyso ls and s ome
Orthic Gleysols.
Bfg, Bhfg, Btg, and others - When used in any of these combinations the limits set for f, hf, t, and others must be met.
Bgf

)

- The dithionite-extractable Fe of this horizon exceeds
that of the IC by 1% or more, and the dithioniteextractable Al does not exceed that of the IC by mor e
than 0.5%. This horizon occurs in Fera Gleysols and
Fera Humic Gleysols, and possibly below the Bfg horizons
of gleyed Podzols. It is distinguished from the Bfg
horizon of Podzols on the basis of the extractability of
the Fe and Al. The Fe in the Bgf horizon is thought
to have accumulated as a result of the oxidation of
ferrous iron. The iron oxide formed is not associated
intimately with organic matt er or with Al, and it is
sometimes crystallin e. The Bgf hori zons are usually
prominently mottled, with more than half of the soil
material occurring as mottles of high chroma.

Cg, Ckg, Ccag, Csg, Csag - When g is used with C alone, or with
C and one of the lowercase suffixes k, ca, s, or sa, it
must meet the definition for C and for the particular
suffix.
h

A horizon enriched with organic matter. It is used with A alone
(Ah); or with A and e (Ahe); or with B alone (Bh); or with Band
f (Bhf).
Ah

Ahe

)

A horizon enriched with organic matter that either has a
color value at least one unit lower than the underlying
horizon or contains 0.5% more organic carbon than the
JC, or both. It contains less than 17% organic carbon
by weight.
- An Ah horizon that has been degraded as evid enced,
under natural conditions, by streaks and splotches
and often by platy structure. It may be overlain by
a darker-colored Ah and und er lain by a higher-co lored
Ae .
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Thi s horizon contains more than 1i. organic carbon, l ess
than 0.3% pyrophosphate-extractable Fe, and has a
ratio of organic carbon to pyrophosphate-extractable
Fe of 20 or more. General ly the color value and chroma
are less than 3 when moist.

Bh

j

Used as a modifier of suffixes e., g, n, and t to denote an
expression of, but failure to meet, the specified limits of the
s uff ix it modi fies . It must be placed to the right and adjacent
to the suffix it modifies.
Aej
Btj

It denotes an eluvial horizon that is thin, discontinuous,
or slightly discernible.
- It is a horizon with some illuviation of clay, but not
enough to meet the limits of Bt.

Btgj , Bmgj - Horizons that are mottled but do not meet the
criteria of g.
Btnj

- j may be us ed with n to indicate secondary enrichment
of Na insufficient to meet the limits for n.

k

- Denotes the presence of carbonate, as indicat ed by visible
effervescen ce when dtl 1te Hr.1 i s added. ~~ ct often it i s used
with B and m (Bmk) or C (Ck), and occasionally with Ah (Ahk).

m1

- A horizon slightly altered by hydrolysis, oxidation, or solution
or al l three, to give a change in color or structure, or both.
It has:
(1)

Soil structure rather t han rock structure compris i ng more
than half the volume of all subhorizons.

(2)

Some weatherable minerals.

(3)

Evidence of alteration in one of the following forms:
Ca)

Higher chromas and redder hues than the underlying
horizons.

(b)

Evidence of removal of carbonates.

(4)

Illuviation, if evident, is too slight to meet t h e
requirements of a textural Bora podzolic B.

(5)

No cementation or induration and lacks a brittle
consistence when moi st.

This suffix can be used as Bm, Bmgj, Bmk, and Bms.

1

The Bm is simi l ar to the cambi c horizon described in the U.S. and World
soil classification systems except for t he fol l owing:
(1)
It s l ower boundary must be 5 cm or more from the surface compared
with 25 cm in the other systems.
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)

)

n

- A horizon in which the ratio of exchangeable Ca to exchangeable
Na is 10 or less. When used with Bit must also have the
following distinctive morphological characteristics: prismatic
or columnar structure, dark coatings on ped surfaces , and hard
to very hard consistence when dry.

p

A horizon or layer disturbed by man's activities, that is, by
cultivation, or pasturing, or both. It is used with A or O.

s

- A horizon with salts, including gypsum, which may be detected
as crystals or veins, as surface cruts of salt crystals, by
distressed crop growth, or by the presence of salt-tolerant
plants. It is commonly used with C and k (Csk), but can be
used with any horizon or combination of horizon and lowercase
suffix.

sa

- A horizon with secondary enrichment of salts more soluble than
calcium and ~agnesium carbonates, where the concentration of
salts exceeds that present in the unenriched parent material.
The horizon is 10 cm or more thick. The conductivity of the
saturation extract must be at least 4 mmhos/cm and must exceed
that of the C horizon by at least one-third.

t

- A horizon enriched with silicate clay. It is used with B
alone (Bt), with Band g (Btg), and with others.
Bt

- A Bt horizon is one that contains illuvial layer-lattice
clays. It forms below an eluvial horizon, but may occur
at the surface of a soil that has been partially
truncated. It usually has a higher ratio of fine clay
to total clay than IC. It has the following properties:
(1)

)

(2)

If any part of an eluvial horiz0n remains and there
is no lithologic discontinuity between it and the
Bt horizon, the Bt horizon contains more total and
fine clay than the eluvial horizon, as follows:
(a)

If any part of
than 15% total
the Bt horizon
clay, e . g., Ae

the eluvial horizon has less
clay in the fine earth fraction,
must contain at least 3% more
10% clay - Bt minimum 13% clay.

(b)

If the eluvial horizon has more than 15% and
less than 40% total clay in the fine earth
fraction, the ratio of the clay in the Bt horizon
to that in the eluvial horizon must be 1.2 or more,
e.g., 20% clay increase in the Bt over Ae.

(c)

If the eluvial horizon has more than 40% total
clay in the fine earth fraction, the Bt horizon
must contain at least 8% more clay than the
eluvial horizon.

A Bt horizon must be at least 5 cm thick. In some
sandy soils where clay accumulation occurs in the
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lamellae, the total thickness of the lamellae
s hould be more than 10 cm in the upper 150 cm of
t he profile.
C3)

In massive soils the Bt horizon should have
oriented clays in some pores and also as bridges
between the sand grains.

(4)

If peds are present, a Bt horizon shows clay skins
on some of the vertical and horizontal ped s urface s
and in the fine pores, or shows oriented clays in
1% or more of t he cross section.

CS)

If a soil shows a lithologic discontinuity between
the eluvial horizon and the Bt horizon, or if only
a plow layer overlies the Bt horizon, the Bt horizon
need show only clay skins in some part, either in
some fine pores or on some vertical and horizontal
p ed surfaces. Thin sections should show that some
part of the horizon has about 1% or more of oriented
clay bodies.

Btj and Btg are defined under j and g.
A horizon of fragipan c haracter. A fragipan is a loamy subsurface
horizon of high bulk density.
It is very low in organic matter
and when dry it has a hard consistence and is seemingly cemented.
When moist, it has a moderate to weak brittleness .
It has few or
many bleached fracture planes and has an overlying friable B horizon.
Air dry clods of fragic horizons slake in water.

x

z

- A permanently frozen layer.

y

- A horizon affected by cryoturbation as manifested by disrupted
and broken horizons and by incorporation of materials from other
horizons and mechanical sorting.
It is used with A, B, and C,
alone or in combination with other subscripts, e.g. Ahy, Ahgy,
Bmy, Cy, Cgy , Cyg2, etc .

NOTES :
(1)

(2)

Transitional horizons n eed capitals only:
Ca)

If the transition is gradual, use , e.g., AB or BC.

(b)

If the transition is interfingered, use , e.g., A and B , or
B and c.

Cc)

If desired, dominance can be shown by order, e .g., AB and BA.

The designations for diagnostic horizons must be given in the same
sequence as shown for the definition, e.g. , Ahe not Aeh.
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)

)

)

(3)

Although de finitions have been given for all horizon symbols, all
possible combinations of horizon designations have not been covered.
It is still necessary to write profile descriptions.

(4)

Some diagnostic horizons are not defined here but in the chapter on
the order concerned, e.g., chernozemic A, podzolic B, duric horizon,
placic horizon, ortstein.
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RESOLUTION
P.K. Heringa and L.M. Lavkulich

a

a

Attendu oue
la reunion precedente de la Commission
Ottawa il avait ete decide que l a Commission considere
les avantages et desavantages du systeme de classi f ication
des E.U., il est resolu qu'une personne familiere avec
notre systeme et celui des E.U. soit nommee pour faire
rapport sur les merites de c ha cun et recommander l' attitude
prendre.

a

RESOLUTION
P . K. Heringa and L.M. Lavkulich

Whereas at the previous CSSC meeting held in Ottawa it
was reso l ved that a committee consider the advantages and
disadvantages of the U.S . D.A. soil c l assification system.
Be it reso lved that a person familiar with our and the
USDA system be forthwith appointed to report on their merits
and recommend future action.
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)
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RAPPORT DE L'ATELIER SUR LES SOLS NORDIQUES

.

"CLASSIFICATION PROVISOIRE POUR LES SOLS CRYOSOLIQUES "

a

La classification proposee
Saskatoon (p.96) a ete prise en
consideration et a subi des revisions basees sur des discussions
et de nouvelles observations faites sur le champ. Un memorandum
adresse en septembre aux pedologues canadiens, aux collegues
des U.S.A. et aux specialistes du Nord dans les autres disciplines,
exposait deux alternatives de classification. D'apres les reponses
re~ues, d 1 autres modifications ont de nouveau ete apportees.
Les so l s cryosoli~ues sont definis comme etant les sols mineraux et organ iques dont le materiel demeure gele de fa~on perman e n te (permagel )
mains d 1 un metre de la surface dans q u elque
partie qu e ce soit du sol proprement dit (pedon) . On reco nnatt
trois principaux gen res de so l s cryosoliques:

a

1)

2)
3)

les Cryosols turbiques - sols mineraux exhibant une evidente
cryotu rbation et generalement associes
des terrains marques
de reseaux geometriques;
les Cryoso l s statiques - sols mineraux sans marques evidentes de cryoturbation;
les Organo-cryosols - pergelisols organiques.

a

REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON NORTHERN SOILS
The system of classification proposed at Saskatoon (p.96 )
was taken under consideration and underwent revisions based on
further field observation and discussions. In September, a
memorandum o u t l ining two possible alternatives for classifying
Cryoso l ic soils was sent to Canadian pedologists,co l leagues i n
the U.S.A., and nort h ern specialists in other disciplines.
Fu rth er modifications were made based on the replies received.
Following are:
1)

2)

A brief outline of the rationale behind the Cryosolic Order.
A tentative classification system, to be u sed for a two year
trial period.
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Rationale o f the Cryosolic Order

)

The basic cr iter ion used in di s tinguishing Cryosolic soils
from soils of other orders i s the pre s ence of permafrost within
lm of the surface in some part o f the pedon. Although this
crite rion seems to trace a n a rbitrary line through a continuum
of so il s, it implies many associated soil properties having
gene tic implications. Some of the se associat ed properties are:
1)

Cryosolic soils are cold soil s associated with an extremely
cold environment in which vegetative growth i s slow. Much of
the region of Cryosolic soi ls is beyond the treel ine . Roots
of mature plants exploit only the uppermost few cm of most
Cryosolic soils and corrnnonly they are r estri cted t o o rganic
surface layers. This is presumably due to the fact that, in
genera l, only the upper0 most part of the activ e layer warms
up app re ci ab ly above O C.

2)

Ev idence of cryoturbation (frost heaving o r c hurning) is a
common, though not a universal feature of these soils. The
evidence is of different forms whi ch in clude:

)

3)

)

a)

Hummocky microrelief consi s ting of round ed or elongated
hummocks, corrnnonly 0.5 to 1.5 m in d iame.t er , separated by
troughs, usually partly fi lled with peat, whose minera l
surfaces are commonly 20 to 50 cm below the cr es t of the
hummock.

b)

Other kinds of patterned ground such as stone strip es
and stone nets t hat ar i se from sorting of particles of
diff erent sizes by frost ac tion.

c)

Discontinuous a nd disrupted hor izon s and irregular inclusion s of ma terial from other soil horizons within horizons
of parts of the pedon.

d)

"Fros t boil s " - bare spots resulting apparently from the
upward thrust of f i ne so i l materials by frost action.
The surface is disturbed frequently enough to prevent
the establishment of plants.

Excessive we tness in the act i ve layer irrnnedia t e ly above the
frozen front in a ll Cryos olic mineral so ils except those
ha ving dry permaf ro s t. The excessive wetnes s is due to
melting of ice wi th in the s oil as well as to precipitation
in some instances. The frozen layer acts as a completely
imp ermeabl e barrier t o wa t er - much mor e so than a lithic
contact , as bedrock usually has some fissures through which
water may move. The wetness commonly gives rise to mottling
or to reduced co lor s in soi l s that would be well drained if
permafrost were not present.
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Weakly- d eve loped structure or no structure in sub-s urface
horizons .
This i H probably associated with excessive
wetness of much of the active layer of many soi ls and wi t h
frost churning .
The surface and near - surface hori zon s of
some Cryosolic s oils h ave we ll - d eveloped granular structure .

5)

Cryosolic s oil s frequently contain appreciable volumes of
ice below the permafrost table. Commonly, the ice co ntent
is particularly high at t he s ur face of the permafrost tabie.
Any disturbance of the soil that results in t he melting of
significant q uantities of this ice may have catastro phic effects
up on the soil . In general, subsidence occurs and the active
layer becomes a supersaturated, fluid mass.

6)

Many Cryosol ic soils contain sensitive material some of whi ch
is thixotropic and some which has a hi g h void rate and may be
sub j ect to flow .
The extreme sensitivity of many Cryoso l ic soils, due partly
to properti es ment ioned in 5 a nd 6, is an import a nt characteristic .

Clear l y, these properties and processes associated with the
occurrence of permafrost within 1 m of the surface of some part
of t h e pedon are all conse quences of cold temperatures.
ClimaLe, parLicularly Lemperature, i s a ma jor factor governing the
pedogenic development of Cryosolic soils. Permafrost at s h allow
depths is a better basic criterion than air temperature per se
8
becaus e soils in reg ions having mean annua l temperatures of 0 C
may or may not have permafro st. Mean summer soil temperatures at
some depth might be a suitab l e criterion but very few temperature
data are avai l able for soi l s of northern Canada.
The d epth to permafrost criterion appears deceptively simple
Because most observations of soils with permafrost are made at
times other than that of the date of maximum depth of thawin g,
and as maximum d epth of thawing varies somewhat from year to year
it is commonly necessary to estimate the position of the permafro s t
table. In many cases, especially at high l atit udes and altit ude s
this estimate can be made with confidence. However, in transition
zones between Cryosolic and other soils the de gree of certain l y is
much les s. The f ollowing facts are of use in deciding whether or
not permafrost occurs with in 1 m.
1)

Thawing of the uppe rmost part of the active layer proceeds
rel at ively rapidly· If; the active l ayer becomes deeper, furt?er
thawing b ecome s progressively slower. Thus, in mo s t s oi l s,
by mid Jul y the active layer is approaching its maximum
depth (80% or more).
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)

)

)

2)

Even a thin organic surface horizon greatly retards the rate
of thawing especially when the organic material is dry.

~)

Connnonly, a layer of high ice content occurs at the permafrost
table. Thus, the depth at which such a layer occurs is
likely to be the depth of maximum thawing,

4)

In hummocky terrain, inclusions of organic matter as black
streaks or continuous hor i zons commonly occur at the permafrost table be low the hunnnock.

S)

As with the application of other diagnostic criteria, much
extrapolation can be done safely from basic data for a few
kinds of sites in each of seve ral regions. The basic data
required would be measurements of depth to the frozen laye r
at various times throughout the summer at well selected sites.
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TENTATIVE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR CRYOSOLIC SOILS
November, 1973.
Cryoso l ic soi l s a re t h os e mineral and organic soils that
have perenia lly fro ze n mat e rial (permafrost) within 1 meter of the
surface i n some p art o f th e soil body (pedon). The mean annual
soil tempera tu re is l ess th a n o° C.
They are the dominant soils
in the zone of c ontinuous p e rmafrost and become l e ss wide s pread
to t h e south i n t he di scontinuous permafrost zone with their
max i mum ex t e n s i o n be ing found in organic and poorly - drained, finetex tu re d mi n e r a l ma ter i a l s . The vegetation associated with Cryosolic
soi l s v ar i es fr om th e s parse plant cover of the high arctic,
th r ough tund r a, to s ubarcti c and northern bore al forests.
The
a c t ive layer of th es e s oils is frequently saturated with water,
especia l ly n e ar the fro z en layers and colors associated with gleying
are t h erefo r e common in mineral soils, even in those occurring
on we l l dra ined portions of the landscape. They may or may not
b e mark e dl y a ffec ted by croturbation .
Th e class i fica ti o n o f Cryosolic soil s assumes the use of
t h e pedon concept a nd is ba sed on a control section which extends
f rom t he s ur f a c e t o a dep t h of 1 meter or to a lithi c contact
whi chev er i s shal l ower. An exception is made for the Organo
Cryosol s where a depth of 130 cm is a l1 01,1ed, i f require d , to
esta blish Te rrie and Glaci c subgroups . Three major kinds of Cryosoli c s oil s are r eco gni z ed at the Great Group level .
These are:
1)

Mi n eral s oil s di s playing marked cryoturbation and generally
occur r ing on patterned ground .

2)

Mi n era l s oil s witho ut marked cryoturbation.

3)

Organ ic s oil s.

Ma n y of the Cryo s olic mineral soils have structurally
uns t a bl e hori zons resulting from thixotropy, high void ratios,
satu ra ted s oil , o r some c ombination of these conditions. This
fea tu re s h o uld be r e cognized as a phase of the respective subgroups.
Orde r

Gr ea t Group

9 Cryo s olic

91 Turbic
Cryosol

Subgroup
9101 Bruni so lie Turbic
Cryosol
9102 Regosolic Turbic
Cryosol
9103 Gleysolic Turbic
Cryoso l

Sub g roup modifier

5 Saline
9 Lithic
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)

91

)

92 Static
Cryosol

9201 Brunisolic Static
Cryosol
9202 Regos0lic Static
Cryosol
9203 Gleysolic Static
Cryosol

93 Organo
Cryosol

9301 Fibric Organo
Cryosol
9302 Mesic Organo
Cryosol
9304 Humic Organo
Cryosol

5 Saline
9 Lithic

9 Lithic
10 Glacic
11 Terrie

Turbic Cryosols

These Cryosolic mineral soils generally occur on patterned
ground and have marked evidence of cryoturbation as indicated by
broken horizons and displaced material in more than one third
of the pedon or by microrelief.elevations greater than one third
of the pedon diameter, Patterned ground includes such cryogenic
forms as sorted and nonsorted circles, nets, polygons, stripes and ,
steps in stony or coarse textured material and nonsorted units
such as earth hummocks in medium and fine textured materials.
Microrelief is generally greater than 10 cm and the pedon includes
all elements of the microtopography in cycles less than 7 min
width, Processes include sorting of different sized particles
and mixing of both mineral and organic material from different
horizons.
Organic (Oy) or organic-rich mineral horizons (Ahy) are
characteristically present in the region of the permafrost table
and there is generally a Buildup of ice in the upper part of the
permafrost layer.

9101

Brunisolic Turbic Cryosol

These Turbic Cryosols have a Bm horizon greater than 10 cm
thick which covers more than two-thirds of the mineral element of
the pedon. They are generally imperfectly to moderately well
drained within the rooting zone but usually show evidence of
gleization in the lower part of the active layer. Peaty surface
horizons may range up to 20 cm or more in thickness,particularly
in the forested area.

9102

Regosolic Turbic Cryosol

These Turbic Cryosols lack a Bm horizon as defined for Brunic.
Mixing and disruption is usually strongly expressed. The soils
are generally imperfectly to moderately well drained within the
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ro o ting zone but ma y have a gleyed horizon immediately above the
frozen layer . Peaty s u rface h orizons may range up to 20 cm or
mo r e in thickness, particul a rly in the forested area.
9 103

Gleyso lic Tu r bic Cryoso l

The se Turbic Cryosols have a Cg or Bg hori zo n at the minera l
surface. They are poor l y drained and have low chroma or weak
The y may h ave up to 40 cm
mottl ing in the s ur face hori zon s.
of p e at.
910

5

Saline

S or Sa ho r i zo n s o ccur withi n 50 cm of the s urfa ce
( c onduc t ivity o f sa turation extracts exceed 4 mmhos/cm)
910

9 Lithic

A c onsolidated mineral layer (bedrock) occurs within the
c ont rol section (10 to 100 cm) .

92

S tati c Cryosol

The se Cryosolic mine r al soils s ho w no evidence of cryoturbation or display cryoturbic feature s in l ess than one thi r d of
the pedon .
These s oil s are most commo n in coarse textured materials
and in t he hig h a rcti c where stone pavements and sa lt crusts may
b e pre s en t. Some patterned g round feat ur es may be associated .
9201

Brunisolic Static Cryoso l

These Stati c Cryosols have a Bm horizon greater than 10 c:•i
thi ck . Ah (moder) horizons may be present.
They are imp erfect ly
to rapidly drained within the roo ting zone but may exhibit gley
fea tu res immediately above t h e permafrost tab l e.
9202

Rego sol ic S tatic Cryosol

Th ese Static Cryo so ls h ave Bm horizon development too weak
to meet t h e re qui remen ts f or Brunic. Ah ( moder) horizons may
be presen t and g ley features below the imperfectly to rapidly
drained s ur face are included.
9203

Gley so li c Static Cryosol

These Static Cryosols have low c hro ma s or weak mottling
(B g or Cg horizons) at the s ur face. Peaty surfaces are common
but do not exceed 40 cm in depth .
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920

S

Saline - as for 910

920

9

Lithic - as for 910

93

Organo Cryosol

These are Cryosolic soils developed principally from organic
materials. They have a surface organic layer (more than 30%
organic mat t er) greater than 40 cm thick or greater than 10 cm
thick over a lithic contact 2E. greater than 10 cm thick over an
ice layer whi ch is at least 30 cm thick. Associated landforms
include palsas, peat plateaus and peat polygons.
The subgroup separations are based on the fibre content of
the dominant organic layer below 40 cm or above a Terrie, Glacic
or Lithic contact if these occur in the control section. Only
one subgroup modifier may be used based on the following order
of precedence: Lithic before Glacic before Terrie . The fibre
content of the active layer may be recognized as a phqse of a subgroup (analatous to a textural phase of a mineral subgroup).
9301

)

Fibric Organo Cryosol

These Organo Cryosols are composed of dominantly fibric
material in the control sec tion below 40 cm if no Lithic, Clacic
or Terrie contact i s present .Q£ in the ent ire organi c profile
above s uch a contact.
9302

Mesic Organo Cryosol

These Organo Cryosols are composed of dominantly Mesic
materia l in the control section below 40 cm if no Lithic, Glacic
or Terrie contact is present or in the entire organic prof ile
above such a contact.
9303

Humic Organo Cryoso l

These ·organo Cryosols are composed of dominantly humic
material in the control sec t ion below 40 cm if no Lithi c, Glacic
or Terrie contact is present or in the entire organic profile
above such a contact.
930 -- 11

Terrie

Unconsolidated mineral material, greater than 30 cm thick,
occurs within the contro l section (40-100 cm).
930

9 · Lithic

A consolidated mineral layer (bedrock) occurs within the
control section (10-100 cm) .
930

10 Glacic

A ground ice layer greater than 95% ice by volume and more th n
1
30 cm thick, occurs within the control section (10 to 100 cm)
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APPENDIX
The P e don
·1•
The pedon is the smallest 3 dimen$ional unit at t he s u rface
of the earth that is considered as a soil. It is the basic unit
of soil that i s classified and sampled. The pedon con cept was
deve l oped and the term defined by the Soil Conservat ion Service
Staff, U.S.D.A . The definition given here fol lows that given
in Soil Taxonomy, the U.S. system of soi l class i f ication .
The
pedon, as def ined, is the entity of soil classified in the
Cryosolic order. It is of particular importance in this order
as many Cryosolic soils hav e cyc l ic variation; for example, soils
in hummocky terrain in the Mackenzie Valley .

A p e don i s a 3 dimensiona l unit of soi l . Its l ateral dimensions are 1 m if ordered variation in genetic horizons can be
samp l ed within t h at distance, or i f s u ch horizons are few a nd
faintly expressed .
If ho rizons are cyc li cal or intermittent and
t h ey are repeated within a latera l distance of 7 m, t h e lateral
dimensions of the pedon are half the cyc l e ( from 1 to 3.5 m
depending u pon t h e span of the cycle ) . A pedon h as vertical
dimensions o f 2 m or less. In the case of Cryosolic soils, t h e
con tro 1 s e c t i o n i s 1 m ( 130 cm f or some Terrie a nd Glacic s ubgroups) and thus t h ese are the vertical dimen sions that apply.
It may be usef ul to app l y the pedon concept i n classifyin g
s p ecific Cryosolic soi ls .
Consider the Brunisolic Turbic Cryosol
dep i cted in Fig. 1. Here , the fu ll cyc l e from trough to trough
is less than 2 m.
Thu s t he pedon incl udes the f ull cycle, and
all the variability throughout t h at cycle to a d epth of 1 mi s
considered a single soi l. If the basic unit of soi l were con sidered
to be a narrow profile, at least 2 soils would be identified in
Fig . 1. The trough unit might be c l ass ifi ed as a Gleysolic soi l
a n d the hummock element as a Brunisolic soil. Application of
t h e pedon concept involves classifying the whole uni t re cordi ng
to the dominant element in the pedon, in this case the Brunisolic
Turbic element. If the trough e l e me nt h ad been the major one,
the soil would be classified as a Gleyic Turbic Cryoso l .
In the case of the Regic Static Gryosol depicted in Fig. 2 ,
th e d imensions of the pedon would be 1 cubi c meter.
In c ases where cyclic variation occurs a n d the cycle is
r epeated over a lateral dimens ion of more than 7 m, t h e pedon does
no t include all elements of the cyc l ic variation. For example,
s u ppose a sorted po lygo nal network h ad units 3 ·m in d i ameter a nd
separated by tro ug hs 1 m ac ross . One pedon would represent the
trough element.a nd other pedon s would represen t the hummock e l emen t.
The sizes of the pedons invo l ved would depend upon wh ethe r or n ot
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there was cyclic variation within the trough or the hummock. The
mapping unit in such terrain would be a complex named in terms
of at least 2 taxonomic units.
'"
Additional Nomenclature

)

y -

Denotes a horizon which has been affected or formed by cryoturbation as manifested by disrupted and dislocated horizons
and displacement and incorporation of materials from other
horizons, These horizons are not necessarily perennially
frozen and therefore "y" does not always occur in conjunction
with "z" (a frozen layer). In addition, these cryoturbated
horizons differ from hurried soil horizons (designated "b" ),
which are formed by the deposition of new material on top
of older horizons and involve littl e or no disruption, dislocation, displacement or incorporation. The " y" may be
used with O, A, B or C, or combinations of these and other
lower case modifiers. It will always be the last symbol
in a designation. Examp l es are: Omy, Ahy, Bmy, Cy and BCy.

W -

A master layer indicating greater than 95% by volume of
water.
When used withs (W's) it indicates a layer of ice.
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A diagrammatic representation of the depth relationships pertinent to the use of subgroup modifiers.
Perennially frozen ground occu rs w ithin l m. o f the surface.
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